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Preface
In the name of Him who created and sustains the world, the sage;
Who endowed tongue with speech;
He attains no honor who turns the face from the doer of His mercy;
The kings of the earth prostrate themselves before Him in supplication. 1
Imam Sadiq (Peace Be Upon Him) said, “Teach the knowledge of Hadith (and the
religious sciences) before the men of wrong thoughts trap your new
generation and teenagers.”2
Man is a complicated being, although he has small size and weight yet a
grand world has been abstracted within him. In fact, man is the perfect
manuscript of all the levels of being in the world of existence. It means that
he has body and matter that is related to the material world; and the second
thing is that he has the soul that belongs to metaphysics and the third thing
is that he possesses intellect and conscience and has been blessed with
higher thought and perception. Surely, he is the noblest creature of the Lord
Almighty, he cannot be abstracted within material body but he has high
spiritual levels and stages. Certainly, his spiritual needs have various from
person to person, by seeking help from Allah Almighty and with sincere
effort, determination and strong resolution; we should take some bold step
to fulfill these needs and requirements.
1. Sa’di, Bustan, preface of the book, p. 33.
2. Hurr al-'Amili, Wasa'il ash-Shi‘a, vol. 17, p. 331, Hadith 14, Alul Bait Press.

For the clarity of the meaning, it is quite appropriate that we should
explain the various stages of the existence of man briefly and these stages
are mentioned below:
1. The stage of thinking and contemplating that is the higher level of the
being and the existence of man. Man is a thinking creature who traces out
the problem and for the sake of extinguishing the sense of finding the facts;
he tries to find out the solution of these problems. He contemplates and
thinks about the universe and its beginning and ending. Moreover, he
reflects about his own creation, the end of his deeds and matters like this.
The sciences that help him to answer his questions are philosophy and
theology- that is related to ideology and the principles of faith.
2. The feelings, emotions and inclinations are related to the mediocre
stage of his being. It is evident that man has many inclinations and ethical
characteristics. Some of them are like; to be angry extremely and love
extremely. On the following grounds, he needs a tool so that with the help
of it he may create moderation and a balance in his inclinations and lusts
The Spiritual Provision for the Teens
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dangerous for man. At this stage of existence, the ethics is very useful for
man, it teaches the man how he should be moderate and balance in his life
and in his characteristics.
3. The stage of parts of body. This is the inferior stage of the existence of
man. The religion of Islam puts the responsibility of some duties on the
shoulder of man that are related to body and parts of body. For example, he
should perform prayer in order to get closer to Allah Almighty. Prayer has
some prefaces; for example, man should perform wudhu (ablution) or he
should perform ghusl (ritual bathing). Now, how should he perform prayer
or which parts of body, he should wash for ablution or ghusl and to what
commandments help him and respond to his questions and problem
regarding this ground.
Considering the presence of these three stages in the instinct of man and
keeping this phenomenon in view that the greater part of our society are

the teenagers and our young generation who are the builders of the state
and the society, I hope that the authors and all those persons who are
offering their services in the field of culture, should perform some serious,
pure efforts for the sake of inflorescence and growth of the capabilities of
this valuable generation as well as they should do the same thing with them
for their introduction with superior sciences of Islam regarding the above
mentioned field.
They should take some bold steps in all the fields/stages of their
existence, in order to fulfill their spiritual and theoretical needs, in the form
of simple and logical statements.
On the basis of the following arguments, the author has taken the step to
compile and organize this book for the familiarity of the dear youth with an
abstract of Islamic sciences; and for to respond to their needs regarding the
above mentioned fields. This is consisting of three portions: the principles
of belief, ethics and commandments.
However, I have already compiled another book about this subject. Now,
I have organized the issues and commandments of jurisprudence on the
basis of opinions and juristic decrees of His Highness grand Ayatullah
Mousavi Ardebili. I specify this collection with another method to the dear
youth.
At the end, I am thankful and grateful to all those respected persons who
cooperated or advised me in order to compile this book, especially
respected brother Mr. Majeed Mardani.
I pray that may Allah Almighty declare this work a provision for the
young generation in order to cover the way of humanity and reach the
read this useful bunch of the tree of humanity and may they get provision
from the treasure of Islamic sciences for the building of a better future!
2007 Autumn
Holy City of Qum
Nasir Mukkariyan
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Part one
The Principles of Beliefs and
Religious Creeds

Chapter one

Identification of the Religion
The religion of Islam is a perfect schedule from Allah Almighty for the sake
of better life for human beings in this world and perfect code for the eternal
bliss in the everlasting abode. Surely, the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His
Holy Progeny) brought the perfect schedule for the guidance and pleasure of
human beings and His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) introduced the man with the
facts and realities of the world of creation.
Appealing to religion and faith in Allah Almighty is the most powerful
support during the time of difficulties and hardships. This is the very thing
that confers honor upon man and brings the grandness as a gift for him.
Perfect recognition and awareness is the very first step for more and better
use of the schedule of the religion of Islam.
The religion of Islam gives especial importance to knowledge and seeking
knowledge. Religiousness of every Muslims should be accompanied by
awareness and recognition. The Holy Qur’an says in a short and rich sentence:
Is a blind and ignorant equal to a man of insight?1
Likewise, Imam Sadiq (Peace Be Upon Him) says, “Be profound for the
understanding of religious ideas because he who does not have depth in
religion and does not try to understand it, he will remain like a wanderer
Bedouin.”2 His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) also says, “I wish a flog had been
1. Surah An’am (6), verse 50.
2. Bihar al-Anwar, vol. 1, p. 215, Hadith 19.
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descended upon the head of my companions so that they might move for an indepth learning of halāl and harām (lawful and unlawful) of religious issues.”1
Question: “What do we mean by learning and seeking knowledge? Is knowledge
and seeking knowledge only confined to learning religious matters? Is Islam
indifferent to other sciences? For example, knowledge and sciences like astronomy,
geology, botany and zoology are not demanded by the religion of Islam?”
Answer: The religion of Islam pays especial attention on every kind of
knowledge that plays some role for guidance and salvation of man or it
causes to fulfill his material and spiritual needs. May be this is the very
meaning of the saying of the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Progeny), “Seek
knowledge though you will have to go to china.” 2
Keeping in view that the people of china were not Muslims, the point
comes to mind that every kind of knowledge and science that is useful for
humanity, will be demanded and appreciated, either it is the science of
religion or related to other sciences.
Overall, every kind of knowledge that leads man to the way of perfection
and helps him about self-recognition and his environment and draws him near
to Allah Almighty, Islam has paid special attention to it because Islam is the
religion for the guidance of humanity and Allah Almighty has revealed it.
The words of Allah Almighty in the beginning of Surah Fātir concentrate on
the occurrences that take place in this universe. All these incidents bear the
witness on the presence of the Powerful Creator; like incident of creation of
man, state of coming day and night, descending of rain and creation of various
fruits, creation of different kind of animals, the Lord Almighty says:
Surely men of knowledge are God fearing ones amongst the people. 3
This clearly shows that in view of Allah Almighty those who have
knowledge and awareness about these matters are also considered the men
of knowledge.
However, learning such sciences that bring disaster for individual and
the society and make the man distrusting amongst them or the knowledge
that is not useful for man, surely it is out of the domain of encouragements
of the great religious leaders regarding seeking knowledge.
1. Ibid, p. 213, Hadith 12.
2. Wasa'il ash-Shi‘a, vol. 27, Hadith 20.
3. Surah Fatir (35), verse 28.

Chapter two

The fundamentals of religion and
consolidation of religious creeds
As I said in preface of the book that highest stage in the existence of man, is
the stage of thought and contemplation. Man is a thoughtful and intellectual
creature who thinks himself: Who am I? Why have I come to this world?
Who is the creator of this universe? Where is this universe marching? What
would be the end of this universe? Has the man been created useless? Have
I any duty and responsibility in this world?
Neither I have flower, nor leaf, nor fruit nor shadow;
I am struck with wonder, why did the farmer sow us?
This intellectual being until finds the satisfying answers for his questions
will keep wondering and wandering. Every sect and religion has ideological
views and ideas about the existence that is considered theoretical backrest
and support of this school of thought. On the basis of that ideological look, it
answers the question about itself. This kind of thought and consideration is
termed as “worldview”. In every religion and school of thought, there is a
fundamental belief that is considered the essence and principle pillar of that
religion and with collapsing of that pillar, the principle of that religion is
also destroyed.
The religion of Islam has also fundamental roots and principles which
are considered the principle pillars of the religion. It is compulsory for

every Muslim that he should get important and sufficient awareness about
these fundamental principles and he should have faith in them with proof
and logical argument. These are the fundamental affairs that are accepted
by every Muslim-either Shi‘a or Sunni- and all of them have faith in these
three principles of belief which are: the Oneness of Allah, the Prophet-hood
and the Day of Judgment.
Moreover than these three principles, we, Shi‘a believe in two other
principles that are: the Divine Justice and Imamate.
As we, Shias believe in the principle of the Divine Justice, the sects of
Sunni school of thought do not accept it but some of them have explained
the meaning of the Divine Justice differently than that of Shi‘a. The doctrine
of Imamate, as we explain, is only specific to Shi‘a. We shall discuss this
doctrine later in detail.
However, Islam has some other matters except the above mentioned
principles that are called “the branches of the religion” that are mentioned
below:
1. Prayer
The Spiritual Provision for the Teens
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3. khums
4. Zakāt (poor tax)
5. Hajj( Pilgramage of Ka’ba)
6. Jihād
7. Order to good deeds
8. Forbidding from bad deeds
9. Tawallā ( to love the friends of Allah Almighty)
10. Tabarrā ( to hate the enemies of Allah Almighty)
The fundamental difference between the fundamental principles of

everyone that he should contemplate in phenomena of the universe and by
consulting with his intellect and instinct; he should produce the premises of
true faith and belief. In other words, the fundamental principles of religion
belong to research, they are not imitative.

However, man can consult to a specialist and by submitting him; he can
perform his duty related to matters. For example, can he recite a
supplication in Persian language in Qunoot of prayer? Is eating the meat of
weasel or that bird is halāl (lawful) or not? Regarding these matters, man
can get awareness about his duty by consulting to a Jurist or a specialist of
jurisprudential matters.
However, the answer of this question that is there any God as a creator
of this universe or not? Is the creator one or he has his partner? And… man
should research and study the universe in order to find the answers of
these questions and after this; he should have faith and creed in them.

The ways of empowering the religious beliefs
religion in such a way that if his beliefs are invaded by the enemies, they
should have power of resistance and man should defend his belief with
solid and definite proofs and arguments.
At this place, it is proper to mention some ways of consolidation of
religious beliefs and creeds.
Some ways of consolidation of religious beliefs and creeds
First way:
Deep thought and contemplation in the creation of universe and phenomena of
existence: At first step, man should try to recognize himself. He should get
sufficient awareness about his potencies. He should contemplate about
complex structure of his body and he should take a view of the elegance in
his soul, instinct and nature. In this way, he can make conviction and belief
in Allah Almighty, the creator of the universe. In this subject, the Holy
Prophet (Peace Be upon Him and His Holy Progeny) says, “He, who knows himself, surely
will be able to recognize his Allah Almighty.” 1
The Holy Qur’an lays remarkable stress on human beings while
comparing the structural system of other animal, sometimes the Holy
Qur’an says:
Will they not regard the camels, how they are created? And the heaven,
1. Bihar al-Anwar, vol. 2, p. 32, Hadith 22.
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A Muslim should strengthen and empower foundations of his belief of
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how it has been raised? And the hills, how they have been set up? And the
earth, how it has been spread?1
On another place, the Holy Qur’an says:
Lo! In the heavens and the earth are portents for believers.And in your
creation, and all the beasts that He scattered in the earth, are portents for a
folk whose faith is sure.And the difference of night and day and the provision
that Allah Almighty sendeth down from the sky and thereby quickened the
earth after her death, and the ordering of the winds, are portents for a people
who have sense.2
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Second way:
The study of various books that have been written about the creation of the
world and different creatures. Man can get useful information about his
environment by reading books of science of various fields like; botany,
astronomy, state of animals of the dry land and the sea. Man can trace out
the role of hidden hands of existent-giving in creation of everyone by
thinking and pondering in these creatures and beings and the dominant
rules on them.
Moreover, there are many books related to the principles of faith, and
these principles were proved with proof and logical argument artistically,
for example books of theology and philosophy. Everybody can read these
books according to his own capacity and understanding in order to
strengthen one’s belief.
Third way:
Presentational conversation with thinkers and men of intellect and expert
of problems of faith and belief. In this way, man can find his faults and can
take step for reformation.
Fourth way:
Seeking help from Allah Almighty and requesting Him for guidance.
The more a man creates coordination and love with Allah Almighty, the
closer he will get and the better he will recognize him and all of his doubts
1. Surah al-Ghāshiya (88), verses 17-20.
2. Surah al-Jāthia (45), verses 3-5.

will be resolved.
Until the beloved not have any captivation
The tries of a lover will be fruitless.
Remembering and mentioning of Allah Almighty is an effective factor for
depth of faith in Him and reaching eternal prosperity.
Question: If all people spend their life in studies and research on the
principles of faith, the affairs of the society will be paralyzed and nobody
will support anybody. Keeping this in consideration, if the people want that
their principles of faith should not be imitative but should be supported by
research, what should they do?
Answer: We did not mean that all the people should be thinkers of
theology or should be philosophers but we said that our faith should not be
confronting with the most little doubt and fallacy about one of the problems
of our faith. This task is possible for everyone. It is possible that man can
find a proof on the truth and reality of his faith by observing a simple
incident in his environment. The story of an old woman who was making
thread with her spinning wheel, expresses the very fact. When a man said to
her: “Oh old lady! How you have recognized your Allah Almighty?” At once,
she replaced her hand from her spinning wheel and the machine stopped
working. The woman explained, “As long as I’m here running the wheel, it
continues to spin in motion. Once I stop, it stops. So, if the wheel is in need
of someone to keep it moving, why should not the Earth, the Heavens, the
Sun and the Moon be in need of someone to keep them moving? When I
stop my work, the wheel stops spinning, but until now, we have never seen
anything in our Universe stop moving. This is how I know that the One Who
keeps our world in order is present and is always present.”
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only a slogan that we may not surrender against the doubt of creator while
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Chapter three

Existence of Allah Almighty is self-evident and
patently obvious
It is self-evidently true and clear like a day that every phenomenon or
construction has a creator or a constructor. When effect comes to existence,
everybody chases its cause. Even if someone blows on the face of an infant,
the infant will open its eyes and by moving his eyes he will try to trace out
the blower. Whenever someone sees a digital camera or a computer, surely,
he will get conviction that the maker of this machine is a highly expert
person. If somebody says to you that this camera was made incidentally and
it has no constructor. At once, you will say to yourself: ‘This man is deprived
of sane and intellect.’ By observing a beautiful painting, 0ne immediately
gets the identification of a painter and inquires: ‘Who has painted this
beautiful painting?’
Currently, nothing can be existed in this universe without the creator.
Resultantly, has this universe, with such dignity, come into existence without
the creator? Does anybody believe that from the towering mountains and the
vast seas, the stars and the great galaxies and extended sky, and all these
strange creatures and various plants, insects and quadrupeds, reptiles, birds
up to the man, all these things got their being without the creator? The
minute intricacies in the things and creatures and their coordination with one
another is clear proof of the existence of a powerful creator.

Look the creation of man! Until an infant was not born, there was not
milk in the breast of his mother. However, with his birth, suddenly the milk
is ready in the breast of his mother so that the infant may feed easily. After
sometime, when this milk is not sufficient for this child, he experiences the
cutting teeth that work like grinding mill so that he may chew the different
kinds of food and may utilize from these stuff. After a while, if you say to
this kid: you and this world in which you are spending your life, all this is
just an incident and it has come into existence just by chance. Does he
accept it? He has observed with his eyes that during the winter to construct
a lifeless snowman, the children gather around him, and every one of them
makes a particular part of that snowman. How can he believe that a moving
and conscious man has no creator? Briefly, wherever we look, and stare one
of the things of this universe, we shall observe effect of a wise and powerful
constructor.
I see you in the desert when I look there,
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When I gaze at the sea, I see you there,
Wherever I look, in the mountains or plains,
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It is your graceful figure at which I stare.1

Faith in Allah Almighty is instinctive
Faith in Allah Almighty was present amongst the human beings during the
history as it was described that faith in Allah Almighty is self-evident and
intellect and reason of every intellectual bears the witness for it. Everyone,
wherever he is, at any time whenever he observes the smoke from a
distance, he will verify the presence of the fire; if he observes footsteps on
the ground, he will declare that somebody has crossed this place. As a
whole, man follows the effect of a creator from his effects. In fact, faith in
Allah Almighty is natural and self-evident for man. It means that as the
instinct and nature of every person declares the decree that cruelty is an
active of aversion, and justice and loving human beings is a praiseworthy
deed. In the same way, within himself, everybody has faith and believes in
the creator of this universe and that is because faith in Allah Almighty was
1. Baba Tahir, Divan of poems, first part of couplets section.

present during the all periods and everybody was trying to find Allah
Almighty. In fact, idol worshiping is also a proof on the existence of Allah
Almighty and the creator amongst the idol worshippers but they committed
fault in the recognition of Allah Almighty. Moreover, no idol worshippers
were of the view that these idols were the creator and their reason and
cause of idol worshipping was this as the Holy Qur’an describes that,
They used to consider the idols as intermediary and intercessor between
God and the people.1

Factors of the denial of Allah Almighty
Question: If desiring and seeking God is a natural fact and it is found in the

from responsibility and obligation, the man becomes heretic and denies
Allah Almighty.2 Sometimes he finds that the existence of Allah Almighty
and accepting Him is not feasible for his individual profits.
On the other hand, the men whose nature is covered by layers of
ignorance, when they face hardships and difficulties suddenly, the layers
are dragged and automatically, they draw their attention towards a point
and they beg for help and assistance. If a pilot announces that airplane will
be crashed after a few minutes, the passengers, the more they come close to
the announced time, the more they will be attracted towards a familiar axis
for they were ignorant up to now in their life.
However, when they have a hairbreadth escape from this danger, once
again they will suffer from the same ignorance. As the Holy Qur’an says:
And when they mount upon the ships they pray to Allah Almighty, making
their faith pure for Him only, but when He bringeth them safe to land, behold!
They ascribe partners (unto Him).3
1. Surah Jonah (10), verse 18.
2. Surah Naml(27), verse 14.
3. Surah al-‘Ankabut (29), verse 65.
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instinct of individuals, so why some people are deniers and why do not
have faith in Allah Almighty?
Answer: Some time, it happens that curtains of ignorance cover the pure
nature of man and he becomes ignorant about the existence of Allah
Almighty and sometimes because of haughtiness and egoism or avoidance
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In short, every atom of all the parts of this world is bearing the witness
that we have the creator but it requires a moment for thought and
contemplation so that their message may be received.
All the creation is a caution of Allah Almighty,
The man, who has no acceptation of Allah Almighty, has no heart,
All these kinds of strange paintings on the wall of existence,
He, who does not contemplate, may become a painting on the wall. 1
However, those who are engrossed in this material world, their instinct
and nature are covered with curtains of ignorance and they are deprived of
hearing the message.
You were always present in my heart, so I don’t need to desire for you,
You were always present in my heart, so I don’t need to search for you,
You were always present in my heart, so, I have no desire for your
presence,
Your were always present in my heart, so I don’t need to discover you,
You came out with one hundred thousand manifestations so that I may
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observe you with one hundred thousand eyes. 2
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1. Sa‘di, Kuliyyat Mawa‘iz, Qasa’id Farsi.
2. Foroughi Bastami, Divan of poems.

Chapter Four

Attributes of Allah Almighty
One of the ways for better acquaintance with existed things is description of
their characteristics. For example, when we want to explain the computer
that is a complicated machine for a person who has not seen a computer up
till now, surely, we shall describe its characteristics and specifications for
him. We shall describe for him that a computer is a machine that performs
the act of accounts and statistics with wonderful speed and this machine
has wonderful memory and its size is very small.
In the same way, for the better and more acquaintance with Allah
Almighty, it is compulsory that we should create awareness about the
characteristics and attributes of Allah Almighty. Generally, the attributes of
Allah Almighty are of two kinds:

1. Positive attributes or attributes of elegance
These are the attributes that exist for Allah Almighty like; to be alive, to be
One, having power, knowledge and awareness, to be hearing, to be seeing
and generosity.
One must be attentive, when we say that Allah Almighty is All Hearing,
All Seeing and has other attributes of this kind, it does not mean that Allah
Almighty has attributes like the people i.e. He has ear, eye, hand and other
parts but it means that Allah Almighty has perfect awareness of all the

things related to observe and hear and all the things are present before Him
and His knowledge and awareness does not need any tools like eyes or ears.
As, Imam Sadiq (Peace Be Upon Him) has said in this regard:
“Allah Almighty has the knowledge and authority to hear and to observe
things without tools of hearing and observing.”1
The reality of hearing and seeing is this that the things should not be
hidden from Him though without interference of five senses. If we had been
powerful, we would have knowledge and awareness of hearing and seeing
without the interference of eye and ear, as we see and hear without eye and
ear in our dreams.

2. Negative Attributes or Attributes of Glory
These are the attributes that do not exist in Allah Almighty and these
attributes must be denied from Allah Almighty because such attributes
indicate the weakness and powerlessness of Allah Almighty, for example, to
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have a body, to be needy, to be cruel and having partner.
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Allah Almighty, the perfect being from every aspect
Question: “Why are we unable to understand the depth of the essence of
Allah Almighty and His attributes?”
Answer: Because Allah Almighty is pure perfection and whose essence
and characteristics are unlimited, on the other hand, we are imperfect
creatures with mind, thought, and limited perception and the limited being
cannot get knowledge and awareness about the unlimited being, as He is
worthy. For example, the water of a sea wants to take place in a glass that is
absolutely impossible. Furthermore, if man gets the complete knowledge of
the existence and attributes of an existence surely, this existence would not
be called Allah Almighty because the being that takes place in the mind and
perception of man, surely is a limited being and has not capability to be
called Allah Almighty, but it is crafted works of man’s mind. On the other
hand, Allah Almighty is pure from such limitations as well as an imperfect
and limited man cannot describe Him completely. In spite of that, it is
1. Bihar al-Anwar, vol. 4, p. 70, Hadith 15.

proper that man should contemplate about the dignity of the creator of this
universe and he should think about His attributes and perfections so that
the soul of the man may quench its thirst from higher meanings.
If it is very hard to drink the whole water of the river of Jeihoon, 1
So, one should drink from it according to his thirst. 2
Question: Why do we relate all the attributes of perfection to Allah
Almighty? What will happen, if Allah Almighty does not possess some
attributes of perfection?
Answer: Because of two proofs:
1. We all observe that all things and creatures of the world of creation
have some perfection and positive points, and as these things are needed to

is impossible this Allah Almighty confer all these attributes upon his
creatures. For example; water should be wet so that it may make things wet
or if the oil has not fat, it would not be able to make things oily.
Thing that is not benefiting from the existence,
How can be existence-giving.3
2. If Allah Almighty does not possess perfection, He will have a limited
and imperfect existence, which will depend upon the others in order to
fulfill his needs and in this case, he has not capability to be Allah Almighty.
For the clarity of this meaning, it is appropriate to explain the attribute
of need that is one of the negative attribute of Allah Almighty.
We recite in Surah Touhid (the Oneness) “Allah Almighty, the Eternally
Besought of all!”
So the existence that want to fulfill the needs of others, he should not be
needy to anyone and if he is needy to other things, he will not have the
capability of to be Allah Almighty. If Allah Almighty becomes the Eternally
Besought of all things, He should not have body and parts so that man can
1. Name of a river.
2. Moulavi, Mathnavi Ma‘navi, Daftar six.
3. Jami, Haft Awrang, Subhat al-Abrar, fourth ‘Aqd, No. 23.
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Allah Almighty to come into existence. In the same way, they are needed to
Allah Almighty for their perfection of existence and attributes of
magnificence because all the creatures are needy to the creator. So, it is selfevident that the Allah Almighty that deprived of attributes of perfection, it
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observe him because everybody has place. It means that it cannot exist
without place. Moreover, everybody consists of parts, it requires all parts in
order to come into existence, and if Allah Almighty will have parts, it means
that His every part depends upon the other parts. When we proved that
Allah Almighty is not an object, it means that He is not visible because
objects are visible for our eyes. It should be noted that man can observe
Allah Almighty with pure heart and soul and can find Him.
Question: “If Allah Almighty has no body and does not need any specific
place so why Allah Almighty has house and we say that Ka‘aba is the Allah
Almighty’s House?”
Answer: We call the mosques and Ka‘aba, the Allah Almighty’s House
because these places are the centers for the monotheists and they perform
religious rites and deeds there and Allah Almighty, the One is worshiped
here and this is the very status and position that Allah Almighty has
conferred upon these places. As some occasion and times are called “Allah
Almighty’s days”, it does not means that Allah Almighty has time and the
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time creates its effect on Him but it means that on those very days, there
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have happened very important incidents that caused the dignity and
preaching of the religion of Allah Almighty.
Question: If Allah Almighty bears no specific place, then why do we raise
our hands towards the sky on the time of supplication?
Answer: It is because of various reasons. By doing so, we want to prove
our powerlessness and helplessness as well as we incarnates a state of
worried beggar who is begging from higher spiritual status. The sky is a
sign of dignity and height that is why we raise our hands towards the sky
and the other reason is that the most of the needs of man like rain, sunlight,
and all descended things (the books of guidance) descend upon man from
the sky and man considers that the sky is the very place of completion of his
needs that is why he raises his hands towards the sky.

Chapter five

The Uniqueness of Allah Almighty
One of the attributes of Allah Almighty is his Oneness and Uniqueness. It
means that Allah Almighty has no partner and He is the supreme authority
of the universe and He does not need anybody in the creation and
management of this universe and He will never feel such need forever. One
of the basics and key slogans of the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy
Progeny) was the denial of other gods and proof of Oneness of Allah Almighty.

Surely, this is the very slogan for the guaranteed salvation of humanity.
“Say, there is no god but Allah Almighty, so that you may get salvation.”1
The Holy Qur’an, the heavenly book depends upon this fundamental slogan.
These are some ways of proving the Uniqueness and Oneness of Allah
Almighty:

First Way: the cosmological order in the world of creation
Integration and harmony amongst the parts of creation is a clear witness on
the oneness of Allah Almighty. Weaknesses and powers, invasions and
defenses, aggressions and emotions, needs and possibilities are intermixed
in this world and this is the very thing that struck the man with wonder;
weakness of an infant with power of parents, attack of meteors with
defense of environment of the Earth and carbon dioxide is compensated
1. Bihar al-Anwar, vol. 18, p. 202, Hadith 32.

with oxygen that is produced by the plants. All these examples and other
phenomena bear the witness of oneness and uniqueness of Allah Almighty.
By studying a book with its all harmonized contents, man will be able to
know the uniqueness of the writer; because if the writers of this had been
more than one person, it would have not been harmony amongst the
contents of the book, though this kind of harmony is not visible and
considerable for the common people; however, the experts would be able to
trace it out. What part of this world has been studied by the science, they
bear the witness of harmony and single dominated system and order on
that particular phenomena. They are of the view that this world has been
constructed on the basis of single design and as many as its dominated law,
this universe is general and comprehensive which even a small experiment
on an existent may lead us toward a greater dominated law on the all over
the world. Surely, this world is like a book that is consisting of many pages
and its every page or it is better to say that thousands of researchers and
scientists perform their experiments on every line and they are still
The Spiritual Provision for the Teens

perform their experiments, all the scientist are of the view that all the lines
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of this book have harmony with each other.
If this grand universe had been a product of two gods, definitely there
would have not been coordination and harmony.
Hisham ibn al-Hakam was one of the companions of Imam Sadiq (Peace Be
Upon Him), he says: “I said to Imam what is proof of Oneness of Allah Almighty?”

Imam replied: “Because of coordination and harmony between the parts
of the universe and in the same way, the perfection of all the creatures also
bears the witness of the Oneness of the creator of the universe.”1
Then Imam Sadiq (Peace Be Upon Him) referred to a verse of the Holy Qur’an in
that verse Allah Almighty says:
If there were therein gods beside Allah Almighty, then verily both (the
heavens and the earth) had been disordered. Glorified be Allah Almighty, the
Lord of the Throne, from all that they ascribe (unto Him).2
1. Bihar al-Anwar, vol. 3 p. 229, Hadith 19.
2. Surah An’biya (21), verse 22.

The second way: the monotheism (worshiping of One Allah
Almighty) of the Prophets and their invitation toward one
Allah Almighty
All the Prophets came and invited the people towards the Oneness of Allah
Almighty and His worship. If there had been another Allah Almighty, surely
he will have appointed his Prophets so that they may invite the people
toward him. It is narrated from the precious book Nahjul Balaghah from
Imam Ali (Peace Be Upon Him) who says while advising his beloved son Imam
Hassan (Peace Be Upon Him):
“Know O my son, if there had been a partner with your Lord, his
messengers too should have come to you and you would have seen signs of
his authority and power and have known his deeds and qualities. But He is

not send their Prophets?”
Answer: How it is possible that a god to be indifferent toward his
uppermost creature namely human being and he is not going to send his
Prophets and leaders for them for their guidance and salvation. Allah
Almighty willing, we shall discuss in the section of Prophet-hood that
sending prophet is one of the important matter.

Third way: Rational proof
We can establish a simple argument on the Oneness of the creator of this
universe which is, suppose, if there are two or more gods, we can imagine
some states for the creation of a phenomenon like; planet of Mars:
A. Every one of them might have created the planet of Mars
independently. Once, the first god created it and once again, the second
god created it and so on. In fact, the planet of Mars has been created many
times. Invalidity of this form and supposition is clear and self-evident
because nothing has been created more than once. Moreover, after the
creation of that thing by the first god and that thing came into existence
and there is no need to create it again.
1. Nahjul Balagha, Letter. 31, p. 300.
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only One God as He has described Himself.” 1
Question: “What is wrong, if there would be other gods and they would
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B. All those gods have created the planet of Mars collectively by helping
each other. In this case, we confront with this question that either one of
them has power to create it or not? If you will say, no not at all, it means
that all these gods are dependent upon each other. As it was said already,
the creator of the universe is not the Dependent one and this thing is not
feasible for the Lordship of Allah Almighty. On the other hand, if every one
of them is able to create the planet of Mars, in spite of that he seeks help
from other god/s, surely seeking help from others has a reason. Either
every god wants to utilize less energy for the creation of that phenomenon
or he wants to be safe from the opposition and hostility of other gods and at
last, he is needy to cooperate with other gods. Definitely, this supposition is
not feasible as well for the Lordship of Allah Almighty because a needy and
dependent being cannot be the creator of this universe.
Question: “What is wrong if every one of these gods would divide the
creation of this universe amongst themselves, for example one of them
creates the planet of Mars and the other one creates the Earth?”
The Spiritual Provision for the Teens

Answer: If one of gods creates the Mars while the other determines to
destroy it, if the first god who created the Mars, defends his creature and
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stops the destruction of the second god, surely the second god will be weak
and helpless and if the first god does not protect his creatures, it means, he
is weak and helpless and has no capability of the Lordship.

Benefits and effects of faith in the oneness of God
Believing in Allah Almighty and faith in the powerfulness and the oneness
of the creator of the universe has many abundant fruits. We are going to
mention some of them:
1. Development of a sense of responsibility in human beings.The man,
who has faith in Allah Almighty and Uniqueness (oneness), considers
observing all his deeds. Therefore, he tries to avoid bad deeds and tries his
best to do good deeds. That is why the society, in which the people believe
in the Oneness of Allah Almighty, avoids bad deeds and performs good and
productive ones.

2. Because we consider Allah Almighty the sovereign of this universe and
we consider everybody weak and feeble as compared to and we seek help
only form Him. As we recite in Sura al-Hamd many times in our daily
prayers, “We seek help only from you.”
A believer only seeks help from Allah Almighty, in the time of hardships
and difficulties.
3. We do never express our sense of slavishness before any other save
Allah Almighty and we do never obeisance before anybody amongst the
human beings. Our worship is only specific for Allah Almighty. One of the
slogans of the performers of the prayer is: “We only worship You!”

Part one: The Principles of Beliefs and Religious Creeds
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Chapter six

The Divine Justice
It was mentioned in the previous chapters that Allah Almighty possesses all
the perfections and beauties. One of His attributes of perfection is Justice. It
was also mentioned that the Divine Justice is considered one of the major
principles of Shiism because a sect amongst the Sunni School of Thought
does not consider this principle of Allah Almighty. According to the belief of
this sect, if Allah Almighty puts an obedient and submissive person in the
Hell, and on the contrary to it, if He enters a cruel and sinner in the
paradise, it will not only be considered a bad deed though it will be
considered an act of cruelty.
On the other hand, we, the Shias and a group amongst the Sunnis who
are called Mu'tazila, are of the view that Allah Almighty does not commit
cruelty to anyone as well as He does not commit bad deeds and that all of
His deeds are performed on the basis of wisdom and good-intention. He
confers rewards upon the doers of good deeds and does not throw the
sinless people in the Hell because cruelty and atrocity is a bad deed
whoever so performs it. It is narrated from Imam Sadiq (Peace Be Upon Him):
“Allah Almighty does not interrogate the sinless persons in the place of
sinners nor He puts the children in the Hell due to their parents’ sins.” 1
1. Bihar al-Anwar, vol. 10, p. 227, Hadith 1.

Arguments in the support of this doctrine
For the proof of the Divine justice, we shall establish two main arguments in
the following:
1. If a person commits atrocity on others, we can suppose a state
regarding this very action:
Either, he does not perceive the wickedness and ugliness of this deed
that is why he commits cruelty on others or he knows that this deed is bad
and wicked but he thinks that he is needy of thing that is in the control of
others and he does not possess it. That is why, he commits cruelty on others
and snatches it from others by force or he does not need what the persons
have in their control but he commits the cruelty on other persons in order
to revenge or for the sake of satisfaction of his lusts. Every cruel have one of
the motive behind his cruelty and atrocity. However, the Creator of this
universe does not commit cruelty because ignorance is far from Him and He
is well aware of all the beauties and bad deeds.
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Secondly, He is not a needy existent who commits cruelty on others in
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order to get the control of things.
Finally, He is not a needy existent of taking revenge, He does not
perform useless, null and a void deed as well as He does not perform deeds
without wisdom so that He might suffer from injustice.
2. The intellect of every person perceives that cruelty is a bad deed and
the Prophets of Allah Almighty have prohibited the people from committing
cruelty as well as Allah Almighty has prohibited the people from
committing atrocity. We can find many verses in the Holy Qur’an related to
this subject:

.

Allah loveth not wrong-doers 1 Or, We have prepared a painful doom for
evil-doers.2
Now, how is it possible that Allah Almighty commits the deed that was
prohibited by Allah Almighty himself and all the intellectuals consider it
bad?
1. Surah Al-e ‘Imran (3), verse 57.
2. Surah Furqan (25), verse 37.

Variations and differences are not contradicted with the
Divine Justice
Question: “We observe that some persons are poor and they are needy for
their bread and butter and we observe some other persons who are rich,
some other persons are healthy and some persons are suffering from
diseases, some persons have quick memory and intelligence and some
other are stupid and unintelligent, some people have beauty while some
others are ugly, a group is of white color while a group is of black color, are
this kind of discriminations contradicted with the Divine Justice?”
Answers: First, the cause of many of these kinds of social discriminations
and inequalities are the man. Some people who are not contented with their
right, they show aggression towards the property and wealth of others and

some people on the others.
On the other hand, Allah Almighty has put the responsibilities of His
commandments and decree on the shoulders of man in order to finish
inequalities. For example, every eligible Muslim must pay khums and zakāt
(poor tax) of his wealth and property and Islam has recommended giving
alms and charity to the poor and deserving people. This thing clearly
depicts that Allah Almighty dislikes such kind of discrimination amongst the
people that a few persons would die of hunger and the other group would
enjoy all the facilities. It is narrated from Imam Sadiq (Peace Be Upon Him): “If the
people had paid zakāt (poor tax) of their wealth, nobody amongst the
Muslims would have been poor.”1
His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) also says: “The quantity of zakāt that Allah
Almighty has made compulsory is sufficient in order to fulfill the need of the
needy. If this quantity had not been sufficient for this deed, surely Allah
Almighty would have put more responsibility on the shoulders of the rich.” 2
Therefore, a part of discrimination emerges because of cruelties of some
people of the society on the other people and a part of discrimination is
1. Wasa'il ash-Shi‘a, vol. 9, p. 12, Hadith 6.
2. Ibid, p. 10, Hadith 2.
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it has created the two poles of the society; the rich and the poor. Probably,
the differences between richness and poverty, knowledge and ignorance,
health and disease, are the productions of hidden and known cruelties of
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because of indolence of the people of the society. Sufficient nourishment
and health pave the way to development. The lazy persons and the persons
whose wealth was devastated by the other people cannot enjoy the physical
fitness, external beauty and a lot of capacity because of lack of possibilities.
In fact, such kind of discriminations and differences are fabrication of
man’s hand that would be rooted out with awakening and resistance of the
people against the aggressive and by taking back their exploited rights and
with the destruction of discriminative system and with spread of social
justice. Islam and the Holy Qur’an do not verify such kind of discriminations.
The other kinds of such differences are the necessary for the creation of
man. Even if a society possesses a perfect social justice system, all the
members of this society will be of the same shape like the product of a
factory. The bounties of Allah Almighty have been divided amongst the
people in such a way so that they may have their share of them. We can be
rarely able to find someone who would have all the bounties of Allah
Almighty. In the society, one person has strong body while the other has
The Spiritual Provision for the Teens

extraordinary intelligence and another person has the taste of poetry.
However, the important thing is that a society should explore such talents
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and should utilize it for the entire society. A society like the body of a
human being requires different parts and various capacities. As the body of
man is made of different cells and it is impossible that all the cells of body
should be of the same kind. Some of them made the cells of eye and the
other made the strong bones. In the same way, a society needs various
capacities and senses of taste in order to come in existence and every
person of the society have his own duty in the grand association. However,
some parts of this grand set should not suffer from deprivation and their
services should not be considered minor and they should not be humiliated.
Similarly, although the cells of a body have differences yet all these cells
means, placing everything on its proper place. For example, if all the cells of
a body of man had been created like the same, it would have been far from
justice and wisdom. Therefore, the discriminations of the structure, soul
and body of human being are compatible and natural parts of the creation,

it should not be considered atrocity but it is the necessary part of the
wisdom of Allah Almighty. Therefore, on these logical bases, the objection
will be no more valid that why an existent has been created as a man whiles
the other has been created a sheep, or scorpion or an earthworm.
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Chapter seven

The Prophet-Hood
The second article of the foundations of religion that is accepted by all the
Muslim is belief in Prophet-hood. All the Prophets are ambassadors of Allah
Almighty who have come for the guidance and leadership of humanity. The
purpose of the creation of man is not that he should enjoy his life for short
time in this world and should entertain himself with various bounties and
then he should pass away, but man should achieve perfection in this world
and he should win the eligibility for the higher status of the Hereafter. A
man cannot achieve and accomplish such targets without a proper planning
of expert and learned educator. Now, who should constitute and compile
such law and plan? The answer is very clear, the person who knows all the
spiritual and physical characteristics as well as he has deep awareness and
knowledge about the emotions of man. The Creator has only such kind of
information about man and everyone who makes the Divine law for the
perfection of man, after a while, the drawbacks of this constitution and law
will be clear for us. Particularly, expediency of the lawmakers, do not allow
them that they should overlook their interests and benefits as well as
profits of their relatives. Surely, this factor does not allow them to look all
the humanity equally.
However, through what means, this Divine law should be delivered to
the people. This is the very place where the Prophets who have an

outstanding and infallible personalities, play their role. They receive the
commandments and decrees of Allah Almighty through revelation and
deliver the messages of Allah to the people. Revelation is a kind of specific
connection between the Lord of the universe and the Prophet. By this
source, a prophet observes the facts of the universe with his intuitive eyes
and hears the secrets with the ears of the soul.
The important point in the life of the Prophets is that they are the very
first who execute the law of Allah Almighty, they deliver the messages of
Allah Almighty to the people and they are the practical models of these
commandments.

Characteristics of the Prophets
As a whole, the Divine Prophets have two characteristics and attributes:
1. They are infallible. If a person wants to be a practical model for the
society and nation so that the people may not strike with sense of wonder,
he must be infallible and he will have to be insured against the sin and
The Spiritual Provision for the Teens

disobedience so that he may attract the attention of the people. It should
not be misunderstood that the insurance or protection against sin does not
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mean that they are compelled to be infallible and they do not have any role
regarding their infallibility, but it means that the Prophets have got
awareness about the various issues by the source of instructions of the Lord
of the world, So do not slip and deviate from straight path. Like a doctor,
who does experiments in his laboratory and becomes aware of water that is
infected with different kinds of diseases and he comes to conclude that this
water is full of killing and dangerous microbes. It is impossible that he
would drink this water because this knowledge and awareness have given
him immunity and abstinence against drinking this infected water.
The root of most of the sins is unawareness from ends, and odious
Prophets and makes them far from sins. If someone questions, why have the
Prophets enjoyed such grace and bounty not the others? It should be said
that the great responsibility of leadership of the society has put on their
shoulders.

2. As it has come clear from previous discussions, the other
characteristic of the Prophets is that they should know all the laws and
commandments which are important for the success of human beings, in
this world and the Hereafter so that they may hand over to man the real
way of perfection and schedule of his success. However, it should be
remembered that the limits of knowledge of the Prophets is according to
conferring of Allah Almighty. The important term for receiving knowledge
from Allah Almighty is that they should be blessed with unique intellect and
understanding. In other words, they should be intellectual and men of
wisdom.

The ways of identification of the Prophets

First way: The other prophet, whose prophet-hood and messenger-ship
has been verified, should affirm and verify him or before his arrival, he
should describe his signs and symbols. One of the duties of the previous
Prophets was that they should prepare their followers for the acceptance of
the successor Prophets. As the Prophet Jesus (Peace Be Upon Him) did this kind of
1
verification and affirmation regarding the Holy Prophet Muhammad. In the
same way, the posterior Prophets used to verify invitation of the earlier
Prophets.
Second way: A prophet should bring miracles for the support of his
claim. A “Miracle” is an extraordinary act that is brought by the Prophets
without utilization of any material means while the other people are unable
to perform it. Likewise, the turning the Prophet Moses' rod into a python
and lightening of the hand of His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him), resurrecting of
the dead and curing the blinds by birth, by the Prophet Jesus (Peace Be Upon Him)
and extinguishing the fire for the Prophet Ibrahim, the creation of a shecamel from the mountain by the Prophet Salih (Peace Be Upon Him), the
governorship of the Prophet Solomon on the air and the Jinn and bringing
the Holy Qur’an by the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny).
1. Surah Saff (61), verse 6.
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For the verification of the truth of a person who claims prophet-hood, there
are many ways; some of them are the following:
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Every prophet was equipped with a miracle of the most advanced
sciences and knowledge of his time so that his connection with hidden
world might come clear for the people so that the intellectuals of that era
might surrender to him and they might admit the truth of his invitation.
The same contents have been described in a Hadith of Imam Reza (Peace Be
Upon Him), when His Highness was asked: “Why did every prophet have

different kinds of miracles?” His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) replied: “During
the era of the Prophet Moses (Peace Be Upon Him), there were many magicians,
and the Prophet Moses (Peace Be Upon Him) performed a deed that made all the
magicians powerless while during the era of the Prophet Jesus (Peace Be Upon
Him), the medical profession was advanced and the physicians were highly

expert in the field of curing the patients. The Prophet Jesus (Peace Be Upon Him)
proved the truth and reality of his invitation by curing the incurable
patients without material tools. During the era of the Holy Prophet, it was
domination of extra-ordinary and eloquent orators and poets but they
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bowed their heads before the unique method of eloquence of the Holy
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Qur’an.”1
Third way: One should investigate the talks and behaviors of the person
who is claiming for the Prophet-hood because a real prophet did never
show his interest in material profits for himself. Neither he wants reward or
wealth nor he wants any status and reputation even he is not looking
forward to thankfulness and homage from the people. He is practicing only
the Divine motives and instigations. Contrary to it, the magicians and liar
claimers of Prophet-hood always seek their material interests.
Fourth way: The deep analysis and the study of laws and commandments
concerning that prophet's religion, and comparison between these
commandments and others and finding superiority of these commandments
on the other commandments, so that one may find the truth and reality of a
claimer. However, it should be remembered that this way is only specific for
the intellectuals, researchers and experts. Common people have no capability
to follow this way for the identification.
1. Bihar al-Anwar, vol. 11 , p. 70-71, Hadith 1.

Numbers of the Divine Prophets
Twenty-six Prophets mentioned by name in the Holy Qur’an who are
mentioned below: Adam, Noah, Salih, Hud, Abraham, Ismail, Isaac, Joseph
(Yusuf), Lot, Jacob, Moses, Aaron, Zecharia (Zakaria), John, Jesus, David,
Solomon, Elias, Yasa, Dhul-kifi, Elisha, Job, Jonah, Uzair and Muhammad (Pace
Be Upon Them). It should be remembered that the Holy Qur’an mentioned a few

Prophets more than these like Shamoil, Jeremiah, Khidr, and Joshua (Pace Be
Upon Them) but their names have not been mentioned clearly.1
It has been related in many traditions about the numbers of the
Prophets, it has been related that the total number of Prophets was one
hundred twenty four thousand2 persons and it has been narrated in another
tradition that they were one hundred and forty-four thousand persons.3

Progeny) replied: “The Prophets were three hundred and twenty thousand and

the descended books were one hundred twenty four.” After this, Abuzar
asked about the number of the Messengers amongst the Prophets – who
were appointed to deliver the Divine commandments- the Holy Prophet (Peace
Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) replied: “They were more than three hundred.”4
1. Please read the following verses of the Holy Quran: 2|247|Their Prophet said unto them: Lo!
Allah hath raised up Saul to be a king for you. They said: How can he have kingdom over us when
we are more deserving of the kingdom than he is, since he hath not been given wealth enough? He
said: Lo! Allah hath chosen him above you, and hath increased him abundantly in wisdom and
stature. Allah bestoweth His Sovereignty on whom He will. Allah is All-Embracing, All-Knowing.
2|259|Or (bethink thee of) the like of him who, passing by a township which had fallen into utter
ruin, exclaimed: How shall Allah give this township life after its death? And Allah made him die a
hundred years, then brought him back to life. He said: How long hast thou tarried? (The man) said: I
have tarried a day or part of a day. (He) said: Nay, but thou hast tarried for a hundred years. Just
look at thy food and drink which have not rotted! Look at thin ass! And, that We may make thee a
token unto mankind, look at the bones, how We adjust them and then cover them with flesh! And
when (the matter) became clear unto him, he said: I know now that Allah is Able to do all things.
18|60|And when Moses said unto his servant: I will not give up until I reach the point where the
two rivers meet, though I march on for ages.
18|65|Then found they one of Our slaves, unto whom We had given mercy from Us, and had ta ught
him knowledge from Our presence.
2. Bihar al-Anwar, vol. 11, p. 30, Hadith 21 and Bihar al-Anwar, p. 41, Hadith 43.
3. Ibid, vol. 16, p. 352, Hadith 35.
4. Ibid, vol.1, p. 60, Hadith 68.
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It has been mentioned in some traditions that Abuzar asked from the
Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) about the total number of the
Divine Prophets and Scriptures. The Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy
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Question: “Was the status of all the Prophets and Messengers of Allah
Almighty equal?”
Answers: In the view of the Holy verses of the Holy Qur’an and the terms
in the traditions, it becomes clear that those persons who were appointed
by Allah Almighty, enjoyed different status and positions that are
mentioned below:
1. Status of Prophet-hood: It means receiving the Divine commandments
from Allah Almighty by the revelation; the personalities who had such
status are called Nabi (Prophet). Therefore, a Prophet is the person who
receives the revelation.
2. Status of Messenger-ship: It means that the status and responsibility
of delivering the message of the revelation to the people and preaching and
spreading the commandments of Allah Almighty and awaking the people of
the society. In this case, a Messenger is a person who tries his best to invite
the people towards Allah Almighty as well as he advances towards Allah
Almighty and turns every stone for a cultural revolution.
3. Status of Imamate: It means the leadership and guidance of the
people. An Imam is the person who establishes the Divine Government and
tries his best to gain necessary powers in order to materialize the
commandments of Allah Almighty in the society. In other words, the duty of
an Imam is implementation of the commandments of Allah Almighty;
however, the duty of a messenger is transforming and delivering these
commandments.
Some Prophets like the Holy Prophet Muhammad had all these three
status and some of them had only one status or they had also status of
Messenger-ship.
There are five Prophets who are called the “Ulul „azm Anbiyā” (archProphets), it means that they were men of determination and the Prophet
who had the divine laws and had new constitution. They were called ArchProphets because they confronted with a lot of trials and troubles and for
the resistance against these difficulties; they had strong determination and
resolution.1
1. Ibid, p. 34-35, Hadith 28-29-30.

There are five Arch- Prophets:
1. Prophet Noah,
2. Prophet Abraham,
3. Prophet Moses who had the divine book, the Old Testament,
4. Prophet Jesus who had the divine book, New Testament,
5. The Holy Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) who had the heavenly
Book, the Holy Qur’an.1
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1. Ibid, P. 33, Hadith 26.

Chapter eight

The Holy Prophet of Islam (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny)
Before the appointment of the Holy Prophet Muhammad (Peace Be Upon Him and His
Holy Progeny) on the prophet-hood, the people of the world, particularly the

people of peninsula of Arab were spending living in the world of ignorance
and aberration. Misery, misfortune, ignorance, insanity and various kinds of
spiritual pollutions had prevailed that era. Unorganized circumstance was
not hidden for anyone until Allah Almighty conferred upon the people a
great bounty that was worthy of making the people obliged and that was
the prophet-Hood of the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny).The
Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) was amongst the kind of the
people, he was not amongst the kind of angels so that His Highness (Peace Be
Upon Him) might understand the needs and necessities of the people and might

comprehend the pains and difficulties of their life. The Holy Prophet (Peace Be
Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) was appointed as the Prophet while His Highness (Peace
Be Upon Him) declared three main objectives of his appointment:

1. His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) used to recite the verses of Allah Almighty
for the people and made them familiar with the words of Allah Almighty.
2. His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) used to teach ethical characteristics and
values of humanity as well as His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) used to train
them. His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) used to make them pure from impurities
of infidelity, invalid and superstitious beliefs, and bad characteristics so that

they might get ready for the education of the Divine Book and real wisdom
and knowledge.
3. He used to teach them wisdom and knowledge because the ignorance
is the root of darkness.1
The Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) started his schedule from
“Ommol Ghora” the center and mother towns of Hijaz, the Holy city of
Mecca. First, His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) was appointed for preaching to his
close relatives so that He might guide them on the straight path and
foundation of Islam might get stronger. After that His Highness (Peace Be Upon
Him) was appointed for preaching to the other people and after the stability

of the pillars of Islam, His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) was appointed for
preaching and making the people fear of Allah all over the world. That was
because His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) wrote the letters to the great rulers of
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the world of that era and His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) invited “ king Kasra”
and “ king Kaiser” towards the religion of Islam.
Surely being of the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) was great
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bounty and mercy of Allah Almighty for all the people of the world because
His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) was responsible for preaching of a constitution
that is source of salvation of all the human beings. Now, if a group does not
get the benefits of unending mercy of Allah Almighty, it will be their fault
and will not create any effect to comprehensive mercy. Anyway, at present,
corruption, devastation, atrocity and cruelty, genocide and massacre are
dominating and ruling the world and the flames of wars are spurting from
everywhere. When the ignorance, impurity of ethics, dishonesty, atrocity
and discrimination created thousands of disturbances and disorders, in
such world, the meanings of the title of the Holy Prophet “the Mercy for the
all the Worlds” comes clearer than ever before. Which mercy can be better
than that His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) brought such excellent schedule for
humanity that if man acts upon it, it will change the miseries and
misfortunes into success and good luck in this world and the Hereafter.
What danger is there to the wall of the faithful with thee for a buttress?
What fear of the waves of the sea has he whose pilot is Noah?2
1. It has been taken from Surah Al-e ‘Imran (3), 164.
2. Gulistan, preface.

All the strive and struggle of the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy
Progeny) was for guidance of humanity for the sake of Allah Almighty. His

Highness (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) did seek no reward and profit for his
efforts yet His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) declared the guidance of the people
is his reward because the guidance of the nation had extra-ordinary
spiritual reward for His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny).

A Glimpse on the biography of the Holy Prophet of
Islam (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny)
The Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) Muhammad was born on
17th of Rabi‘ al-Awwal (the third month of Islamic calendar) in the Holy city

warrior elephants towards the city of Mecca in order to destroy the Holy
Ka‘aba but he was confronted with the divine punishment. On the very
moment, when he wanted to invade the Holy city of Mecca, the little birds
threw stones on them and destroyed them.
The name of father of the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) was
Abdullah and his mother was “Aminah”. The father of His Highness (Peace Be
Upon Him) died before his birth and His grandfather Abdul Muttalib became his
guardian and brought him up nicely. His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) was of six
years old when his mother passed away and when His Highness (Peace Be Upon
Him) was of eight years old, his grandfather passed away. After the death of
his grandfather, his uncle Abu Talib (Peace Be Upon Him) became his guardian and
brought him up nicely. The Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny)
married Lady Khadija (Peace Be Upon Her) at the age of twenty five.
Since the childhood, the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) was
manner full, truthful, and righteous that is why he was called as
“Muhammad Amin (the truthful)”. He spent forty years of his life with
truthfulness, honesty and greatness amongst the people. During this period
of forty years, nobody observed any act of lie and dishonesty as well as His
Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) never committed cruelty on anyone. His Highness
(Peace Be Upon Him) used to go to the cave of Hira and used to worship with
contemplation in the elements of the power of Allah Almighty. At last, the
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of Mecca, on the very year, when the incident of “the companions of
Elephant” took place. The ruler of Yemen marched with great troops and
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Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) was chosen for the prophethood, at the age of forty years, on twenty seventh of the month of Rajab (the
seventh month of Islamic calendar). After the appointment of His Highness
(Peace Be Upon Him) on the prophet-hood, He spent thirteen years of his life in the

Holy city of Mecca and during this period, the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and
His Holy Progeny) invited the people towards Islam and the worship of Allah

Almighty, openly and secretly. During this period, the infidels teased and
tortured the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) and the Muslims. At
last, the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) migrated to the city of
Yathrib that became “Medina al-Nabi” later and His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him)
laid the foundation of the world Islamic government. The Holy Prophet (Peace
Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) lived for ten years in this city and His Highness (Peace
Be Upon Him) remained busy in preaching and guiding the people. During this

period of ten years, it took place many sweet and bitter incidents, battles
and victories. After passing sixty three years of his life, the Holy Prophet
(Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) passed away and left for his eternal journey on
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the twenty-eighth of the month of Safar, in 11. A.H.
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Although the victory of the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny)
was because of the help of Allah Almighty yet one of the most important
factor of that victory was his ethical attraction. The Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon
Him and His Holy Progeny) was the embodiment of all the superior human
characteristics even his worst enemies were highly impressed by His
Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) and they were compelled to admit his majesty. On
the other hand, His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) captivated his companions. If
we say that noble ethics was one of the great miracles of the Holy Prophet
(Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) surely we shall speak the truth. There are
narrated for us some attributes of the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy
Progeny) by Imam Hossein Peace Be Upon Him):
“The Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) had a smiling face,
tender and kindhearted; His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) was never harsh,
stonehearted, aggressive, rude, backbiter, and flattering. Nobody was
pessimistic from His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him). The Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon
Him and His Holy Progeny) used to make three things far from himself: quarrelling
and confrontation while talking, talkativeness and interference in the

matter that was not related to His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him). The Holy
Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) never used to commit three deeds
related to the people. His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) never used to scold and
rebuke and His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) never used to find faults with their
hidden deeds. His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) used to talk only about the
matter about whom; He had hope of reward of Allah Almighty. His Highness
(Peace Be Upon Him) so dominated in his talks that all people used to observe
silence while he was talking. Whenever a stranger talked with His Highness
(Peace Be Upon Him) rudely and requested to His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him), He used
to tolerate him and His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) used to order his
companions: “ Whenever you see a needy, confer upon him his
requirement.” His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) never used to eat one’s words
Surely, if His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) used to invite the people towards
the worship of Allah Almighty, prior to them, His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him)
used to worship Allah Almighty more than anybody. If His Highness (Peace Be
Upon Him) used to forbid the people from any deed, preceding to all, His

Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) used to avoid this deed. The infidels used to tease
His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) but His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) used to make
them frightened. They used to scold the Holy Prophet but His Highness (Peace
Be Upon Him) used to pray for them. They used to throw stones on His Highness
(Peace Be Upon Him), and used to throw hot ashes on his head but His Highness
(Peace Be Upon Him) used to raise his hands to pray for their guidance, in the court

of Allah Almighty. The Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him) was so humble that His
Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) used to sit on the ground and eat food on the
ground, and performed domestic chores; for example, sometimes, His
Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) used to open the door of the house for the people
personally, milked the goats, when his slave became tired because of
working on grinding mill, the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him) used to help him.
His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) never used to become furious for worldly
matters, his wrath was only for the sake of Allah Almighty. The Holy
Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) used to eat food with the poor and
1. Bihar al-Anwar, vol. 16, p. 148-153, Hadith 4.
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during talking until the end of the talk.”1
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down trodden people of the society. His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) used to
respect the righteous and learned person. Regarding to the food and dress
of His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him), there was no difference between his food
and dress and the food and dress of his slave. His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him)
used to salute everybody, whenever, His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) used to sit
in a meeting or company, he used to remember Allah Almighty and His
Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) used to sit oriented towards Qibla. Whenever
somebody felt need of his help, His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) immediately,
used to fulfill his need. The Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) used
to respect the guest and sometimes, His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) spread his
cloak on the ground so that the guest might sit on it.
Once upon a time (Peace Be Upon Him), a man was talking and trembling
because of the dignity of the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny). His
Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) said: “why are you feeling fear of me, I am not a
king.”
Surly, the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) is the role model of
The Spiritual Provision for the Teens

perfect ethics and humanity for all human beings, as His Highness (Peace Be
Upon Him) said: “I was appointed on the prophet-hood so that I might make the
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attributes of ethics perfect and make them reach at the climax.”1
Can we find bravery and forgiveness more than this, when the criminal
infidels committed cruelty on the Holy Prophet and they propagated against
Islam, on the occasion of victory of the Holy city of Mecca, all the infidels
surrendered to the Muslims but the Holy Prophet announced general
forgiveness for the friends and foes, and forgave all the cruelties.
Yes of course, His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) had such a great personality
that Allah Almighty praised His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him):
Surely, you are at the status of highest ethics’ (And lo! thou art of a
tremendous nature).2
and meekness yet His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) used to consider himself like
the other people, and even His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) used to make the
1. Bihar al-Anwar, vol. 16, p. 210, Baihaqi, Al Sunan al-Kubra, vol. 10, p. 192.
2. Surah Qalam (68), verse 4.

heart of the people pleasant with sense of humor and wittiness. It is
appropriate here to describe a joke of His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) for you:
Once upon a time (Peace Be Upon Him), a grieved woman came to the Holy
Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) and brought a message from her
husband. The Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) said: “I know your
husband, he is the very person whose eye has whiteness?” The woman
replied, “God has forbidden! Whosoever he is, but he has not this fault.” The
Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) smiled and said: “I did not find
fault with him, all the people have whiteness in their eyes and their
whiteness is more than their blackness.” The woman laughed with the
audience and in this way, she became pleasant.

miracle for the reality and truth of his invitation, His Highness (Peace Be Upon
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The ways of identification of the Prophet-hood of the
Holy Prophet of Islam (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny)

Him) used to perform a miracle; for example, splitting the moon into two
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Question: “Are there ways of identification for the other Prophets, practicable
for the identification of the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny)?”
Answer: Yes, the annunciation and attestation of the previous Prophets
about the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) is one of the ways of
verification of the Prophet-hood of His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him). The
Prophet Jesus (Peace Be Upon Him) gave good news about the arrival of the Holy
Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) and mentioned the name of His
Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) Ahmad, and the Holy Qur’an has quoted this
annunciation.1
The second thing is the existence of a miracle, although the Holy Prophet
(Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) never used to response to the request of the

people who were excusers and they had no intention to accept the truth, yet
on some occasion, when His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) was demanded for a

pieces. However, the miracle of the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy
Progeny ) that is not limited to specific time (Peace Be Upon Him) and it will remain

forever for the all the generations, which is the Holy Qur’an. The miracles of
1. Surah Saff (61), verse 6.

all the previous Prophets were not spoken, that was because it was
necessary that the Prophets should be with them, however, the Holy Qur’an
is a spoken miracle, it does not need any introducer. After the passage of
many centuries of the death of the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy
Progeny) the Holy Qur’an is inviting the people towards the guidance like the

era of the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny). The Holy Qur’an is a
religion as well a miracle; it is a law as well the document of the law. The
other miracles of the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) were only
specific to a certain time and space and took place before some people. For
example, talking of the Prophet Jesus (Peace Be Upon Him) in his cradle and
making the dead alive, took place in the specific time (Peace Be Upon Him) and
space before some people. But the reality of the Holy Qur’an is not limited
to a particular time and space. As the Holy Qur’an threw the divine light
before fourteen centuries in the dark ages of Hijaz; similarly, it is spreading
its light at present era but with the passage of time and progress of
knowledge, we have many possibilities in our hands so that we may get
The Spiritual Provision for the Teens

more benefits from this fountain of guidance.
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The important point is that: All the Prophets performed super-natural
deeds as the witness of their truth; like, the treatment of the incurable
patients but the words of the Holy Qur’an are structured with these
common Alphabet and phrases that penetrate in the bottom of the heart of
the people and polish their soul. So, the Holy Qur’an is a miracle that deals
with thoughts and feelings of man. Therefore, it is self-evident that the
superiority of such miracle is clearer to the other physical miracles. Since
many centuries, this Divine book challenged its opponents to bring a book
like it and the Holy Qur’an announces that bring a book like this book or
bring ten verses like this book or minimum bring one chapter like the
chapters of this book; however, nobody could meet this challenge, in spite
of that, there were many ardent and fanatic Christians and Jews in the Holy
cities of Mecca and Medina. They used to avail every opportunity to make
the Muslims weaker and there were also hypocrites amongst the Muslims
and they used to try their best to do everything to destroy Islam, however,
they did not participate in such challenge. On contrary to it, some men of

knowledge amongst the Jews and the Christians embraced the religion of
Islam by hearing the attractive and beautiful verses of the Holy Qur’an.
The thing that struck the man with wonder is that the bearer of the Holy
Qur’an according to the Holy Qur’an was an illiterate (Ommi) who did not
go any school for learning and seeking knowledge nor he sought knowledge
from any teacher.
My idol (Muhammad), who to school went not; and writing wrote not;
With a glance, the precept-teacher of a hundred schools-- became.1
The history has recorded the names of a few persons who stood up
against the challenge of the Holy Qur’an. One of them was “Mo’sailama
Kazzab” amongst the people of “Yamamah”, who claimed the prophet-hood,
in eleventh or twelfth A.H. He presented some fabricated verses against the
would like to mention the translation of one of his fabricated chapters.
“Oh frog! The daughter of frog! Raise your voice and croak, whatever you
want, half of your body is in the water and the other half is in the mud,
neither have you made the water muddy nor do you stop anybody from
drinking water”.2
With the passage of every day, the dignity of this heavenly book will be
lighted even more for the people of the world. Will Durant the famous
historian says in the praise of this book: “The Qur’an created the selfrespect and justice and righteousness amongst the Muslims, we cannot find
a single example like this, in all over the world.”3
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Holy Qur’an that were related more to hobby and funny activities. We
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1. Divan-e Hafiz, Ghazaliyyat, No. 167.
2. Ibn-e-Kathir, Al Bidaya wa al-Nahayah, vol. 6, p. 359, Tabari, Tarikh al-Umam wal Mulouk, vol. 2,
p. 506.
3. Tafsir Nemune, vol. 1, p. 137-138.

Chapter Nine

The Last Divine Law
The meanings of “religion” in dictionary are reward and retribution and
likewise; submission and obedience. In the sense of term, a religion is a
system of faith, law and ethics, by practicing this system, man can get
salvation and success in the both worlds and he can take a right step
individually, socially and ethically.
The word “Islam” means submission and obedience and the real divine
belief means to be submitting regarding the laws of Allah Almighty. In fact,
the soul of the religion is to be submitting in the presence of reality. The
Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) was the perfect model of
submission and recognition in front of Allah Almighty, that was why the
religion of the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) was given the
name of Islam, however, the invitation of Islam towards the Oneness of
Allah Almighty, Prophet-hood and the Day of Judgment are not new things
but the major principle of fundamental problems of the Divine religions are
the same. Yes, with progress and perfection of societies and cultures of
human beings, the particular and secondary regulations and law have
progress and perfection. By the dawn of Islam, the last Divine law has
reached to its final stage but the general principles of faith, foundation of
ethics and behavior were the same in all the heavenly religions.

The Holy Prophet of Islam (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny), the Seal
of the Prophethood
It was mentioned in the previous chapter that the law of the religion of
Islam is universal, and it is not specific and related to any territory, race and
nation. The meanings and subject matter of this religion is so
comprehensive that with the passage of time, it does not confront with
obsolete and outdated. In view of this consideration, the religion of Islam is
not only limited to any space, time and territory but it is the religion of the
coming generation until the Day of Judgment. That is why the Holy Prophet
(Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) was conferred the title of the Seal of the

Prophets.1 The word Khātam (a ring or stamp) means a thing that finish a
work, this word has been taken from the root word “Kātama” that means
“finish” and because stamping on something occurs on the end of a written
statement that is why it is called “Khātam”. A ring is also called “Khātam”
because in the ancient times, the people used to engrave some words on the
stone of their rings and they used to stamp on their letters with this ring.
The Spiritual Provision for the Teens

When the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) determined to spread
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his invitation, His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) wrote the letters to the kings and
rulers of different parts of the world, His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) ordered
that a ring should be prepared for him and it should be written on it
“Muhammad, the Messanger of Allah” and His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) used
to stamp his letters with this ring.
In this way, in the Holy Qur’an the word “Khātam an-Nabiyyin” proves
that the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) is the last Divine
Prophet. It is superficial and trifle thought that the meaning of this word is
that the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) is the ring of the all
Prophets and His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) is considered the beauty and
elegance of all Prophets.
All the Muslims are of the opinion that the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and
His Holy Progeny) is the seal of the Prophets and there are many verses of the

Holy Qur’an that indicate or clearly express this meaning. The Holy Qur’an
says:
1. Surah Ahzab (33), verse 40.

Muhammad is not the father of any man among you, but he is the
Messenger of Allah Almighty and the Seal of the Prophets; and Allah Almighty
is ever Aware of all things.1
Likewise, it has been narrated in many traditions from the Holy Prophet
(Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) and Infallible Imams about this topic, here we

would like to mention only one sample of such traditions.
The Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) said to Imam Ali (Peace Be
Upon Him) in the Hadith of Manzalat (esteem): “Your relation with me is like

the relation of Prophet Moses with the Prophet Haroon except there will be
no prophet after me.”2
Question: As it is a fact that the process of progress and perfection of
man has not any boundaries that are because we observe that the learned
wisdom than their predecessors. In view of this fact, why the chapter of
prophethood and messenger-ship was close and men have been deprived of
guidance of the new Prophets on this way of progress and perfection, why
is so?
Answer: Sometimes, it happens that man reaches the status of cultural
and mental maturity and with the continuous help from the principles and
teachings of the Seal of the Prophets, he continues his way of progress and
perfection nicely without need of any new Divine Law (Shari‘ah). For
example, a student of primary level needs a teacher and the various grades
of his education; however, when he becomes an expert, at this grade, he has
no more need of any teacher for the continuity of his education but
whatever, he has learnt from his previous teachers particularly the last
teacher, he will continue his research and in this way, he continues his way
of evolution. On the basis of this argument, everyone amongst the previous
Prophets taught the man one chapter so that he might cover the ups and
downs of evolution and he might be able to create the capability of learning
comprehensive map of the complete distance from the Seal of the Prophets;
1. Ibid.
2. Bihar al-Anwar, vol. 5, p. 69; Al Sunan al-Kubra, vol. 9, p. 40, Muttaqi, p. 40, Kanz al-Ommal, vol.
11, p. 599, No. 32881.
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persons of current era are standing on higher place of knowledge and
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however, all these arguments are in support of having no need of new
religion and the divine constitution, otherwise the principle of Imamate is
the same general supervision on the exercise of the these principles and
laws and support the people who are castaway in finding straight path in
their life. Therefore, man always needs Imamate. That is why the ending of
chain of prophet-hood does not mean that man is free of need of chain of
Imamate. Allah Almighty willing! We shall discuss this subject in the topic of
Imamate.

The general principles of Islam for answering the
problems of every era
Question: Needs and requirements of man change with passage of time and
as we know that the laws of Islam are also related to the problems and
needs and these laws were present in the past. Now, how these
commandments and laws respond to the various needs of man that
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confront due to changes in every era?
Answer: If all the commandments of Islam were particular and defined
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issues and were related to specific issue, person, and territory, definitely,
this objection would have been valid. However, by this consideration that
the commandments of Islam, are a chain of general principles and
comprehensive rules that can respond to the problems of any era, so this
objection will be no more valid. Basically, the meaning of “Ijtihad” is striving
and struggling for deduction for the particular problems from these general
principles and commandments and a “Mujtahid ” is a person who can
specify the responsibility of man against the modern problems in every era
by seeking help from the Holy Qur’an, and from the other resources like, the
deed, saying and the silence of the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy
Progeny) on some special occasions (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) and Infallible

Imams (Peace Be Upon Them).

Chapter Ten

The Day of Judgment and Resurrection
The third principle of faith that all the Muslims believe in it is the Day of
Judgment, it means rebirth of life after the death for the reward or
punishment of deeds. This principle can be observed amongst all the Divine
religions and the religion that does not believe in it, it cannot be called the
Divine religion.
All the Prophets and the Scriptures have agreed on the view that the life
of man does not come to an end but after the end of this life, we have
another world, and everyone will receive the reward of his good deeds and
punishment of his bad deeds.

The proofs for the existence of the Day of Judgment
We have solid proofs in the history that all nations of the world had
believed in the resurrection and the Day of Judgment after the death. This
very thing indicates that this belief is instinctive. It does not seem that the
faith of the day of resurrection amongst the people at such a large and
comprehensive scale would be without the instinctive call of the heart and
soul of the people. That is because at the crucial moments and
circumstances of life man feels that the relation of his life will not be
disconnected and the death will not be the last station of his life but the
death will open the new horizon of his eternal life. By keeping this view in

consideration, there is no need of argument for the proof of the Day of
Judgment; however, for the clarity of this topic, we would like to mention
two proofs:

A) The proof of wisdom
If we consider the life of this world without the hereafter, the life of this
world will be null and void. For example; if we suppose the life of a man
only in the womb of his mother without the life of this world, in other
words that he dies at once after coming in this world, in this case, the life of
that man in the womb of his mother will be meaningless.
If we look at the world of creation, surely it is comprehensive and
elegant, from the angle of dignity and system. The secrets of this world are
so many that the men of knowledge acknowledge that the information of
man about these secrets is just like a small page of a grand book. The
scheme and minuteness that was utilized in the construction of a small unit
of this world, is the same scheme and minuteness that can be observed in
The Spiritual Provision for the Teens

the construction of the greatest parts of this universe. In the world of
creation, the perfect man is the greatest production that we know. This man
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endures the most discomforts and hardships during his short life. After
passing his childhood with its difficulties, the teenage and youth years reach
with all its violent storms. When he is about to set his feet on the ground of
his youth age, the old age comes with its problems. Was the purpose of the
creation of the great and grand universe that this being should come in this
world for a few days, and should spend his life with trails and troubles, and
should eat some foods, and should wear a few dresses and then all of
sudden, all things should be finished? Is not this kind of creation of man
meaningless and futile? Does any sensible personality organize such grand
constructs for such kind of end and purpose?
preface for the vaster world that can give our life meanings and can bring it
out from nihilism. This is the very place that those who do not have faith in
the principle of the Day of Judgment accept the nihilism of this life. Even a
group considers the deed of suicide, a case of pride for themselves and

salvation from this meaningless life. But those who have faith in Allah
Almighty and His infinite wisdom consider this life a preface of eternal life.
The Holy Qur’an says a short but profound sentence:
Deemed ye then that We had created you for naught, and that ye would
not be returned unto Us?1

B) The proof of justice

1. Surah Mu’minoon (23), verse 115.
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Contemplating in the system of this universe and the law of creation shows
that the entire things are well-organized and systematic and everything has
been placed on its own place. On the other hand, the creator of this universe
is the Chief Justice. Allah Almighty has ordered his slaves to establish and
organize their life of this world on the basis of justice and they should avoid
every kind of atrocity. For the support of this commandment, Allah
Almighty appointed His Prophets so that they might invite the people on the
way of good deeds and righteous and they might stop them from evil and
corruption. There was group amongst the people who were obedient and
submissive to the commandments of Allah Almighty. They neither deviated
from the way of religion and humanity nor became polluted from impurities
of sins. If they are given the entire world at the cost of committing cruelty to
an ant, they will never accept to do it. On the other hand, there is a group
that is holding your attention on impurities and exploiting the rights of
other. Therefore, they behave with people in such a manner that Allah
Almighty has not descended any schedule. They feel a sense of relaxation by
killing and burning the people. If the head of an innocent person is not cut
on their dining table, they do not eat their meal and the howl and cry of the
oppressed is the best song of music for them! Does the Divine Justice allow
that the two groups should be equal? Definitely, the answer is negative and
there is clear difference between the two groups. On the other hand, there
is no doubt that the two groups do not receive the punishment and reward
of their deed in this world. Therefore, there should be another world in
which the righteous people may receive the reward of the good deeds and
the bad and atrocious people may receive the punishment of their bad
deeds and that world is the Resurrection and the Day of Judgment.
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Regarding this subject the Holy Qur’an says:
Unto Him is the return of all of you; it is a promise of Allah Almighty in
truth. Lo! He produceth creation, then reproduceth it, that He may reward
those who believe and do good works with equity; while, as for those who
disbelieve, theirs will be a boiling drink and painful doom because they
disbelieved.1
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The Resurrection or the Day of Judgment in the Holy
Qur’an
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In the Holy Qur’an, after the problem of Oneness of Allah Almighty that is
the most fundamental problem in the teachings of the Prophets, the
discussion of Resurrection and its instructive effects get higher standard of
importance and a great number of the verses of the Holy Qur’an are related
to this topic after the discussion of theology. There are many names of this
great day in the Holy Qur’an, every one of them depicts an event amongst
the events of that great day, and there is secret in the every name of that
great day. The most famous name that has been repeated seventy times in
the Holy Qur’an is “Yawm al-Qiyāmah” that expresses the great resurrection
of human beings.
Some other names of this incident are mentioned below: Yawm alHasrah (the day of regret), Yawm al- Nadamah (the day of repentance)
Yawm al-Farāq (the day of separation), Yawm al-Muhāsabah (the day of
accountability), Yawm al-Mas’alah (the day of inquiry), Yawm al-Deen (the
Day of Judgment), Yawm al-Fasl (the day of sorting out), Yawm al-Hukm
(the day of decree).
What a good thing is that we should think for a moment about these
names in order to get awakening from the dream of ignorance and prude
and for controlling satanic lusts and we should understand our state of that
day, when all the people will stand in the court of the Lord, the Just.
The Qur’anic discussions about the Day of Judgment are in the form of
proof and argument and sometimes in the form of stern talks that makes
the hair of body straight and the truthful style of the Holy Qur’an creates
effect in the bottom of soul like proof and argument.
1. Surah Jonah (10), verse 4.

Reasons for the denial of the Resurrection or the Day of
Judgment
Some people do not believe in the resurrection and rebirth on the Day of
Judgment and deny the Day of Judgment; it is because of some reasons and
causes. Here we would like to mention some of them as:
1. Some people are not ready to take the responsibility of their duties
and deeds; therefore, they excuse and deny the Day of Judgment. They want
to commit cruelty on other people and want to snatch their rights, and they
want to chase the way of corruption. In this way, they want to remove the
hurdle and obstacle in their own way, they say that there is no the Day of
Judgment. According to the Holy Qur’an:
Thinketh man that We shall not assemble his bones?
Yea, verily. We are Able to restore his very fingers!
But man would fain deny what is before him.
He asketh: When will be this Day of Resurrection?3
1. Surah A‘rāf (7), verse 29.
2. Surah Qāf (50), verse 9-11.
3. Surah Qiyāmah (75), verse 3-6.
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Regarding the first form, namely argument, the Holy Qur’an stresses on
the point that the resurrection and rebirth of the human beings is possible
thing on the Day of Judgment because the antagonists of the Day of
Judgment were of the opinion that it was impossible that decayed the
human body that has turned into dust, would be revived. In this part, the
Holy Qur’an expresses the discussion by various ways and rejects the
impossibility of the Day of Judgment. Sometimes, the Holy Qur’an says:
My Lord enjoineth justice. And set your faces upright (toward Him) at
every place of worship and call upon Him, making religion pure for Him
(only). As He brought you into being, so return ye (unto Him).1
Sometimes, the Holy Qur’an talks about the death and life of plants and
their revival that we have been observing for many years:
And We send down from the sky blessed water whereby We give growth
unto gardens and the grain of crops, and lofty date-palms with ranged
clusters, provision (made) for men; and therewith We quicken a dead land.
Even so will be the resurrection of the dead.2
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2. Sometimes, lack of sufficient awareness and lack of faith in the power
of Allah Almighty causes the denial of the Day of Judgment. It has been
mentioned in the book of exegesis of the Holy Qur’an that a man found
rotted bones and addressed to himself and said: I shall show resistance
with this strong proof against Muhammad, the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him
and His Holy Progeny) and I will make his talk invalid. Therefore, he took this

rotted bone and brought it before the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His
Holy Progeny) and may be, made the powder of some part of bone and threw it
on the ground and then said: who can make these bones alive? On this very
occasion, Allah Almighty descended the these verses of the Holy Qur’an:
And he hath coined for Us a similitude, and hath forgotten the fact of his
creation, saying: Who will revive these bones when they have rotten away?
Say: He will revive them Who produced them at the first, for He has the
Knowledge of every creation.1
3. The bad deeds and behavior of some people, who exhibit themselves
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religious and they have taken the responsibility of guidance of the society
and they have the responsibility of informing the people on their
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shoulders. This is the very thing that paves the way for some people for
the denial of some facts and realities. For example, when the people
observe a man of knowledge who is striving and struggling only for the
accessibility of this world and its status, they say: If there had been the
Day of judgment, this person would not have acted like this, so, it’s clear
that there is no day of Judgment and all the talks about the Day of
Judgment are just a lie, otherwise why do not they fear from the Day of
Judgment, or sometimes our bad way of defending a specific subject
causes the people running away from that subject or issue. For example, if
we describe for the people our illogical, superstitious and invalid thoughts
about the death and the Day of Judgment, instead of referring to traditions
of the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny), and Infallible Imams
(Peace Be Upon Him and Them) and/or commandments of Allah Almighty, surely

their faith will not become firm but sometimes, it will create bad effect
and will expel them out of religion.
1. Surah Yāsin (63), verse 78-79.

Note: It is evident that we should not turn away from our religious
beliefs; like the belief in the Day of Judgment because of improper behavior
of others, duality of talk and the deed of pseudo-learned. Certainly, on the
Day of Judgment, this excuse will not be accepted from us.

Benefits and effects of faith in Resurrection or the Day of
Judgment
Faith in the Day of Judgment and remembrance of the life after the death
during all the moments of life create positive effects in the life of
individuals.
This faith and remembrance cause a man strive and struggle in order to
will not be wasted because Allah Almighty is the profound accountant and
the Just and He is aware of every hidden and seen of every person's deeds
and things. Faith in the Day of Judgment gives promising to the man of an
everlasting life and instigates the man for the struggle to construct that life,
because he knows by dying he will begin a new life that is superior and
vaster than this life. On the other hand, he tries his best that he should not
commit any cruelty on other people and he should not drown in the
whirlpool of sins because he has strong belief that he will have to face a
severe accountability. The man who believes in the Day of Judgment
performs all religious commandments nicely and he turns every stone to
help the poor and the needy.
In this way, if belief of the Day of Judgment dominates the society, the
crimes, atrocity, discrimination, injustice, poverty etc. will decrease
remarkably. As we observe all these problems in human society and the
level of these problems is mounting day by day, it is all because of lack of
faith in accountability and the Day of Judgment the Holy Qur’an says:
Have you seen the one who denies the Recompense?
For that is the one who drives away the orphan,
And does not encourage the feeding of the poor... 1
1. Surah Mā’un (107), verses 1-3.
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perform his responsibilities because he knows even reward of little deeds
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The man who does not have faith in the Day of Judgment; eventually, he
will combat against the endless and infinite power of Allah Almighty.
Pharaoh and other atrocious persons are the clear example of this subject.

Barzakh (Intermediate world), the world between this
world and the Hereafter
Question: “Is there any world between this world and the hereafter?”
Answer: It is concluded from the verses of the Holy Qur’an and the
sayings of Infallible Imams (Peace Be Upon Him and Them) that there is a world
between this world and the Hereafter that is called Barzakh (intermediate
world). This word is used for a thing that is used as means between two
things. However, the Holy Qur’an does not talk about the intermediate
world as much as about the principle of faith; the Day of Judgment and the
hereafter. That is why the characteristics and particularities of Barzakh are
not clear to us. Nevertheless, it is derived from the statements of the Holy
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Qur’an and Infallible personalities that the transgressor infidels like;
Pharaoh and his companions confronted with punishment in the Barzakh.
On contrary to it, the believers like; the martyrs in Barzakh are conferred
with bounties and blessings by Allah Almighty. It is narrated in a saying of
the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny): “The grave of a human is
either a garden amongst the gardens of the Paradise or a hole out of the
holes of the Hell.”1
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1. Bihar al-Anwar, vol. 6, p. 205, Kanz al-Ommal, vol. 15, p. 546, No. 42109.

Chapter Eleven

Imamate and Leadership of the Muslims
One of the principles of Shia school of thought is Imamate and we, Shias
belief in it. Imamate is the leadership and management of the religious and
worldly affairs of the people. In previous discussions, we have described the
difference amongst the prophet-hood, messenger-ship and Imamate. We
mentioned that the status of Imamate is superior to prophet-hood and
messenger-ship. Imamate is the system of materializing the purposes of the
religion and actualizing the educational schedule amongst the ready and
active persons of the society, either by means of establishing a good
government or without it. We have also mentioned in previous discussion
that the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) had all three statuses; it
means that His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) was a Prophet, a Messenger, and an
Imam. Likewise, the Prophet Abraham (Peace Be Upon Him), passing various trials
and divine examination and bearing the brunt of many difficulties and
covering the various grades of conviction, perfection, prophet-hood,
messenger-ship, finally His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) won the status of
Imamate.1

Arguments in support of need of Imam for a society
The existence of Imam is compulsory for the Muslims, after the Holy
1. Surah Baqara (2) verse. 124.

Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny). Here we would like to mention some
proofs in support of this claim as follows:
1. Until the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) was alive, His
Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) has the reins of the government in His hand and His
Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) was managing and controlling the affairs of the
Muslims because the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) was the
Divine Ambassador as well as the ruler of the Muslims. After the Holy
Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) had passed away new Muslim society
direly needed an Imam and leader so that the Muslims might not face the
difficulties and the movement of Islam might progress by leaps and bounds
and so that the Imam might spread the constitution of Oneness all over the
world. If there had not been an Imam, all the fruits of the pains and troubles
of the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) would have been wasted.
2. The Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) was the prophet as
well as the ruler of the Muslims. Furthermore, His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him)
was the Divine Instructor who used to educate the fact and truth to the
The Spiritual Provision for the Teens

people. After the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) if there had not
been anybody who would continue the way of His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him),
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it would have occurred a great deficiency amongst the Muslims. Although
the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) described the general laws
of the religion of Islam for the people yet the Muslim society direly needed
an educator like the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny), who would
be able to explain the generalities of Islam, and would give answers to the
doubts and fallacies of the people and would teach them the higher and
superior facts of the Holy Qur’an and would explain the meaning of the
verses like the analogous verses of the Holy Qur’an and difficult points of
the verses of the Holy Qur’an.
In fact, an Imam has the responsibility of guidance of society towards the
all members of his body and eradicating all the doubts. According to the
sayings of Imam Bāqir (Peace Be Upon Him), wilāyat and Imamate is the fifth and
the most important pillar of Islam. His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) says: “Islam
has been established on the basis of five pillars:

1. Salāt (Prayer)
2. Zakāt ( Poor Tax)
3. Hajj ( Pilgrimage of Holy Ka‘aba)
4. Fasting
5. Wilāyat (obedience of infallible Imams).”
History shows that sometime a nation stands at the first rank of dignity
because of guidance of a great and capable leader and sometimes the very
nation confronts severe collapse and downfall because of a week and
incapable leader, even nobody is ready to accept this fact that this was the
same advanced nation. The Bedouin Arabs were completely occupied by
ignorance, misery and corruption, by the dawn of the Divine Leader, the
Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) they covered the glory of

commandment of success and deliverance is not available without
administrator of that commandment. On the other hand, the most
important thing is that the people should recognize a personality who
possesses the characteristics of leadership. They should not jump in the
trap of the stray and corrupt leaders because saving from their trap is too
hard to get.
A short sentence from Avicenna is being quoted: “Is Allah Almighty, the
Wise who grew eyelash and eyebrow for man and fulfilled his needs even at
this level. It is illogical that such gracious Lord would remains indifference
towards the greatest need of human beings and leaves the human beings
without leader and educator.

Distinctions and attributes of Imam
Imam must possess distinctions like the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His
Holy Progeny) so that he may take the control of reins of the religion and the
world of the people. Some of the terms, conditions and characteristics of
Imam are the followings:
1. Imam should be infallible from all sins, impurity and mistakes because
an impure man can never purify the people from impurities.

Part one: The Principles of Beliefs and Religious Creeds

progress and perfection speedily and they struck the world with wonder.
Surely, this is the tradition of Allah Almighty that He appoints a leader in
every era and period for the salvation of humanity because the
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2. He should be benefited from the infinite Divine knowledge so that he
may express the commandment and facts of Islam as they exist. Otherwise,
his talk and statement would not be reliable and the people will never get in
touch with the fact of the Divine knowledge.
3. He must be appointed by the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny)
or an Infallible Imam because no one can identify the self-perfection, the
Divine sciences and the infallibility of a person except Allah Almighty, His
Messenger and Infallible Imam.
Moreover, it is concluded from Ahadith (traditions) and narrations that all
Infallible Imams have miracles like the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy
Progeny) had. They performed miracles at some crucial moments for the

affirmation of their status of Imamate and Infallibility; therefore, they
performed such deeds that were beyond the power and limit of common
persons. However, it does not mean that all miracles that were related to our
Imams, without a definitive proof, cannot be considered true and valid talk.
Keeping in view the previous discussion, it has become clear for us that
The Spiritual Provision for the Teens

the difference between a prophet and an Imam is that: a Prophet is founder
of a religion and holder of the Divine laws (Shari‘ah) by the source of
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revelation but an Imam is a protector and guardian of these laws and
commandments and actualizes and administrates these laws and
commandments.
Question: “Was it compulsory for the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His
Holy Progeny) to appoint His successor after him and have our Imams been

nominated by the Holy Prophet?”
Answer: It is evident and admitted fact that the person who has status and
position in society and he has responsibility of guardianship of that
community, if he wants to go for a journey and it is impossible for him to
make his presence in his office, surely he will appoint a successor for him, and
administrator. The Prophet Moses (Peace Be Upon Him) went away from his nation
for a few days in order to receive the Divine verses, so His Highness (Peace Be
Upon Him) appointed his brother his successor, Prophet Aaron. The Holy

Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) had attention and consideration

towards this point and His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) used to give much
importance to this point. Whenever the Muslim soldiers conquered any
territory, immediately, the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) would
have appointed a governor for that territory. Whenever the Holy Prophet (Peace
Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) used to take the control of army himself, His

Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) used to appoint someone for the management of the
Holy city of Medina and handed over the control of the society to him. Now,
how it was possible that the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) was
unaware of this fact that the Muslim society direly needs an infallible leader
after His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) deceased? Surely, this infallible personality
will manage the affairs of the people by executing the Divine laws and
commandments. So, it is the responsibility of the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him

his farewell Pilgrimage (Hajjatul Widā), His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) said in
the land of Ghadir: “For everybody I am the master (Mawla), Ali is the
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master for him.”1
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and His Holy Progeny) that His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) should introduce an infallible

Imam to the people; otherwise, His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) has not
completed preaching of the religion and the message of Allah Almighty. This
is the very reason that we shias believe that Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His
Holy Progeny) has nominated twelve personalities as successors of His Highness
(Peace Be Upon Him) one after the other.

Imam Ali (Peace Be Upon Him), the very First successor of the
Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny)
According to our belief, documents, and proofs, the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon
Him and His Holy Progeny) has chosen Imam Ali (Peace Be Upon Him), his successor at

various occasions.
1. The Hadith of the Day of Ghadir Khumm that is famous. On this very
day, the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny), after coming back from

2. The Hadith of Manzalat, on many occasions and many times, in this
Hadith, the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) has declared Imam
1. Wasa’l ash Shi‘a, vol. 5 p. 58, Hadith 12; Musnad Ahmad, vol. 1, p. 84; Kanz al-Ommal, vol. 11 , p.
608-610.

Ali’s (Peace Be Upon Him) status and resemblance with Himself and the Prophet
Moses (Peace Be Upon Him) has resemblance with the Prophet Aaron. One of the
occasions is when the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) marched
for the battle of Tabouk and went out of the Holy city of Medina and His
Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) appointed Imam Ali (Peace Be Upon Him), as his successor
in the city. Imam Ali (Peace Be Upon Him) said: “O the Holy Prophet! You are going
to leave me with children and women and you do not allow me to join you
in the battlefield?”
The Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) replied: “Are you not
pleased to be similar to me as the Prophet Aaron had relation with the
Prophet Moses (Peace Be Upon Him) except there is no prophet after me?” 1
3. The speech of the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) about
Imam Ali (Peace Be Upon Him) in the beginning of his Prophet-hood when His
Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) said: (the subject matter of the Hadith) “Very this
person is my brother, successor and caliph amongst you, follow him and
listen his words attentively.” The commentators of the Holy Qur’an say:
The Spiritual Provision for the Teens

When Allah Almighty appointed the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy
Progeny) to make his close relatives frighten from the Divine punishment. At
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that time (Peace Be Upon Him), Imam Ali (Peace Be Upon Him) who was about fifteen
years old, the Holy Prophet ordered to His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) to
prepare food. After the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) invited
the forty persons amongst the progeny of Abdul Muttalib so that His
Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) might preach and announce his messenger-ship to
them. However, after eating food, Abu Lahab, uncle of the Holy Prophet (Peace
Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) created disturbance in the meeting and finished it.

Once again, the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) arranged the
meeting and after eating the food made the announcement of His ProphetHood and then said: “Who is ready for my support amongst you so that I
except Imam Ali (Peace Be Upon Him), once again, the Holy Prophet repeated his
talk but nobody accepted the invitation of the Holy Prophet except Imam Ali
1. Bihar al-Anwar, vol. 5, p. 69, Al Sunan al-Kubra, vol. 9, p. 40; Kanz al-Ommal, vol. 11, p. 599, N.
32881.

(Peace Be Upon Him) again. Third time the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy
Progeny) repeated his talk, there was the same response. Then the Holy

Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) said: “This is my brother, the executor
of my will (Wasi), my successor (Caliph) among you, so listen to him and
obey him.”1
4. Hadith-e-Thaqalayn (Hadith of two weighty things); the Holy Prophet
(Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) said to the people in the last days of his life: “It

seems the time approached when I shall be called away (by Allah) and I
shall answer that call. I am leaving for you two precious things and if you
adhere to them both, you will never go astray after me. They are the Book of
Allah and my Progeny, that is my Ahlul Bait. The two shall never separate
from each other until they come to me by the Pool (of Paradise).”2

As we discussed in the previous pages, according to belief of Shia, there are
twelve infallible Imams, the successors of the Holy Prophet. We are going to
describe them as follows:

1. Imam Ali (Peace Be Upon Him)
Imam Ali (Peace Be Upon Him) was born in the Holy Ka‘aba at Mecca on Friday, the
13th day of Rajab, 600 A.D., thirty years after the Year of Elephant. When
the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) was appointed a prophet,
Imam Ali (Peace Be Upon Him) was ten years old. During the twenty three years of
the Prophet-hood of the Holy Prophet, Imam Ali (Peace Be Upon Him) remained in
the company of His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him). His father was Abu Tālib and
His mother was Fatima (Peace Be Upon Her) daughter of Asad. His Highness (Peace Be
Upon Him) married the Lady Fatima Zahra (Peace Be Upon Her) and the fruits of this
auspicious marriage were four children; His Highness, Imam Hassan (Peace Be
Upon Him) , Imam Hussein (Peace Be Upon Him) and Her Highness Zainab Kubra (Peace
Be Upon Her) and Her Highness Umme Kulsoom (Peace Be Upon Her). Probably, after
the three months of the decease of the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy
1. Bihar al-Anwar, vol. 18, p. 191-192, Hadith 27; Ibne Abi al-Hadid, Sharhe Nahjul Balagha, vol. 13,
p. 210-211; Kanz al-Ommal, vol. 13, p. 131-133, No. 36419.
2 . Wasa'il ash-Shi‘a, vol. 27, p. 33-34, Hadith 9; Kanz al-Ommal, vol. 1 p. 185-187, No. 943-953.
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Progeny), the wife of His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) passed away while Her

Highness (Peace Be Upon Her) was almost eighteen years old. The Holy Prophet
had especial love for his daughter and His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) used to
say: “Fatima (Peace Be Upon Her) is part of my body and soul, he who makes Her
Highness (Peace Be Upon Her) happy, surely will make me happy and he who
teases Her Highness (Peace Be Upon Her), surely will tease me, Holy Fatima (Peace
Be Upon Her) is the most loving amongst the people near me.”

Similarly, it has been narrated from the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His
Holy Progeny) that he said: “Allah Almighty becomes wrathful due wrath of Holy
Fatima (Peace Be Upon Her), and is pleased at her pleasure.”
Holy Fatima (Peace Be Upon Her) defended the right of wilāyat (caliphate) of
Imam Ali (Peace Be Upon Her), the leader of Faithful, and in fact, Her Highness (Peace
Be Upon Her) sacrificed her life while defending him. After the decease of the

Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) Imam Ali (Peace Be Upon Him) had been
confined within four walls of the house for twenty five years. In 35 A.H., the
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people took an oath of allegiance for caliphate on the hand of His Highness
(Peace Be Upon Him.). The duration of caliphate was only five years and finally His
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Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) was martyred in the Holy Mosque of Kufa in 40 A.H.
while His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) had sixty three years old. The Holy Shrine
of Imam Ali (Peace Be Upon Him) is situated in the city of Najaf that is one of the
cities of Iraq. The title of His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) is the commander of
Faithful (Amir al Mo’minin) and agnomen of His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) is
Abul Hassan (Peace Be Upon Him). The Holy book of Nahjul Balāgha (Way of
Eloquence) is the collection of sermons, letters and sayings of Imam Ali (Peace
Be Upon Him) which was collected by Sayyid Razi.

2. Imam Hassan (Peace Be Upon Him)
Imam Hassan (Peace Be Upon Him) was born on Tuesday night in the middle of the
Holy month of Ramadan; in the third year of the Migration (some are of the
opinion that it was the second year of the Migration).
The mother of His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) is the Holy Fatima Zahra (Peace Be
Upon Her) and Imam Ali (Peace Be Upon Him) is father of His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him).
His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) was the very first child of the family. One of the
titles of His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) is Mujtaba and His agnomen is Abu

Muhammad. Imam Hassan (Peace Be Upon Him) spent seven years of his life with the
Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) and spent thirty five years of his
life with his father Imam Ali (Peace Be Upon Him). His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) was
appointed on the status of Imamate at the age of thirty seven. After spending
ten years whose more of his life were full of events and incidents, at last, in 50
A. H, His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) was poisoned at the age of forty seven and
was martyred. His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) was buried in the Holy city of
Medina in the al-Baqi‘ cemetery.

3. Imam Hussein (Peace Be Upon Him)
His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) was born in the Holy city of Medina on the 3rd
day of the month of Sha'ban. His Highness (Peace4 Be Upon Him) spent forty

Him). In 60 A.H., He migrated from the Holy city of Medina towards the

Holy city of Mecca and from Mecca, His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) migrated
to the city of Kufa due to the invitation of the people of Kufa for fighting
against Yazid (God’s damnation be on Yazid the criminal tyrant) who was an
atrocious person. However, the people of Kufa turned their back to His
Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) and Imam Hussein (Peace Be Upon Him), his relatives
and his companions were martyred by the followers of Yazid, in 61 A.H.,
on tenth of Muharram (the first month of Islamic Calendar) on the land of
Karbala. The Holy Shrine of Imam Hussein (Peace Be Upon Him) is situated in the
city of Karbala. The title of His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) is Sayyid alShuhadā and His agnomen is Abu Abdullah.

4. Ali son of Hussein (Peace Be Upon Him), famous with the title of Zain Al- Abidin
His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) was born on the fifth or fifteenth of Jumadi al-Ulā
(the sixth month of Islamic calendar) in 36 or 38 A.H. in the Holy city of
Medina. Imam Hussein (Peace Be Upon Him) was father of His Highness and His
mother was (according to a statement) Lady Shahr Banoo. In, 61 A.H., His
Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) was appointed Imam after the martyrdom of his
father Imam Hussein. His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) was a prayerful, pious and
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seven years of his life with his brother Imam Hassan (Peace Be Upon Him). In 50
A.H, when he was forty seven years old, His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) was
appointed Imam, after the death of His brother Imam Hassan (Peace Be Upon
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foresighted leader. His famous titles are: Sajjad (Peace Be Upon Him) (the man who
prostrates very much) and Zain al-Abidin (the Beauty of the Worshipers) and
His agnomen is Abu Muhammad. Sahifa al-Sajjādia (is a beautiful collection of
supplications and prayers of His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him). His Highness (Peace Be
Upon Him) was martyred with poison by Umayyads, on the twenty fifth of
Moharram, in 95. A.H. while His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) was of fifty seven or
fifty nine years old. The grave of His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) is situated in the
al-Baqi‘cemetery in the Holy city of Medina.

5. Muhammad son of Ali, famous with the name of Muhammad
Baqir (Peace Be Upon Him)
His name is Muhammad, and the title of His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) is Baqir
al-‘Ulum (Peace Be Upon Him) (the man who splits the knowledge and sciences). The
agnomen of His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) is Abu Ja‘far. Father of His Highness
(Peace Be Upon Him) was Imam Sajjad (Peace Be Upon Him) and His mother was Fatima (Peace
Be Upon Her) daughter of Imam Hassan (Peace Be Upon Him). His Highness (Peace Be Upon
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calendar), in 57.A.H. in the Holy city of Medina and His Highness (Peace Be Upon
Him) was appointed Imam in 95.A.H. when His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) was of

thirty eight years old. In the period of his life, the dynasty and government of
the Children of Umayyad suffered from downfall and disintegration, that was
why His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) found a golden opportunity and was able to
describe Islamic sciences and commandments for his students and pupils. His
Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) trained and educated a lot of students. His Highness
(Peace Be Upon Him) was martyred on the seventh of Dhu al-Hijjah (the eleventh

month of Islamic calendar) in 114 .A.H. while His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) was
fifty seven years old and His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) was buried in the
graveyard of Baqi‘ in the Holy city of Medina.

6. Ja‘far son of Muhammad, famous with the name of Imam Ja‘far
Ibn Muhammad As-Sadiq (Peace Be Upon Him)
The name of His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) is Ja‘far and his title is Sadiq (Peace Be
Upon Him) and his agnomen is Abu Abdullah. Imam Muhammad Baqir (Peace Be
Upon Him) is father of His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) and Her Highness Umme

Farwah (Peace Be Upon Her) is his mother who was a righteous woman of her
time. His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) was born on the seventeenth of Rabi‘ alAwwal (the third month of Islamic calendar) in 83 A.H. in the Holy city of
Medina and His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) was appointed Imam while he was
thirty two years old. His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) dedicated his entire life for
the education of thousands of students and His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him)
opened the new horizons of Islamic sciences for the Muslims. It is narrated
that four thousand students used to narrate Hadith from His Highness (Peace
Be Upon Him) and some of them reached at the glorious status of knowledge

and wisdom. “Jābir ibn Hayyān” who is the founder of chemistry, “Hishām
ibn Hakam” who was the famous scholar of theology and the Principles of
Faith, are amongst the students of His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him). His

Upon Him) passed away on the twenty fifth of Shawwāl (the nine month of

Islamic Calendar) in 148 A.H. while His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) was of sixty
five years old. The age of this Imam was more than all Imams that is
because His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) is called “Shaykh-ul-Aimah”. His
Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) was buried in the graveyard of Baqi‘ beside grave of
His father Imam Baqir (Peace Be Upon Him) and His grandfather Imam Sajjad (Peace
Be Upon Him) and His uncle Imam Hassan (Peace Be Upon Him).

7. Musa son of Ja‘far al-Sadiq, famous with the name of Imam
Kazim (Peace Be Upon Him)
The name of His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) is Musa and his famous title is
Kazim (Peace Be Upon Him) (the one who extinguishes and controls his wrath) and
his agnomen is Abul Hassan (Peace Be Upon Him). Imam Sadiq (Peace Be Upon Him) was
His father and Lady Hamidah was his mother who was a wise woman and
by the decree of Imam Sadiq (Peace Be Upon Him), the women used to consult Her
Highness (Peace Be Upon Her) for the learning of commandments and religious
sciences. Imam Kazim (Peace Be Upon Him) was born on the seventh of Safar (the
second month of Islamic calendar) in 128 A.H. His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him)
was appointed on the status of Imamate when he was twenty one years old.
His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) spent a large part of his life in the prison and
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Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) was martyred by poisoning, by Mansur adDawāniqi who was one of caliphs of Abbasid dynasty. His Highness (Peace Be
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His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) used to worship Allah Almighty during his
imprisonment. At last, His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) was martyred by
poisoning by the officials of Abbasids, on the twenty fifth of Rajab in 183
A.H. in the jail of Baghdad while His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) was fifty five
years old. His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) was buried in the same city in the
graveyard of Quraish, that became famous with the name of Kazmain.

8. Ali son of Musa, famous with name of Imam Reza (Peace Be Upon Him)
The name of His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) is Ali, and His title is Reza and His
agnomen is Abul Hasan (Peace Be Upon Him). His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) was
born on the eleventh of Dhul-Qadah, 148 A.H. in the Holy city of Medina.
Imam Kazim (Peace Be Upon Him) is his father and Lady Najma is His mother who
was best amongst the women of the time. His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) was
appointed on the position of Imamate in 183 A.H. while His Highness (Peace Be
Upon Him) was thirty five years old. During the era of Ma’moon (one of rulers
of Abbasid) His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) came to the territory of Khurasan
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prince on the shoulders of His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him). At last, Ma'moon
poisoned His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) due to the attraction of the people
towards His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him). His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) martyred
on the last day of Safar in 203 A.H at the age of fifty five and His Highness
(Peace Be Upon Him) was buried in Khurasan in the city of Mashhad.

9. Muhammad son of Ali, famous with the name of Imam Muhammad
Taqi (Peace Be Upon Him) or Imam Jawad (Peace Be Upon Him)
His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) was born on the tenth of Rajab, 195 A.H in the
territory of “Seryah” that is situated in the surrounding of the Holy city of
Medina. The name of His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) is Muhammad and the
famous titles of His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) are, Jawad (Peace Be Upon Him) and Taqi
(Peace Be Upon Him) and agnomen of His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) is Abu Ja‘far. Imam
Reza (Peace Be Upon Him) was father of His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) and Lady Sabika
was His mother. His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) was appointed on the position of
Imamate after the martyrdom of His father while His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him)
was only eight years old because Imamate is a divine status and Allah

Almighty and the Holy Prophet have the right to appoint an Imam and this
status does not relate to age factor. His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) was poisoned
and martyred by the command of Mutasim Abbasi in 220 A.H. at the age of
twenty five years, in the last of month of Dhul Qadah. His Highness (Peace Be Upon
Him) was buried beside the grave of His grandfather Imam Kazim (Peace Be Upon
Him) in the locality of Kazmein. His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) had the shortest

life than all Imams of shias.

10. Ali son of Muhammad, famous with the name of Imam Ali anNaqi or Imam Hadi (Peace Be Upon Him)
The name of His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) is Ali and his famous titles are;
Naqi and Hadi and His agnomen is Abul Hassan (Peace Be Upon Him). Imam

martyrdom of his father, He was appointed on the status of Imamate at
the age of seven year. His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) was taken under
custody in the city of Samarra by Abbasids for a long period. At last, they
poisoned His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) and he passed away on the third of
Rajab, 254 A.H. at the age of forty one and His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) was
buried in the city of Samarra.

11. Hassan son of Ali, famous with the name of Imam Hassan
Askari (Peace Be Upon Him)
His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) was born in the month of Rabi‘ al-Thāni in 232
A.H. in the Holy city of Medina. His father is Imam Ali al-Naqi (Peace Be Upon Him)
and His mother is Lady “Saleel” or Lady “Hadith”. His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him)
was appointed at the status of Imamate at the age of twenty two. His
Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) was poisoned by atrocious official of the government
in 255 A.H while His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) was of twenty eight years old
and was buried beside the grave of His father in the city of Samarra. His
Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) with His father, was transferred from the city of
Medina to the city of Samarra that is one of the cities of Iraq and His Highness
(Peace Be Upon Him) was taken under custody by the government. His Highness (Peace
Be Upon Him) is called Askari (Peace Be Upon Him) because His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him)
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Jawad was His father and Lady “Sayyada” or Lady “Samānah” was His
mother. He was born on the fifteenth of Dhul Hajjah in 213 A.H. after the
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was taken under custody by the troops and corps of the Abbasids and in
Arabic, Askar means; corps. His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) also spent a period of
his life in the prison.

12. Imam Mahdi (Peace Be Upon Him)
His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) was born in the middle of the month of Sha‘ban
(the seventh month of Islamic calendar) in 255 or 256 A.H. in the city of
Samarra. His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) has the same name as the Holy
Prophet had. His famous titles are Mahdi, Qāim, Sahib-uz-Zaman, Imam al‘Asr and Hujjat. Imam Hassan Askari (Peace Be Upon Him) is father of His Highness
and Lady “Nargis” is mother of His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him). Many people
saw His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) in his childhood until 260 A.H when the
father of His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) was alive. They observed the signs of
glory, greatness, and signs of His Imamate. In 260 A.H. when his father
passed away, His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) disappeared from the sight of the
people because Abbasid dynasty rulers wanted to kill him and they were
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still alive and when the circumstances of the world would be feasible and
whenever the ground for the establishment of a worldwide Islamic
government is provided, His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) will appear from
occultation.

Chapter Twelve

The Imam, who is out of sight
As it was mentioned in the previous chapter, Imam Mahdi (Peace Be Upon Him)
was appointed on the glorious status of Imamate at the age of four or five in
260 A.H after the martyrdom of His father Imam Hassan Askari (Peace Be Upon
Him). However, because the rulers of Abbasids were aware of signs and
effects of Imam Mahdi (Peace Be Upon Him) by the source of the traditions of the
Holy Prophet and other Imams and they were aware of this fact that His
Highness will resist the cruelty and atrocity and will make the government
of transgressors collapsed, they had determination to kill the son of Imam
Hassan Askari (Peace Be Upon Him). That was why or because of some other
reasons Imam al-‘Asr (Imam of the time) was compelled to disappear from
the sight of the people. In spite of that, the connection of His Highness (Peace
Be Upon Him) was not disconnected completely but the people could be able to
contact with His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) through some specific people who
were called “deputy” or “representative” of His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) and
they used to see His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) and by this means they used to
solve the religious problems and other needs of the people. The same
situation continued for seventy years, that period is called “shorter
occultation” but after these four representatives of Imam had passed away,
329A.H the shorter occultation ended and official connection of the people
with Imam of al- ‘Asr (Peace Be Upon Him) was over. After this the period “longer

occultation” started, in this period Imam Mahdi (Peace Be Upon Him) did not
appoint his new specific representatives but His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him)
referred the people towards the jurisprudents and the men of Islamic
knowledge so that they might learn the religious sciences and
commandments from them.
The occultation of His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) will continue until the
feasible change of the circumstances of the world for the establishment of
an Islamic world-wide government. When the people wish His Devine
government from the core of their soul and heart and they will be
disappointed from everyone and when they will be fed up with atrocity and
cruelty, His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) will appear. His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him)
will make the center of cruelty and atrocity collapsed and His Highness (Peace
Be Upon Him) will effectuate the divine commandments and will fill the world

with pace and justice.
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Some deniers of Imam Mahdi (Peace Be Upon Him) are of the view: faith in
appearance of His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) and waiting for His appearance
causes man to suffer from dreamy thoughts, he should be ignorant of
current circumstances and at every kind of conditions, he should surrender
against cruelty and atrocity. But it should be noted that “wait” is called a
state of man who is unsatisfied with current position and he strives for the
better condition like; a patient who hopes and waits for recovery or a father
who is waiting for arrival of his son who was far from his father since many
years. That is because the matter of waiting for the right and justice
worldwide government of Imam Mahdi (Peace Be Upon Him). The world-wide
revolution of His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) has two characteristics:
1. Disagreement and oddity with the extension of cruelty, rebelliousness
and transgression.
2. Resolution and determination for the replacement of current
condition with better condition that will be ruled by the justice and peace.
If these two aspects take root in the soul of man, it will reflect two
continuative behaviors from man: First, combating and showing resistance

against factors of atrocity and corruption and turning away from every kind
of cooperation with these elements. Second, self- preparation and providing
every kind of strength that belongs to body and soul for the establishment
and existence of a world-wide public government.
Therefore, the real waiter of the appearance of Imam is the person who
is standing in the tent of Imam (Peace Be Upon Him) - it means that he is standing
in the command and control room of Imam. Therefore, he cannot be an
ignorant, unaware and indifferent person. If I am a cruel and atrocious
person, how can I be a man who is waiting for the savior who will root out
the cruelty after his appearance? Waiting for a friend from his coming back
from journey and coming of the spring season for the reaping and sowing of
fruits, all these things require necessary preparation. For example; a man

To reform the world and to root out all the atrocities and oppressions is not a
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should clean his house and should provide the sources of entertainment

royal road. This task requires such personality who should be determined,
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and the other things is that he should provide necessary tools like; tractor
and cropper. Therefore, those who are waiting for the revolution of a great
reformer of the world, surely they are waiting for a revolution and
fundamental change in the long run of the history of human being. In this
case of waiting, there is an instructive, constructive and motivating element,
in such kind of waiting, we do not find action or deed that cause immobility
and silence of man.

Positive effects of waiting for the appearance of Imam
Mahdi (Peace Be Upon Him)
We would like to mention three most important effects of waiting for Imam
Mahdi (Peace Be Upon Him) as follows:

1. Self-preparation

great, powerful and undefeatable, the men who have lofty thoughts and ideas
and the men who have perfect spiritual and mental preparation in order to
materialize this great objective. A real waiter for the appearance of Imam of
the Time (Peace Be Upon Him) cannot play just a role of a spectator in this great plan,

but he has to purify his soul from all evil thoughts and impurities so that he
may join the army and companions of the Imam of the Time (Peace Be Upon Him).

2. Social assistance
The real waiters of the Imam of the Time (Peace Be Upon Him) are responsible for
their self-preparation, as well as they are responsible for the behaviors and
actions of each other. They try to reform themselves as well as they strive for
the reformation of their fellows because the schedule for they are waiting is
not an individual schedule but for the implementation of this schedule, all the
people should make their efforts. Therefore, the real waiters for the
appearance of Imam of the Time (Peace Be Upon Him), not only reform themselves
yet they consider their responsibility to reform and prepare other people and
surely this is another constructive effect of waiting.

3. Optimism and hopefulness
When the corruption dominates the world and most the people are driven
The Spiritual Provision for the Teens

towards impurities, under these circumstances, some pure and pious
people reach a dead end psychologically and they think that their efforts are
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no more useful. They are of the view that there is no hope for reformation
at all and all their efforts and struggles for their purity and protection is no
more beneficial. In this situation of pessimism and hopelessness, it is
possible that they may gravitate toward the impurities and may become
harmonized with corrupted environment. The hope for the ultimate
reformation is the only thing that makes them hopeful and invites them
towards resistance and righteousness. Resultantly, waiting for the
appearance of such great reformer can create effective impact on their faith
and beliefs and can make them insured against such horrible waves of
corruption provided that the real and true meanings of awaiting should be
distorted, surely it will have no such effect.
May Allah Almighty give us favor so that we may provide the grounds
with our nice behavior for the impartial and just government of Imam
Mahdi (Peace Be Upon Him).

Part two
Ethics and Balancing the Inner
Characteristics

Chapter One

The Role of Ethics in Life
As I said in the preface of this book, one of the levels of the existence of man
is level of emotions, passions, desires and lusts. Surely, this level of being
belongs to soul and life of the man and soul of man is center of this level. In
the soul of man, there is love, affection, and love for his fellow beings, on
contrary to it, there is hate, wrath and egoism and mere sole existence of
every one of them is harmful and dangerous for man. That is why he needs
leverage so that he may confer balance upon the characteristics of his soul
and may cover the intermediary way of his life. Therefore, this is the very
place when «ethics and self-purification» plays its role. We recite in the
Holy Qur’an that one of the great purposes of the Prophets after reciting the
Divine verses is their purgation and purifying their souls and developing
and growing moral virtues in their being1. They manifested the flowers of
virtues on the branch of the tree of the existence of man and they used to
purify them by eliminating the various kinds of bad characteristics.
It is narrated from the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Progeny) that His
Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) said: “I have been appointed the Prophet by GodAlmighty so that I may accomplish the ethical characteristics and may reach
these moral virtues the zenith.”2
1. Surah Baqara (2) verse. 129.
2. Bihar al-Anwar, vol.16, p. 210 ; Al Sunan al-Kubra, vol. 10, p. 192.

It is obvious that this great target and sublime aspiration cannot be
achieved but if the man will provide the necessary preparation and
competency towards the perfection and purification of the soul. Because an
obstinate and egoistic person considers his comfort in the submission of his
lusts, he will never get the blessing to cover the way of spirituality.
Therefore, what a good thing is this that we should avail the opportunity of
self-reformation lest it should not be missed. For this purpose, we should
confer salvation upon all of our parts of body and soul from the domination
of soul that tempts us towards bad deeds and should bring them under the
good control of intellect. We should keep our ear, eye, tongue , tummy, and
lust away from impurities of sins and the most important thing is that we
should also purify our thoughts and ideas from the impurity of sins and by
practice and rehearsal, we should develop them in such a way that they may
follow the intellect in order to do good deeds. Because in the beginning of
life, man is like a molten metal, if it is poured in some pot or frame, it will
get the same form and shape. In other words, in childhood, the
The Spiritual Provision for the Teens

characteristics of man are changeable easily but with the passage of time,
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his characteristics and ethics will penetrate in his nature and will get their
roots deep in his self. Similarly, the molten metal, after a while, remaining in
the pot and getting cold, will make it hard and rigid and it cannot change its
form and state easily. Exactly, if the man creates harmony with an ethic and
a characteristic that is praise worthy for man, the possibility of his
aberration will become very improbable. On the other hand, if the
animalistic characteristics and lusts get deep roots in him, it will be too
hard to guide him on the straight path. Sa‘di says:
He whom thou hast not punished when a child
Will not prosper when he becomes a man.
While a stick is green, thou canst bend it as thou listest.
When it is dry, fire alone can make it straight.1
The illustration that Sa‘di uses in his poetry is that the green wood can
be molded easily and it can be used in works. However, after sometime,
when it becomes dried it can be only molded and shaped by putting it in
1. Gulistan, Sa‘di, chapter 7, p. 230, story 3.

fire. So, at the very moment we should develop noble ethics and good habits
in our being and we should try to purify and reform our soul.

Status of Ethical and Educational Matters
Ethical and educational matters are necessary for man at every condition and
at very time, even in contemporary society. Although material industry and
knowledge have covered the new mile stones of development, yet ethical
problems have not lost their status and value but we direly need their
presence because if the knowledge and technology become more powerful
and if it happens without companionship of intuition, commitment and
humanity, surely it will produce atom bomb, chemical bomb and neutron
bomb for the destruction of innocent human beings.

It is narrated that once upon a time, a Bedouin used to come in the
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company of the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Progeny) and used to give a
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“When a thief comes with a lamp;
Surely he will take more goods”.1
It is obligatory for every one of us how we should interact with our
family, friends, and the people in the society. Good ethics confers the grace
and glory upon man at the every stage of life. Allah Almighty praises the
Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Progeny) in the Holy Qur’an:
And lo! thou art of a tremendous nature) surely the Holy Prophet (Peace Be
Upon Him and His Progeny) you have the supreme ethics.2

Definitely, it was the good behavior and ethics of the Holy Prophet (Peace Be
Upon Him and His Progeny) and His true followers that caused the progress of the

religion of Islam. The Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Progeny) was an
embodiment of bravery. His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) was neither
aggressive nor demanding of anything from his nation. His Highness used to
cut joke with others and even the others dared to express their opinion and
they also dared to speak with him humorously.

gift. When the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Progeny) accepted his gift, he at
once used to say to the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Progeny) give the price
1. Sanaie Ghaznavi, Divan of poems, Qasa’id.
2. Surah Qalam (68), verse 4.

of my gift! The Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Progeny) used to laugh because
of the words of the Bedouin. After the departure of the man, whenever the
Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Progeny) became unpleasant and worried, His
Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) used to say: “Would that the Bedouin come to visit
me!”
Kindly, draw your kind attention towards the following talks and words
of leaders of the religion of Islam:
1. The Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Progeny) has said: “As the vinegar
damages honey, the bad ethics creates bad effect on deeds and spoil it.” 1
2. Imam Hassan Mujtab (Peace Be Upon Him) has said: “The highest merits are
the noble ethics.”2
3. Imam Sadiq (Peace Be Upon Him) has declared: “Good ethics roots out the
sins of a man as the sun's heat melts the ice.” 3
Question: “What does it mean that a Muslim should be a man of good
ethics that he ought to laugh always?”
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Answer: “Having noble ethics means that man should use the most
beautiful and the most proper way to interact with others. Observing good
manners, forgiveness and kindness, polite talks, avoidance from every kind
of arrogance and prude, well-wishing for others, respect for elders, parents
and teachers, and all these things are glaring examples of good ethics.
However, it should be remembered that to be happy and making others
happy and repelling grief from others, are the characteristics of believers.
Happiness of a believer reflects from his face and he hides his grief in his
chest so that the others may not suffer from his grief and sadness. However,
a believer does not insult and humiliate a person in order to make others
happy and surely injuring one's heart and feelings do not cause the
happiness of the other people.”
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1. Wasa'il ash-Shi‘a, vol. 12, p. 152, Hadith 18.
2. Ibid, p. 153, Hadith 26.
3. Ibid, p. 149, Hadith 6.

Chapter two

Some ethical characteristics
At first step, man should purify himself from bad characteristics and
undesirable ethics in order to get spiritual perfection and in order to
conquer the heights in perfection, this stage is called “Takhliya”. After that,
man should beautify and adorn himself with the ethical perfection and
noble characteristics. This stage is called “Tahliya”. Similarly, if we want
that the pond of our house should have neat and clean water, definitely,
first, we should purify it from mud and polluted water and after that, we
should pour clean and filtered water in it. Because if we do not make the
pond neat and clean, the more water we pour in it, the more it will become
polluted by mixing with mud and stinking smell.
Without any doubt, after the death of man and the separation of his soul
from his body, though his body becomes decayed and rooted out by the
physical occurrences yet his soul remains eternal and everlasting. In this
case, if the soul is polluted by the effects of bad and disliked ethics, in the
Hereafter it will be suffered from punishment, grief and annoyance. On
contrary to it, if it is beautified and adorned with noble and desired ethics in
this world, surely, it will enjoy all the pleasures and happiness of the
Hereafter.
Therefore, it is evident that for the achievement of the stage of Takhliya
and Tahliya (the spiritual sanitization and Beautification), first, we should

be aware of bad and good characteristics so that we may purify our soul
from impurities and bad ethics, and beautify it.
That is why, in the first chapter, we would like to mention some bad and
undesired ethics and noble ethics.

1. Telling Lie
Allah Almighty conferred upon man one of the greatest bounties that is the
power of talking and conversing so that by this means man may express his
needs and requirements to the others and may seek help from them in
order to fulfill his needs. Likewise, he can transfer his thoughts and beliefs
to others by means of tongue or he may express his pain and grief of his
heart for his friend and sympathetic people in order to lessen his grief.
In short, a tongue is a simple source for communication amongst the
people. This short part of body performs many tasks. Man can utilize it for
making the people happy, advise them, and teach them informative things,
establishing reformation and peace amongst them and hundreds of other
The Spiritual Provision for the Teens
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be utilized in the way of corruption and destruction. For example; a knife
is a tool for cutting things and for positive usage in our daily life, however,
it is possible that someone may use it for injuring or killing someone
unlawfully, in the same way, it is possible that tongue may be utilized for
undesired and harmful purposes. Therefore, man should not be deceived
of its small size.
Telling lie is an erroneous usage of the tongue. Liar has been considered
as the enemy of Allah Almighty and its sufficient proof is its being a greater
sin. The religious leaders have forbidden from telling a lie in their
commandments even in form of jokes because it is the foundation of all the
sins. Imam Baqir (Peace Be Upon Him) has said: “Allah Almighty has declared lock
for the bad deeds and He Almighty has declared keys of that lock in wine
drinking, in spite of that telling a lie is worse than wine drinking.”1
One of the greatest assets of a society is mutual confidence amongst the
people and the most dangerous that devastates these precious assets and
1. Wasa'il ash-Shi‘a, vol. 12, p. 244, Hadith 3.

makes the people pessimistic and causes to miss their trust to others, is
telling lie. That is why the liars have no value and price near the other people.
On contrary to this bad characteristic, we have the trait of truthfulness
and honesty in talking. It is narrated from Imam Sadiq (Peace Be Upon Him):
“When the tongue of a person turns truthful, his deeds grow and progress.”1
It is narrated from His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) in another tradition: “Don’t
believe in long ruku‘ (the state of bowing in prayer) and prostration of a
person, because many times it is because of his habit and if he turns away
from his habit, it will give him the horrors but you should look his
truthfulness and honesty in talking.”2

2. Jealousy

2. He desires that as Allah Almighty conferred bounties upon that man
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and other persons, May Allah Almighty bestow the same bounties upon
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The disease of jealousy is one of the spiritual diseases that direly need
treatment and remedy. The danger of this satanic characteristic is so
hideous that Allah Almighty says to His Prophet:
Say: I seek refuge in the Lord of the Daybreak
From the evil of that which He created
From the evil of the darkness when it is intense
And from the evil of malignant witchcraft
And from the evil of the envier when he envieth.3
When Allah Almighty confers upon a man many bounties, it is possible
that another man may react against it with one of the following attitudes:
1. He hopes that may Allah Almighty deprive him from these bounties
and he tries his best that these bounties should be taken from him. This
most undesirable state is called jealousy. By the source of this impure state
of mind, a man performs destructive struggle against fellow beings, without
doing constructive efforts for himself.

him! This state is called “Ghibta”. Surely, this state is praiseworthy because
1. Ibid, p.162, Hadith 2.
2. Ibid, vol. 19, p. 68, Hadith 3.
3. Surah Falaq (113), verses 1-5.

it compels the man to strive and struggle and it has no destructive effect on
the community.
Imam Sadiq (Peace Be Upon Him) says: “A believer does not suffer from
jealousy but feels Ghabtah (grudge). On the other hand, a hypocrite feels
jealousy and has not the spirit of Ghabtah.” 1
3. He desires that may Allah Almighty deprive him of this bounty and
only he should enjoy this bounty. Such kind of man avoids endowment and
benevolence of Allah Almighty and this hideous state is called “avarice
independency”. In such state, man desires all the things only for him and
enjoys the deprivation of others.
The contrary point against jealousy and avarice is that man praises and
thanks Allah Almighty because He Almighty has conferred upon him
bounties. Moreover, he likes that all his fellow beings should be blessed
with all bounties, though he is deprived of these blessings and bounties. He
is ready to hand over all the things to others that he has, and overlooks his
profits. This praiseworthy and valuable state is called “Ithār” (self-sacrifice
The Spiritual Provision for the Teens
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3. Arrogance and pride
It is concluded from the Holy Qur’an and saying of Infallible Fourteens (Peace
Be Upon Them) and that the very first sin committed was pride and arrogance in

the world of creation. Allah Almighty commanded the angels to fall
prostration before Adam (Peace Be Upon Him) after the creation of him. All the
angels submitted the decree of Allah Almighty but “Azāzil” who is famous
with the name of Iblis and Satan had a sense of pride and self-conceit that
declared him amongst the disobedient figures.
He was of the opinion: “I have been created from the fire and man has
been created from dust and clay, therefore, I have the superior status than
he. In this way, he was expelled from the lofty court of Allah Almighty.
Therefore, it is obligatory for us that we should learn a lesson from the end
of Satan, and ought to get rid of spirit of rebelliousness and pride and we
ought to beautify ourselves with humbleness and meekness because self1. Bihar al-Anwar, vol. 70, p. 250, Hadith 7.

conceit and arrogance are not suitable for the Adam’s sons and these
characteristics belong to Satan.
It ill becomes the children of Adam, formed of dust,
To harbour in their heads such pride, arrogance, and passion,
I cannot fancy all this thy warmth and,
Obstinacy to be created from earth, but from fire. 1
Imam Ali (Peace Be Upon Him) has condemned pride and arrogance and has said:
“You should take a lesson from what Allah Almighty did with Satan;
namely He nullified his great acts and extensive efforts on account of the
vanity of one moment, although Satan had worshipped Allah Almighty for
six thousand years –whether by the reckoning of this world or of the next
world is not known. Now, who remains safe from Allah Almighty after Satan

participate in a collective effort. They never used to sit on the best position in
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a meeting but they used to sit like a stranger and for a new comer it was very
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by committing a similar disobedience? Not at all!
Allah Almighty cannot let a human being enter the Paradise if he does
the same thing for which Allah Almighty turned out from it Satan. His
command for the inhabitants of the sky and of the earth is the same. There
is no friendship between Allah Almighty and any individual out of His
creation so as to give him license for an undesirable thing which He has
held unlawful for all the worlds.” 2
Imam Ali (Peace Be Upon Him) says: “He who suffers from a sense of
arrogance and pride against the people, he will be humiliated.”

3

The apposite point against arrogance and pride is humbleness and
meekness that increases the value and status of man near Allah Almighty as
well as the people. A humble man is a beloved of hearts. Meekness of the Holy
Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Progeny), Infallible Imams (Peace Be Upon Them) and their
real companions is one of the factors of progress of the religion of Islam. The
Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Progeny) like the other people, used to

difficult to recognize who the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Progeny) was.
1. Gulistan, chapter 8, p. 264, No. 21.
2. Nahjul Balagha, sermon No. 192, p. 21.
3. Bihar al-Anwar, vol. 1, p. 160, Hadith 50.

4. Improper wrath and anger
Wrath and anger is one of the useful powers in man that is a defensive
factor against the enemy. The existence of this trait is considered one of the
bounties of Allah Almighty. If man shows tenderness against the cruel and
transgressor enemy, he will lose everything from his hand and the enemy
will invade his possessions, home and others.
Kindness to the leopard which has sharp teeth,
Is the oppression of sheep.1
Therefore, the existence of wrath and anger is not useless and futile but
it is a point of fighting towards the perfection and progress provided that
this power should be utilized on its proper place; for example, utilization of
this power against the cruel enemy and transgressors. On the other hand,
man should not cross the boundaries of humanity while interacting with his
brother in faith. Man should forgive and tolerate their mistakes. Allah
Almighty says in the Holy Qur’an about the characteristics of the
companions of the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Progeny):
The Spiritual Provision for the Teens
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hard against the disbelievers and merciful among themselves.2
All the Muslims should be kind and sympathetic toward each other and
they should be wrathful against their cruel enemy. Forgiveness,
overlooking, wrath and anger are very important characteristics in life of
every person. But it is very important matter how should man use these
two incompatible powers while interacting with others? Excessive use of
these two traits will result in the form of loss for each individual as well as
for the society. Therefore, every one of these traits should be utilized on its
proper situation.
Here, I would like to draw your kind attention towards two wise sayings
of religious leaders:
A. Imam Ali (Peace Be Upon Him) says: “Aggression is kind of madness because
aggressive will become repentant and if he will not repentant, his madness
is firm.”3
1. Gulistan, chapter 8, p. 273, No. 50.
2. Surah Fath (48), verse 29.
3. Nahju Balagha, saying No. 255, p. 403.

B. Imam Sadiq (Peace Be Upon Him) says: “He who controls his wrath, Allah
Almighty will hide his drawbacks.”1
It is obvious that when man becomes furious, he may commit
undesirable deeds but by controlling his wrath and fury, his drawbacks will
not be unveiled.
Controlling wrath by means of forgiving and ignoring mistakes of others
is the opposite point to the undesirable characteristics.
Once upon a time, one of the servants of Imam Kazim (Peace Be Upon Him), held
tray of food and because of hurry, he threw some food on the head and face
of Imam Kazim (Peace Be Upon Him). Imam became furious because of his deed.
The servant, with his shrewdness turned to Imam Kazim (Peace Be Upon Him) and
recited a part of the verse of Holy Qur’an that describes the characteristics

Imam said to his slave: “I extinguished my wrath.”
Then the slave recited the remaining part of the verse: “And those who,
when they do an evil or wrong, remember Allah Almighty and implore
forgiveness for their sins.”2
His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) said: “I overlook your mistake!”
Then the slave recited the last part of the verse and said: Allah Almighty
loves the beneficent
Imam (Peace Be Upon Him) said about this person because of good and
benevolence:
“I set you free and confer upon you that garden.”3
Likewise this incident, it is narrated about Imam Sajjad (Peace Be Upon Him)
and his bondwoman, in this incident , the pot of water fell down from her
hand and injured the face of Imam (Peace Be Upon Him).4
However, controlling wrath and anger requires a lot of practice and man
cannot be dominant on this trait easily. The great Iranian poet, Moulavi
says:
1. Bihar al-Anwar, vol. 70, p. 264, Hadith 11.
2. Surah Al-e ‘Imran (3), verse 134.
3. Ibne Ibi al-Hadid, Sharh-e- Nahjul Balagha, vol. 18, p. 46.
4. Bihar al-Anwar, vol. 46, p. 67-68, Hadith 36.
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of righteous and God fearing people:
Those who control their wrath and are forgiving toward mankind.
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On the time of wrath and lust,
Where is the brave man?
I am searching such person,
From street to street.1

5. Showiness and ostentation
Showiness and ostentation is one of the spiritual diseases that root out the
value of the deed of man and nullify the effect of perfection. (Duplicity)
showiness means performing a deed with an impure intention. This
undesirable trait creates negative effects in all deeds of man whether
individual or social acts and makes it soulless and ineffective. On contrary
to this bad characteristic, we have a good characteristic that is called
“purity” that means purity of intention while performing a deed. For
example; sometimes, when man worships, his only purpose is the pleasure
of Allah Almighty and submission and thankfulness in His lofty court. Here,
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he performs his deed with pure intention. However, sometimes his purpose
is only to deceive the people and showing these deeds to them. Such person
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is called hypocritical and ostentatious. He tries only to beautify his
appearance but his inner is unorganized and impure. He does not possess
any part of reality in his being but he camouflages his appearance like wellwishers, religious and the helpers of the people.
Your appearance is beautiful like a disbeliever's tomb with costly clothes,
But your inner is the place of wrath of Allah Almighty,
Apparently you are emulating Bayazid,
But your inner is like the inner of Yazid,
Whatever you have deception and secrets in your heart,
Even the longest night is clear like a day near us. 2
In fact, the appearance of a hypocrite is like the grave of bad and infidel
persons that has been covered with beautiful clothes but the person who is
in the grave, is suffering from the Divine punishment and fire.
Here, I would like to draw your kind attention towards some wise
sayings of religious leaders:
1. Moulavi, Mathnavi Ma‘navi, Daftar No. 5.
2. Shaikh Baha’i, Kashkool.

A. Imam Ali (Peace Be Upon Him) says: “Protecting the purity of a deed is
harder than doing the deed.” 1
B. Imam Sadiq (Peace Be Upon Him) says: “Every kind of duplicity and
ostentation in worshiping is a kind of polytheism against Allah Almighty.”2
C. Imam Sadiq (Peace Be Upon Him) narrated from the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon
Him and His Progeny) who said: “A deed of man is taken towards the heaven by an

angel who is happy because of deed of this man. However, when this deed is
taken to the place of deeds of men, Allah Almighty says:
Put this deed in the Hell because this man performed this deed for others
and not for Me.3
In fact, an ostentatious person suffers from polytheism. By presenting
other than Allah Almighty who confers the reward of deed. That is why; the
wise sayings of our Infallible Imams (Peace Be Upon Them) refer towards this point
that on the Day of Judgment, Allah Almighty will refer such person towards
the man for whom he used to perform the deed.
Therefore, oh respected brothers and oh the eager for the
movement towards Allah Almighty! Ostentation is great hurdle on this
way. Therefore, we need to strive and struggle against satanic lust in
order to create purity in our deeds. Pure intention is not created
merely by way of words. How many people talk about the purity of
intention but it is too hard to find reflection of this beautiful reality in
their actions. They decorate their appearance so artistically that no
one can imagine that they would suffer from this dangerous disease.
The purity of intention and doing deed for the sake of pleasure of Allah
Almighty springs the fountains of wisdom and knowledge in the heart
and soul of man but ostentation and showiness devastate and root out
the deeds of man and make the ostentatious person humiliated and
disgraced in the view of people.
1. Ghurar al-Hikam, p. 155, No. 2903.
2. Bihar al-Anwar, vol. 69, p. 281, Hadith 3.
3. Wasa'il ash-Shi‘a, vol. 1, p. 71, Hadith 3.
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his deed, he deceives the people and he believes that there is somebody
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6. Destroying the reputation and respect of others
In view of Islam, the honor and reputation of human beings have especial
importance. As nobody has right to kill anyone without reason or nobody
has right to arrogate the possessions of anybody. In the same way, nobody
is allowed to disgrace the honor and reputation of others. It is mentioned in
a saying of Imam Sadiq (Peace Be Upon Him): “He who expresses his talk against a
believer and wants to put his personality under question and wants to
humiliate him and wants to disgrace him in the view of people, Allah
Almighty will expel him out of his wilāyat (guardianship) and nearness and
will lead him toward the guardianship of Satan but the Satan also does not
take him under his guardianship.”1
A man has no right to expose the secrets of others in general meeting
and mention it before other people! If a man possesses a bad characteristic
and problem in his manner, we can stop him by friendly mentioning, in
form of advice and instruction. In this way, there is no need to disclose his
drawback amongst the people. Moreover, about some matters, there is no
The Spiritual Provision for the Teens

need to tell him something because man can aware him of his bad deed by
good character and nice behavior.
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Hold your tongue regarding mentioning drawback of others!
Show drawback of others by your good deeds.2
Here, it is proper to mention some greater sins that bring disgrace upon
the personality of others and threat their respect and honor:

Backbiting and accusation
If somebody has a specific drawback, if the other people become aware of
his drawback, he will become annoyed. In spite of that if we express it for
others, it means; we have backbitten him. If one has not drawback or
characteristic, and we attribute to him, surely we have suffered from the sin
society as well as it roots out the undesirability of bad deeds in the view of
others. Sometimes, we observe that a person is committing backbiting of a
1 Ibid, vol. 12, p. 294, Hadith 2.
2. Wa‘iz Qazvini, Divan of poems, couplet No. 412.

person, when he is told: Such kind of deed is considered backbiting. He
replies, this is not backbiting but it is his characteristic.” He is ignorant that
this act is backbiting. If this characteristic exists in him, it is called
accusation and aspersions or he says, I express these words before him too.
In spite of that, if he expresses such words in front of him, his sins will not
be decreased because if these words injure his feelings and hurt him, it will
result a heavier sin for him.
Allah Almighty says in the Holy Qur’an:
“O you who believe! Shun much suspicion; for lo! Some suspicion is a crime.
And spy not, neither backbite one another. Would one of you love to eat the
flesh of his dead brother? Ye abhor that (so abhor the other)! And keep your
duty (to Allah Almighty). Lo! Allah Almighty is Relenting, Merciful.1
believer asperses his religious brother, his faith will be melted in his heart
and rooted out, as salt dissolves in the water.”2

Denunciation and tittle-tattle
One of the greater sins that cause the separation of friends and the
denunciation like lie, roots out the satisfaction from the society. The
people who suffer from such spiritual disease, instead of devastating hate
and animosity between the two Muslim brothers they pour the oil on the
fire. One of the very occasions, where Allah Almighty has prohibited from
telling truth that man turns the friendship of two Muslims into animosity
by speaking truth. On the other hand, one of the places where lie is
desirable is that man should not let flames of hate and animosity higher
amongst the people. Sometimes, the poor talebearer loses his life in the
conflict that he started.
Hereupon Sa‘di has said: “You should converse with two enemies, if they
become friend later, you will not have to become ashamed.”
Between two men contention is like fire,
The ill-starred back-biter being the wood-carrier.
1. Surah Hujurat (49), verse 12.
2. Wasa'il ash-Shi‘a, vol. 12, p. 302, Hadith 1.
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It is narrated in a tradition from Imam Sadiq (Peace Be Upon Him): “When a
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When both of them become friends again,
He will among them be unhappy and ashamed.
To kindle fire between two men;
Is not wise but is to burn oneself therein.1

Finding Faults and Disclosing Secrets
Some diseased people try to find faults and secrets of others, so that they
may use these things as tools against that person for their personal profits.
It is mentioned in a tradition of Imam Sadiq (Peace Be Upon Him):
“The most minor thing that causes to expel a man out of the realm of
his faith is making friendship with a person and during his friendship,
keep his faults in his mind so that he may scold and reprimand him, when
he will feel need.2
His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) narrated from the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon
Him and His Progeny):“Oh the people who embraced Islam only through their

tongue but your hearts have not pure faith! Do not scold the Muslims and
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do not try to find faults with them because the man who tries to find faults
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with the people, Allah Almighty will trace his drawbacks and faults and
Allah Almighty will make him disgraced and humiliated though, he will be
in house. ”3

Abusiveness and vulgar language
Using vulgar and bad language while interacting with other causes hate,
animosity and chilling the social relations amongst human beings. Imam
Baqir (Peace Be Upon Him) says: “surely Allah Almighty considers a person enemy
who calls bad names of others and uses bad language.”4
The sacred law of Islam (sharia‘h) stresses on the protection of
personality of human beings and emphasizes to avoid these sins and other
sins that cause to destroy the respect and dignity of the people. Some of the
sins are being mentioned in the following: humiliation of the people,
1. Gulistan, chapter 8, p. 260-261, No. 12.
2. Wasa'il ash-Shi‘a, vol. 12, p. 276, Hadith 4.
3. Mirza Husain Noori, Mustadrak al-Wasa'il, vol. 9, p. 109, Hadith 4.
4. Wasa'il ash-Shi‘a, vol. 16, p. 32, Hadith 2.

laughing at them, giving them disagreeable and bad tittles, alleging the pure
persons and suspicion.
The opposite point of contaminating the respect of others by exposing,
backbiting, accusation, tittle-tattle and calling bad names, is that we should
try our best to cover drawbacks of others and if somebody commits
mistake, we should try to inform him about his mistake by advising and
making him fear and we ought to avoid mentioning his mistakes before of
other people.
Bad and undesirable characteristics and good characteristics cannot be
confined to these few cases. Keeping brevity in consideration, we would like
to avoid mentioning all of them one by one.
At the same time as you; the respected teens spend most of your time in

friends, therefore, we think that it is appropriate to specify the coming
three chapters about the topic of behaving and interacting with parents,
teachers and friends. Therefore, we shall mention their due right, in view of
Islamic laws so that you may not commit sin and mistake while interacting
with these people because of inattentiveness and unawareness.
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your house with your parents or in your school or class or with your
educator or teacher or on other place, or you spend your time with your
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Chapter three

Goodness to the parents
Emotions of human beings and the matter of acknowledging the rights of
parents against their pains and trouble can be compensated only when we
respect them, but the religion of Islam emphasizes and recommends the
respect for parents because of importance of this matter. Islam has not
given such great importance to any matter as it gives importance to the
respect for parents. For realizing the dignity and importance of this topic,
please draw your kind attention to the following cases:
1. On many occasions in the Holy Qur’an, goodness to the parents has
been ordered after the invitation towards monotheism.1 To be in the same
rank of the respect of parents with Oneness and Monotheism describes the
importance that Islam has allocated to the parents. Likewise, thankfulness
ahead of parents has been structured in the same rank of thanksgiving for
bounties of Allah Almighty.
2. Although the parents would be infidel, again their respect is
obligatory. The Holy Qur’an says:
But if they strive with thee to make thee ascribe unto Me as partner that
of which thou hast no knowledge, then obey them not. Consort with them in
the world kindly, and follow the path of him who repenteth unto Me. Then
unto Me will be your return, and I shall tell you what ye used to do.2
1. Surah Baqara(2), verse 83; Surah Nisa (4), verse 36; Surah An‘am (6), verse 151; Surah Isra (17),
verse 23&24.
2. Surah Luqman (31), verse 15.

3. In spite of that, Jihad (Holy War) is one of the most important Islamic
duties but it is conditional that the participant must have enough power to
fight. To be at the service of parents is more important than making one’s
presence in the battlefield (Holy War) and participation causes botheration
for them, it would not lawful to participate in Jihad.
Jābir son of Abdullah Ansāri says: “Once upon a time, a man came to the
Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Progeny) and said, I am young, energetic and
an expert man and I like Jihad but I have a mother who is unpleasant
because of this topic.” The Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Progeny) replied:
“Go back and be at your mother's service. I swear by God who has
appointed me Prophet, if your mother happy with you only for one night, it
would be better than one year of fighting (Holy war) in the way of Allah
Almighty.”1
It is mentioned in a tradition from the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His
Progeny), “Glimpse with love of son on parents is worship.”2
It is also narrated from the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Progeny): “Fear
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the wrath of parents and be aware lest they should disown you because
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man can smell fragrance of the paradise from the distance of five hundred
years but the people who face the wrath of their parents cannot feel this
fragrance.”3

Some examples of a child's duties toward his/her parents
Question: “What kind of deeds we ought to perform so that we may be
amongst those people who do good and benevolence in the favor of parents
and from what deeds we ought to avoid so that we may not suffer from
their disownment and wrath?”
Answer: “Every person has some responsibilities regarding the parents
and he ought to perform these duties. We would like to mention some
example of duties in the following:
1. Do not raise your voice than their voice; you should try to speak with
them calmly and kindly. Your speaking is because of your parents; they
1. Wasa'il ash-Shi‘a, vol. 15, p. 20-21, Hadith 2.
2. Bihar al-Anwar, vol. 71, p. 80, Hadith 80.
3. Ibid, p. 61-62, Hadith 27.

used to talk with love and affection in your childhood and made your
tongue speaking. Therefore, you should not use your tongue against the
person who made your tongue fluent and taught you speaking.
It is mentioned in the book Gulistan wriiten by Sa‘di:
“One day, through the ignorance of youth, I spoke sharply to my mother,
which vexing her to the heart, she sat down in a corner and wept, saying:
“Have you forgotten all the trouble that you gave me in your infancy, that
you thus treat me with unkindness?”
How sweetly said the old woman to her son,
When she saw him overthrow a tiger, and elephant-bodied,
If thou hadst remembered the time of thy infancy,
How helpless thou wast in my arms,

far from good manners. Imam Baqir (Peace Be Upon Him) said: “Once my father,
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Imam Sajjad (Peace Be Upon Him) saw that a father and a son were walking on the
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Thou would'st this day not have been harsh,
For thou art a lion-like man, and I an old woman.1
2. You should look at them with love and kindness! If you look at them
with furious eyes and wrath, you should know that you would merit the
wrath of Allah Almighty. Imam Sadiq (Peace Be Upon Him) says: “If you are indeed
right, even then if you look at your parents with furious eyes and wrath, you
will be away from the court of Allah Almighty and your prayers will not be
accepted by Allah Almighty.”2
3. You ought to fulfill their needs before they ask for their needs and do
not let them that they request you for something.
4. Do not walk in front of them while walking, when you want to enter in
a meeting, do not enter before them and do not sit in the meeting before
they sit.
5. Do not call them with their names! You ought to avoid making lame
and illogical excuses before them and you ought to avoid everything that is

way while the son was walking by the support of his father’s hand - as if he
had put his weight on his father's arm, my father became so uncomfortable
1 . Gulistan, chapter 6, p. 224-225, Story 6.
2. Wasa'il ash-Shi‘a, vol. 21, p. 501 , Hadith 5.

because of this boy's deed that His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) did not talk to
that boy until His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) was alive.”1
We seek power of good manners from Allah Almighty,
The ill-mannered becomes deprived of the grace of Allah Almighty,
The ill-mannered person does not remain only bad,
But he also sets fire to the whole world. 2
6. Do not root out their higher status, respect and honor in the society
and do not commit a deed that the people call them with bad names saying:
“curse be upon the father and mother of the person who has committed this
deed.
7. If they have passed away from this world, do not forget them and do
good deed and send the reward of that deed as gift for them because it is
possible that a man would not be disowned by his parents or he would not
face their wrath and anger, however after their death, he will be considered
disowned because of inattentiveness.
Years elapse without thy visiting,
The Spiritual Provision for the Teens
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What good hast thou done to him,
To expect the same from thy son?3
If a man does bad deed regarding their parents, in future, his children
will do the same thing for him or even worse than this.

Mother is more deserving of respect
Question: “According to Islam, who has more rights, father or mother?”
Answer: “In the religious commandments, the rights of mother have
been recommended very much. As our fourth Imam, Imam Sajjad (Peace Be Upon
Him) has said while describing the rights of human beings on each other: “A

mother bore the brunt of pregnancy. Nobody have enough power to bear it,
she nourished you from his honey milk while nobody was ready to provide
this thing. She protected you with all his part of body like hand, eye, and
1. Ibid, p. 502, Hadith 8.
2. Mathnavi, Daftar 1.
3. Gulistan, chapter 6, p. 222-223, Story 3.

ear. She remained awaking but taught you sleeping, she remained hungry
but gave you food, she entertained you with water but remained herself
thirsty, and she provided you shadow but she remained under the sun.”
It is narrated in a tradition from Imam Sadiq (Peace Be Upon Him): once a man
came to the Hoy Prophet and said: ‘Oh the Holy Prophet! With whom I
should do good deed?’ The Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Progeny) replied:
‘With your mother!’ Once again, he asked, ‘After this, with whom I should
do good deed?’ The Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Progeny) replied: ‘with
your mother.’ Third time, he asked: ‘After that, with whom I should do
good deed?’ The Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Progeny) replied: ‘With
your mother.’ Once again, he asked: ‘After this, with whom I should do

Ibn Junaid Baghdadi says: “Once upon time, I was crossing near a river
while I saw a scorpion that was moving rapidly. I chased it, and it came near
the river bank and sat on the back of a tortoise. The tortoise moved and
went on the other side of the river. Then the scorpion descended from the
back of tortoise and marched rapidly to a tree where a young man was
sleeping. During this movement, a snake was moving towards the young
man slowly, slowly. At once, the scorpion bit the snake, drew back, and ran
away. I awoke the young and said to him: “What did you do a good deed
that Allah Almighty delivered you in this way?” He replied: “Today, my
mother asked me to fetch her water from the spring and I materialized her
order and in the way, I saw a learned man who wanted to mount on back of
his horse. I held the rein so that he might mount on the back of his horse
and in this way; Allah Almighty gave me reward of my deed.”
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good deed?’ The Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Progeny) replied: ‘With
your father.’1
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1. Wasa'il ash-Shi‘a, vol. 21, p. 491, Hadith 1.

Chapter four

Respect for a teacher and educator
The religion of Islam puts a high value on knowledge and learning. In a
comparison between wealth hoarding and seeking knowledge, it prefers
seeking knowledge to hoarding wealth because of a few reasons. Here, we
would like to mention some of examples below:
1. Knowledge and learning protects man but man is compelled to protect
his wealth.
2. Conferring knowledge on and teaching it to others, knowledge
becomes richer and more progressed. However, wealth is lessened by
spending.
3. Knowledge dominates and by means of it, we command on things and
people. However, wealth is not only ruler but it is ruled by other things and
it is commanded. For example, it is ordered that this wealth should be taken
from that person and should be given to another person.
4. Knowledge and science is earned with trouble and through hard
working. No one can confer a small quantity of knowledge upon anybody or
no one can leave it as a bequest. However, Allah Almighty has guaranteed
the bread and butter of human beings and it is transferred to man by
conferring, donating or by other ways.
Now, if knowledge is such a thing then we should appreciate it and
respect upon it. It is natural that man of knowledge and knowledge seekers
are also cherished and valued.

It is narrated from Imam Kazim (Peace Be Upon Him) that His Highness has
said: “Conversing with a learned man on a place of garbage is better than
talking with an ignorant on a carpet.”1
Keeping in consideration this beautiful piece of discussion, all of us
should try to be seeker of knowledge or man of knowledge. Otherwise, we
have no considerable value. We should try our best to get benefit from the
existence of these men of knowledge and seekers of knowledge. On the
other hand, we should know the value of educators and we should not
commit any sluggishness related to their respect. Imam Sadiq (Peace Be Upon Him)
says: “Be humble before a person from whom you have learned the
knowledge.”2

Rights of teacher and educator
Question: “What kind of principles should we observe so that we may
respect and pay homage in a better way and may do necessary respect for
our teachers?”
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Answer: “We have received precious commandments from our religious
leaders about the rights of a teacher on the shoulder of a pupil and these
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commandments have been expressed clearly, here, we would like to
mention a few of them with brief explanation below:
1. He should not be asked a lot of questions that make him tired because
a teacher is like a date tree that is full of fruit. So, man should wait until the
fruit would drop for him. Thus, one should not attack with stone or stick for
getting fruit.
2. Although a question is a key to understand the facts that is why those
who ask lesser, they know minor but a student should not waste the time of
his teacher by useless questions. Imam Ali (Peace Be Upon Him) was the mines of
knowledge, sometimes His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) used to put his hand on
bestow, if I shall find a real knowledge seeker.”3 Sometimes, His Highness
1. Bihar al-Anwar, vol. 1, p. 205, Hadith 27.
2. Wasa'il ash-Shi‘a, vol. 15, p. 276, Hadith 1.
3. Nahjul Balagha, saying No. 147, p. 388.

(Peace Be Upon Him) used to say: “Oh people! Ask whatever you want, before you

will be deprived of my being.”1 Under these circumstances, if some person
asks, “Oh Ali! Tell me as to how many hairs are there in my head and
beard?”2 Is it not a huge disrespect toward the greatest educator and
teacher of the world?
3. When the teacher is describing an issue, you should not inform him of
this and that statements for conflicting with him. Do not quote the words of
others before him! For example, you should not say: “Teacher, your
statement is not correct because that person said this thing.”
4. You should listen to his words attentively and you should not start
talking with others in his class. When we want to talk with the teacher, we
ought to talk calmly and we should not raise our voice higher than his voice.
behind the teacher, because during the class, it would be difficult for him to
look at you.
6. The actions and behaviors that are not suitable for the respect of
teacher should not be done in his presence, for example; do not wink with
eye or eyebrow at him or others.
7. If the lesson lasts longer, do not show your weariness and tiredness.
We should not show disrespect to the teacher and decrease the dignity of
lesson by yawning or playing with fingers.
8. If somebody asks a question, we should not reply before the teacher
replies it.
9. We should never find faults with a teacher, if somebody finds faults,
we should defend the teacher and if we know any drawback of him, we
ought to conceal his faults and ought to speak about his merits.
The intelligent will not call him great;
Who speaks ill of the great.3
10. Do not root out the dignity of class and presence of the teacher by
committing sins; for example, we should not commit backbiting in the class.
1. Ibid, sermons, sermon 189, p. 206.
2. Bihar al-Anwar, vol. 10, p. 125, Hadith 5.
3. Gulistan, chapter 1, p. 98, story 41.
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5. For seeking knowledge, we ought to squat and we should not sit
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11. We should not have good and friendly terms with the enemy of our
teacher and we should not come into conflict and animosity with our
teacher's friends.
12. If enter a meeting where you find your teacher and some other
persons, you should salute to all especially to your teacher, so that you may
pay special homage to him.
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13. If your teacher wants to leave for an important task, you should
neither stop him nor hold him taking his hand or dress.
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Chapter five

Friend and Etiquettes of Friendship
Man is a social being, he cannot achieve the perfection of his being lonely
and far from society. Therefore, during the course of his life, he needs fast
and kind friends. In fact, the man who could not be able to find fast and
sincere friends during the course of his long life, surely, he is helpless. The
person who has a kind friend but he makes him far because of his improper
behavior, surely this person is more helpless. It is worth mentioning that a
true, a kind, a sympathetic and a loyal friend is an important part of social
life. It does not mean that man should develop his friendship with every
person and after the passage of sometime, he would deceive him seriously.
How few real friends are! Sincere friends are rare pearl.
In fact, a sincere friend is a philosopher's stone,
As a rare shell and as a precious pearl.
One of the ways to recognize the people and taking decision about
them is that we should look towards their friends. If you have a pure and a
hearty friend, the decision of others will be positive about you and if he
will be a polluted and impure person, the decision of others will be
negative about you.
First, you say, with whom you spend your life,
Then I shall tell you, who you are.
The value of your friends is;
The same value of your life and soul.

A piece of cloth has not value itself that the people would kiss it,
however it is hanged around the Ka‘aba, the value and dignity of the cloth
becomes costly because of companionship with Ka‘aba. Sa‘di says:
The covering of the Ka‘aba which is kissed,
Has not been ennobled by the silkworm,
It was some days in company with a venerable man,
Wherefore it became respected like himself.1
On contrary to it, if that person is an immoral and notorious person, his
character will influence his friends' behavior and will incline to bad deed
and corruption.
The spouse of Lut became a friend of wicked persons,
His race of Prophets became extinct.
The dog of the companions of the cave for some days,
Associated with good people and became a man. 2
Allah Almighty quotes in the Holy Qur’an from the people who are
burning in the Hell, they say:
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Alas for me! Ah, would that I had never taken such a friend!
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He verily led me astray from the Reminder after it had reached me. Satan
was ever man's deserter in the hour of need.3

Characteristics of a fast and sincere friend
Question: “What kind of characteristics must a true friend have?”
Answer: We mention a few of his characteristics below:
1. His inner and outer behavior should be harmonized with you and his
inner love and exterior love should be the same. He should not be a person
who shows himself your friend outwardly and he always uses oily tongue
and flattering but he has hatred against you and uses bad and rubbish
language against you in your absence. In short, he should not have
character of duplicity and hypocrisy.
2. He should consider your progress and respect as his own progress
and respect and should consider your destruction and humiliation his own
1. Gulistan, chapter 7, p. 235-236, story 8.
2. Ibid, chapter 1, p. 53, story 4.
3. Surah Furqan (25), verses 28-29.

humiliation. In fact, he should be the embodiment of one soul in two bodies.
Whatever he likes for himself, like for you and whatever he dislikes for
himself, dislike for you.
3. The incidents of time should not change his behavior toward you. It
should not be like that now he is a poor person, and when his living
standards get better, he forgets his old friends. In fact, as he accompanies
his friend in spring’s day, he should be your helper during the rainy days.
I consider him a friend, who takes a friend's hand,
When he is in a distressed state and in poverty.1
One should avoid friendship of close fisted men and those who are not
ready to help others. It is narrated that once upon a time a man was

was weeping, he also started weeping. His friend asked, “Why are you
weeping?” He replied: “When I saw that you were weeping, I also started
weeping for showing my sympathy with you.” The man said: “I am weeping
because of hunger, so give me a loaf of bread and I shall not weep.” He
replied: “By God! If you like I would weep for you until tomorrow, but I will
never give you a loaf of bread.”
4. He should make mention of bad deeds of man and he should be like a
mirror that when you look in it, it shows your drawbacks. He should not be
a person that attracts your pleasure and whatever you did bad deeds; he
would praise and flatter you and show your bad deeds, good deeds. Imam
Sadiq (Peace Be Upon Him) says: “The person, who indicates me my drawbacks, is
my best friend.”2
5. He should not have impure characteristics like sedition, treachery, and
tittles-tattle and other impure characteristics because these characteristics
can be transmitted from one person to another person like an epidemic
disease. In fact, a bad, disreputable friend who is deprived of faith and
ethics will derive the man toward the sin and depravity.
Try your best to avoid bad friends,
A bad friend is worse than a snake,
1. Gulistan, chapter 1, p. 70, story 16.
2. Wasa'il ash-Shi‘a, vol. 12, p. 25, hadith 2.
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standing beside the road and was weeping. At the very moment, his friend
came while he had a few breads in his hand. When he saw that his friend
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A snake kills only a man,
But a bad friend takes the life of man as well takes his faith.
Today, the man who commit atrocity and dishonesty with other people
in order to get pleasure of man, surely, he will commit dishonesty with the
same man. If uses vulgar language about others, no doubt ,one day he will
use rubbish language and will commit tittles-tattle against us.
Who brings the faults of another to thee and enumerates them,
will undoubtedly carry thy faults to others.1
6. A friend should be confident because when one makes friends with
another person, he will become aware of some secrets unavoidably and he will
disclose his secrets for him. Though it is commendable that man should adopt
middle way and moderation when he wants to be a friend with someone. He
should not disclose the secrets of his life because when he discloses his secrets
of life to another person, it will be no more secret and definitely, it will be
disclosed to a person or persons. Imam Ali (Peace Be Upon Him) say:
“You should make friends with a person up to a normal level because;
The Spiritual Provision for the Teens

maybe he will become your enemy in future. Likewise, you should have
hate with your enemy moderately because maybe he will become your
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friend in future.”

2

In relation to the saying of Imam Ali (Peace Be Upon Him), Sa‘di, the 13th
century Iranian poet says: “Confide not to a friend every secret thou
possessest. How knowest thou that he will not some time become thy foe?
Inflict not every injury thou canst upon an enemy because it is possible that
one day he may become thy friend.”
Reveal not thy secret to any man although he may be trustworthy,
Because no one can keep thy secret better than thyself.3
7. A friend should be benefited from common sense and wisdom because
an idiot and a foolish friend, takes the man towards destruction and misery.
the man in troubles because of his stupidity.
1. Gulistan, chapter 2, p. 101, story 4.
2. Nahjul Balagha, saying 268, p. 410.
3. Gulistan, chapter 8, p. 259, p. 410.

If a fool put honey in my mouth;
I take fever of his honey.1
The first Imam, Ali (Peace Be Upon Him) says: “A wise enemy is better than a
foolish friend.”2
A deadly enemy who is wise,
Is better than a foolish friend.
8. A friend should not be a friend of your foe because in fact, such friend
is not sincere and truthful in his friendship. According to saying of Imam Ali
(Peace Be Upon Him): “Don’t commit enmity with your friend by doing such deed.”3

Wash thy hands, O wise man, from a friend,
Who is sitting together with thy foes.4
At the end of this chapter, it is appropriate to mention an example of
Saffwān ibn Yahya was one of the companions of Imam Reza and Imam
Javad (Peace Be Upon Them) and he had special status near both of them. They
entered into a covenant in the Holy city of Mecca near Ka‘aba that if anyone of
them passes away the other who remains alive should perform seventeen
units of compulsory prayer and thirty four units of recommendatory prayer
for the friend who passes away. Likewise, during the Holy month of Ramadan,
he will keep his fasts as well as for his friends those who have passed away in
other months, and if he will have to pay poor tax, he should pay the poor tax
in the same quantity for his friends in the way of Allah Almighty. By chance,
Saffwān remained alive and two his friends passed away, as per the covenant
he used to perform one hundred and fifty three units of prayers every day
and used to fast for three months in a year. He used to take out the zakāt of
his wealth thrice and whenever he would donate something from his own
side, he would donate the twice of it from the side of his believing brothers
and would bestow its sawāb (the divine reward) on their spirits.5
Peace and blessing be on such friends!
1. Moulavi, Mathnavi Ma‘navi, Daftar 4.
2. Bihar al-Anwar, vol. 75, p. 12, Hadith 70.
3. Nahjul Balagha, saying. 295, p. 415-416.
4. Gulistan, chapter 8, p. 261, p. 13.
5. Bihar al-Anwar, vol. 49, p. 273, Hadith 20.
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beautiful friendship and companionship from the history of Islam:
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Part Three
Religious Rulings and Duties

Chapter One

Identification of Religious Duties and Rulings
Felicity and hapiness of man in this world and the Hereafter becomes sure
by practicing the duties and rulings which Allah Almighty has made
compulsory for us. It is obvious that without acquaintance with the rulings
and duties, no one can be able to perform them, and success and happiness
of man cannot be assured.
In broad-spectrum, the comprehensive schedules of the religion of Islam
are summarized into two parts:

1. The Fundamentals of Faith
It is related to a chain of problems that every Muslim must have faith in
them during their entire life. These fundamentals consider as the pillars
and foundations of Islam and a person’s faith in the fundamentals of Islam
must be based on his own research and knowledge. Taqlid-following
others in an issue without knowledge of the issue-in these fundamentals
is void but every person is responsible that he should have faith in these
principles by thought and contemplation in the creation of the world
logically and with proof.
Recognition of the creator of the universe and His attributes like; the
Oneness, the Divine Justice and faith in the Day of Judgment and
resurrection of human beings in the Day of Judgment, faith in the

appointment of the Divine Prophets for the guidance of human beings and
acceptance of the guardianship (wilāyat) and faith in Imamate and
Leadership of infallible Leaders are the matters amongst these principles.

2. The Branches of the Religion
It is the chain of rulings and duties that the religion of Islam has made
compulsory for all the Muslims so that by practicing these duties man may
take steps toward perfection, and individual and social progress and may
pave the way for eternal life and individual success in the Hereafter. Salāt
(prayer), fast, khums, zakāt (poor tax), Hajj (Pilgrimage of Ka‘aba), Jihad,
enjoining good deeds and forbidding evil deeds and ethical rules are duties
amongst these branches of the religion.
Although the origin of some of these duties are evident and definite and
all the Muslims have consensus agreed view about these principles but the
information about these minutiae and the ins and outs of these problems
are difficult task that is related to specialization. Therefore, we cannot
The Spiritual Provision for the Teens

compel all the people to investigate personally about these matters. The
solution of the matter is that some people should study and research in this
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field so that they may become aware of these minutiae. Therefore, we can
say that a man can get information about these minutiae of the religion by
following two ways:
1. “Ijtihād” means to be an expert regarding the comprehension and
understanding of religious duties by using their sources from the Holy
Qur’an, the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) and infallible Imams
(Peace Be Upon Them). The person who has reached the level of specialization

regarding the understanding of religious matters is called “mujtahid”
(jurist).
2. “Taqlid” (following) means to follow a mujtahid, an expert and a
decree while acting upon duties and the person who confers with a
mujtahid and religious expert in order to get religious rulings is called
“muqallid” (follower). Here, we should bring into consideration two
following issues:

1. Wasa'il Ash Shiites, vol. 27, p. 20, Hadith 1.
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1. Following a mujtahid is only specific for those people who are not a
mujtahid (jurist). Therefore, if a person reaches the level of ijtihād, either
man or woman, cannot follow any mujtahid and it is compulsory for him
that he should act upon his own opinion and knowledge.
2. If a person has not reached the level of ijtihād and has not the
capability of the deduction of the Divine orders, it is not lawful for him to
express his opinion, decree and fatwā (verdict). If he commits such deed
and describes wrong theory for others, he will be responsible for the deeds
of all the persons those acted upon his instructions because of their
ignorance. The traditions of the Infallible Leadership (Peace Be Upon Them) strictly
prohibited us from such kind of act. Imam Baqir (Peace Be Upon Him) says: “He
who announces fatwā without knowledge and the Divine guidance, the
angels of mercy and punishment will curse him and he will be the
responsible for deeds of all the persons who acted upon his verdict.”1
Question: “Can the people follow every person who reaches the status of
ijtihād?”
Answer: “No, it is necessary that a mujtahid must be sane, adult, Shia‘h
Ithnā Ashari (the Twelvers) male, alive and ‘Adil (a just person) and he
should not be a status seeker and captivated by the material world. In case
of variation of decrees of the mujtahids, it is necessary that the mujtahid
who is more expert and learned person should be followed and in the
science of jurisprudence, he is called “‘Alim” (the most knowledgeable and
learned mujtahid).
Question: “Can a woman be able to reach the level of ijtihād?”
Answer: “Yes, but in this case, she is not allowed to follow other
mujtahids but according to the famous view of the mujtahids, the people are
not allowed to follow her in religious matters.”
Question: “How do we come to know that amongst the mujtahids one of
them is the most expert and the most learned one?”
Answers: The most learned mujtahid can be identified through one of
the following ways:
A. A person himself attains certainty that a particular individual is a the
most learned one;
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B. By the statement of a person who is of an adequate scholarly capacity
to identify a mujtahid or the most learned one;
C. Two just, learned and God-fearing persons who are capable of
identifying a mujtahid as the most learned one, attest that a particular
individual is a mujtahid or the most learned one, provided that their
testimony is not contradicted by that of two (other) just and aware persons;
D. When it becomes well-known amongst the learned persons or the
opinion of a group of learned persons brings about satisfaction, attest that a
certain individual is the most learned mujtahid.
Question: “What are the ways and sources of getting information about
the verdicts of a mujtahid?”
Answers: There are four ways of acquiring the verdicts of a mujtahid:
1. Hearing it from the mujtahid himself;
2. Hearing it from two just individuals who relate the verdict of the
mujtahid;
3. Seeing the verdict of a mujtahid in the book of Islamic laws written by
The Spiritual Provision for the Teens

him or by observing his signature on the paper but it is conditional that the
two just people should have satisfaction of the validity of his book and
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signature;
4. Every other sensible ways that is reliable for man, for example hearing
the verdict of a mujtahid from a person whose statement is reliable.
Question: “Can one change his “taghlid” (following a mujtahid in
performing religious duties) from one mujtahid to another mujtahid?”
Answer: “If a person comes to know that the other mujtahid is more
learned and expert than that he follows or the first mujtahid has been
deprived of some necessary characteristics to follow, it is compulsory for
the man that he should leave to follow the first mujtahid and should refer
to the second one. He is not allowed to do anything on the matter other
Question: “If a person quotes wrong verdict and decree of a mujtahid for
the other people or after mentioning the verdict of a mujtahid, he comes to
know that the decree of the mujtahid has been changed, in this case, what is
his duty?”

Answer: “If after informing that person about the decree, he comes to
know that he has made some mistake in reporting the verdict, he should
rectify that mistake if possible and should root out the mistake; likewise if a
person comes to know about the change of the verdict of a mujtahid, it is
necessary for him to inform the people about this change of verdict.”
Question: “If every mujtahid becomes specialist of a branch of religious
matters, as in medical, we have an eye specialist, ear specialist; can we
follow every mujtahid related to their field of specialization?”
Answer: “If anyone of them is more expert and more learned mujtahid in
some branches of religious matters than the other mujtahids. One should
follow these mujtahids in specific field of their specialization.”

Kinds of Religious Duties and Responsibilities and their
General Conditions

1. Surah Baqarah (2), verse 286.
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The matters that describe the duty of man about his deed are called Islamic
Laws (Ahkām). These rulings are of five kinds: Wājib (obligatory), Harām
(unlawful), Mustahab (recommended), Makruh (abominable) and Mubāh
(allowable)
Every person who qualifies for the necessary conditions and is subject to
religious obligations, all the rulings and necessary religious duties are
obligatory for him and these are the following general conditions:
1. Intellect; therefore in state of insanity man has not any responsibility,
either his insanity is temporary or constant;
2. Ability; the person who is unable to perform his religious duties,
surely he has no responsibility and if he is unable to perform some duties,
he has not responsibility about these duties because the Divine duties and
rulings are not more than the measure of power and capability of the
people. As the Holy Qur’an say:
Allah Almighty tasketh not a soul beyond its scope. For it (is only) that
which it hath earned, and against it (only) that which it hath deserved.1
3. Authority and freedom; therefore the person who is living under the
domination of the other person, he will have no authority to perform
religious duties and rulings;
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4. Puberty; so the child who has not reached his puberty has no duty.
Sing of puberty of a girl and boy is one of the following three things:
First: Growing pubic hair under the tummy or over the private parts,
Second: Seminal effusion either in state of sleeping or awaking,
Third: Fifteen complete lunar years of age for boys, though as per
recommended precaution if a boy completes his thirteen years, he should
perform all the obligatory deeds and should avoid prohibited deeds and to
complete the nine years of lunar years for girls.
Question: “Are the growing of thick hair on the face and above the lips, in
the chest and armpits, a harsh voice and the like, considered as signs of
puberty?”
Answer: No, these are not signs of puberty but if a man reaches
conviction by these things that he has reached the level of puberty.
Question: “If a person does not act upon his religious duties with the
idea that he had not reached puberty. After sometimes, he comes to know
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that since that date one of signs of puberty was present in him; should he
perform prayer, fasts and other obligatory acts that he has not performed
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these deeds during that period?”
Answer: Yes, it is compulsory for him to perform his missing obligatory
acts about whom he has conviction and about whom he has doubt either he
performed or did not perform, it is not compulsory for him to perform these
deeds.
Question: “Are fast and prayer of a discerning child who has the
capability of the identification of good and bad but he has not reached his
puberty, valid?”
Answer: Yes, in general, all acts of worship of such child are valid.
Question: “Can a child who has not reached puberty but has the
capability of identification of good and bad deed, follow a qualified
mujtahid?”
Answer: Although following a mujtahid is not compulsory for a child until
his puberty yet if he follows a mujtahid, there is no problem!
Question: “Can a non-adult who has the power to identify the good and
bad acts follow a mujtahid who is not the most learned amongst the
mujtahids?”

Answer: Because following is not compulsory for him; therefore, he can
follow a mujtahid who is not the most learned but after reaching puberty he
should refer to the most learned mujtahid.
Question: “A Muslim who reaches the level of his maturity to what

extent should he be aware of and should he learn the religious rulings?”

Answer: It is obligatory for a Muslim to learn the rulings which are of
frequent use in his/her religious life.
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Chapter Two

Impure (Najis) Things and the Vices
Every Muslim should purify his soul from bad ethical and undesirable
characteristics as well as he should purify his soul from every kind of sin,
infidelity and hypocrisy. Besides all these things, he should also purify his
body and environment from various kinds of impurities.
As the sacred religion of Islam commands for the purity of soul and life,
it also emphasizes on the importance of the purity of body. We can observe
the samples of such importance from the following statements:
1. The Holy Qur’an says:
Truly Allah Almighty loveth those who turn unto Him, and loveth those
who have a care for cleanliness.
2. The Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) says: “The cleanliness
comes from faith.”1
3. Imam Reza (Peace Be Upon Him) says: “The purity and cleanliness is of the
traits of the Prophets (Peace Be Upon Them).”2
It is commendable that our respected teens should practice the purity
and cleanliness in all dimensions of their life and it should be their top
priority. They should clean and purify their body, dress, residence, food,
and environment from all kind of impurities and pollutions so that they may
get the mercy of Allah Almighty as well as maintain their health and safety.
1. Surah Baqara (2), verse 222.
2. Bihar al-Anwar, vol 59, P. 291.

It is narrated from the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him): “How bad man is the
person who is polluted and impure.”1
Imam Ali (Peace Be Upon Him) says: “The person who keeps his dress pure and
clean, his grief will be very less.”2
Anyway, in the sacred laws (Shari‘ah) of Islam some matters and things
are considered impure and the Muslims have been recommended to avoid
these things. This is the very thing that explains the deep and minute
attention of this Divine religion to the hygienic affairs. It should also be
mentioned that moderation and middle way is praiseworthy and ideal in
matters related to all the things. Therefore, one should adopt the method
of golden mean regarding the avoidance of impurities and the purification
of things.
As disregarding towards avoiding impure things and not giving the
importance to the issue of purity and cleanliness are not compatible with
the spirit of Islam, excessiveness about purity and cleanliness which is due
to a compulsion to be clean is not allowed by the sacred Law of Islam. In
The Spiritual Provision for the Teens

fact, the obsessed person suffers from a kind of disease that has emerged in
the soul of man by means of satanic hallucination, bad and undesirable
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thoughts.
Unfortunately, some people suffer from a kind of obsession in the matter
of purification and impurity, ablution, ghusl (ritual bathing), prayer (salāt)
and all the deeds of worship. This is very thing creates many hurdles that
causes the man not to be able to perform some important deeds even some
obligatory acts.
Such people should look towards the common people without paying
any attention to hallucinations of their soul and they should look how they
get conviction about their matter of purification and impurity and other
matters and they should act as they act. Satan seduces them and creates
It is narrated from Abdullah son of Sinan who said: “I said to Imam Sadiq
(Peace Be Upon Him) that a sensible person has suffered from obsession about his
1. Ibid, vol. 75, p. 335, Hadith 4.
2. Furu‘-e-Kafi, vol. 6, p.439 Hadith 6.

prayer and ablution. His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) replied: ‘what kind of
intellect is this that follows Satan?’ I asked from His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him):
‘How he is obedient of Satan?’ His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) replied: ‘Ask him
about the root and source of his deeds, he will tell you: from Satan’s side.”1
The strategies of Satan are deception, adornment and hiding the wrong
in the right.
The traveler of the straight path should not expect to see the Satan in his
real face and countenance. For this reason, those who suffer from obsession
disease should take steps for their treatment by seeking help from Allah
Almighty and by consulting with specialists and experienced psychologists.
Here, we would like to mention some impurities briefly. The following
things are essentially najis (impure):

1. Urine and Feces
The urine and feces of the human beings and animals whose blood gushes
out when its great artery is cut are najis (impure) but the urine and feces of

is impure but on the basis of obligatory precaution, one should avoid the
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the animals whose meat is lawful to eat, like cow and goat are pak (pure).

semen of those animals whose meat is lawful to eat.
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Question: “What is the ruling of the droppings of those birds which are
unlawful (harām) to eat?”
Answer: Their urine and droppings are pure but it is better to avoid
them.
Question: “What is the ruling of the excretion of the small insects like a

fly, mosquito that have not meat?”
Answer: Their secretion is pure.

2. Semen
The semen of every animal, whose blood gushes when its great artery is cut,

3. Dead Body
The dead body of an animal whose blood gushes out while it is slaughtered,
1. Wasa'il ash-Shi‘a, vol. 1, p. 63, Hadith 1.

is impure if it dies a natural death or is killed in a manner other than that
prescribed by religious laws either their meat is lawful to eat or not; but for
example, the blood of a fish does not gush forth, its dead body is pure, even
if it dies in water.
Question: “Are all the parts of a dead body (whether of a human being or
of an animal) impure?”
Answer: No, Those parts of a dead body which do not contain life like,
wool, hair, teeth, nails, bones and horns are pure, it means that when they
face damages, they do not feel pain and trouble. It should also be mentioned
that the dead body of a dog and a pig and their all parts either they have
soul or have not are najis (impure).
Question: “If flesh or any other part which contains life, is cut off from
the body of a living human being, or a living animal whose blood gushes
forth, what is the verdict?”
Answer: The separated part is najis (impure).
Question: “The small pieces of skin which peel off from the lips or other
The Spiritual Provision for the Teens
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Answer: If they are separated at their time of falling, if the people
separate it, they are pure but the small skin that is separated at
inappropriate time should be avoided on the recommended precaution and
are najis (impure).
Question: “Is the egg which comes out of the body of a dead hen pure?”
Answer: If the shell of the egg which comes out of the body of a dead-hen
has become hard, the egg is pure. However, its external part should be
washed with water.

4. Blood
The blood of a human being and of every animal whose blood gushes out
when its great artery is cut is impure. The blood of a fish or a mosquito
whose blood does not gush out is pure.
Question: “If a small particle of blood falls in the food, while it is being
boiled, will the entire food become impure? Does boiling, heat, or fire make
it pure?”

Answer: Boiling and heat are not purifiers; therefore, all the food and its
container will become impure.
Question: “What is the ruling of the blood which comes from inside the
teeth?”
Answer: If it is very less and it disappears on account of its being mixed

with the saliva, is pure but as cautionary one should avoid ingesting the
saliva.
Question: “what is the ruling of an egg which has even the smallest
amount of blood in it?”
Answer: As per obligatory precaution, we should avoid eating and
touching it however, if the blood is separated from the yolk of the egg from
its albumen, as long as the skin over the yolk is not torn, eating of yolk and
albumen has no problem and it is pure.
Question: “If a dress becomes impure, and the blood is removed by
washing it with water but still the color of blood remains, is this dress
pure?”
Answer: Yes, after removing the impurity itself, if the dress is washed

is small quantity of impurity on it.

5. Dogs and Pigs
The dogs and pigs which live on land, all of their parts are impure even hair,
bones, and nails and every liquid substance of their body like saliva is
impure. However, sea dogs and seals are pure.

6. Infidel
An infidel i.e. a person who denies Allah Almighty and does not believe in
Allah and His Oneness or the Day of Judgment, or associates anyone else with
Allah Almighty, is impure. One should avoid touching his body even his hair
and nails and all liquid substances like saliva and perspiration. As regards the
people of the Book, like the Jews, the Christians and Zoroastrian, if their
bodies are not polluted with impurities like wine, meat of pig, they will not be
impure according to well-known opinions among mujtahids.
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with water and there is smell or color of impurity, there is no problem in its
purity unless you are satisfied by means of remaining smell or color; there
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Question: “If the mother and father of immature child are infidels, at
what time, this child would be pure by means of professing Islam?”
Answer: When he reaches the stage of identification of good and bad, if
he professes Islam, he will become pure.
Question: “What should an infidel do for becoming a Muslim?”
Answer: He should bear the witness with the intention of becoming
Muslim by his tongue:

»ال
ُ ّ ىُه َح ٓوداُُرسَلُُ ل
ُٓ َّالٍُُاَشْدُُا
ُ ّ الُِاِال ل
َُ ُىُال
ُْ َ«اَشْدُُا
“Ashhadu an lā ilāha illallāh va Ashhadu anna Muhammadan rasūlullāh”
“I bear the witness that there is no god but Allah Almighty and I bear the
witness that surely Muhammad is the prophet of Allah Almighty.”

7. Wine (Intoxicating Liquids)
Wine and all alcoholic liquors and beverages and everything which is
originally liquid and intoxicates a person are impure and eating them is
unlawful and cause of punishment.

“If we
alcohol impure?”
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get alcohol from oil that is originally liquid is this

Answer: If it is not intoxicated, is pure and all alcohols that are
utilized in medical matters and for painting doors, windows, tables,
chairs etc., in case one does not know that these are made of intoxicated
thing, is pure.
It is notable point that impure things (nijāsāt) are called “najisul ‘ayn” (a
najis thing in and of itself) and things like dress or body or any other thing

that touches it becomes impure and it is called “mutanajjis” (an item which
has met an essential impurity).
Question: “If we know that one of our two vessels or two dresses is
impure but we cannot identify which one is impure then what is our duty
and what should we do?”
Answer: We should refrain from using both dresses or vessels and we
should wash both of them with water.
Question: “If a pure object touches with an impure thing, in which state
will it become impure?”

Answer: If both of them or one of them was so wet, as the wetness of one
reaches the other, the pure thing will turn impure but if dampness was too
less to reach the other, the pure thing will not become impure.
Question: “If a part of one's body which is perspiring becomes najis and
perspiration transmits from there to some other places, what is the
religious rule?”
Answer: All those parts, to which the sweat reaches, will become najis.
Question: “The things like medical instruments that are inserted in the
body and touch blood or another impure thing, after ejecting, what is their
ruling?”
Answer: If they are not polluted with impurity while bringing them out,
they will not become impure.
Question: “If a point of a liquid thing becomes impure, does the liquid
become impure wholly?”
Answer: When a syrup or ghee is in a fluid state, in a manner that if some

becomes najis, for example; milk, yogurt, and any drink, if any point of this
liquid touches the impure thing, all will become impure. But if it has
solidified, and when some part of it is removed, a trace of emptiness is seen,
so only that part will be najis which has come in contact with an impure
thing, even if the empty trace gets filled up later. After removing that part,
we can utilize the remaining.
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quantity of it is removed, it does not leave an empty trace, the entire
quantity will become najis immediately when even their slightest part
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Chapter Three

Mutahharāt (Purifying Things)
Some of the things can purify the impure things that are called Mutahharāt
(the things that have ability to purify the impure things.)
Some of them are the following:
(i) Water (ii) Earth (iii) The sun (iv) Transformation (Istihāla) (v)
Change (Inqilāb) (vi) Transfer (Intiqāl) (vii) Islam (viii) Subjection
(Taba‘iyat) (ix) Removal of original impurity (x) Confining (Istibrā) of the
animal which feeds on impurities (xi) Disappearance of a Muslim, (xii)
Draining of the usual quantity of blood from the slaughtered body of the
animal.

1. Water
Generally, water is either pure or (Mudhāf) mixed. Mixed water is a thing
that is got from another thing like; juice or it is mixed with another thing
like; water that is mixed with mud. In other words, mixed water is a thing
that is no more pure water and if people consider it as pure water that is
called pure-water.
Ablution and ghusl (ritual bathing) is valid with pure-water and by
means of it, impurity can be removed. However, mixed-water cannot purify
an impure thing and if a small quantity of impurity reaches to it and though
the quantity of mixed-water is very large like; kurr water, it will become
impure and ablution and ghusl is invalid with it.

Water purifies impure things when the following four conditions are
fulfilled:
(i) The water should be pure; it should not be mixed-water;
(ii)The water should be pure;
(iii) The water should not turn into mixed water while the impure thing
is being washed. Furthermore, the smell, color or taste of the impurity
should not exist after the washing
(iv) After washing an impure thing with water, there should not remain
the small particles of najisul ‘Ayn (a naturally impure thing).
Pure-water is of the following five kinds:

A. Kurr- Water

A per obligatory precaution if you pour water in a container whose length,
breadth and depth are three and half spans each is equal to a kurr-water;
and that container is filled with water though its length, breadth and depth
are three spans that is sufficient.1
The Spiritual Provision for the Teens

If one of the impure things like; blood, urine or alcoholic drinks or the
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thing that has been turned impure by reaching them; like impure pot, if they
reach to kurr-water, and do not change the color, taste or smell of the water,
kurr-water will not become impure.

B. Running Water
Running water is that springs up from the earth and flows on it, for example
the water of a spring or a canal. Even if running water is less than a kurrwater it does not become impure by contacting an impurity so long as it
acquires the smell, color, or taste of that impurity.

C. Rain Water
Rainwater can purify the impure things if its quantity is not less, it should
be such as the people would say that it is raining. It should be of such
quantity that if it rains on the hard earth, it would flow.
1. It is about 884 liters.

D. Water of a Well
The water of a well is like that water of a spring, until it gushes up from
earth although its quantity may be less than a kurr-water that water does
not become impure owing to something impure falling in it, unless its color,
smell or taste is also changed.

E. Under-kurr Water
Under-kurr water means water which does not spring up from the earth
and its quantity is also less than a kurr.
If under-kurr water is poured on something, which is najis, or if a najis
thing contacts it, it becomes najis. However, if such water is poured with
force on a najis object, only that part which contacts it will be najis, and the
water which has not reached the najis object, will be pak (pure).
Issue1. If mixed water that is impure mixes with kurr-water in such a
way that it will not be treated as mixed water anymore and it would be said

likewise the mineral water and water that has been mixed with chlorine, if
the quantity of mix matter is not enough that changes the state of pure
water, it will be treated as pure water.
Issue3. Water or anything that was pure before and now it is not known
whether it is pure or not, it is pure, and water that was pure before and by
mixing something, we doubt whether it is mixed water or not, this water
will be treated as pure water.
Issue4. Water or any other thing that was impure before and now we do
not know whether it is pure or impure or by means of its change we doubt
whether has been turned pure or not, this kind of water will be treated as
pure water.

2. Earth
The earth purifies the sole of one's feet or shoes, provided that the
following three conditions are fulfilled:
(i) The earth should be pure and dry;
(ii) The sole of foot or inner part of a shoe would become impure by
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that is it pure water, mixed water will become pure.
Issue2. The water of some lakes that has been mixed with salt and
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contacting with the earth; therefore, if the foot of man drops blood on the
inner part of the shoe, it will not become pure by walking;
(iii) By walking or rubbing the feet of the shoes on the ground so that
the impurity under the sole of feet or shoe may be cleared;
(iv) It is necessary that the earth consists of dust and sand, or floor
made of stones or bricks, grass, asphalt or any other similar thing, which
means walking on carpet, mats, and green grass, will not make the sole of
feet or shoes pak (pure).
Question: “Can walking on sheet or mat purify the lower part of one's
foot or shoe that is impure?”
Answer: No, it cannot purify.

Question: “If the impurity is removed from the sole of foot and shoe by
rubbing it on the ground, do we need of walking?”
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Answer: It is better that we should walk at least fifteen steps, though
impurity can be removed less than this quantity or by rubbish on the
ground.
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Question: “Is it necessary that the impure sole of one's foot or shoe
should be wet.”
Answer: No
Question: “If the lower part of an artificial foot and stick, or wheel of
automobile or motorcycles become impure are these things will be treated
the same ruling?”
Answer: Yes, by walking and moving these things become purified.

3. The Sun
The sun can purify the earth, building, things affixed to the building like the
walls, doors, windows etc, even the nails which are fixed in the walls, with
the following conditions:
1. The impure thing should be sufficiently wet, and if it is dry, it should
be made wet so that the sun dries it up;
2. The original impurity like blood and feces should be removed from it
before it is dried by the sun;
3. Nothing should intervene between the impure thing and the sun.
Hence, if there is a curtain between the sun and the impure thing and the

rays fall on impure thing from behind it etc, and makes it dry, the thing will
not become pure;
4. Only, the sun should make the impure thing dry. Hence, if an impure
thing is jointly dried by the wind and the sun, it will not become pure.
Question: ‘Does the plant, tree or fruit that become impure and wet can
be purified by the light of the sun?’
Answer: Yes

4. Transformation (Istihāla)
If an impure thing undergoes such a change that it becomes another thing,
the second thing becomes pure; for example, if an impure piece of wood
burns and is reduced to ashes or a dog falls in a salt-marsh and becomes
salt it becomes pure or the wine turns into vinegar. However, the thing does
not become pure if its essence does not change; for example, if wheat is
ground flour, or is used for baking bread.

Answer: No

5. Intiqāl (Transfer)
If the blood of a human being or of an animal, whose blood gushes out when
its great artery is cut, is sucked by an animal (or an insect) whose blood
does not gush and is treated to be the blood of the latter animal, it becomes
pure and it is no more called impure. This process is called Intiqāl.
Question: ‘Is the blood of a human being, sucked by a leech, pure?’
Answer: No, because when a blood-sucking leech sucks human blood
during some treatment, it will be impure; because it is not considered as
part of its body it is considered as human blood.

6. Taba‘iyat (Subjection)
Taba‘iyat means that an impure thing may become pure, in subjection of

another thing becoming pure; for example, when wine is transformed into
vinegar, its container, up to the level wine reached on account of
fermentation, will become pure.
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Question: ‘If a piece of impure wood turns into coal does it become
pure?’
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Question: “Will the immature children of an unbeliever parents become

pure by means of embracing Islam of their parents?”

Answer: Yes, but before embracing the religion by one of his parents,
they will be infidel, unless they have attained the age of understanding and
discerning and have reached to their maturity and would embraces the
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religion of Islam.
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Chapter Four

Rules concerning use of lavatory
Human being like many other animals should excrete the extra foodstuffs in
form of urine and feces that he enters in his tummy by eating and drinking
and it could not be absorbed. It is obvious that delay in this deed damages
the safety of man and sometimes makes him suffers in some dangerous
diseases. Therefore, some traditions emphasize that whenever the urine
pressurizes on man, he should urinate and he should avoid stopping it
otherwise, his bladder will suffer from disease.1
In fact, - as it has mentioned in some traditions -2 one draws his attention
to two fundamental points by observing one's urine and feces that was in
form of food and was tasty and now it has turned into stinking state:
1. Eating and drinking foodstuffs for that man was trying his best to get
it and he was not attentive to get it from what way- lawful or unlawful- now
it has been changed in a form that one must avoid from that stuff but the sin
and disobedience of eating unlawful thing has been remained.
2. Pride, arrogance, and superiority complex is because of the effect of
allusion and fantasy that one has nurtured otherwise, man is a being who
has been created of inferior material and his end will be corpse and dead
body. During this course, his stomach is nothing more than a store of urine
and excretion.
1 . Mustadrak al-Wasa'il, vol. 1, p. 284, Hadith 4.5.
2 . Wasa'il Ash Shiites, vol 1, p. 333-335, Hadith 1-5.

Anyhow, the laws of Islam related to use of lavatory and its manners
should be practiced. There are many subtle and deep rulings and matters
related to this subject that implies to this point that Islam has considered all
fields of man's life even the matters about using lavatory.
In Islam, the matters related to lavatory have been divided into three
kinds:

The matters that should be observed:
While using lavatory the following matters should be observed:
1. It is obligatory to conceal one's private parts in the toilet and at all
times from adult persons even if they are one's close relatives (like mother,
sister etc.) Similarly, it is obligatory to conceal one's private parts from
insane persons, and from children who can discern between good and evil;
2. The front or the back part of one's body should not be towards the
Holy Ka‘aba;
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3. Using lavatory on the graves of believers and at the sacred places
whose sanctity will thus be violated is harām. One should avoid from using
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lavatory in land and property of a person who has not granted permission
for the purpose;
4. After using the lavatory, one should purify the place of urine and feces.
It is mentioned in some traditions that who does not pay heed towards this,
will be suffer from such a terrible punishment in the grave, and on the Day
of Judgment that will also cause trouble and pain for those people who are
already receiving punishment.
It is narrated from Imam Baqir (Peace Be Upon Him): “One of the causes of
punishment of the nation of the Prophet Lout (Peace Be Upon Him) was because
they did not use to make themselves pure from feces.”1
Anyway, for the purification of urinary organ water should be utilized. If
you have kurr water or running water, wash urinary organ once. However,
in the case of under-kurr water like water of a pitcher, the obligatory
precaution is to wash it twice, anus can be purified either by using tissue
paper, cloth or pure and dry stone. However, on the basis of the obligatory
1. Bihar al-Anwar, vol. 12, p. 148, Hadith 1; see also at p. 152, Hadith 7.

precaution, anus should be cleaned with these things thrice minimum. In
the following three cases anus can be purified only with water:
(i) If another impurity also comes out along with the feces;
(ii) If an external impurity touches the anus like bloody hand that
pollutes the anus;
(iii) If more than usual impurity spreads on the anus.
It should also be mentioned that other than those mentioned above
cases, it is better that anus should be purified with water. In case of
washing, you should ensure that it has left no particles of feces; however,
there is no harm if smell remains. If it is washed thoroughly in the first
instance, leaving no particle of stool, then it is not necessary to wash it
again.

The recommended acts while using lavatory
1. Before offering prayer and sleeping and after discharging and coming out

him. Imam Sadiq (Peace Be Upon Him) says: “One of the characteristics and traits
of Luqman that adorned him with wisdom was this that nobody saw him in
the state of using lavatory”;1
3. When a person enters the lavatory, it is mustahab (recommended)
that he should enter with his left foot forward and while leaving the
lavatory he should come out from lavatory with his right foot;
4. While using lavatory one should cover his head;
5. It is also recommended that one should place the weight of his body
on the left foot;
6. Istibra is a recommended act for men after urinating and its object is
to purify the urethra and to ensure that no more urine is left in the urethra
and the best of method of its performing is this: after stopping urine, if the
anus becomes impure, first make it pure. Thereafter, the part between the
anus and the root of penis should be pressed thrice, with the middle finger
of the left hand. Then the thumb is placed on the penis and forefinger below
1. Wasa'il ash-Shi‘a, vol. 1, p. 305, Hadith 2.
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of semen;
2. While using lavatory, one should sit on a place that nobody could see
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it pressing three times up to the point of circumcision, and then the front
part of the penis should be jerked three times.
Those who perform this recommended act after urinating, if a liquid
comes out from their urethra after purifying the tube of urethra and they do
not know whether it is urine or another thing, this wetness will not be
impure and if they have performed ablution after using lavatory, ablution is
not invalid. On contrary to it, if they do not do this act and they experience
wetness about whom they do not know, it would be considered impure and
they should wash its place and if they have performed ablution, their
ablution is invalid.

What is abominable (makruh) while using lavatory
1. It is abominable to face the sun or the moon but if a person manages to
cover somehow, his private parts, it will not be abominable;
2. It is not desirable to sit for urinating etc. facing the flow of the wind; it
is also abominable to sit on the roadside or in lanes and street or the
The Spiritual Provision for the Teens

passing and in the place in front of the doors of the house or under the
shade of the fruit-yielding trees;
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3. It is also abominable to eat while relieving oneself, or take longer than
usual time, or to wash oneself with the right hand. Talking is also makruh
unless necessary;
4. It is abominable to urinate while standing, or on hard earth, or in the
burrows of the animals, or in stationery water;
5. It is also abominable to suppress the evacuation of urine and feces, if it
is not injurious for health and if it brings harm for one then it will not be
lawful.
It is mentioned in a tradition: Once upon a time Abu Hanifa- one of the
famous learned figures of the Sunni School of Thought- came to visit Imam
saw Imam Kazim (Peace Be Upon Him) then His Highness was a child. He said to
His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him): Oh dear kid! Where should a stranger person
who does not belong to the city go to use lavatory? His Highness (Peace Be Upon
Him) replied: He should avoid using the toilet in the courtyard of the mosque,

place of getting water from canal and the place of falling fruits of the trees.
Do not use the place where the travelers sit and do not sit towards Qiblah.
While using lavatory, pick your dress up so that it may not get impured. At
the time, go for lavatory wherever you want.1
Question: “Can anybody sit towards Qibla or back to Qibla, at the time of

Istibra or purifying or cleaning the urethra and anus?”

Answer: There is no problem, however it is better that one should not do
this.
Question: “What is the ruling when one is forced to sit facing the Qibla, or
with his back towards it, so as to avoid somebody looking at him?”
Answer: If delay in using lavatory would be dangerous and painful for
man, in this case there is no problem and he may sit towards every
direction but if he may sit Qiblah oriented as well as back to Qiblah that on
the basis of recommended precaution, he should sit in position of back to
Qiblah and he should avoid sitting Qiblah oriented.

Answer: If the child positions itself that way, it is not obligatory to divert
it but on the basis of recommended precaution, the elders should not make
the children sit facing Qiblah and back to Qiblah.
Question: “If a person doubts whether he has made clean and pure the
outlet anus or urethra what is the religious rule about this?”
Answer: It is necessary that he should make it pure even if he may have
been doing it always as a matter of habit.
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Question: “If a child sits facing the Qiblah or sits while turning his back to
Qiblah, in this case what is the duty of a man?”
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1. Wasa'il ash-Shi‘a, vol. 1, p. 301, Hadith 1.

Chapter Five

Wudhu (Ablution); brightens the soul
Undoubtedly, ablution has two obvious benefits: ethical, spiritual benefit
and hygienic benefit. Hygienically, washing face and hands five times or
minimum three times daily, creates remarkable effects on the body. Making
hands wet, and passes it over the face and hands with this condition that
water should reach the hair or skin, it also causes that we keep the parts of
body clean. Ethically and spiritually, since this act is performed with the
intention of closeness to Allah Almighty, it creates specific instructive effect
on the doer of ablution. In fact, ablution expresses the meaning that we take
steps from head to sole to obey Allah Almighty.
Fazil son of Shazān narrated from Imam Reza (Peace Be Upon Them) who says:
“Beginning with ablution has been given because a slave should be pure
while imploring in the court of Allah Almighty and he should be submissive
to Allah Almighty and he should be pure from every kind of impurity and
pollution. Moreover, he should be far from dozing and make his presence
with pure and clean heart in the court of Allah Almighty.”1
Allah Almighty says in chapter al-Ma’idah, after the ruling regarding
ablution, ghusl (ritual bathing), tayammum and their methods:
Allah Almighty would not place a burden on you, but He would purify you
and would perfect His grace upon you, that ye may give thanks.2
1. Wasa'il ash-Shi‘a, vol. 1, p. 367, Hadith 9.
2. Surah Ma’idah, verse 5.

This apparent cleanliness with spiritual purity will possess many
results; here we would like to mention a few of them.
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1. Creation of illumination (light)
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In all, we get result from collection of traditions that the purity that is
achieved by affect of ablution, ghusl and tayammum creates a kind of
illumination and purity of the soul in the man. It is narrated that the Holy
Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) said: “On Judgment Day, I’ll recognize
members of my nation by the effect of ablution.”1 In another tradition,
narrated from the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny): “By means of
effects of ablution, my nation will enter in the desert of resurrection while
their faces are brightening.”2
Thus, it is mentioned in the statements of Infallible Imams (Peace Be Upon Them)
that if a person has purification, it is recommended that he should renew
his purification.
It is narrated from Imam Sadiq (Peace Be Upon Him): “The person who is in
state of purity and he renews his purity, he will be given reward of ten good
deeds.”3 It is narrated in another tradition: “Doing ablution in the state of
ablution brings illumination on illumination.”4

2. To be beloved of Allah Almighty
The Holy Qur’an says:
Truly Allah Almighty loveth those who turn unto Him, and loveth those
who have a care for cleanliness.5

3. Long life and getting reward of a martyr
The Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) said: “Oh Anas! Always be in
a state of wudhu so that Allah Almighty confer upon you long life, if you are
able to remain in a state of wudhu day and night. Surely, if you die in a state
of wudhu, you will pass away as a martyr.”6
1. Mustadrak al-Wasa'il, vol.1, p. 358, Hadith 19.
2. Ibid.
3. Wasa'il ash-Shi‘a, vol.1 p. 305, Hadith 2.
4. Ibid, p. 377, Hadith 8.
5. Surah Baqara (2), verse 222.
6. Wasa'il ash-Shi‘a, vol. 1, p. 383, Hadith 3.

4. Abundance of sustenance
Once upon a time, a person came to the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His
Holy Progeny) and complained of succinctness of provisions. The Holy Prophet
(Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) said to him: “Always be in state of purity so

that your provisions may increase more continuously.” Therefore, the
person acted upon the commandment of the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and
His Holy Progeny) and his sustenance became abundant.1

5. Obliteration of sins
It is concluded from some traditions that performing ablution-even if a
person is in the state of purity-obliterates lesser sins and Allah Almighty
considers for him the renewal of atonement without asking forgiveness of
Him.2

6. Receiving the reward of worshipers

like the mosque.”3

7. Fulfillment of need

Imam Sadiq (Peace Be Upon Him) says: “The person who seeks his need from Allah
Almighty and pray without performing ablution before praying, if his
prayer was not answered, he should put the blame only on himself.”4
The role of ablution regarding the validity and acceptance of prayer is
clear and obvious. It is concluded from traditions that prayer without
ablution is not accepted, but it does not mean that ablution is only for
prayer. It is very admirable that man should always be in the state of
ablution in all the circumstances of life, in state of sleeping, entrance in a
mosque, recitation of the Holy Qur’an, begging a need from Allah
Almighty etc.
1. Mustadrak al-Wasa'il, vol. 1, p. 300, Hadith 7.
2. Wasa'il ash-Shi‘a, vol. 1, p. 375-377, Hadith 1-2, and 4-5-7.
3. Mustadrak al-Wasa'il, vol. 1, p. 297, Hadith 6.
4. Wasa'il ash-Shi‘a, vol.1, p. 374, Hadith 1.
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The Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) says: “Whoever purifies
himself (wudhu) and then goes to his bed, he will sleep while his bed will be
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Methods of wudhu (ablution)
One can perform ablution in two forms: wudhu (ablution) by sequence and
ablution by immersion.
Here, we mention only the ablution by sequence.
In ablution, it is obligatory that after the intention of ablution, man
should pour water on every part of body for ablution and water should be
poured from upper part to lower in the following method.
A. First, with the intention of washing face, water should be poured from
upper part of forehead, where the hair grow up and moving the hand with
water downward, from the upper part of the forehead where hair grow up
to the farthest end of the chin and its breadth should be washed to the
extent of the maximum distance between the tips of the thumb and the
middle finger. If you do not wash the mentioned quantity, your ablution is
invalid. Thus, in order to ensure that the prescribed parts have been
washed, one should also wash the adjacent parts to a small extent.
B. After this, you should wash your right hand from upper part to
The Spiritual Provision for the Teens

downwards, from elbow to the edges of fingers and if you wash from
downwards to up, your Ablution will be void. Thus, in order to ensure that
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the prescribed part has been washed, one should also wash the upper part
of elbow to a small extent and then wash your left hand in the same way.
C. After this, you should wipe (mash) on one-fourth part of the front
portion of your head with remained wetness of water in your hand. It is not
obligatory that you should wipe front portion of your head entirely but
wiping any part is sufficient. As per obligatory precaution, one should wipe
the head with right hand and on the recommended precaution, wiping
should be perform from the upper side of the head to the lower side with
minimum three fingers.
D. After wiping the head, one should wipe, with the wetness, which is in
the upper part of it, and on the basis of the recommended precaution, the
wiping of the feet should be up to the ankle. It is also an obligatory
precaution that breadth of the wiping should be equal to three joined
fingers and it is still better that the wiping of the entire foot should be with

the entire palm. However, it is not compulsory that wiping should be
performed on the toe of the foot but if it starts from other fingers and
finishes on the height of foot, which is sufficient.
E. After this, wipe the left foot, in the same manner.
Question: “With which hand should we wash our face?”
Answer: One can wash his face with right hand or left hand or with the
both, moreover if water is poured from upper side to downward and it
reaches to obligatory the length of the face, it is not even necessary to move
the hand for wiping on the face.
Question: “Is it obligatory that one should wash the inner parts of the
nose, and eyes while performing ablution?”
Answer: It is not obligatory that one should wash the inner parts of the
nose, nor of the lips and eyes, which cannot be seen when they close.
However, in order to ensure that all parts have been washed, it is obligatory
that some portion of these parts (i.e. inner parts of nose, lips and eyes) are
also included. If a person suspects that there is dirt or something else in the

Answer: No, this kind of washing is not considered a part of ablution,
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eyebrows, and corners of his eyes, and on his lip, which does not permit

therefore the person who does so should be attentive that it is obligatory to
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water to reach them, he should examine it before performing ablution, and
anything is found there, he should remove it.
Question: “If a person's hands are larger and his face is smaller than
normal size, or conversely, if a person's hands are bigger and his face is
smaller than normal size and likewise, if a person has not hair on the front
part of his head or his forehead has hair, to what extent he should wash his
face?”
Answer: He should observe how people normally wash their faces.
Question: “Before washing face, the people are used to wash their hands
up to wrist, is this action a part of ablution?”

wash his hands up to the fingertips and he should not confine his washing
to such extent before ablution, otherwise his ablution will be void.
Question: “If we make our hand wet and drag it on our face and hands, is
our ablution valid?”

Answer: If the wetness of hand is so much that water drops from hand
and face and the people consider it washing, then there is no problem.
Question: “For wiping (mash) the foot, may we place our complete hand

on the foot and drag it a little bit?”
Answer: Yes, you may!

Question: “While wiping the hand and feet, can we move our foot and
head instead of hand and make our hand stationary?”
Answer: No, the validity of wiping head and feet in this manner is
doubtful.
Question: “Can we perform wiping of feet on the socks or shoes?”
Answer: No, but if one is unable to remove his socks or shoes because of
severe cold, or fear of life, or a robber, in this case, wiping on these things
has no problem.
Question: “If some parts of ablution are wet before doing ablution, can
we do ablution or we should make it first dry?”
Answer: If face and hands are dry, doing ablution is valid however, while
The Spiritual Provision for the Teens
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that the wetness of the palm of the hand has no effect on it the wiping will
be void. However, there is no harm if the wetness on those parts is so
insignificant, that the moisture of the palm overcomes it.
Question: “Can we perform wiping of left foot before right foot?”
Answer: As per obligatory precaution, it is not permissible.

Conditions for the validity of wudhu (ablution)
For the validity of the ablution, following conditions should be observed:
The following are the conditions for a correct ablution:
(i) The water should be pure, therefore ablution will be void with
impure water;
(ii) The water should be mutlaq (clean). Therefore, ablution with mixed
water is void; like water of watermelon and rose water;
(iii) The water of ablution and the space in which a person is
performing ablution should be allowed for him at the time of performing
and should not be usurped;

(iv) The container of the water used by the person for ablution should
be allowable for him and should not be made of gold and silver;
(v) Those parts of the body on which ablution are performed should be
pure at the time of washing and wiping;
(vi) The person performing ablution should have sufficient time at his
disposal to perform ablution and to offer prayer. If the time is too short for
offering prayer and, if an ablution is performed, the entire prayers or a part
of it may be offered after the prescribed time, he should offer prayer after
performing tayammum (instead of ablution),
(vii) One should perform ablution with the intention of seeking Divine
pleasure i.e. to obey the orders of Allah Almighty. Therefore, if a person
performs ablution with the intention of comforting his body, ostentation,
for the purpose of cooling himself or for some other purpose, the ablution
would be void;
(viii) A person should perform ablution in the prescribed order (step by

his hands or his face in performing ablution, or helps him to perform
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hand and thereafter he should perform wiping of the head and the feet. If an
ablution is not performed in this order it will be void;
(ix) The person performing ablution should perform its acts
consecutively (coming one after the other without delay) and should not
perform its acts with so much gap and delay, that it cannot be said that it is
being performed in normal succession, in such a way that the other people
may not say that he is in the state of performing ablution;
(x) The person, who has power to perform ablution, should perform all
actions of the ablution by himself; he should wash his hands, face, and wipe
his head and feet personally. Hence, if another person washes for example,

(xi) If doing ablution is harmful for him, he should do tayammum;
(xii) There should be no impediment in the way of water reaching the
parts of ablution; like tar, color, gum and other things, in that case he should
remove that thing, or pour water under it.

Things for which ablution is obligatory
It is obligatory to perform ablution for the following deeds:

• For all wājib (obligatory) prayer except (salāt al-Mayyit) funeral
prayer;

• For the tawāf (obligatory) circumambulation of the Holy Ka‘abah;
• If a person has made a nadhr, or a solemn pledge, or taken an oath for
ablution;

• If a person has made a nadhr, a solemn pledge, or taken an oath for
example, he would touch the script of the Holy Qur’an with his hand, or
some other part of his body or he is compelled to do this deed for example,
the Holy Qur’an becomes impure and for pouring water to make it pure, he
becomes obliged to touch the script of the Holy Qur’an with his hand.

Things which nullify wudhu (ablution)
Discharging of urine and feces, discharging of gas through anus, a sleep,
deep enough to restrict sight and hearing, as an obligatory precaution
The Spiritual Provision for the Teens
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intoxication or unconsciousness. Istihaza (irregular bleeding other than the
menstrual cycle), Janābat (state of a person after having sexual intercourse
or ejaculation), and every state which requires ghusl (ritual bathing), these
things make the ablution void.
Question: “If before completing ablution or after ablution, one of the
washed parts of body of ablution becomes impure, does the ablution
become void?”
Answer: No, only wash that part; likewise if the other parts of body that
are not related to ablution became impure, but if after using lavatory the
anus and urethra were not washed and purified, it is recommended
precaution, first they should be washed and then start ablution.
Question: “Is it obligatory that intention of ablution should be expressed

by tongue and one should say: “I am doing ablution for the sake of attaining
Allah's nearness?”

Answer: It is not important to utter the intention of ablution, prayer,
tayammam and ghusl and like this deed by tongue but it is sufficient that

you are attentive what you are going to do. For example, in the middle of
doing ablution, if someone asks, ‘What are you doing?’ he would reply, ‘I am
doing ablution.’
Question: “Can we walk while doing ablution, for example after washing
face and hands; we take a few steps and then wipe (mash) on the head and
feet?”
Answer: There is no problem!
Question: “If there is pen marks or ink of fountain pen or hair dye on the

parts of ablution, is there a problem for performing ablution?”

Answer: If they do not have any physical mass or thickness or if it has a
very low physical weight so that it would not be an obstacle for water to
reach the skin, it will not be considered a problem for performing ablution.
Question: “If a person was in a state of ablution then he doubts whether

his wudhu has become void or not, what is the ruling in this regard?”

Answer: He should treat it as valid. However, if a person doubts whether
he has performed ablution or not, he should perform ablution.
Part Three: Religious Rulings and Duties
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Chapter Six

Ghusl (ritual bathing);
Purification of the Body and Soul
Ghusl means that one washes his/her all body in some specific times with
the intention of attaining Allah Almighty's nearness. This act purifies the
soul of man and in fact, it indicates a kind of worship and servanthood, and
it is considered a way of closing to Allah Almighty. Its ethical effects are
undeniable. If you perform it without the intention of nearness and
submission of the commandment of Allah Almighty, it will be considered
void. Besides, materializing an Islamic ruling, performing ghusl means
keeping the body pure and practicing hygienic principle in the life. Many
people neglect the cleanliness of the body but this Islamic ruling compels
them to take ghusl in various times and keep their body clean.

How to perform ghusl
There are two methods of performing ceremonial bath like ablution,
whether the ghusl is obligatory or recommended: Sequential Bath (ghusl
tartibi) and Immersion Bath (ghusl irtimāsi).

1. Immersion bath (ghusl irtimāsi)
In immersion bath, a person should first intend to take a ghusl then he should
dive into the water and water must reach all parts of the body at one time.

2. Sequential bath (ghusl irtimāsi)
In sequential ghusl, a person should first intend to take a ghusl. In this kind
of ghusl, man should first wash his head and then his neck and thereafter. As
per obligatory precaution, first he should wash the right part of his body
and afterwards the left part of body. In order to ensure that both the parts
(head, neck and remaining parts of the body) have been washed thoroughly,
one should, while washing a part, also include some portions of the other
part with it. In this kind of ghusl, one should wash half of his naval and half
of his private parts, but it is better that he washes his complete naval and
private parts while is washing each side.

Kinds of ghusl (ritual bathing)
Sometimes ghusl is obligatory and sometimes recommended; like ablution.
There are many cases of recommended ceremonial baths (Jinābat ghusls), in
order to get information about them, you can consult Touzih al Masa’el (the
Islamic Law) but these are the following Obligatory Ceremonial Baths:
The Spiritual Provision for the Teens
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awakening. For offering obligatory prayer and other deeds like that, ghusl
for ceremonial uncleanness (Jinābat) is obligatory for him.
(ii)Ghusl for a dead body; it is obligatory to give three (ghusls) baths to a
dead body of a Muslim and after purifying the dead body from apparent
pollution; it should be give three ghusls. The first ghusl should be with
water mixed with “Sidr” (cedar) leaves. The second ghusl should be with
water mixed with camphor and the third should be with unmixed and pure
water.
(iii) Ghusl for touching a dead body; if a person touches a human dead
body which has become cold and has not yet been given

ghusl, he should

voluntarily or otherwise
(iv) Ghusl, which becomes obligatory because of one's having taken a
vow or an oath to perform it. In this case, a person takes vow or another
that if he could be able to shun that undesirable deed, he will perform ghusl.

(v) The following ghusls are related to women: ghusl for menses (Hayz),
ghusl for lochia (Nifas), and ghusl for Istihaza.

Unlawful acts for ceremonially Junub (ritually impure
due to sexual intercourse or seminal discharge)
The following five things are unlawful for a person who became (Junub)
impure and he has not performed ceremonial bath for uncleanness
(Jinābat):
(i) To touch with any part of his body the writing of the Holy Qur’an or
the Names of Allah Almighty and on the basis of obligatory precaution
touching the names of the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) and
Infallible Imams and Lady Fatima Zahra (Peace Be Uponn them).
(ii)Entering Masjid al-Harām in the Holy city of Mecca or Masjidun Nabi
in the Holy city of Medina, even though it may be only entering from one
gate and going out of another and without stopping in the mosque.
(iii) To stay in all other mosques, on the basis of obligatory precaution
person enters through one gate and goes out of another, there is no
problem in this act.
(iv) To go and place something in the mosque,
(v) To recite, either some part or completely of any one of those chapter
of the Holy Qur’an on the recitation of which performance of prostration
becomes obligatory. These verses occur in four Surahs of the Holy Qur’an:
(i) Surah Alif-Lam-Mim Sajdah, 32:15 (ii) Surah Ha-Mim Sajdah, 41:98 (iii)
Surah an-Najm, 59:62 and (iv) Surah al- ‘Alaq (the Clot), 96:19.

The deeds which are abominable for Junub
The following deeds are abominable for Junub:
(i) To eat, drink and sleep; however, if the concerned person performs
ablution or washes his hands, eating and drinking will not be abominable
for him.
(ii)To recite more than seven verses of the Holy Qur’an in which an
obligatory prostration does not occur.
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(iii) To touch any part of his body to the cover, the margin or border of
the Holy Qur’an or the space between its lines and to keeping the Holy
Qur’an with oneself.
(iv) To dye one's hair of face and head or using henna or massaging the
body with oil.
Question: “If a person realizes after taking ghusl that he has not washed a
part of his head or body, what should he do?”
Answer: If this part belongs to his head, first, he should wash this part
and then wash his right side and after this, he should wash his left side once
again. If that part lies on the right side, after washing that part of the body,
on the basis of the recommended precaution, he should wash the left side
once again. And, if the unwashed part lies on the left side, after washing that
part of the body the ghusl will be valid.
Question: “If after performing (ghusl irtimāsi) immersion bath it
becomes known that water has not reached some part of the body, what
should he do?”
The Spiritual Provision for the Teens
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Question: “Is washing of hidden parts of body like inside the nose, ear
and hole of earring obligatory in the ghusl?”
Answer: No, but if this hole of earring would be so vast that one can see
inside the hole, in this case, he should wash it.
Question: “Is reaching water under hair of face and head and washing
skin is obligatory while taking ghusl?
Answer: Yes, likewise the short hairs that are considered the part of
body, should be washed, nevertheless on the basis of obligatory precaution,
washing long hair is also obligatory.
Question: “Are the conditions of the validity of ablution also considered
in ghusl?
Answer: Yes, but in the sequence bath; it is not important that the acts of
ghusl should be performed consecutively. Therefore, one can wash his head
and neck first with the intention of ghusl and after passage of a few hours,
he may wash right side and then after a while, he may wash his left side.
Moreover, it is not obligatory in the ghusl that he should wash every part of

his body from upper side to downward but he can start washing his right
side from his foot to upward.
Question: “If a person doubts whether, he took ghusl or not, what should
he do in such state?”
Answer: He should perform ghusl again.
Question: “If a person doubts whether, he performed ghusl correctly or
not, what should he do in such state?”
Answer: It is not obligatory to repeat his ghusl.
Question: “If a person doubts whether ghusl is obligatory for him or not;
for example, he doubts whether he discharged semen or not and whether
his body touched the dead body or not, is performing ghusl obligatory for
him?”
Answer: No, it is not obligatory for him to perform ghusl.
Question: “If a person who should perform more than one ghusl like
ceremonial bath of Jinābat (uncleanness) and ghusl for touching a dead

should he perform all these ghusls?”
Answer: He can perform all the ghusls by the following two forms:
1. For every ghusl, he should do intention and should perform them one
by one,
2. He can take one bath with the intention of performing all of them. The
apparent possibility is that if he takes bath with the intention of taking one
bath it will suffice for the rest.
It is worth mentioning that if a person is under obligation to perform
many ghusls and he does not perform them, in case, if he becomes Junab and
he performs ghusl of jinābat jinābat (uncleanness), this ghusl will
compensate all the remaining ghusls, though he has no attention towards all
ghusls.
Question: “If a person commits a minor hadath (discharge of urine or gas
from rectum) that makes void the ablution, during the course of performing
ghusl; for example, he urinates, should he perform ghusl once again?”
Answer: No, but if he commits this deed while performing ceremonial
ghusl janābat - after the ceremonial bath of jinābat it is not necessary for
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like; ghusl of friday and ghusl of need and like this; what should he do? How
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him to perform ablutions for prayers - he should perform ablution for
prayer and ablution is the required deed after taking ghusl.
Question: “If a person becomes Junab many times or he touches the dead
body many times, and then he wants to perform ghusl, should he perform a
ghusl for each act?”
Answer: No, only one ghusl with the intention of all will be sufficient.
Question: “After which ghusls it is not necessary for one to perform
ablutions for prayers?”
Answer: Only the ceremonial ghusl of jinābat is like this, and as per
obligatory precaution, no other obligatory and recommended ghusls
compensate the ablution and after performing these ghusls, one should
perform ablution for prayer.
Question: “A person who has not done ghusl after touching a dead body,
are prohibited deeds for a Junab will also be prohibited for him?”
Answer: No, it is obligatory for him to perform ghusl only for offering
prayer and the deeds that the ablution is required. However, there is no
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Qur’an, which have obligatory prostration before performing ghusl.
Question: “Is it obligatory to take ghusl by touching a dead body of
martyr?”
Answer: Yes, on the basis of obligatory precaution, man should take
ghusl after touching the dead body of a martyr.

Chapter Seven

Tayammum, a Sign of Meekness and Submission
The mutual spirit amongst all the Divine rulings is creating a state of worship
and the spirit of submission and subordination of servants before Allah
Almighty, the Wise. This spirit can be observed with its complete reflection in
tayammum because man touches his forehead, the noblest part of his body,
with his dusty hands so that he may announce his meekness and humbleness
in the court of Allah Almighty and he declares: My forehead and hands are
meek and humble to the last boundary in front of thee.
The Holy Qur’an has mentioned the dusty of tayammum with the word “
Sa‘idan Tayyiban”1 and “Tayyib” means pure and the word “sa‘id” is driven
from the root of “Sa‘oud” and one of its meanings is a thing that covers the
surface of the earth whether it is dust, sand or stone and like this. In this
case, it is called the dust that directly faces the rain, the sun light and
blowing of air. It is evident that such dust does not belong to the dust below
the hand and foot and its utilization is not against the hygienic principles. It
is narrated in some traditions of Infallible Imams (Peace Be Upon Them): “Allah
Almighty declared the dust purifier and cleaner as the water.”2
One should not abstain from doing tayammum on the occasions when
there is hurdle in performing ablution or ghusl and should not insist that he
1. Surah Nisa, verse 43; Surah Ma’eida verse 6.
2. Wasa'il ash-Shi‘a, vol.3, p. 385, Hadith 1.

would do only ablution or ghusl. Man should also be submissive to the
commandments of Allah Almighty. It is mentioned in a tradition that it was
said to the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny): once a man became
Junab while he had wounds on his body. A few people said to him, you should
perform ceremonial bath of Janābat, and he performed ghusl. After this, his
body suffered from serious trouble and he passed away. The Holy Prophet
(Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) said, may Allah Almighty kill those who killed

him! Surely, the cure for ignorance and stupidity is query and asking.”1

Cases of Tayammum
Tayammum (ablutions with earth, sand etc.) should be performed instead of
ablution or the ceremonial bath in the following seven conditions:
1. When it is not possible to procure sufficient water for performing
wudhu or ghusl;
2. Water is available but on account of old age or weakness, or fear of a
thief or a beast, or because he has to draw water from a well but he does
The Spiritual Provision for the Teens
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3. If a person fears that if he uses water his life will be endangered, or he
will suffer from some ailment or physical defect, or the illness from which
he is already suffering will be prolonged, or become acute or some
complications may arise in its treatment;
4. If a person, feels fear that if he utilizes water for ablution or ghusl,
either his companions or his animal; like horse or he himself will die
because of thirst or his companions or he will fall ill or it will be too hard to
bear the brunt of thirst;
5. If the body or dress of a person is najis and he possesses only as much
water as is likely to be exhausted if he does ghusl or wudhu, and no water
would be available for making his body or dress tahir (clean), he should
make his body or dress tahir and pray salāt with tayammum;
6. If a person possesses such water or container, which is not permitted
to use, like when they are ghasbi (usurped), he should perform tayammum
instead of ghusl and ablution;
1. Ibid, p. 347, Hadith 6.

7. When the time left for prayer is so little that if a person does ghusl or
ablution he would be able to offer only one unit of prayer in the prescribe
time and the rest of prayer would be offered after the prescribed time.

Things on which tayammum may be performed
Performing tayammum on earth, sand, gypsum, conglomerate, limestone,
marble and on other stone is valid but tayammum on stones like carnelian
and turquoise that are not called the earth is void. On the basis of obligatory
precaution, tayammum should not be performed on baked gypsum or lime
or baked bricks.
It is worth mentioning that the thing used for tayammum should not
have been usurped and najis (impure).

Methods of Tayammum
One should perform the following acts consecutively for doing tayammum
1. He should do niyyat (intention) that he is going to perform tayammum
of Allah Almighty,
2. Striking both the palms on the object on which tayammum is valid,
3. Wiping the entire forehead with the palms of both the hands, and, as
an obligatory precaution, its two ends commencing from the spot where the
hair of one's head grow down to the eyebrows and above the nose. And it is
obligatory precaution that the palms should be passed over the eyebrows,
4. As an obligatory precaution, this should be done by both the palms
together,
5. The palm of the left hand should be wiped on the entire back of the
right hand and thereafter the palm of the right hand should wipe the entire
back of the left hand.
Question: “Is there any difference between tayammum that is performed
in lieu of ablution or ghusl?”
Answer: No, there is no difference between two kinds of tayammum in
their form and method, the difference between them is only in their
intentions.
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Question: “How is tayammum on wet ground and dust?”
Answer: As per recommended precaution, if dry earth or clay is available
tayammum should not be performed on wet earth or clay.
Question: “What are the things on which tayammum is abominable and
undesirable?”
Answer: It is makruh (abominable) to perform tayammum on the earth
of a pit, and street dust, or the saline earth, on which a layer of salt has not
settled. If, however, a layer of salt has settled on the earth, performance of
tayammum on it is void.
Question: “Is it obligatory in tayammum that one should wipe the
forehead and the back of both hands from upper side to downward?”
Answer: yes
Question: “Is it obligatory while performing tayammum one should
remove the ring from his hand?”
Answer: Yes, if there is any obstruction on his forehead or on the palms
or back of his hands he should remove it too.
The Spiritual Provision for the Teens
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Answer: The things, which invalidate ablution, also invalidate the
tayammum performed instead of ablution. Similarly, the things, which
invalidate ghusl, invalidate the tayammum performed instead of ghusl too.
Question: “If a person who has to perform many ghusls; for example,
ghusl for janābat, ghusl which becomes obligatory on account of a vow or an
oath to perform it and ghusl for touching a dead body, he wants to do
tayammum because of a valid excuse, will he perform one tayammum with
the intention of all ghusls?”
Answer: As per obligatory precaution, he should perform one
tayammum in lieu of one ghusl.
Question: “If a person performs tayammum in lieu of Jinābat ghusl,
should he perform ablution for prayer?”
Answer: No, if he performs tayammum in lieu of other ghusls, on the
basis of obligatory precaution, he should do ablution and if he has a valid
excuse of not performing ablution, so he should perform an extra
tayammum in lieu of ablution.

Chapter Eight

Prayer Magnificence and Majesty of Worship
The first branch from the branches of religion and one of the most
important deeds of every Muslim or it is better to say that one of the most
important deeds of worship in all the Divine religions before Islam is
prayer. Man has been performing prayer since the ancient times.
After brining Ishmael and his mother Hājar in the dry and barren land of
Mecca, the Prophet Abraham (Peace Be Upon Him) implored with this prayer and
supplication in the court of Allah Almighty: “Our Lord! Lo! I have settled
some of my posterity in an uncultivable valley near unto Thy Holy House,
our Lord! that they may establish proper worship; so incline some hearts of
men that they may yearn toward them, and provide Thou them with fruits
in order that they may be thankful.”1
In another line of supplication, His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) says:“My
Lord! Make me to establish proper worship, and some of my posterity
(also); our Lord! And accept my prayer.” 2
Allah Almighty says about the characteristic of the Prophet Ishmael:
He enjoined upon his people worship and almsgiving, and was acceptable
in the sight of his Lord.3
1. Surah Ibrahim (14), verse 37.
2. Ibid, verse 40.
3. Surah Maryam (19), verse 55.

Allah Almighty says about the Prophet Jesus Highness (Peace Be Upon Him)
while he was in his cradle:
And hath made me blessed wheresoever I may be, and hath enjoined upon
me prayer and almsgiving so long as I remain alive,1
Likewise, the talks of the Prophets like the Prophet Moses Highness (Peace
Be Upon Him), Jethro Highness (Peace Be Upon Him), Zakariyya Highness (Peace Be Upon
Him) and Luqman (Peace Be Upon Him) have been mentioned in the Holy Qur’an

about the issue of Prayer.2
It has been mentioned in many verses and traditions that offering prayer
is the characteristics and traits of faithful men/women. Whenever prayer is
offered with its mentioned particular conditions, one could travels in the
world of spirituality and his divine relation with Allah Almighty becomes so
strong that the impurity of sin and pollutions is washed from his soul and
heart.
The Holy Qur’an considers prayer as an effective factor for preventing
man from corruption and sins and Allah Almighty gives a constructive
The Spiritual Provision for the Teens
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Establish prayer, Lo! Prayer preserveth from lewdness and iniquity, but
verily remembrance of Allah Almighty is more important. And Allah Almighty
knoweth what ye do.3
In this way, the person who wants to know whether his prayer is
accepted in the Divine court of Him or not, he should look whether his
prayer has prevented him from sins and offenses or not. Therefore, his
prayer is accepted by Allah Almighty to such extend as it prevents him from
bad and undesirable deeds.
It has been mentioned in the traditions of Leadership of Religion that
prayer is means of the perfection and nearness of a believer and righteous
person towards Allah Almighty. If the almighty Allah accepts it, other acts of
worship will also be accepted. However, if prayers are not acceptable, other
1. Ibid, verse 31.
2. Please see the following Surah Tāha (20), verse 14. Surah Houd (11), verse 87. Surah Ali ‘Imran
(3), verse 39. Surah Luqman (31), verse 17.
3. Surah ‘Ankabut (29), verse 45.

good acts will not also be accepted. Imam Baqir (Peace Be Upon Him) has said:
“The prayer is the pillar of religion and its parable is that of the prop of a
tent – when the prop remains upright, the pegs and ropes remain straight
and upright, but when the prop bends or breaks neither the pegs nor ropes
remain straight.”1
Prayer is a means of washing committed sins and it is a hurdle against
the coming sins because the prayer makes the spirit of faith strong in man
and plants the tree of God-fearing in the self of man. Prayer is a factor of
rooting out the curtains of ignorance from the purpose for which Allah
Almighty has created him. This worship warns during the various times of
day and night that man should be awaking and he should not be engrossed
in material world and in the temporary pleasures. Yes, prayer is a source
for developing the ethical characteristics and spiritual perfection of man. It
takes them out of the boundaries of this material world and from the four
walls of physical world and invites them towards the heavens and makes
them companions and close friends with angels.

during the prayer, he should keep his soul with his body and he should
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His Highness addressed the people who were present before Him: “The
simile of the five prayers is like a flowing river of sweet-water in front of
the door of one of you, in which he plunges five times a day. What dirt will
remain on him? They said, “None.” He said, “Surely the five prayers
eliminate sins just as water eliminates dirt.”2
Keeping in mind whatever was mentioned, it is praiseworthy that man
should consider the prayer the most important deed, and he should
perform it at time with complete attention and humility and humbleness.
He should keep in mind that with whom he is talking and he should
consider himself little in front of His dignity and greatness. Moreover,

is not performed for the sake of Allah Almighty has not any reward but it
paves the way towards the Hell.
1. Wasa'il ash-Shi‘a, vol. 4, p. 27, Hadith 12.
2. Ibid, p. 12 , Hadith 3.

That prayer is the key to hell,
Which thou performest only before the eyes of men.
If the high-road of thy life lead aught but God,
Thy prayer mat will be thrown into the fire.1
Likewise, it is praiseworthy that man should avoid such deeds that
lessen the reward of prayer; for example, standing for prayer in a state of
dozing and prayer under pressure of withholding urine or feces, and one
should abstain from ignorance, hurry, and the deeds that make the prayer
undignified and insignificant.
Abu Basir, one of the companions of Imam Sadiq (Peace Be Upon Him) says:
“After the decease of Imam Sadiq (Peace Be Upon Him), I went to Omme
Hamidah; the wife of His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) for condolence. Her
Highness wept and I also burst into tears. After this, Her Highness said to
me: if you had seen Imam while he was passing away, you would have
struck with wonder, because His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) opened his eyes
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intercession will not reach those who consider prayer light (insignificant).”2
The Holy Qur’an reprimanded those who do not give value to prayer, do
not give importance to times, elements, conditions and manners of prayer,
and says:
Ah, woe unto worshippers,
Who are heedless of their prayer3
While introducing hypocrites the Holy Qur’an mentions one of the signs
of them and says:
Lo! the hypocrites seek to beguile Allah Almighty, but it is He Who
beguileth them. When they stand up to worship they perform it languidly and
to be seen of men, and are mindful of Allah Almighty but little.4
Imam Baqir (Peace Be Upon Him) says: “Once the Holy Prophet (Peace Be upon Him and
His Progeny) was sitting in a mosque when a person came and started to
1. Bustan, Chapter 5, p. 143.
2. Wasa'il ash-Shi‘a, vol. 4, p. 26-27, Hadith 11.
3. Surah Ma’oun (107), verse 4&5.
4. Surah Nisa (4), verse 142.

perform prayer, but he did not perform his ruku‘(bowing) and sajdah
(prostration) correctly. By observing this incident, the Holy Prophet (Peace Be
upon Him and His Progeny) said; “This man has struck the ground just like the beak of
a crow striking the ground and if he dies just now, he has indeed not died
on the path of my religion.”1
In another tradition, it is narrated from the Holy Prophet (Peace Be upon Him and
His Progeny): “The worst kind of thief is one who steals from his prayer. It
means that he does not perform his prayer completely.”2
Whatever was described, it comes clear about the people who do not
perform prayer and ignore this obligatory deed.
Trust not him, who neglects his prayers to God;
Though his mouth may verily gape wide from hunger;
For whoever discharges not his duty to the Deity;
Will equally neglect this debt to thee".3

Kinds of prayer

A) Recommended prayer
There are many recommended prayers and these prayers are called
“Nafila”, but more stress has been laid on the daily recommended prayers.
The number of the units of these prayers is 34 units in every day, except on
Friday which is 38 units.4
One of these nafila is the midnight nafila or the midnight prayer. It is
mentioned in a tradition of the Holy Prophet (Peace Be upon Him and His Progeny): “The
best amongst you is the person who talks politely, feeds the hungry and
performs midnight prayer while the people are asleep.”5
1. Wasa'il ash-Shi‘a, vol. 4, p. 31 & 32, Hadith 2.
2. Bihar al-Anwar, vol. 81, p. 263 & 264, Hadith 66.
3. Gulistan, chapter 8, p. 279, story 66.
4. Translator Note: It is as follows 8 units for midday prayer (Salāt), 8 units for afternoon prayer. 4
units for dusk prayer. 8 units for night prayer. 11 units for midnight prayer and 2 units for dawn
prayer. In accordance with obligatory precaution, the night ('Isha) recommended prayer should be
offered in the sitting posture. Its 2 units are, therefore, treated to be equal to one only. However, on
Friday 4 units are added to the 16 units of the midday and the afternoon prayer, and it is better that
all these 20 units are offered before the sun declines.
5. Bihar al-Anwar, vol. 84, p. 142 & 143, Hadith 14.
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It is narrated in another tradition, “Midnight prayer makes man's face
beautiful and fine, makes him morally good and agreeable and makes him
smell pleasantly.”1
Keeping in consideration that the ordinary tasks and the hardships of
daily life attract man’s attention and prevent the heart from perfect
attention towards Allah Almighty; at midnight and dawn, the hue and fro
of material is speechless and the body and soul get relaxed from a little
sleep, under such condition, one achieves a rare spiritual state and
exhilaration. Yes, in this relaxed environment and moment of separation
from every kind of showiness and ostentation, and because of the effect of
concentration of heart to the Lord in the state of prayer and supplication,
one experience an extraordinary, animator and peace conferring state.
That is because the friends and lovers of Allah Almighty get purification of
soul, empowerment of faith and completion of faith from the worships of
the last part of the night.
Every treasure of happiness that God gave to Hafiz,
The Spiritual Provision for the Teens

The auspiciousness of the night-prayer, and of the morning-supplication, was.2
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The midnight prayer has many manners but here, we would like to
describe it in simple form for the young and the lovers of this spiritual deed.
We hope that they would not forget in the solitudes of the night with Lord
Almighty as well as they would not deprive us from their noble and pure
supplication.
Method of offering midnight prayer that is consisting of eleven units
with the following sequence:
1. The eight units should be offered with the intention of the midnight
nafila and these eight units should be performed in form of four prayers of
eight units like, the two unite of morning payer.
1. Two units with the intention of “Shaf‘” prayer like other prayer,
2. One unit with the intention of “Witr” prayer in the following form:
after the intention of this prayer, recite Sura al-Hamd and another Sura and
then in the state of qunūt, we shall pray for believers. After this, we shall
1. Ibid, p. 148, Hadith 22.
2. Divan-e- Hafiz, p. 211, Line 10.

perform ruku‘(bowing) and then two prostrations and then tashahhud and
Salām and in this way, we shall complete this prayer.
It should be noted that this prayer has not Adhān and Iqāmah, we may
perform qunūt in the second unite before ruku‘ and may recite
supplications. However, qunūt of “Shaf‘” prayer should be performed in the
hope of reward. It is better that qunūt of Shaf‘ prayer would be longer.
Timing of this prayer begins from the middle of night to the Adhān for
morning prayer and it is better that one should perform it near the morning
but the traveler and the person for it is very hard to perform this prayer at
this time, he may perform it in the beginning of night.

B) Obligatory salāt (prayer)
The following prayers are obligatory:
(1) Daily prayer of day and night and the Friday prayer is one of them. It
is obligatory to perform the following five prayers during day and night:

(dawn prayers) 2 units. Therefore, the daily prayer are consisting of
seventeen units and during the travelling eleven units of prayer are
lessened because a traveler should offer the prayer of Noon , Afternoon and
Night prayer of two units each, according to the mentioned conditions in
the book “Touzi-ul-masail” ( the book of Islamic Laws).
However, these daily prayer have their specific times and their details
have been mentioned in the book Touzi-ul-masail (the book of Islamic
Laws). One may perform every one of the prayers, when he gets satisfaction
of arrival of their times. Likewise, every one of the prayers, Noon,
Afternoon, Evening and Night have their specific sequence. One should
always offer ‘Asr prayer after the zuhr prayer, and the ‘Ishā prayer after the
maghrib prayer. If one intentionally offers ‘‘Asr prayer before zuhr prayer,
or ‘Ishā prayer before maghrib prayer, his/her prayer would be void.
(2) Signs prayer (salāt al-Ayāt) becomes obligatory due to the following
four things:
• Solar Eclipse
• Lunar Eclipse
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Midday (zuhr) and afternoon prayers (‘Asr) - each one consisting of 4 units
(rak‘at)-, dusk prayers (maghrib) 3 units, night prayers (‘‘Ishā) 4 units, fajr
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• Earthquake.
• Thunder and lightning, red and black cyclone and other similar
celestial phenomena, which frightens most of the people; on the basis of
obligatory precaution, for the every terrestrial that terrifies man.
(3) Prayer for a dead body. It is obligatory that prayer should be
performed on a Muslim's dead body after giving ghusl, covering with Kafan
(winding sheet), doing Hunoot (Embalmment),
(4) Prayer for the obligatory circumambulation (Tawāf) of the Holy
Ka‘aba,
(5) Lapsed prayer of died father which are obligatory upon his eldest
son. In case, if the dead person has no son, on the basis of obligatory
precaution, these prayer are obligatory on the nearest person of inheritance
of that dead.
(6) Prayer which become obligatory on account of hire, vow or oath; for
example, if someone says: “For the sake of Allah Almighty it is obligatory for
me, if get my that need fulfilled, I will perform a specific quantity of prayer
The Spiritual Provision for the Teens
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(7) Eid ul Fitr and Eid ul Adha prayers during the presence of an
Infallible Imam (Peace Be Upon Him) but during the period of occultation of the
Imam of the Time, these prayers are recommended and one may perform
these prayers individually or collectively.
For more information about the method and conditions of Friday, Ayāt
(signs prayer), dead body, Tawāf (circumambulation), Eid al-Fitr and Eid alAdha prayers, please refer to the book Touzih-ul-masa‟il (the book of
Islamic Laws).
Question: “If someone becomes satisfied about the time for prayer but
after performing prayer, he realizes that he has performed his all prayer
Answer: He should perform prayer once again at the time of the prayer.
Question: “If a person starts prayer with the intention of zuhr prayer,
and during the prayer, he recollects that he has already offered zuhr prayer,
what should he do?”

Answer: He should abandon that prayer, and start ‘Asr prayer. In
addition, the same rule applies to the maghrib and the ‘Ishā prayer.
Question: “If a person comes to know while offering the ‘Asr prayer that
he has not offered the zuhr prayer, what is his responsibility?”
Answer: He should change his intention to the zuhr prayer, and after
finishing prayer, he should perform ‘Asr prayer. Likewise, he will do the
same thing, if he comes to know between the Evening and Night prayer
before the state of ruku‘ of fourth units that he has not performed Evening
prayer.
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Chapter Nine

Some Conditions and
Preparations of Salāt (Prayer)
One, who offers prayer, should perform prayer with humility and fear of
Allah Almighty and should turn his full attention towards Allah Almighty
during the prayer, his appearance should be adorned and his body should
be pure from impurity and pollution. He should observe purity and
purification by way of ablution or ghusl or tayammum. He should also abide
by the conditions, matters related to the preparations of prayer; like dress,
place, Qibla, so he may get benefits and spiritual effects from the prayer.
These are some conditions and matters related to these preparations:

Conditions for dress worn during prayer
The conditions that Islam has described for the dress of the person who is
offering prayer indicate nicely that to what extent this religion gives
importance to the matter of cleanliness and the respect to the rights of
other human beings. Even if a person offers prayer, intentionally with
impure and unclean dress or his dress has even only a thread and button,
which are usurped and unlawful, his prayer will be void. Really, if the
prayer is performed with mentioned conditions, there will be no more
cruelty amongst the Muslims and no right will be usurped. These conditions
are mentioned in the following:

1. While offering prayer, a man should cover his private parts even if no
one is looking at him, and preference is that he should also cover his body
from the navel up to the knee.
A woman should cover her entire body while offering prayer, including
her head and hair. As a recommended precaution, she should also cover the
soles of her feet. It is not necessary for her to cover that part of her face,
which is washed while performing wudhu (ablution), or the hands up to the
wrists, or the upper feet up to the ankles. Nevertheless, in order to ensure
that she has covered the obligatory parts of her body adequately, she
should also cover a part of the sides of her face as well as lower part of her
wrists and the ankles.
2. The person who is performing prayer, his dress should be pure.
Therefore, if he performs his prayer with impure dress intentionally, his
prayer will be void.
3. The person who is performing prayer, his dress should be mubah
(permissible for him to use). Hence, if a person knows that it is harām
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other thing that is usurped, if he performs prayer, his prayer would be void
and he should perform it again.
3. The dress of the person should not be made of the parts of the dead
body of an animal whose blood gushes when killed whether its meat is
lawful or unlawful to eat. Even keeping parts of body of dead animal is not
lawful during the prayer. On the basis of recommended precaution, the
dress that is made of the parts of the dead body of an animal whose blood
does not gush (for example, fish), it should not be used while offering
prayer. However if dress is prepared from things like hair and wool (that
have not soul) of dead animal whose meat is lawful to eat, offering prayer
4. It should not have been prepared from the part of the body of an
animal whose meat is unlawful to eat; like wolf and fox. Likewise, one
should not keep the parts any animal whose meat is unlawful to eat like,
hair of cat or these parts should not be touched with his body. On the basis

of obligatory precaution, the animal whose blood is not gushed and their
meat are unlawful to eat like snake, the ruling is the same.
5. If the person who offers prayer is a male, he should not wear dress
made of pure silk but wearing this dress by a woman in state of prayer or
other than this, has no problem.
6. If a person who offers prayer is a male, his dress must not be
embroidered with gold, otherwise his prayer will be void.
Question: “If a person comes to know during the prayer that he has not
covered a small part of body which covering is obligatory in state of prayer,
what is his duty?”
Answer: At once, he should cover that part and on the basis of obligatory
precaution, he should continue his prayer up to the end and he should
perform this prayer again.
Question: “If a person comes to know after the prayer that he has not
covered a small part of his/her body which covering that part is obligatory
in state of prayer, what is his duty?”
Question: “If we do not know our dress or body is najis (unclean), after
the finishing prayer, we came to know that the dress or body was unclean
during the prayer, what is our duty?”
Answer: The offered prayer is valid, though on the basis of
recommended precaution, if we have the time for prayer, we should offer
prayer again.
Question: “If we knew that our dress or body is najis, but we forgot while
offering prayer and we offered prayer with unclean dress or body, what is
the judgment about our prayer?”
Answer: Such prayer is void, if there is time for prayer , it should offered
again and if there is no time for prayer, it should be offered with the
intention of lapsed prayer.
Question: “If we washed the dress and became satisfied about the purity
of dress and offered prayer with it. After performing prayer, we came to
know that the dress was not clean. What is the ruling about the offered
prayer?
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Answer: As per obligatory precaution, it should be offered again and if
there is no time for prayer, it should be offered with the intention of lapsed
prayer.
Question: “If the saliva, or any other excretion, from an animal whose
meat is unlawful to eat, like that of a cat, is on the body or the dress of a
person who performs prayer, what is the ruling?”
Answer: If during the offering prayer that moisture spreads on his body
or dress, his prayer will be void and if while performing the prayer that
excretion was dried or its substance has been removed, then the prayer is
valid.
Question: “If hair, sweat or saliva of a Muslim is on the body, or the dress
of a person who is offering prayer, does it make the prayer invalid?”
Answer: No.
Question: “Is the use of gold for beautification purpose by a man has any
problem?”
Answer: To adorn with gold; like wearing gold chain in neck, wearing
The Spiritual Provision for the Teens
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prohibited for men in all circumstances and offering prayer with them is
also invalid. However, it is obligatory precaution; the people should not use
the spectacles whose arms are made of gold. However, utilization of gold for
beatification purpose for women has not any problem whether in state of
prayer or other than this.
Question: “In case if man does not wear a gold ring or any other thing
that is made of gold, he keeps it only with him; for example, he keeps it in
his pocket, is there any problem in this case?”
Answer: No, in this case the prayer is valid.
Question: “To adorn with the things other than gold; like platinum for
men, has any problem?”
Answer: No, it has no problem.
Question: “What kind of dress is called dress of reputation, and how is
offering prayer with such dress?
Answer: Wearing of a dress whose cloth or color or sewing is not
befitting for the person who wears it and it is considered bad in the view of

common people and he who wears it, the people laugh at him and ridicule
and humiliate him. One should avoid wearing such kind of dress however if
one offers his prayer with such dress, his prayer will be not be void.
Question: “Can a man wear the dress of a woman, or can a woman wear
the dress of a man, what is the ruling about offering prayer in such dresses?
Answer: If it is the source of violation of dignity due to him/her, he/she
should avoid from wearing such dress but if prayer is offered in such dress,
it will not be void.
Question: “Usage of what kind of things is recommended in prayer?”
Answer: Wearing white cloak and dress, wearing the cleanest dress;
likewise using of perfume, and wearing a ring containing ‘Aqeeq (agate)
while offering prayer are recommended.
Question: “What kind of dress is abominable to wear while offering
prayer?”
Answer: Wearing a black dress except the dress for the mourning of the
Holy Progeny of the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny), wearing a
printed or drawn on it and to put on a dress of a person who is a drunkard,
and to keep the buttons open, to wear a ring which has images engraved on
it. All the things are abominable during the prayer.

Conditions of the place where to offer prayer
There are seven conditions for the place where one should offer prayers:
1. The place where a person wants to offer his prayer should not be
usurped and if the place is usurped, prayer is void even though he prays on
a carpet, couch or any other similar objects that belong to him. However,
there is no harm in offering prayer under a usurped roof or a usurped tent.
2. The place for prayer should be motionless and stationary. Therefore,
offering prayer in a place (e.g. in a motor car, a boat or a railway train) that
are in a state of movement and causes shake the man, is void.
3. The place, where staying, stopping or sitting, is unlawful. Therefore, if
a person offers prayer on a mat, which the names of Allah Almighty or
verses of the Holy Qur’an are written on it, he should offer prayer again.
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4. The ceiling of the place where one offers prayers should not be so low
that one may not be able to stand erect nor should that place be so small
that there may be no room for performing ruku‘ (bowing) or prostration.
5. In case the place, where a prayer is offered, is impure, it should not be
so wet that its wetness should pollute the body or the dress of the person
who offers prayers.
6. The place, where the person offering prayers has to place his forehead
while performing prostration, should not be higher or lower than four
joined fingers as compared with the place where he puts the toes of his feet.
The details of this rule will be given in the rules relating to Sajdah
(prostration).
7. The Place of a person who offers prayer should not be in front of the
graves of the Holy infallible Imams (Peace Be Upon Them) but if a thing like a wall
makes distance between the Holy grave and him and it does not entail
disrespect and irreverence, there is no harm.

The Spiritual Provision for the Teens
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Offering prayer on the following places is recommended (mustahab) and
has more reward:
1. Mosques; the religion of Islam emphasizes on offering prayer in the
Mosques. Masjidul Haram that is situated in Holy city of Mecca has more
reward than all the mosques. After this Masjid al-Nabi in the Holy city of
Medina, Masjid Kufa in Iraq and Masjid Bayt al-Maqdas in Palestine and
then comes the number of Jami‘ Masjid (central mosque in a city) of every
city, followed by the mosques situated in the streets and bazaars may be
resorted to.
2. The Holy Shrines of Imams; offering prayer on these places is better
than many mosques and it is said that the spiritual reward for offering
prayer in the sacred shrine of Amirul Mu’minin Imam Ali (peace be on him) is equal
to 200,000 prayers.
On the other hand, there are a number of places where it is abominable
to offer prayers. Some of them are the following:
1. Bathroom;
2. Facing a human being;

3. Facing the picture or models of living creature unless it is covered
with something;
4. At a place where there is a picture, although it may not be placed in
front of the person who offers prayers;
5. Facing fire or lamp;
6. In front of a grave, on the grave, between two graves and as a whole in
the graveyard;
7. On a road or street, provided that offering of prayer at these places
does not cause inconvenience to others. If it is a source of inconvenience
and discomfort to them, it is harām (unlawful) to obstruct their way.
Question: “If a person is occupying a place in a mosque and another
person usurps his place by making him stand from this place by force and
offers prayers there, is this prayer is valid?
Answer: On the basis of obligatory precaution, no, one should offer
prayer on the other place that is not usurped.
Question: “If a man and a woman are standing side by side with each
something else between them on account of which they cannot see each
other, can a woman stand in front of a man in such situation?”
Answer: As per obligatory precaution, a woman, either Mahram or nonMahram (A non-Mahram is someone you could get married to. A Mahram is
someone you cannot get married to), should offer the prayer while standing
behind a man in such a way that in public view it may be said that the
woman is offering her prayer behind the man. It is also better that the place
of woman's prostration be a little behind the place of man's feet while he is
offering prayer. However, it is no problem for men and women who are
offering prayer in Masjidul Haraam not to perform prayer according to this
situation.
Question: “What is the ruling regarding offering prayer in a place, where
a non-Mahram man and a woman where none else is present, and none can
also arrive?”
Answer: Presence of them in such place is unlawful but offering prayer
in such place is no problem.
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Question: “If one offers prayer at a place where musical or other similar
instrument is being played and one hears the sound of music while offering
prayer, is this prayer valid?”
Answer: One's prayer is not void, although hearing and using it amounts
to sin.

Qibla; the factor of unity among the Muslims
The Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) has been offering prayer for
thirteen years facing to Baitul Muqaddas after the announcement of
Prophethood in the Holy city of Mecca and in the way; His Highness (Peace Be
Upon Him) has been offering prayer after the migration to the Holy city of

Medina (known as Yathrib at that time) for a few months facing to Baitul
Muqadas. After this, the Qibla was changed and the Muslims were ordered
to offer their prayer facing to the Holy Ka‘aba.
How long did the Muslims worship facing to Baitul Muqaddas, while they
were in the Holy city of Medina? There are differences of opinions amongst
The Spiritual Provision for the Teens
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reprimanded the Muslims very much because the Baitul Muqaddas was the
Qibla of the Jews and they used to say to the Muslims,

“You

are not

independent and you offer prayer facing to our Qibla, and this is the very
proof that we are at the right.” Such kinds of talks were unpleasant to the
Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) and all the Muslims. They were
submissive towards the commandment of Allah Almighty while on the
other hand, they were facing the sarcasms of the Jews. That was because the
Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) used to look towards the sky, as
if he were waiting for the Divine revelation. After passing some times, Allah
Almighty commanded for the change of Qibla, while the Holy Prophet (Peace Be
in the Moque of “Bani Sālim” facing to the Baitul Muqaddas. The Angel
Gabriel came and held the arm of the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy
Progeny) and turned his face towards the Ka‘aba. Observing this situation, at

once, the Muslims changes their queues such as that the women engaged

the place of men and the men occupied the place of women because the
Baitul Muqaddas was situated in their north side while the Holy Ka‘aba was
situated in their southern side.
May be one of the important proofs of the change of Qibla was because of
that the Holy Ka‘aba was the center of idols of infidels, in the beginning,
temporarily, the Muslims were ordered that they should offer their prayer
facing to Baitul Muqaddas and by this technique they should separated
their queues and lines in praying from the infidels. However, when
migrated towards the Holy city of Medina and established a government

Orders regarding Qibla
Issue 1. If a person is offering obligatory prayers while standing, his face,
chest and belly should be facing the Qibla and should stands in such a
manner that people say that he is offering his prayers, it is not obligatory
that the fingers of his feet should also be facing the Qibla.
Issue 2. If a person offers prayers in the sitting posture because of any
valid excuse, it is necessary that at the time of his offering prayers his face,
chest and belly are facing the Qibla, but it is not obligatory that the fingers of
his feet should also be facing Qibla.
Issue 3. So long as a person can sit, he should not offer prayers in a lying
posture, and if he cannot sit straight, he should sit in any manner he can.
And if he cannot sit in any manner, he should lie on the right hand side in
such a manner that his chest should be facing Qibla, and if he cannot lie on
that side, he should lie on the left hand side in such a manner that his chest
should be facing Qibla, and if even that be impossible, he should lie on his
back in such a manner that the soles of his feet should be facing Qibla.
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and their queues were separated completely from them, there was no more
need of this situation. During this period, by the commandment of Allah
Almighty, they turned towards the most ancient center of the oneness of
Allah and the earliest center of the Prophets.
Anyhow, we the Muslim should perform our all obligatory and
recommended prayers facing to the Ka‘aba, which is situated in the Holy
city of Mecca. Likewise, other deeds, while slaughtering an animal, one
should slaughter the animal while its face is towards the Qibla.
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Issue 4. A recommended prayer can be offered while one is walking, or
riding and if a person offers recommended prayer in these two conditions,
it is not necessary that he should be facing the Qibla, but if a person offers
his prayer in position of stay, on the basis of precaution, he should facing to
the Qibla
Issue 5. A person who wishes to offer prayer should make efforts to
locate the direction of the Qibla so that he may become certain or may
become satisfied about the direction of the Qibla. In case, however, he is not
in a position to do so he should form an idea about it from mihrab (prayer
niche) of the mosque of the Muslims, or from the graves of the Muslims, or
by other ways and means and act accordingly. If he could be able to get idea,
he may offer prayer facing to every direction, though it is precaution that he
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should perform four prayers while facing to four directions.
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Chapter Ten

Adhān (call to prayers) and
Iqāmah are the Meaningful Slogans
Every nation in every era has its own specific slogans in order to instigate
the emotions and feelings of their people and invite them towards their
individual and social duties. For example, the Christians ring the bell in
order to invite their followers towards church but Adhān is a slogan in the
religion of Islam for inviting the people towards the prayer and this slogan
is more expressive and more effective. Which slogan can be better than the
slogans that begin with the name of Allah Almighty, and progresses with
witness of the Oneness of Allah Almighty and the prophethood of the Holy
Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) and this slogan continues with the
invitation towards prayer and salvation and righteous deed. After this, the
very slogan reaches to it end with the remembrance of Allah Almighty and
confession of His Oneness with elegant sentences in some short, expressive,
constructive and informative subject matter and phrases.
In Islamic traditions, the issue of announcing Adhān has been
emphasized very much and Mu’azzin (caller of Adhān, inviting Muslims to
ritual prayers) has been promised for a lot of reward and lofty position in
the Hereafter. In fact, this height of position is because of inviting others
towards Allah Almighty and worship; like prayer.
When the Adhān is announced repeatedly in a certain time every day
and night from the minarets of Islamic cities, it is the announcement of

freedom and breeze of resuscitative freedom touches the ears of the
Muslims and it may disturbs malevolent enemies of Islam and causes
anxiety on them. As a witness for our claim, we refer to a statement of
“Gladiston”; one of English politician of high rank in his era, who stated in
front of a few Christians, when he says: “Until the name Muhammad is
announced from the minarets, the Ka‘aba is erected and the Qur’an is the
leader and guide of the Muslims, it is impossible that the foundations of our
politics will be established strongly in Muslims world.1
But, it should be kept in mind that as the inner of Adhān and its subject
matter is attractive and beautiful, one should pronounce it in attractive and
beautiful sound. The eloquence of Adhān should not be violated because of
bad voice of pronouncer. Sa‘di refers towards the importance of this thing,
in a short story:
“Once upon a time, a fellow with a disagreeable voice happened to be
reading the Qur’an, when a pious man passed near, and asked him what his
monthly salary was. He replied: Nothing. He further inquired: Then why
The Spiritual Provision for the Teens

takest thou this trouble? He replied: I am reading for God's sake. He replied:
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For God's sake do not read.”
If thou readest the Qur’an thus;
Thou wilt deprive the religion of splendour.2
However, Adhān and Iqāmah should not be recited in a melodious tune,
rendering it musical parties like the way singers sing to entertain the
people.
It is recommended for man and woman to say Adhān and Iqāmah before
offering daily obligatory prayer, but for other mustahab or obligatory
prayers, whether he/she is a traveler or not, whether his/her prayer is of at
time or lapsed.

How to announce Adhān
Adhān consists of the following 18 recitals:

1. "Allāhu akbar", »ُلُاكبز
ُ ّ ( «اَلAllah is great), four times;
1. Tafsir Nemuna, vol. 4, p. 438.
2. Gulistan, chapter 4, p. 187, Story 14.

2. "Ashhadu an lā ilāha illallāh" »ال
ُ ّ الُّ ل
ُ ِالهُِا
َُ ُىُال
ُْ َ( «اَشهْدُُاI bear witness that

there is no deity except God), two times;

3. "Ashhadu anna Muhammadan rasūlullāh" ُ»ُال
ّ ( «ا َشْدُُا َ ٓىُُه َح ٓوداُُرسَلُُ لI

bear witness that Muhammad is Allah's Messenger), two times;

4. "Ashhadu anna Aliyan waliyullāh" »ال
ُ ّ ىُ َعلياٍُُليُ ل
ُٓ َ( «اَشْدُُاI testify that Ali

is the vicegerent of God), two times;
5. "Hayya ‘alas salāh" »َٓل
ُِ الّص
ُٓ « (Hasten to prayers), two times;
ٓ ُحىُ َعل َى
6. "Hayya ‘alal falāh" »ِح
ُ ىُ َعل َىُالفَال
ُٓ ( « َحHasten to deliverance), two times;
7. "Hayya ‘alā khayril ‘amal" »ُِ هىُ َعلهىُخيزِالعوه
ُٓ ( « َحHasten to the best act),
two times;

8. "Allāhu akbar"ُ»ُالُاكبز
ُ ّ ( « لAllah is great), two times;
9. "Lā ilāha illal lāh" »ّال
ُ ّ ( «الاِل َُِاِال لThere is no deity but Allah), two times.

How to announce Iqāmah
1. In Iqāmah “Allahu Akbar” is reduced in the beginning of Adhān to twice

Adhān or Iqāmah and if an unusual duration occurs between them, the
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and in its end “Lā ilāha illal lāh” to once and after “Hayya ala khayril 'Amal”,
»َٓالّصل
ُِ
ُ“ «قَدQad qā matis salāh” (Stand for prayer) is pronounced twice.
ٓ ُقاهت

Adhān or Iqāmah should be repeated.
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Issue.1: »ال
ُ ّ ىُاهيهزُالوههَهٌييُ َُعليهاٍُُلهيُ ل
ُٓ َ“ «اَشهْدُُاAsh hadu anna Amiral Muminina

'Aliyyan Waliyyullāh” (i.e. I testify that the Commander of the Faithful Imam Ali
(Peace Be Upon Him) is the vicegerent of Allah Almighty) is not a part of either Adhān

or Iqāmah. However, it is, better to pronounce it after »ال
ُ ّ ىُه َح ٓوهداُُرسهَلُُ ل
ُٓ َ«اَشهْدُُا
“Ash hadu anna Muhammadan Rasulul lāh” with the intention of seeking
pleasure of Allah Almighty.
Issue.2: There should not be an unusual interval between the sentences
of Adhān or Iqāmah and if an unusual duration occurs between them, the
Adhān or Iqāmah should be repeated.

Issue.3: There should not be an unusual interval between the recitals of

Issue.4: Adhān should be announced before Iqāmah and if it is
announced after it, it is not valid.
Issue.5: It is recommended that while pronouncing Adhān a person
should stand facing towards Qibla and should have performed ablution or

taken ceremonial ghusl. He should place his hands on his ears and raise his
voice. It is also recommended that he should pause for a while between the
recitals of different sentences and should not talk with anyone during the
recital of Adhān.
Issue.6: It is recommended that at the time of pronouncing Iqāmah the
body of the person concerned should be motionless and straight and he
should perform ablution.
Issue.7: It is recommended that at the time of pronouncing Iqāmah
the body of the person concerned should be motionless and he should
pronounce it with a lower voice as compared with Adhān. He should not
make the sentences stick to each other, but should not also give as much
gap between the sentences of Iqāmah as he gives between the sentences
of Adhān.
Issue.8: In the hope of Divine reward, after Adhān and before Iqāmah, he
should take a step forward, or should sit down for a while, or perform
prostration, or recite the name of Allah Almighty, or make a supplication, or
The Spiritual Provision for the Teens

become quiet for some time.
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Issue.9: It is recommended that a person who is appointed to
pronounce Adhān is ‘Adil (a just person) and punctual and his voice is loud
and he should pronounce Adhān from an elevated place.
Issue.10: It is necessary that the Adhān and Iqāmah of congregational
prayer are pronounced by a man. However, if a woman pronounces Adhān
and Iqāmah in congregational prayer of women it is sufficient, though it is
recommended that Adhān should not be announced.
Issue 11: If Adhān and Iqāmah has been pronounced for congregational
prayer a person who is offering prayer with that congregation should not
pronounce Adhān and Iqāmah for his own prayer.
Issue 12: If a person goes to a masjid (mosque) to offer congregational
prayer, but finds that the prayer is over. In case , if Adhān and Iqāmah were
pronounced for that prayer, and he wants to offer prayer on the very place,
individually or collectively on the basis of obligatory precaution, it is not
permissible for him to pronounce Adhān and Iqāmah, so long as the rows
have not broken up and the people have not dispersed.

Issue 13: If midday prayer and afternoon prayer, or the evening prayer
or the night prayer are offered without distance or with a little bit, Adhān of
the afternoon prayer and night prayer will be considered fallen and only
Iqāmah would be pronounced for them. However, reciting Taqibāt (the acts

and reciting supplication after prayer) or offering recommended prayers of
afternoon and evening prayers are not considered distance.
Issue 14: It is recommended that Adhān be pronounced in the right ear
of a child and Iqāmah in its left ear on the day it is born or before its navel is
severed.

Part Three: Religious Rulings and Duties
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Chapter Eleven

Obligatory Acts Relating to Prayer
Prayer has various parts, it is obligatory to offer its some parts; like
ruku‘(bowing) and it is also recommended to offer its some parts; like
qunūt.
The obligatory acts are of two kinds: Some of the obligatory acts of
prayer are basic element (Rukn) and some other obligatory acts of prayer
are not elemental.

Basic element of prayer (Rukn)
Basic element of prayer (Rukn) are the obligatory acts if a person who does
not offer them, whether intentionally or by mistake, whether they are
added or omitted, his prayer become void. There are five basic elements of
prayers:

1. Niyyat (Intention)
Niyyat means a determination and intention of doing a deed and person
should know that what he wants to do. However, it is not, necessary that he
should pronounce his intention through his tongue. A person should offer
prayers only to carry out the orders of the Almighty Allah. Hence if a person
dissimulates i.e. offers prayers only for the sake of show, his prayers is void,
whether this show is only for the people or for keeping both Allah and the

people in view even if he offers a part of prayer for other than Allah
Almighty, his prayer will be void.
Question: “Is specifying units of prayer, at the time of intention,
obligatory or not? For example, I am going to offer two units of dawn prayer
for the nearness of Allah Almighty.”
Answer: It is not obligatory but a person who wants to offer prayer
should be attentive that he is going to offer midday prayer or afternoon
prayer, or his prayer is at the time or lapsed prayer. For example, the
person who wants to offer prayer should specify his intention of the prayer
whether he is going to offer obligatory prayer of day or night, or
recommended prayer.

2. Qiyām (to stand or standing erect)
To stand straight and avoiding bowing while saying “Takbīrat-ul-iḥrām”
»الُاكبههز
ُ ّ ( « لto say “Allāhu Akbar” in the beginning of every prayers) and
before ruku‘(bowing) (which is called qiyām muttasil be ruku‘) is a basic
The Spiritual Provision for the Teens

element of the prayer. However, standing while reciting Surah al-Hamd
and the other Surah and after performing the bowing is obligatory but it is
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not a basic element that is because in case, if a person omits it
inadvertently his prayer is in order and valid.
Issue.1: When a person stands for takbīrat-ul-iḥrām, he should not move
his body and he should not bend on one side, and on the basis of precaution,
he should not lean on anything intentionally. However, if he is compelled to
lean on something there is no problem in it.
Issue.2: The recommended precaution is that at the time of standing
both the feet of the person should be on the ground. However, it is not
necessary that the weight of his body should be on both the feet.
Issue 3: It is mustahab (recommended) for the person offering prayer to
his fingers together, look at the place of prostration, place the weight of his
body equally on two feet, stand in humility, keep both his feet in line. While
offering prayer, he should keep his feet back and forward and he should
keep a distance of three open fingers or a span between his feet. Likewise, it

is recommended precaution that he should not move his fingers and feet at
the time of qiyām (standing).
Issue 4: If the person who wants to move his body a bit forward or back,
or left or right, he should not recite anything while moving and he should
continue his prayer when his body becomes still and stationary.
Issue 5: If the person who wants to offer prayer becomes unable to
stand while offering prayer, he should sit down, and if he cannot even sit, he
should lie down as we mentioned the position of laying down in the chapter
nine related to Qibla. However, it should be noted that until his body
becomes motionless he should not utter any of the obligatory recitations
Issue.6: one can offer recommended prayer in sitting posture but it is
better that he should consider two units of prayer, one unite.

3. Takbiratul Ihrām (saying “Allahu Akbar” while commencing the prayer)
957. To say “Allāhu Akbar” in the beginning of every prayer is obligatory
that one should say “Allah Akbar” consecutively. To raise hands up to ears
within the prayers, are not obligatory but it is recommended.

4. Ruku‘ (Bowing)
The person offering prayer should perform ruku‘ in the first unit, after
reciting Surah al- Hamd and the other Surah of the Holy Qur’an, and in the
second unit after qunūt, and in the third and fourth unit after reciting
“Tasbihat Arba‘ah”, »الُاَكْبَهز
ُ ّ الُ ٍَ ل
ُ ّ الُّ ل
ُ لهُِ ِا
َُ ِلُ ٍَالُا
ُِ ّ الُ ٍَال َْح ْود ل
ُِ ّ حاىُ ل
َُ ْ «سب, (Subhānallāhi wal
hamdu lillāhi wa lā ilāha illal lāhu wallāhu akbar) and with the intention of
performing ruku‘, he should bow to such an extent that he may be able to
rest his hands on his knees and on the basis of recommended precaution, he
should rest his hands on his knees.
Observing the following deeds in state of ruku‘ is recommended:
1. In state of ruku‘, he should push his knees back, keep his back flat,
stretch forth his neck, keep it in line with his back;
2. He should look between his two feet;
3. He should say Salawāt before or after recitation;
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or up to the face while saying “Allāh Akbar” and the Takbirs, which occur
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Question: “If a person has abnormally long hands, or his knees differ
from other people; for example, his hands are smaller than the other, to
what extent he should bend?”
Answer: He should bend to the usual extent the people usually bend.
Question: “If a person forgets to perform bowing, and before he reaches
the stage of prostration he recollects it, what should he do?”
Answer: He should stand up straight, and then go into ruku‘, and if he
goes into ruku‘ in a bending position because he has not performed ruku‘
connected to qiyām, therefore, his prayer will be void.

5. Sajdatayn (Two Prostrations)
A person offering prayer should perform two prostrations after the bowing
in each unit of the obligatory as well as recommended prayers. While
performing the prostration both the palms and the knees, and both the big
toes are placed on the ground or other thing on whom prostration is valid.

The Spiritual Provision for the Teens

Things on which prostration is valid:
Prostration should be performed on earth and on those things which are
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not edible and wearable (e.g. wheat, barley, cotton etc.) and on those things
which grow from earth and serve as food for animals (for example grass,
hay etc.) Likewise, prostration is valid on stones of mines; like marble, black
stone, limestone and gypsum.
It is not in order to perform prostration on things, which are used as
food or dress (e.g. wheat, barley, cotton etc.) or on things which are not
considered parts of the earth (e.g. gold, silver, agate, tar etc. Turbah Imam
Husain (clay of Karbala) is the best thing for performing prostration. After
it, there are earth, stone and grass in order of priority.

conditions:
1. It should be pure but if a person places muhr (turbah, earthen tablet) on
an unclean carpet or the other side of the mohr becomes impure while he
places his forehead on the clean side of the mohr, there is no problem;

2. On the basis of recommended precaution the size of mohr should
equal to one dirham (approximately 4cm in diameter);
3. Mohr should not be made of oil product, or dress, or edible things like
wheat and barley, and mines products like gold and silver;
4. A thing not be placed for prostration that does not get stationary
while doing prostration. For example, mohr on a mattress, but if a thing
becomes stationary after placing forehead on it; there is no problem in it.
5. There should not be any hurdle between forehead and mohr.
Therefore, if a mohr has dirt and the forehead does not touch the mohr, the
prostration will be invalid. There is, however, no harm if for example; the
color of the mohr undergoes a change.
The recommended acts of prostration
1. While going into prostration a man should first place his hands (palms)
on the ground and a woman should first place her knees on the ground.
2. The person offering prayer should place his nose on a mohr or on any

Allah Almighty. Some people place their foreheads on earth before the
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other thing on which prostration is in order.

graves of the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) and Infallible
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3. While performing prostration the person offering prayer should join
the fingers of the hands with one another and place them parallel to the
ears in such a way that their tips should face Qibla.
4. He should prolong the prostration, and he should recite Salawāt while
reciting prostrations.
5. While in prostration, he should pray to Allah and seek his needs from
Him but reciting the Holy Qur’an in prostration is abominable.
Question: “What is the ruling of the prostration that is performed before
other than Allah Almighty?”
Answer: It is unlawful to perform prostration for anyone other than

Imams (Peace Be Upon Them). If this is done to thank Allah Almighty, this is not
unlawful thing; though it is better that one should avoid this act.
Question: “While performing prostration, if the forehead of person who
is offering prayer, rises involuntarily, what should this person do?”

Answer: If the forehead of a person is raised involuntarily from the place
of prostration, he should not, if possible, allow it to reach the place of
prostration again, and this will be treated as one prostration even if he may
not have uttered the zikr1 (the recitation; also Dhikr) of prostration. And if
he cannot control his head, and it reaches the place of prostration again
involuntarily, both of them will be reckoned as one prostration, and if he
has not uttered the recitation, he must pronounce zikr of prostration.
Question: “If at the time of uttering the recitation of prostration, a
person lifts one of his seven limbs from the ground, what is the ruling
related to it?”
Answer: If at the time of uttering the recitation of prostration, a person
intentionally lifts one of his seven limbs from the ground, on the basis of
precaution, he should finish his prayer and should offer his prayer again.
However, if he lifts the limbs, other than the forehead, when he is not reciting
anything, and then places them back again, there will be no harm. If a person
raises his forehead from the ground by mistake, before the completion of the
The Spiritual Provision for the Teens

recitation of prostration, he should not place it on the ground again, he
should treat it as one prostration. However, if he raises other parts of the
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body from the ground by mistake, as per obligatory precaution, he should
place them back on the ground and utter the recitation.
Question: “If a person utters the recitation of prostration before his
forehead reaches the ground, or he lifts his head before the completion of
the recitation, how is his prayer?”
Answer: If a person intentionally utters the recitation of prostration
before his forehead reaches the ground, and his body becomes steady, or if
he raises his head from prostration intentionally before the recitation is
completed, his prayer is void. If a person utters the recitation of prostration
by mistake, before his forehead reaches the ground and realizes his mistake
again, when his body is steady. If a person raises his head by mistake,
before the completion of prostration, there is no problem.
1. The name of devotional act in Islam in which short phrases or prayers are repeatedly recited
silently or aloud, and simultaneously counted on a string of beads.

Question: “If the person who is offering prayer, after raising his head
from first prostration, at once can he place his head on the ground for the
second prostrations?”
Answer: No, after raising his head from the first prostration, he should
sit for a while so that may get his body steady and then he should do the
second prostration.
Question: “What is the order about the prostration on the paper?”
Answer: It is in order to perform prostration on paper, if it is
manufactured from allowed sources like wood or grass, and also if it is
made of cotton or flax. However, if it is made of things on which prostration
is not allowable etc., prostration on it will not be permissible.
Question: “If a person does not possess anything on which it is allowed
to perform prostration, or he cannot use these things because of any reason,
what should he do for prostration?”
Answer: If he has time, he should leave the prayer and after finding a
thing on that prostration is valid, he should offer his prayer from beginning.
dress or it is not possible for him to perform prostration on it, he should
perform prostration on the back of his hand.
Question: “If the mohr sticks to the forehead in the first prostration, can
one do the second prostration in such state?”
Answer: No, it should be removed from the forehead for the second
prostration.

Non-Elemental obligatory acts of prayer
These are obligatory acts of prayer if they are added or mitted intentionally,
prayer will not be void and if they are omitted or added by mistake, the
prayer does not become void.
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If he has short time, he may do prostration on his dress and if he has no
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1. Qir'at (Reciting the Surah al-Hamd and Other Surah of the Holy Qur’an)
While offering the daily obligatory prayer one should recite Surah al-Hamd
in the first and second unit and thereafter one should, on the basis of
precaution, recite one complete Surah in each of the two units. One must

not recite one of the four Surahs, which contain verses necessitating
performance of prostration. In the third and fourth units of prayer, one can
recite “Tasbihate Arba’ah” but on the basis of recommended precaution, it
should not be less than three times. One can recite Surah al-Hamd in third
and “Tasbihate Arba’ah” in fourth unit or he may recite contrary to it.

Question: “Can a person who is offering prayer recite Surah al-Quraish

or Surah al-Inshirah, after reciting Surah al-Hamd?”
Answer: No, he cannot do this because Surah al-Fil (The Elephant) and
al-Quraish are considered one Surah in the prayer. Therefore, one cannot
recite only one Surah from these Surahs but one should recite after alHamd, first Surah al-Fil and then Surah al-Quraish. Likewise; while offering
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prayer Surah az-Zuha and Surah al-Inshirah are treated to be one Surah,
and the same is the case with them. One should recite first Surah az-Zuha
and then Surah al-Inshirah.
Question: In which prayer should one recite al-Hamd and Surah loudly
and in which prayer should one recite al-Hamd and Surah quietly?
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Answer: It is obligatory for a man and woman that they should recite
Surah al-Hamd and Surah a low voice while offering midday and afternoon
prayers and if they recite them loudly, their prayers will be void. It is
obligatory for a man and the other Surah loudly, while offering dawn, dusk
and night prayers and a woman can recite Surah al-Hamd and Surah at
dawn, dusk and night prayers loudly or in low voice. However, if a nonMahram hears her voice, she should, on the basis of precaution, recite it in a
low voice.
Question: “If a person unintentionally offers loudly the prayer, which
should be offered in a low voice and vice versa, how is his prayer?”
Answer: His prayer is valid and if he becomes attentive to his mistake, he
should act upon his duty and it is not necessary for him to recite that part of
the prayer again.
Question: “What is the criterion for level of sound in the recitation of alHamd and Surah, and how long one should raise his voice during the
prayer?”
Answer: If he raises his voice and the people consider it loud that is
sufficient. However, the person who is offering prayer should not raise his

voice more than usual; for example, he should not shout otherwise, his
prayer will be void.
Question: “How should “Tasbihat Arba’ah” be recited, in low voice or
loudly?”
Answer: On the basis of obligatory precaution, a man or a woman should
recite “Tasbihat Arba’ah” in low voice in all their prayers. Likewise, if they
recite Surah al-Hamd instead of “Tasbihat Arba’ah”, in third and fourth
unites, on the basis of obligatory precaution, they should recite Surah alHamd and even “Bismillāhir rahmānir rahīm”, »الهزحين
ُِ ّ نُ ل
ُِ ِس
ْ  «بin a low
ٓ ُُِالهز ْحوي
ٓ ُال
voice.
Question: “If a person recites “Tasbihat Arba’ah” in the first and second
unite unintentionally, what is his duty?”
Answer: If a person realizes after bending for ruku‘, his prayer is valid
but if he realizes his mistake before bending for bowing whatever he
recited wrongly, he should leave it and should perform what his duty is?

In the second unit of all obligatory payers and in the third unit of dusk
prayers and in the fourth unit of midday, afternoon and night prayers, one
should sit after the second prostration with a tranquil body and recite
tashahhud thus: "Ashhadu an lā ilāha illallāhu wahdahū lā sharīka lah, wa
ashhadu anna, Muhammadan abduhū wa rasūluh, Allahumma salli alā
Muhammadin wa āli Muhammad",

ُهنُ َصه ُُّعلهى
ُٓ ّْ حوداُُ َعبْدُُُ ٍَُُ َرسهَلُُِاَلل
ُٓ َاش َْدُُا
َُ
ُالُ ٍَ ْح َدُُُال
ُ ّ الُّ ل
ُ ىُالُإلُِإ
ُْ َأش َْدُُا
ْ ٍَُُُِ شزيكُل
ْ «
ّ ىُه
»حود
ُِ ٍُُُهحود
ّ آلُه
ّ
And the obligatory precaution is that tashahhud should not be recited in
any order other than that mentioned. Furthermore it is also necessary to
recite tashahhud while offering Witr (in midnight) prayer.

3. Salām (Salutation) of the prayers
While a person is sitting after he has recited tashahhud of the last unit of the
prayers and his body is tranquil it is recommended to recite: "Assalāmu alayka
ayyuhan nabiyyu wa rahmatullāhi wa barakātuh";»ِالٍُُبزكات
ُ ّ بىٍُُ َر ْح َؤُُ ل
ُٔ ّ ٌيكُاَئْاُال
َُ َ لسالمُُ َعل
ّ َ«ا
and then he should say: "Assalāmu alayna wa ala ibadil lahis salihin";
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2. Tashahhud (Bearing Witness during Prayer)
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»الّصالِحيي
ُ ّ لسالمُُ َعل َيٌْاٍُُعلىُ ُعِبادُ ل
ّ ُال
ّ َ «اand then he should say: "Assalāmu alaykum wa
rahmatullahi wa barakatuh"; »ِالٍُُبزكات
ُ ّ لسالمُُ َعل َيكنٍُُ َر ْح َؤُُ ل
ّ َ«ا. If a person does not
perform it intentionally, his prayer is void.

4. Zikr (prescribed recitation while bowing and prostrating)
The person who is offering prayer, he should recite zikr in the third and
fourth unit and in the state of bending for bowing and prostration.
Question: “The person who is offering prayer, - except Surah al-Hamd,
other Surah and Tasbihat Araba’ah- how should he recite the recitation of
other obligatory and recommended recitations of the prayer like;
Takbiratul Ihram, the recitation of ruku‘ and prostration, qunūt, tashahhud
and Salām, loudly or quietly?”
Answer: In this case, he has authority; he may recite it loudly or quietly.

5. Tartib (Sequence)
It means that the person who wants to offer his prayer should perform the
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obligatory acts of prayer in form, as they were ordered. Therefore, If a
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person intentionally changes the sequence of the component acts of the
prayers, for example, if he recites the other Surah before reciting Surah alHamd or performs the two prostrations before performing bowing, his
prayers is void.

6. Muwālāt (Maintenance of Continuity)
The person who is offering prayer should maintain continuity during
prayer viz. he should perform the various acts of prayer (for example,
bowing, two prostrations and tashahhud) consecutively and continuously
and whatever he recites should be continuous in the usual manner. There if
he does not perform zikr and acts of prayer consecutively, and deforms the
prayer; for example, after the recitation of Surah al-Hamd, he waits for long
times and then starts Surah, his prayer would be void but prolonging
bowing and prostration, or reciting big chapters (Surahs) does not break
continuity.

Chapter Twelve

Sequence and Translation of Prayer
In this chapter, we shall mention the method of daily prayer with its
translation and sequence in the following:
1. A person who wants to offer prayer should do ablution and observe
the required conditions for dress and place, he should stand facing towards
Qibla and should do the intention of the prayer; for example, “I am going to
offer dawn prayer for seeking nearness of Allah Almighty.”
2. He should say Takbiratul Ihram “Allāhu Akbar” »الُاكبههز
ُ ّ « ل, (God is
greatest) while he is still and steady.

3. After this, he should recite Surah al-Hamd with the following
sequence:
4. "Bismillāhir rahmānir rahīm", »ين
ُِ الز ِح
ُِ ّ نُ ل
ُِ ِس
ْ  «بmeans: I commence
ٓ ُُِالز ْحوي
ٓ ُال

with the name of Allah who is compassionate to believers and non-believers
in this world and merciful to believers in hereafter."Alhamdu lillāhi rabbil
alamīn", »يي
َُ بُال ْعال َِو
ُّ لُ َر
ُِ ّ  «ال َْح ْودُُ ِلi.e.Praise is specified to Allah who is the One Who
nourishes all the creations. "Arrahmānir rahīm", »ين
ُِ الهز ِح
ٓ ُُِالهز ْحوي
ٓ « i.e. in this
world He blesses believers and non-believers and in hereafter, He will bless
the believers. "Māliki yaw middīn", »ُِهديي
ُِ َه
ُِ  «هالِهi.e. He is the Lord
ّ مُاله
ْ هكُيَه

(sovereign) of the Day of Judgment. "Iyyāka nabudu wa iyyāka nastaīn",
»ُست َ ِعيي
َُ كًَُ ْعبدُُ ٍَُُ ِإيٓا
َُ  « ِإيٓاi.e. You alone we worship and from You alone we seek
ْ َ ً ُك
ِ ّْ  «اi.e. Guide us to the
help. "Ihdinas sirātal mustaqīm", »ين
َُ َِِسهت
ّ ُهدًَا
ْ الّصهزا َُُال ْو

ِ «
straight path (Islam). "Sirātal ladhīna an amta alayhim", »ِن
ُْ ْْتُ َعل َهي
َُ ييُ َأًْ َع ْو
َُ صزا َُُال ِٓذ
i.e. to the path of those people whom you have favored (the path of Prophets,

their successors, martyrs and the truthful ones). "Ghayril maghzūb ‘alayhim
walazāllīn", »ّيي
َُ الضهال
ُ ٍَُُ ُِن
ُْ ْْ «غَي ْ ُِزُال َْوغْضَبُُِ َعل َيi.e. not to the path of those people who
ٓ َُال
have incurred Your wrath, nor those who have gone astray.

4. After this on the basis of obligatory precaution, he should recite a
Surah of the Holy Qur’an except that Surahs which contain verses
necessitating performance of prostration.
It is notable point that it is abominable that the person who offers
prayer avoids reciting Surah al-Ikhlas during all daily prayer. Likewise, it is
also abominable that he repeats the Surahs, which he has recited in the very
first unite. However, reciting Surah al-Ikhlas in both units is not
abominable.
Now, we are going to take a glance on the translation of Surah al-Ikhlas.
5. "Bismillāhir rahmānir rahīm", »ين
ُِ الههز ِح
ُِ ّ ههنُ ل
ُِ ِس
ْ «ب, means: I
ٓ ُُِالههز ْحوي
ٓ ُال
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commence with the name of Allah who is compassionate to believers and
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non-believers in this world and merciful to believers in hereafter."Qul
huwallāhu ahad", »ُالُ َأ َحهد
ُ ّ هَُ ل
َُ ُُّْ  «قهi.e. (O Muhammad) say "Allah is one".

"Allāhus samad" »ُهود
ُ ّ  « لi.e. Allah is independent of all the beings and all
ٓ ُال
َ الّص
of them are dependent on Him."Lam yalid wa lam yūlad", »َنُيَل َُْد
ُْ َنُيَل ِ ُْدُ ٍَُُل
ُْ  «لi.e.
He begot none, nor was he Begotten."Wa lam yakullahū kufuwan ahad",
»ُيُل َُُِكفَاُُ َأ َحد
ُْ َنُيَك
ُْ  « ٍَُُلi.e. no one is like (i.e. equal to) Him.

6. After this, he should bend for ruku‘ while he is standing and his body

is steady, then after steadiness of body, he should recite zikr of ruku‘
(bowing). For example, he should say: "Subhāna rabbiyal azīmi wa
bihamdih", «ُُِ ظينُ ٍَُُب َِح ْو ِد
ُِ حاىُ َربّيُال َْع
َُ ْ  »سبi.e. My great Lord is free from all defects
and shortcomings and I am busy in praising Him. Or he should recite on the
basis of obligatory precaution: "Subhan Allah", »ال
ُ ّ حاىُ ل
َُ ْ ( «سهبAllah is pure
from every drawback and He is the Pure).

7. Then after getting straight from position of bowing (ruku‘) , and when
his body is steady and still, it is recommended to say:
ِ  »سi.e. When someone
"Sami Allah huliman hamidah", «ُُهد
ُْ الُل ِ َو
ُ ٓ َُُ هو
َ هيُ َح ِو
َ
praises Allah, He hears his praise and accepts it.

8. Then he should perform prostration and when his body becomes
steady, he should state zikr and should say."Subhāna rabbiyal alā wa
bihamdih", «ُُِ حاىُ َربّيُُاالعلىُ ٍَُُب َِح ْو ِد
َُ ْ  »سبi.e. My most superior Lord is free from all
defects and shortcomings and I am busy in praising him Or he should recite
thrice, on the basis of obligatory precaution: "Subhān Allah", »ال
ُ ّ حاىُ ل
َُ ْ ( «سبAllah

is pure from every drawback and He is the Pure).
Then, he should raise his head from first prostration and when his
body becomes steady, it is recommended that he should say: "Allāhu
Akbar" «الُاكبهز
ُ ّ » ل, (Allah is the greatest from all with whom He is praised).
After this, he should perform the second prostration and after reciting of
zikr, he should raise his head from prostration and should sit.
9. For offering of the second unit, he stands up and at this occasion, it is
recommended that he should recite "Bi hawlilāhi wa quwwatihi aqūmu wa
aq‘ud" «الُ ٍَق َّتُِِاَقهَمُُ ٍَاَقْعهد
ُ ّ َلُ ل
ُِ  »ب َِحi.e. I stand up and sit down with the help of
Allah and His strength.

11. Then it is recommended to perform qunūt, the person who is offering
prayer, he should perform qunūt before performing ruku‘. On the basis of
obligatory precaution, he should raise his both hands and in the hope of
reward, while reciting qunūt, a person should keep his hands in front of his
face, join the palms of his hands, and keep them facing the sky, join all his
fingers except the thumbs, and should keep his eyes on the palms. Any zikr
in qunūt is sufficient, even if he says, "Subhan Allah" »ال
ُ ّ حاىُ ل
َُ ْ  «سهبonly once.
It is mustahab (recommended) that qunūt should be recited loudly.
However, if a person is offering prayer in congregation, and if the Imam can
hear his voice, it will not be recommended for him to recite qunūt loudly.
12. After finishing qunūt, he performs ruku‘ and after this, he performs
two prostrations.
The person who is offering prayer, after performing two prostrations, he
should recite tashahud by the following sequence:
"Ashhadu an lā ilāha illallāhu wahdahū lā sharīka lah"
»ُِزيکُل َه
َُ
الُ ٍَ ْح َدُُُالُ َش
ُ ّ لُِإالُُٓ ل
َُ ِىُالُا
ُْ َ »اَ ْش َْدُُاi.e. I testify that no one is worthy to be
worshipped but Allah Who is one and He has no partner."Wa ash hadu anna,
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10. The person who is offering prayer, offer the second unit like the first
unite, and he recite Surah al-Hamd and another Surah.
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Muhammadan abduhū wa rasūluh", »ُِىُه َح ٓوداُُ َعبْهدُُُ ٍَُُ َرسهَل
ُٓ َُ« ٍَُُاَ ْش َْدُُاi.e. I testify
that Muhammad (PBUH) is slave of Allah and his Messenger. "Allāhumma salli
‘alā Muhammadin wa āli Muhammad" «آلُه َح ٓود
ُِ ٍَُُ ُنُ َص ُُّ َعلىُه َح ٓود
ُٓ ّْ  »اَللi.e. O Allah!
Bless Muhammad and his progeny."Wa taqabbal shafā‘atahū warfa‘
darajatahu", «ِ » ٍَتََِبٓه ُُْ َشهفا َعتَُُِ ٍَ ْارفَه ُُْ َد َر َجتَهi.e. And accept the intercession of
Prophet and raise his rank. "Allah umma salle Allah Almighty Muhammedin
wa alle Muhammed",
»حود
ُِ ٍُُُهحود
ُٓ ّْ «اَلل
ّ آلُه
ّ ُنُ َص ُُّعلى
i.e.O Allah! Almighty! Send Your blessings on Muhammad and his
progeny).

It is recommended for the person to sit, while he is offering tashahhud on
left thigh and should place the upper part of the right foot on the sole of the
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left foot, and he places his hands on the thighs with joined fingers. It is also
recommended that one look at his lap and starts reciting tashahud:
"Alhamdu lillāh"»ل
ُ ّ «الحوههدُ ل, or "Bismillāhi wa billāhi wal-hamdu lillāhi wa
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khayrul asma’i lilāh"
»ُل
ُِ ّ ِ ُُِ األسهوا
ُِ ّ ِ ُُِالُ ٍَُُال َْح ْود
ُِ ّ الُ ٍَُُب ل
ُِ ّ نُ ل
ُِ ِس
ْ ُُلُ ٍَُُخَيْز
ْ «ب. And after completing this zikr, he
should say: »ِ" « ٍَُُتََِبٓه ُُْ َشهفا َعتَُُِ ٍَُُ ْارفَه ُُْ َد َر َجتَهWa taqabbal shafā atahū warfa‘
darajatah".

13. While a person is sitting after he has recited tashahhud of the last unit of
the prayers and his body is tranquil it is recommended to say Salām and finish
his prayer by the following method: it recommended that first he should say::
«ن
ُْ السالمُُ َعل َهيك
ّ »"Assalāmu ‘alaykum" and recommendatory precaution is to add:
«ُِالٍُُبزكاته
ُ ّ "»ٍُرحوهُُٔ لwa rahmatullahi wa barakātuh" at the end of it and/or he
must say:"Assalāmu ‘alaynā wa ‘alā ibadillāhis sālihīn"»لّصالِحيي
ُ ّ سالمُُ َعلَيٌْاٍُُعلىُعِبادُ ل
ّ الُا
ّ «اَل
though in case of saying it, saying «ن
ُْ السالمُُ َعل َهيك
ّ »,"Assalāmu ‘alaykum" becomes
obligatory on the basis of precaution. And it is recommended to say:
«ِالٍُُبزكاته
ُ ّ بهىٍُُ َر ْح َوهُُٔ ل
ُٔ ّ ٌَيكُاَئْهاُال
َُ لسالمُُ َعل
ّ َ»ا,"Assalāmu ‘alayka ayyuhan nabiyyu wa
rahmatullāhi wa barakātuh” before uttering obligatory salām of prayer.
However, on the basis of obligatory precaution, if he said second salām,
he would say the third salām too.
14. If he is offering prayer of three or four units, after reciting tashahhud
and before Salām, he stands up and recites Surah al-Hamd or Tasbihāt
Arba‘ah one time by the following form:

"Subhānallāhi walhamdu lillāhi wa lā ilāha illalāhu wallāhu akbar"
ٓ إلهُِإ
«ُالُاَكْبَهز
ُ ّ الُ ٍَُُ ل
ُ ّ الُُ ل
َُ ُلُ ٍَُُال
ُِ ّ ِ ُُالُ ٍَُُال َْح ْوهد
ُِ ّ حاىُ ل
َُ ْ  »سهبi.e. Glory be to Allah, and all

praise is for Him and there is no one worth worshipping other than Allah
and He is Greater than any description.
As it was mentioned in the previous chapter, on the basis of recommended
precaution, one should not recite this zikr less than thrice,
15. After this, he performs ruku‘ (bowing) and prostration by the
mentioned sequence. If he is offering prayer of three units, he will complete
his prayer after reciting tashahhud and Salām but if he is offering prayer of
four units, after performing two prostrations, he stands for fourth unit and
offers it like third unit. After performing ruku‘ and prostration, he will
complete his prayer according to the method mentioned above.

Ta‘qeebāt (supplications after prayer)
It is recommended that after the prayer, a person performs a prostration of

»Shukran lillahُ»ل
ُ ّ  «شكزاُُ لor »Al-‘afv« »َ «العفه100 times or thrice or once only.

It is recommended that after offering the prayers one should engage oneself
for some time in reciting supplications and reading the Holy Qur’an.
It is recommended that after offering the prayer one should engage
oneself for some time in reciting supplications and reading the Holy Qur’an.
The tasbih (hymn) of Lady Fatima-tuz-Zahra (peace be on her) is one of those
supplications, which have been stressed upon most. This tasbih should be
recited in the following order: «الُاكبهز
ُ ّ « ل,"Allāhu Akbar" 34 times, «ل
ُ ّ »الحوهدُ ل
"Alhamdu lillāh" 33 times and «ال
ُ ّ »سهبحاىُ ل, "Subhānallāh" 33 times. It is
permissible to recite «ال
ُ ّ  »سبحاىُ لbefore reciting «ل
ُ ّ »الحوهدُ ل, but it is better to
say it after «ل
ُ ّ »الحودُ ل.
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thanksgiving and it is sufficient that he places his forehead on the ground
with the intention of thanksgiving. However, it is better that he should say
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Chapter Thirteen

Orders Regarding Things
Which Invalidate Prayer
Twelve things make prayers void and they are called mubtilāt.
1. While offering prayers one of the necessary conditions of prayers
ceases to exist. For example, if the person concerned comes to know that
the dress with which he has covered himself is an usurped one.
2. While offering prayer a person is faces, a thing that makes his ablution
void; for example, if urine is discharged from his body or sleeps.
3. If a person holds his hands folded on his belly like some Sunnis, his
prayer will be nullified by doing so. However, he performs this deed for
sake of respect in the court of Allah Almighty.
4. After the completion of Surah al-Hamd, saying ‘Amin’, « »آههييnullifies
prayer, as some Sunnis do.
5. The fifth thing, which nullifies prayer, is that a person turns his back,
towards Qibla or may move towards the right or left side of Qibla
intentionally, though his turning would not be towards the left or right side.
6. The sixth thing, which invalidates prayer, is that one utters a word,
consisting of one or more letters, intentionally,
7. The seventh thing, which makes prayer void, is to laugh intentionally with
voice. In case, therefore, a person laughs intentionally and mistakenly, that
makes him out of form of prayer, but smiling does not make the prayer void.

8. One who intentionally weeps loudly in connection with worldly
affairs, his prayer will be nullified. However, weeping for the following
cases does not make the prayer void:
A. Weeping without voice intentionally;
B. Unintentionally weeping, though it would be with voice, but it is
conditional that it should not make him out from prayer position;
C. Weeping in court of Allah Almighty for his lawful worldly needs;
D. Weeping on account of fear of Allah Almighty or weeping from fear of
punishment in the Hereafter, moreover such kind of weeping is one of the
best acts.
9. One who performs an act which may destroy the form of prayer, for
example jumping in the air.
10. Eating or drinking. In case, therefore, a person offering prayers eats
or drinks in such a manner that people do not say that he is offering players
his prayers would be nullified whether his act (i.e. eating or drinking) is
intentional or not.
The Spiritual Provision for the Teens

11. Adding or omitting the obligatory basic elements of the prayers
(Rukn) intentionally or inadvertently, and adding or omitting obligatory act
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that are non-elemental intentionally.
12. The doubt of the person offering prayer about the units performed
by him: some doubts that nullify the prayer are:
A. Doubt in the number of units of obligatory prayer of two-unit like; the
dawn, Friday or traveler prayer.
B. Doubts about a three-unit prayer like dusk prayer.
C. Doubt about the units of prayers i.e. a person may not know as to how
many units he has performed. In such kind of doubts, it is better that one
should not break his prayer at once but he should ponder over the matter
till that the form of the prayers may not remain intact or he should lose the
should break his prayer.
It needs to mention that it is possible that one who is offering prayer,
may suffer from some other doubts, the details of every kind of such doubts
have been mentioned in Touzi Al Masa’el (the Practical Islamic laws).

Question: “If, while offering prayers, a person swallows the food, which
has remained around his teeth, is his prayer invalid?”
Answer: No. Furthermore, if he puts sugar in his mouth and melts
slowly during the prayer, his prayer is valid.
Question: “If a person who is offering his prayer, is certain that he is
facing towards Qibla and after completing the prayer, he came to know that
he has offered his prayer towards right or left side or his back was towards
Qibla, what is ruling about his prayer?”
Answer: If he has time for prayer, he should pray again but if the time
has not left and the prescribed time has passed, he should offer prayer with
the intention of the qaza prayer (the lapsed).
Question: “If a person turns his face away from Qibla, how is the validity
of his prayer?”
Answer: If he turns his complete face towards right or left, either
intentionally or unintentionally, his prayer is void but if he turns his face a
little bit, whether intentionally or unintentionally, his prayer is valid.
while offering prayer?”
Answer: There is no problem but if expressing words like, ‘ah’, ‘oh’, ‘ooh’
intentionally, makes the prayer void.
Question: “If a person who is offering prayer tries to control his laugh
and combat with himself such as his condition is changed like; his color
becomes red, is his prayer is valid?”
Answer: If his condition makes him out of prayer, he should offer his
prayer again.
Question: “If a person, who is offering his prayer, becomes silent for a
while and does not recite anything, how is his prayer?”
Answer: If he becomes silent in such a manner that the people would not
say he is praying, his prayer is void.
Question: “Turning face or eye a little to the right or left side, spitting
while praying, becoming silent at the time of reciting Surah al-Hamd and
other Surah or zikr for listening to others' speech, what is the ruling related
to these things?”
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Question: “What are the rulings regarding coughing, burping and sighing
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Answer: The acts that were mentioned and every deed that roots out the
state of humility and fearing of Allah Almighty like; playing with bread,
hands and fingers, is abominable and decreases the reward of prayer.
Question: “Breaking or leaving the prayer has any problem?”
Answer: It is unlawful to break obligatory prayers purposely. There is,
however, no harm in breaking it in the following cases:
1. If it is not possible for a person to protect, without breaking the
prayer, his own life, or the life of a person whose killing is unlawful, or to
protect a property the protection of which is obligatory for him, he should
break the prayer.
2. If a person realizes during his prayer that the mosque is najis (impure)
and it is a cause of disrespect to mosque, or impurity would spread to the
other places, in such if there is sufficient time, and making the mosque clean
without leaving the prayer is not possible for him, he should leave the
prayer.
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3. If a person, who has sufficient time for his prayers, is offering prayers,
and the creditor asks him to repay the loan and he can repay it during
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prayers, he should repay it in that very state. However, if it is not possible to
repay it without breaking the prayers he should break the prayers, repay
the loan to the creditor, and then offer prayers.
4. If a person offering prayers recollects before he bends to the extent of
bowing that he has forgotten to say Adhān and Iqāmah and he has sufficient
time at his disposal, it is recommended that he should break the prayer for
pronouncing them. And the same order applies if he recollects before
commencing qirāt (recitation of Surah al-Hamd) that he has forgotten to
pronounce Iqāmah.
Question: “If a person says salām (saying hello) to a person who is
offering prayer, is it necessary for him to reply to salām (Hello)?”
Answer: Yes, but the salām of the person should not be by way of jest. It
is obligatory that a person, who is offering prayer, reply to salām (Hello) at
once. If he delays reply to the salām so much that if he gives a reply it may
not be reckoned to be a reply to that salām, he should not give a reply. For
example, if somebody says salām in the first unit of the prayer, he should
not reply the Salam in the third unit.

Question: “Can a person who is offering prayer, say salām to anybody?”
Answer: No, it is not permissible.
Question: “How should the person who is offering his prayer reply to
others' salām?”
Answer: He should use the same words in reply without adding anything
to it. For example, if someone says “Salamun alaykum”, he should also say

“salāmun

‘alaykum” in reply, without adding “Wa rahmatullahi wa
barakatuh”. Likewise, the person who is offering prayer should place the
word salām first and should say,

“Salāmun

Alaykum”, he should not say

“Alaykum as-salām”.
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Chapter Fourteen

Congregational Prayer;
an Emblem of Muslims Unity
One of the most important matters of Islamic laws (Shari‘ah) is the unity of
Islamic society and solidarity of the Muslims with each other. For the
implementation of this important matter, Islam has some special schedules.
One of the schedules of this unity is congregational prayer that has been
emphasized on it in traditions and narrations. It is mentioned in a tradition:
“He who avoids from congregational prayer and gathering of believers
without any excuse, his prayer will be considered void.”1
The following issues that have been mentioned in Touzihul Masa’el (The
practical Islamic Law), describe merely a part of dignity and importance of
congregational prayer:
1. Offering obligatory prayers and especially the five daily prayers in
congregation is recommended and offering dawn, dusk and night prayers in
congregation has been specially stressed on those persons, who live near a
mosque or hear Adhān being announced from it.
2. It is recommended that a person should wait in order to participate in
congregational prayers, because congregational prayers it better in
comparison to the prayers offered individually in the early part of the time
prescribed for prayers. However, it is better to offer prayers individually at
1. Wasa'il ash-Shi‘a, vol. 8, p. 285, Hadith 2.

the recommended time as compared with the congregational prayers,
which are not offered during such time.
3. A comparatively brief congregational prayer is better than a long
prayer, which is offered individually.
4. When congregational prayers is going to be offered, it is
recommended for a person, who has already offered the prayers alone, to
reoffer the prayers in congregational. Whether is going to lead the prayer or
he is going to follow the Imam (leader) of congregational prayer.
5. If a congregational prayer is established while a person is offering a
recommended prayer, and he is not sure that if he completes his
(recommended) prayers, he will be able to join the congregational prayers,
it is recommended that he should abandon the recommended prayers, and
should engage himself in congregational prayers. Rather, if he is not certain
that he will be able to join the first unit; he should follow this very order.
For the establishment of congregational prayer the following condition
should be observed:

The Spiritual Provision for the Teens

1. The Imam of a congregational prayer should be ‘Adil (a just person),
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sane, and an Ithna Ashari Shiites. On the basis of obligatory precaution, he
should be adult and he should not have any fault in pronouncing zikr or in
doing acts of prayer. Furthermore, if the follower is a man the Imam, too,
should be a man.
Justice of Imam means that he does not commit the major sins and does
not insist on committing minor sins and he should avoid from the deeds
that are expressive of unimportance of religious matters.
2. There should not be any curtain or other thing between the Imam and
his followers in the congregational prayer, they should be connected to
Imam's stand, though that thing is like glass and one can see behind it.
Indeed, if the Imam is a man and the follower is a woman, and if there is a
curtain or something similar to it between that woman and the Imam, or
between that woman and another follower, who is a man, and the woman is
linked with the Imam through him, there is no harm in it.
3. Standing place of Imam should not be higher than his followers.
4. On the basis of obligatory precaution, the distance between the places
where the follower performs prostration, and where the Imam stands,

should not be more than a foot, and the same rule applies to a person who is
linked with the Imam through another follower standing in front. And the
recommended precaution is that the distance between the rows should be
just enough to allow a person to do prostration. If a follower is linked to the
Imam by means of a person, on his either side, and is not linked to the Imam
in front, the obligatory precaution is that he should not be at a distance of
more than a foot from his companions on either side.
5. The followers should not stand in front of the Imam, and, as an
obligatory precaution, he should not stand even equal to him but in all
conditions, a follower should always stand a little behind the Imam. However,
if there is only one male follower, on the basis of obligatory precaution, he
should stand on the right side of Imam and he may stand in line with Imam.

Method of offering congregational prayer
Congregational prayer has no major difference than individual prayer

maghrib (dusk) and ‘Ishā (night) prayer, but he should not recite them in
congregational prayer and Imam recites Surah al-Hamd and Surah and the
person who is offering prayer behind the Imam does not recite them.
However, if he recites the remaining zikr of the prayer in congregational
prayer, there is no problem.
The follower should not say Takbiratul Ihrām before the Imam. As an
obligatory precaution, he should not say the takbir until the takbir of the
Imam is completed. It is necessary on the basis of obligatory precaution that
follower should perform ruku‘ and prostration with the Imam or a little
after him, If the follower is hearing salam he should not say salam before
but reciting other zikr, there is no objection. Although it is recommended
precaution that if Imam is hearing his zikr and he knows that when Imam
says these zikrs, he should not recite them before Imam.

Recommended things in congregational prayer
1. It is recommended that the Imam should stand in the middle of the row
and the learned and pious persons should stand in the first row.
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except that in individual prayer follower himself recites Surah al-Hamd and
the other Surah in the first and second rak‘at (unit) of the fajr (dawn),
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2. It is recommended that the rows of the congregation are properly
arranged and there should be no distance between the persons who are
standing in one row; their shoulders should be adjacent to one another's.
3. It is recommended that after the Iqāmah, Qadqa matis salah (the
prayer has certainly been established) has been said, the followers should
stand up.
4. It is recommended that the Imam of the congregation should take into
account the condition of the follower who is weaker than others and should
not prolong qunūt, bowing and prostration except when he knows that all
those who are following him are in favor of their prolongation.
5. It is recommended that while reciting Surah al-Hamd and Surah and
the recitations, which he is saying loudly, the Imam of the congregation
should make his voice so loud that others may hear it. However, he should
not make his voice extraordinarily loud.
6. If the Imam realizes in bowing that a person has just arrived and
wants to follow him, it is recommended that he should prolong the bowing
The Spiritual Provision for the Teens

twice as much as usual and then he should rise from state of bowing.
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Things which are abominable in congregational prayer
The following acts are considered abominable and they would lessen the
reward of prayer:
1. If there is space in the rows of the congregation, it is abominable that a
person stands alone in rows;
2. It is abominable that the follower recites the recitations of the prayer
in such a way that the Imam may hear them;
3. It is abominable for a traveler, who offers midday, afternoon and night
prayer in Qasr (shortened form), to follow in the prayer a person, who is
not a traveler. In the same way, it is abominable for a person who is not a
traveler to follow a traveler in this prayer. Therefore, it is better that a
traveler should lead prayer for traveler and a non-traveler should lead the
prayer for non-traveler.
Question: “On what occasion is it obligatory to offer daily prayer with
congregation?”

Answer: In the following two cases:
1. The person who suffers from obsession and doubts to such extend
during prayers that it becomes the cause of invalidity of his prayer and gets
rid of the obsession only when he offers prayers in congregation, he should
offer prayers in congregation.
2. If a father or a mother orders his/her child to offer prayers in
congregation, and if his failing to do so becomes the cause of their
disobedience, congregational prayers becomes obligatory on him, but
otherwise it is not obligatory.
Question: “Can a recommended prayer be offered in congregation?”
Answer: No, but the prayer of Istisqa (which is offered for rains) or
prayers which were obligatory at one time, but became recommended later
(e.g. Eid-ul-Fitr and Eid-al- Adha prayers, which were obligatory during the
period of Imam Mahdi (a.s) and have become recommended since his
Occultation).
Question: “If an Imam or a follower has offered his prayer, can they offer
Answer: If he is going to lead a congregational prayer, not only there is
no objection but also it is recommended if he wants to participate as a
follower, they should offer the prayer only with the intention of the divine
reward.
Question: “If the standing place of a follower is higher than the standing
place of Imam, is there any objection in this prayer?”
Answer: In the congregational prayer, there is no harm if the place of
the follower is higher than that of the Imam. In case; however, it is so
high that it cannot be said that they have gathered, the congregation is
not in older.
Question: “Is standing of a child in the first row amongst those who have
stood in the first row permissible?”
Answer: A gap of standing of a child does not deform the congregational
prayer.
Question: “Is it obligatory to know the name of Imam of congregational
prayer?”
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their same prayer again?”
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Answer: In case, if he knows that the Imam is qualified with mentioned
conditions for leading the prayer, standing behind him is valid and it is not
important to know his name.
Question: “Can a person who is offering prayer with congregation
change his intention of congregational prayer and offer his prayer
individually?”
Answer: Yes, he can make the intention of individual prayer and offer his
prayer individually.
Question: “At the occasion when congregational prayer is in progress,
can one offer his prayer individually in a corner, on the place where the
congregational prayer is being offered?”
Answer: If this act causes an objection on congregational prayer or it
implies that Imam is sinner and he is not ‘Adil (a just person) or if this deed
humiliates Imam of congregation in the view of people - though his
intention was not disrespecting the Imam of congregational prayer by this
act - it is not lawful.
The Spiritual Provision for the Teens

Question: “Can a woman lead a prayer for the women?”
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Answer: On the basis of obligatory precaution, a man should lead the
congregational prayer of the women.
Question: “Can a discerning child (i.e. a child who can distinguish
between good and bad) who is not adult, lead the prayer of congregation of
the other discerning children?”
Answer: On the basis of obligatory precaution, he cannot.
Question: “If a follower came to know that the Imam had not valid
conditions for congregational prayer, for example, he was not a Muslim or a
just person, or he did not abide by the rules of prayer; for example, he
offered prayer without Ablution, how is his prayer?”
Answer: The prayer of the follower is valid.

Chapter Fifteen

A Mosque is a Center for
Worship of Allah Almighty
One of the purposes of the creation of man is worship of Allah Almighty, the
Wise and this purpose plays a vital role in the perfection and progress of
man and prayer is one of the best ways of the worship of the creator of the
existence. On the other hand, one of the lofty sublime of Islam is unity,
coordination and strong connection amongst the Muslims. A mosque is one
of the sacred places that create connection between these two important
tasks. A mosque is a place of worship of Allah Almighty as well as a place for
connection amongst the Muslims. That is because the Holy Qur’an describes
that building and constructing the mosques is deed of the believers who
have faith in Allah Almighty and in the Day of Judgment.1
However, nowadays, the thing that is more important than construction
of mosques is aspect of the spiritual reclaiming and progress of mosques
and training the people who should be considered as the protector and
backer of the mosques. A mosque should be a center and ground for every
kind of constructive Islamic movement related to the awareness and
awaking of the people and inward purification. The mosques should be
center for the faithful young people who are the most active part of the
society; it should not be only a center for retired and seniors.
1. Surah Tauba (9), verse 18.

The contrary point to the settlement and reclaiming of the mosques is
the destruction and devastation of the centers of worshiping Allah. In the
view of the Holy Qur’an, those who prevent the people from remembering
Allah Almighty in the mosques, trying to devastate the mosque, are the
cruelest people of the society.1
It should be note that the devastation of this sacred place does not mean
demolishing the construction of a mosque with a shovel and hack but
means that every action that causes waning of this great divine center and
makes the remembrance of Allah Almighty far from the minds of the people;
it would be a great cruelty.

Orders regarding a mosque
The following deeds are unlawful regarding the mosques:
1. It is unlawful to impure the ground ,ceiling and inner walls of a
mosque and on the basis of obligatory precaution, the floor of a mosque and
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external side of the wall of a mosque, if it was declared the part of the
mosque by the constructor, all these things have the same order. When a
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person comes to know that anyone of these places has become impure he
should immediately make it pure and if he cannot do this personally and
remaining of impurity causes desecration of the mosque, he should inform
any other person so that he may make it pure.
2. Entering in the Masjidul Haram in the Holy city of Mecca and in the
Masjidun Nabi in the Holy city of Medina, in the state of Jinābat, even
though it may be only entering from one gate and going out of another and
without stopping in there is unlawful. As regards the mosques other than
Masjidul Haram and Masjidun Nabi, however, there is no harm if a person
enters through one gate and goes out of another. To enter in the mosques
with the intention of placing something in the mosques are unlawful.
It is the duty of every Muslims that he should observe and abide by the
following cases for the protection of the respect of the mosques:
1. It is recommended to keep a masjid (mosque) clean and tidy and to
illuminate it.
1. Surah Baqarah (2), verse 114.

2. If a person intends to go into a mosque, it is recommended that he
should do ablution and should apply perfume and wear neat dress.
3. While entering the mosque he should put his right foot in first, and
when he makes his exit, he should put his left foot out first.
4. It is recommended that when a person enters a mosque he should
offer two-unit prayer as a mark of reverence to the mosque and it also
suffices if he offers an obligatory or recommended prayer.
5. One should offer his prayer in the mosques because the religion of
Islam emphasizes very much on this deed to such extent that if a person
who does not offer his prayer in the mosque, neither one should have meal
with him and nor anybody should be neighbor with him. He should not
consult him in different matters and neither he should marry his daughter
and nor he should give the hand of his daughter. This deed has been
emphasized more for the neighbor of the mosques and it is narrated: “If he
has not any excuse, it is abominable to offer his prayer in a place other than

7. One should avoid to spit, or to blow one's nose in a mosque or to
throw phlegm in it.
8. It is abominable to sleep in the mosque without excuse but if he is
compel to talk about worldly matters, or to summon a missing person or to
raise one's voice except for Adhān , all these deeds are abominable.
9. It is abominable to engage oneself in some deeds or industry like craft.
It must be avoided.
10. Reading or reciting poetry that is not consisting of advice should be
avoided because this deed is abominable in the mosque.
11. It is unlawful to take an original impurity or a thing, which has
become impure into a mosque if it causes desecration of the mosque.
Rather, the recommended precaution is that even if desecration of the
mosque is not involved, an original impurity should not be taken into it.
12. Offering funeral prayer should be avoided in the mosque because
this is an abominable deed.
13. Decorating a mosque with gold and with the pictures of things, which
possess soul like human beings and animals, should be avoided.
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the mosque.”
6. He should go to a mosque where has no one offers his prayer there.
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14. It is also abominable for a person to enter a mosque if he has eaten
onions or garlic, whose bad smell is a source of inconvenience to others.
Question: “If the prime time of the prayer approaches and on the other
hand, a part of mosque is unclean, can a person offer his prayer first and
then clean the mosque?”
Answer: If there is ample time for offering prayers, he should purify the
mosque first and then offer prayers.
Question: “What is the ruling regarding making impure the Holy
shrine of the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) and Infallible
Imams (Peace Be Upon Them)?”
Answer: It is unlawful and if remaining impure thing is the cause of the
desecration of the Holy shrine, cleaning these will be obligatory; moreover,
on the basis of recommended precaution, if it is not the cause of the
desecration of the Holy shrine, it is obligatory to clean their shrines.
Question: “Is the entry of the infidels in a mosque lawful?”
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Answer: Their entry is objectionable, though they enter for hearing
Islamic thoughts. There should be another place specified for them
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alongside the mosque to teach them the rules of Islam.
Question: “Holding various ceremonies in the mosques are lawful or
unlawful?”
Answer: In case, if these ceremonies do not create hurdle in offering
prayer and preaching the people, and do not cause the destruction and
damage to the mosque or cause the desecration of the mosque, there is no
harm.
Question: “What is the ruling about displaying picture or poster and like
these on the wall of the mosque?”
Answer: If it is not considered the disrespect toward the mosque and it
does not cause for the destruction and harm to the mosque, it is not harām,
though the presence of pictures at the time of offering prayer is abominable.

Chapter Sixteen

The Holy Qur’an, the Everlasting Miracle
The Holy Qur’an is heavenly book and Allah Almighty revealed it on the
heart of the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) ,in form of one
hundred fourteen chapters (Surahs) during the period of twenty three
years so that His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) might warn the ignorant people
and awake the sleepy and might remind them about the dangers that are
looming and about the sins that they have committed and might remind
them about the harm of corruption and infidelity. Definitely, the Holy
Qur’an is the basis of awareness and awaking of man and it is the book of
purification of soul and heart. The subject matter of this book is consisting
of Islamic teachings and beliefs with their valid proof as well as it is
consisting of social schedule and schedules for purification and refinement
of human being, all these facts are glaring proof of its truth and legitimacy.
This superior subject matter of this book with its depth and dignity that was
delivered from an illiterate person who stood up from the most backward
areas, surely this is also clear proof on the dignity of Allah and is obvious
sign of the truthfulness of the person who brought this book. One of our
important duties is this that we should get benefit from this book of
guidance and we should bring this book out of loneliness. We should confer
freedom upon this from the corner of racks, graveyards and from the hands
of druids. For the guidance of all human being and ourselves, we should
follow the teachings of this everlasting miracle.

Some rulings related to the Holy Qur’an
1. To make the script of the Holy Qur’an impure, is unlawful and if it
becomes impure, one should make it purified immediately by washing it
with water. Likewise, if the cover or a page that is not written the script of
the Holy Qur’an on it becomes impure, and this impurity is considered
desecration of the Holy Qur’an, it should be washed with water.
2. It is unlawful to touch any part of body with the script of the Holy
Qur’an and with the names of Allah Almighty without cleanliness.
3. Whenever a person is reciting the Holy Qur’an, it should be listen and
one should avoid from talking with other persons. If talking causes
disrespect of the Holy Qur’an, it is not lawful, but if somebody asks
something from the person, he can reply him.
Question: “What is the order about placing the Holy Qur’an on unclean

things like blood or dead body?”

Answer: This deed is unlawful, though this impure thing is dried and is
not penetrated into the Qur’an and replacing the Holy Qur’an from that
The Spiritual Provision for the Teens
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Question: “Is it lawful to hand over the Holy Qur’an to an infidel or the
People of the Book like a Christian or a Jew?”
Answer: In case, the Holy Qur’an would not be endanger of disrespect
and impurity and with the hope of their guidance and for the study and
analysis of the verses of the Holy Qur’an and if they really want to get
benefit from it, there is no object.
Question: “What is the rule regarding writing the Holy Qur’an with
impure ink?”
Answer: Even though it may be only one letter of it, amounts to make it
impure. In case, therefore, it has been written, it should either be washed
with water or obliterated by erasing or by other similar means.
Question: “Is there any objection, if a person writes the verses of the
Holy Qur’an or the names of Allah Almighty while he is out of state of
ablution?”
Answer: In case, if his any part of body does not touch to it while writing,
there is no objection.

Question: “Can one touch a cassette or CD that is consisting of recording

of the Holy Qur’an?”

Answer: “There is no objection but the desecration of it is not lawful.
Likewise, touching the dust or chalk powder that fall down on the ground
while a person writes the verses of the Holy Qur’an on the white board,
touching them without ablution has not any objection.
Question: “What is the ruling about touching the translation of the Holy

Qur’an without ablution?”

Answer: Touching the translation of the Holy Qur’an in every language,
has not any objection, but on the basis of obligatory precaution, it is
unlawful to touch the names of Allah and His characteristics that are only
specific to Him in every language, without ablution.
Question: “It is lawful to touch the names of Infallible Imams (Peace Be Upon

Them) without ablution?”

Answer: On the basis of recommended precaution, one should not do
this deed and if it is considered desecration of them, it is unlawful but
ablution is not objectionable.
Question: “Is it obligatory to prevent a child or an insane from touching

the script of the Holy Qur’an?”

Answer: If it would not be considered desecration of them, preventing
them from touching the script of the Holy Qur’an is not obligatory.
Question: “What is the ruling about talking whilst the Holy Qur’an is

being recited?”

Answer: It is praiseworthy that man should listen to the recitation of the
Holy Qur’an, one should avoid from talking but if a person asks a question,
replying him is not objectionable.

The chapters (Surahs) of obligatory prostrations of the
Holy Qur’an
Whenever a person recites the verse or hears one of the following four
verses of the Holy Qur’an, he should perform prostration immediately on
the things on which prostration is valid. It is recommended that he should
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recite zikr and if he forgets to perform it, he should do it as and when he
remembers. However, it is not necessary that he should have performed
ablution, ghusl, or facing Qibla. Purity of body and dress is also not condition
for this prostration. The place, where a person performs should not be a
usurped.
These are the following verses of the Holy Qur’an:
1. Surah as-Sajdah, 32:15
2. Surah Ha-Mim Sajdah, 41:38
3. Surah an-Najm, 53:62
4. Surah al-‘Alaq, 96:19
Question: “If a person does not hear the verse of prostration recited by
someone else but unwillingly he hears that verse, is it obligatory for him to
perform prostration or not?”
Answer: No
Question: “If a person hears the verse of obligatory prostration from a
small child who cannot distinguish between good and bad, or a person
The Spiritual Provision for the Teens

who is sleeping and he does not intent reciting the Holy Qur’an, or the
verse of prostration is transmitted from radio or television or through a
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tape-recorder, is performing prostration obligatory for him in these
situations?”
Who cannot distinguish between good and bad, or a person who does
not intend reciting the Holy Qur’an, it is not obligatory for him to perform
prostration,
Answer: If a child recites the verse of prostration or a loudspeaker
transmits the live recitation of chanter at the same time, he should perform
prostration, and if someone does not intent to reciting the verse,
prostration is not obligatory and if he hears the voice of tap-recorder that is
not being transmitted live, on the basis of obligatory precaution, he should
Question:

“If

a person hears the prostration verse being recited by

someone else and also recites it himself, is only one prostration sufficient?”
Answer: Yes
Question: “Can a person recite the verse of prostration in his prayer?”

Answer: On the basis of obligatory precaution, reciting the verse of
prostration and even reciting every part of the Surah of prostration in the
prayer intentionally, will make the prayer void, the same order applied if
one hears these Surahs intentionally while offering prayer. However, if he
does not intent to listen them and he hears the verse of prostration
unintentionally while offering prayer, his prayer is valid and prostration is
not obligatory.
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Chapter Seventeen

Siyām (Fasting), the Ground of Piety and
Righteousness
Fasting is that a person abstains totally from eating, drinking and all the
things, which will be mentioned, from the time of Adhān for dawn prayer up
to dusk in order to fulfill the command of Allah Almighty. As it is comes
clear from the Holy Qur’an and present New Testament that fasting was
also existed in the religions before Islam. This worship plays a vital role in
the safety of soul and body. It has been narrated in traditions of Infallible
Imams (Peace Be Upon Them):
1. Allah Almighty says – as the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny)

narrated from Him- “Fasting is (exclusively) for Me and I will reward it.”1
2. The Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) says: “The fast is a
shield against the fire of the Hell.”2
Imam Sadiq (Peace Be Upon Him) says: “The sleep of a fasting person is
worship, his silence is glorification (of Allah), his prayers are answered and
his actions are multiplied.3
3. Imam Sadiq (Peace Be Upon Him) says: “The best jihad is fasting in hot
weather.”4
1. Wasa'il ash-Shi‘a, vol. 10, p. 397, Hadith 7; p. 400, Hadith 15 & 16.
2. Ibid, p. 395, Hadith 1.
3. Ibid, p. 401, Hadith 17; & p. 403, Hadith 24.
4. Mustadrak al-Wasa'il, vol. 7, p. 504, Hadith 1.

4. It has been narrated in the tradition of the death of Holy Mary (Peace be
Upon Her): the Prophet Jesus (Peace be Upon Him) called after the burial of his

mother: “oh mother! Would you like to return to this world? Holy Mary
replied: ‘yes but for the performing of two deeds: one is this that I stand
for worshipping Allah Almighty in the middle of cold nights and the
second thing is this that I fast in the very hot days, oh my son! The way is
very horrifying and frightful.”1

The benefits and effects of fast
If this ruling is materialized with its all manners and conditions, it will have
many valuable material and spiritual effects for man. Here, we would like to
mention a few of them in the following:

A. Instructive effect
1. Fast polishes the soul of man and purifies his body and soul. The person, who
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keeps fast, overlooks from food and water in spite of thirst and hunger and he
proofs practically that he is not like animal in a stable and he is not a plant but
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he can take the control of his lusts and desires and can dominate them. In short,
fast promotes the man from the world of animal to the world of angels. The
Holy Qur’an has mentioned the fast creates the spirit of abstinence.2
“By temperance a man may acquire an angelic disposition;
But if he indulge like a beast, he will sink into a mineral;
Whatever appetite thou mightiest favour would obey thy order;
Unless lust, which, now it had its will, would rebel.” 3
2. Fast is an effective factor for strengthening the resolution of man, the
man who has all kinds of foods and drinks in his hand and is able to use
them, whenever he desires is like a tree that has grown near a canal and it is
very weak and shaky. If it is not given water, it will turn withered and dried.
However, the trees that grow in arid deserts, or amongst the cliff and in the
middle of mountains, in very beginning of starting budding, strong and
burning sunlight and cold winter caress its branches and have to struggle
1. Ibid, p. 506, Hadith 6.
2. Surah Baqara (2), verse 183.
3. Gulistan, chapter 7, p. 244, story 18.

with different deprivations. Accordingly, they grow strong, enduring,
resistant and tough. Fast does the same thing with soul and life of the man,
turns its deprivation into resistance and makes its resolution powerful, and
confers upon him tough resistance against the horrible incidents.
“When a person is habitually temperate;
And a hardship shall cross him;
He will get over it with ease;
But if he has pampered his body and lived in luxury;
And shall get into straitened circumstances, he must perish.”1

B. Social effect
One of the other effects of fast is learning equality and justice amongst the
people of the society. By materializing this religious ruling, the rich experience
the real state of the poor in community. Imam Sadiq (Peace Be Upon Him) replied
Hishām son of Hakam, when he inquired about the reason of compulsion of
fast, His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him)

said: “Allah Almighty made this deed

did not relinquish hunger so that he may take pity on the poor but whatever he
desires, is available for him. Therefore, Allah Almighty determined so that there
would be equality amongst His slaves and the rich may experience the hunger
and pain and he may take pity on the hungry and weak persons.”2

C. Hygienic effects
Fast plays a remarkable role regarding physical health of a man, the Holy
Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) says: “Keep fast so that you may
remain healthy.”3
The cause of many diseases is eating various foods and because the extra
stuff does not absorb in the body and it remains in form of fat in the various
part of body or it remains in form of fat and extra sugar in the blood. This
extra stuff, amongst the tissues of body, will be a bog for the growth of
various microbes and infectious diseases. The best way to fight against this
1. Gulistan, chapter 3, p. 149, story 6.
2. Wasa'il ash-Shi‘a, vol. 10, p. 7, Hadith 1.
3. Bihar al-Anwar, vol .93, p. 255, Hadith 33.
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thing is that one should avoid from eating much food and keeping fast
because fast burns the extra stuff and non-absorbed stuff in the body and in
fact, it cleans the house of body.
On the other hand, considering that alimentary canal is one of the most
sensitive machines of the body and because it works continuously in the
whole year, it requires rest and fast provides this possibility for this
important member of the body. However , this will be effective, in case , if a
person keep fast according to the order of Islam and avoid from eating a lot
at the time of breaking fast and at the time of dawn, otherwise, it is not
possible to get the favorite result.

Pure Niyyat (intention) is fundamental element of fast
Whatever causes the distinction of fast from all other cases that one
abstains from eating is that man abstains from food and other things like
this by the intention of seeking nearness of Allah Almighty. Therefore, if a
person who is fasting and avoiding from all things that nullify it but he
The Spiritual Provision for the Teens
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Progeny) who won't get any benefit from fast except thirst and hunger. In this

bazaar, the buyer only demands the deed along with pure intention and the
fast is an appropriate ground for this task.1
Fast is not like prayer and Hajj and it does not require to perform
anything but the man who keeps fast, should avoid from eating and
drinking and should avoid from some other things. That is because fast
attract less attention of the people and it is natural that showiness and
ostentation are observed rarely. That is because the persons who keeps
fast, in many cases their intention is only pleasure of Allah Almighty. That is
reason that Allah Almighty gives the reward for fast, as it was mentioned in
Worship is praiseworthy only with sincerity of intention;
Otherwise, it’s a fruitless thing that is useless. 2
1. Bihar al-Anwar, vol. 84, p. 207, Hadith 17.
2. Bustan, chapter 5, p. 142.

Some rules regarding fast
As it was mentioned many times, it is not necessary for a person to pass the
intention to fast through his mind or to say that he would be fasting on the
following day. Rather it is sufficient for him to determine that in obedience
to the command of Allah he will not perform, from the time of Adhān for
dawn prayers up to dusk, any act that may nullify the fast. For the intention
of fast one of the following three matters are existed:
A. If he wants to keep the fast that has specific time like the fast of the
Holy month of Ramadan, he may intend to be fasting tomorrow from the
beginning of night until the dawn prayer.
B. In case, if he wants to keep fast that has not specific time like lapsed
fast, the time of intention continues until noon. Therefore, if he has not
intended fasting in the early morning and he intends to fast before noon, his
fast will be in order but if he has not intended to fast until midday, he
cannot fast that day.

following day, when one may be able to make an intention to observe it. In
case, therefore a person does not perform throughout this time any act
which may nullify a fast, and makes an intention to observe a recommended
fast, his fast would be in order.
Question: “If a person makes niyyat before the Adhān for dawn prayer to
observe a fast, and then he sleeps and wakes up after sunset is his fast in
order?”
Answer: Yes
Question: “Fast and other worships of a discerning child who is not adult
yet are in order?”
Answer: Yes, his worships are valid and in order.

Things which make a fast void
Performing some acts that invalidate fast is called mubtalāt of fast some of
them are the following:
(i) Eating and drinking (ii) Sexual intercourse (iii) Istimna (masturbation)
which means to do something with oneself, or with someone else, other than
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C. As regards a recommended fast, the time for making an intention to
observe it, commences from early night and lasts until before sunset on the
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sexual intercourse, as a result of which semen discharges (iv) Ascribing false
things to Almighty Allah, his Prophet or to the successors of the Holy Prophet
(v) Making dust reach one's throat (vi) Immersing one's complete head in
water (vii) Remaining Junub (ceremonially unclean) or in menses or Nifas
(lochia) till the Adhān for dawn prayers (viii) Enema with liquids
(ix) Vomiting.

1. Eating and Drinking
If a person eats or drinks something intentionally his fast becomes void, and
it is immaterial whether the thing which he eats or drinks is usually eaten
or drunk for example bread and water or not (for example earth) whether it
is more or less. If a person, who is fasting, eats or drinks something by
mistake, his fast is in order whether his fast is obligatory or recommended.
Question: “What is the order about the taking injection in state of fast?”
Answer: There is no objection to an injection which anesthetizes one's
limb or and the vaccination that is injected under the skin but on the basis
The Spiritual Provision for the Teens

of obligatory precaution, injections which are as food or medicine should be
avoided.
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Question: “Does swallowing of phlegm or mucous from head and chest
invalidate the fast?”
Answer: There is no harm in swallowing one's phlegm or mucous from
head and chest as long as it does not come up to one's mouth. However, if it
reaches one's mouth, one should not swallow it.
Question: “What is the order about the swallowing saliva?”
Answer: Swallowing saliva does not invalidate a fast, although it may
have got collected in one's mouth owing to one's thinking about sour things.

2. Istimna (Masturbation)
becomes void and this act is unlawful but if semen is discharged from the
body of a person involuntarily while sleeping, his fast does not become
void. If he wakes up at time of discharging semen, it is not obligatory that he
should prevent it from coming out.

3. Ascribing false things to Allah Almighty or Fourteen Impeccables (Peace Be Upon Them)
In case, if a person, who is observing fast, intentionally ascribes something
false to Allah Almighty or the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny)
and Infallible Imams (Peace Be Upon Them) orally, or in writing, or by making a
sign, on the basis of obligatory precaution, his fast becomes void.
Notwithstanding, he should at once say that he has told a lie and may also
repent for it. If a person does this act by way of joking although it is bad
deed, yet his fast will not become void.
Question: “If a person observing fast wishes to quote something about
which he does not know as to whether it is true or false, what should he do?
Answer: On the basis of obligatory precaution, he should give a
reference of the person, who has narrated it, or of the book, in which it is
written and he should not say this with certainty about Allah Almighty or
Infallible Personalities.

4. Letting dust reach one's throat
throat makes one's fast void, whether the dust is of something which is
lawful to eat (for example flour) or of something whose eating is prohibited
(for example earth). The obligatory precaution is that the person, who is
observing fast, should not make thick steam and the smoke of cigarettes,
tobacco and other similar things reach his throat.

5. Immersing one's head in water
If a person observing fast intentionally immerses his entire head in the
water, mix water like, rose water, his fast becomes void, though his body
would be out of water. And on the basis of obligatory precaution, he should
keep fast again. On the other hand, if his entire body is in water but a part of
his head remains outside the water, his fast does not become void and on
the basis of recommended precaution, the woman who keeps fast should
avoid from sitting in the water.
Question: “If a person immerses half of his head in the water once, and
the other half the second time, is his fast nullified?”
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On the basis of obligatory precaution making thick or thin dust reach one's
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Answer: No, if the entire head goes under the water, the fast becomes
void, though some hair may remain out of water. On the basis of
recommended precaution, he should complete this fast and should keep
this fast again.
Question: “If a person observing fast falls into the water involuntarily,
and his entire head goes into the water, or if he forgets that he is fasting and
immerses his head in the water, what is the ruling about his fast?”
Answer : His fast does not become void, but whenever he recall his fast,
at once he should take his head out of water, and if he does not do so, his
fast becomes void.
Question: “Does ghusl irtimāsi (Immersion bath) make the fast invalid?
Answer: If a person do this unintentionally, his ghusl and fast is in order
and valid. However, if he knows that he is fasting and intentionally
performs ghusl irtimāsi (Immersion bath), and if his fast is obligatory and
specific like the fast of the month of Ramazān, on the basis of obligatory
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precaution, his fast and ghusl are invalid. And if his fast is a recommended
fast or an obligatory fast like the fast for atonement, which has no fixed
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time, his ghusl is valid, but his fast is void.
Question: “Can a person who is fasting, put his head under a water tap or
water fall?”
Answer: If the water of them would be able to cover the head at once,
there is objection.
Question: “If a person uses swimming helmet or other thing that covers
his head and prevents water to reach his head and he goes into the water, is
his fast is void?”
Answer: No.

6. Remaining in the state of ceremonial unclean or in menses or in
lochia until fajr (dawn) time
In case of fast of Ramazān or its qazā (lapsed fast) moreover, on the basis of
obligatory precaution, in state of every obligatory fast, if a Junub (a
ceremonially unclean person) does not take ghusl intentionally till the call
to dawn prayer, his fast becomes void and. If a woman becomes pure of
Haiz (menses) or Nifas before the Adhān for dawn prayer in the month or

Ramazān ant does not take ghusl intentionally, her fast is void. In addition,
the fast of that person, whose obligation is tayammum and who does not
perform it intentionally his fast becomes void. However, keeping
recommended fast, remaining in the state of uncleanness does not make the
fast void.
Question: “If a person wakes up in the month of Ramazān after Adhān for
dawn prayer and finds that he has become muhtalim (becomes ceremonially
unclean) is his fast in order?”
Answer: Yes, his fast is valid.
Question: “If a person becomes Muhtalim (discharges semen) in his sleep
during day time. Is it obligatory on him to take ghusl at once?
Answer: No, it is not obligatory.

7. Vomiting
If a person observing fast vomits intentionally, his fast becomes void.

avoid from swallowing the secretion.
Question: “Is belching in state of observing fast objectionable?”
Answer: No, if a person observing fast is certain that, if he belches,
something will come out of his throat, he should not, on the basis of
precaution, belch intentionally, but there is no harm in him belching if he is
not certain (that something will come out of his throat).

Kaffāra (Atonement) for fast
If a person, intentionally without any excuse, did not observe the fast of the
holy month of Ramazān or he kept fast but made it, void, moreover lapsed
of that fast, he should do one of the following deeds that is called atonement
of fast:
1. Fasting for two months, should fast continuously for one month and
one day, and it does not matter if he does not maintain continuity in the
matter of the remaining fasts.
2. He should serve sixty indigent persons with food at their fill, or should
give one mudd (about 708 grams) of foodstuff (rice, wheat, barley. bread
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However, the fast does not become void, if one vomits by mistake or
involuntarily but he should throw out what is in his mouth and he should
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etc.) to each indigent person. It should be mentioned that every person
could not give Kaffāra (atonement) to a poor more than mentioned quantity
and serve a poor with food at his fill more than once.
3. He should free a slave in way of Allah Almighty. Nowadays, this deed
is out of fashion.
Note: If a person breaks his fast with something unlawful, like, wine or
masturbation, or ascribes lies to Allah Almighty or the Holy Prophet (Peace Be
Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) and Infallible Imams, as a recommended precaution,

he will have to observe all the three Kaffāra (atonement). It means that he
should set free a slave, fast for two months and also feed sixty indigent
persons fully, or give one mudd of wheat, barley, bread etc. to each of them.

Fasting by a traveler
A traveler, for whom it is necessary to shorten four units prayer to two
units, should not fast. However, a traveler who offers full prayer (for
example a person who is a traveler by profession or who goes on a journey
The Spiritual Provision for the Teens

for an unlawful purpose) or he has intention to stay at his travelling place
for ten or more day, he should fast while travelling.
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Question: “Is travelling in the month of Ramazān is objectionable?”
Answer: There is no objection, in travelling during the month of
Ramazān, but it is abominable to travel during that month to evade fasting.
Question: “Can a traveler keep recommended fast during the travelling?”
Answer: No, but in the Holy city of Medina a traveler can observe
recommended fasts for three days with niyyat (intention) of fulfillment of
his wish, and as an obligatory precaution, those three days would be on
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday.
Question: “He who wants to turn to his city from travel, or travel to
another place where he wants to stay there for ten days, during the month
Answer: If a person, who is journeying in the month of Ramazān, reaches
before midday his hometown, or a place where he intends to stay for ten
days and he has not performed an act, which invalidates a fast, he should
intend for fast and he should observe fast on that day. If he has performed

such an act, it is not obligatory on him to observe fast on that day. If a
traveler reaches after midday, his hometown, or a place where he intends to
stay for ten days, he should not observe fast on that day.

People on whom fasting is not obligatory
Besides a traveler with mentioned conditions, the fasts of the holy month of
Ramazān are not obligatory for the following persons:
1. Fasting is not obligatory on a person who cannot fast because of old
age, or for whom fasting causes extreme hardship.
2. Fasting is not obligatory on a woman whose delivery time has drawn
near and while fasting is injurious to the child in the womb. In both the
cases, she should observe the lapsed fasts which she has failed to observe.
3. If a woman is suckling a child (whether she is its mother or nurse or
suckles it gratis) and the quantity of her milk is small, and fasting is harmful
to her or to the child, it is not obligatory on her fasting. The woman
concerned should observe later the lapsed fasts which she failed to observe.
physically is too weak to observe fast, or fasting is harmful for him.
Whenever he gains power, he will have to observe lapsed fasts.
Question: “If a person knows that fasting is harmful and injurious for
him, can he observe fast?”
Answer: No, it is not allowed to observe fast and if he observes fast, his
fast is void and he should keep lapsed fast after getting recovery.
Question: “If a person believes that fasting is not harmful for him, and he
observes fast, after the evening, it came to know that fasting was harmful
for him, is the fast of that day valid?”
Answer: No, he should observe that fast again as qazā (the lapsed fast).
Question: “Is it obligatory that one should complete his recommended
fast?”
Answer: No, whenever one wants to break, he may but it is
recommended that whenever a believer invites one for eating food, he
should accept his invitation and it is better to break his fast.
Question: How is extracting teeth in state of fasting?
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Answer: It is abominable, likewise performing an act, which becomes the
cause of weakness e.g. bloodletting (extracting the blood from the body) or
going to bath.
Question: “Is it lawful observing a recommended fast of a son without
the permission of his father or mother?”
Answer: If his fasting bothers them, it is not lawful.
Question: “If a person touches a dead body, does his fast become void?”
Answer: No, and if he does not take ghusl for touching the dead body, his
fast will not be void but for prayer, he should take ghusl of touching a dead
body.
Question: “Can a person keep recommended fast while he has the
responsibility of fasts of the holy month of Ramazān?”
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Answer: No, he cannot, as an obligatory precaution, in case, if he has the
responsibility of another obligatory fast that has not specific time.
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Chapter Eighteen

Financial Responsibilities of
Muslims; a Sign of Empathy
Islam is not only a school of ethics and belief but it is consisting of a
comprehensive constitution that fulfills all the material and spiritual
requirements of man. Since the era of the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His
Holy Progeny) this religion has emphasized special attention to support the

deprived, helpless, derelict, patients and defected persons.
Orientation of rules and laws of Islam regarding the ways of acquisition
of wealth, utilization of it and paying obligatory rights of it have been
mentioned such a way while Islam respects the personal efforts and private
property, prevents the accumulation of wealth and property and prevents
its circulation in the hand of a specific group.
In the view of Islamic religious Leadership, if the rich pay rights of their
wealth, no more poor and deprived persons will exist in the society because
one of the major reasons of the presence of helpless people in the society is
that the rich avoid from paying their due rights from their property. Imam
Ali (Peace Be Upon Him) says: “A poor person would never go hungry except by
that which a rich one enjoys (and he is deprived of it).”1
It becomes obvious from the verses of the Holy Qur’an and the sayings of
Infallible Personalities (Peace Be Upon Them) that one of the targets of the religion
1. Nahjul Balagh, Hikmat 328, p. 420.

of Islam is rooting out the unjust inequalities between the rich and poor
class of the society that emerges because of social injustice.
Islam has systematic and comprehensive schedule in order to achieve
this goal and it has designed related detailed laws and constitution. If these
collection of laws and constitution are practiced, the society would be
prosper and successful. Avoid from extortion, selling things at costly rate,
giving short measure, usurpation of wealth of others, theft, profligacy,
squandering, fraud, mixing, alteration, swindling, bribery,

hoarding,

interest and dishonesty in public property, obligatory of taxs, like khums,
zakāt (poor tax) and payment of funds as Fitriyah, Kaffāra, Radd-e-Mazalim
and alimony of subordinates; and encouragement of paying charity and
giving alms, giving loan, endowment of wealth and things in righteous way,
these are a part of this comprehensive schedule.
In this multidimensional schedule, Islam tries to vitalize spirit of faith
and brotherhood, humanity and justice in the soul of Muslims in such a way
that a Muslim should feel ashamed that he eats at his fill and his neighbor
The Spiritual Provision for the Teens

would be hungry.
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If a man possesses not excellence and goodness;
What is the difference between him and a picture on the wall?
It is no virtue to gain the whole world;
Gain the heart of one person if thou canst.1
Here, we would like to clarify some rules amongst the fruitful and
blessingful Islamic financial rules:

Khums
Khums is one fifth of earnings and the benefits that one acquires from
various ways, it should be given with the intention of seek nearness of Allah
Almighty and it should be utilized on specific places that will be mentioned
by the religion of Islam in the following:

Use of khums
Khums is divided into two equal parts:
1. Gulistan, chapter 7, p. 238, Story 11.

A. The first part belongs to the Holy Imam (Peace Be Upon Him) and during the
present time it should be given to a fully qualified mujtahid or spent for
such purposes as may be confirmed by that mujtahid for the protection and
reinforcement of Islam.
B. The other part is the share of Sayyid (Used as a title for a descendant
of the family of the Holy Prophet Muhammad (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny)),
which belongs to Sayyids, or it should be given to a sayyid who is indigent
or an orphan or who has become penniless while travelling. For the
consumption of this, it is not obligatory to seek the permission of a fully
qualified mujtahid but it is better; one should seek permission from him.
Answer to an objection: It is possible that some people think that
conferring half of khums to Sādāt (and the progeny of the Holy Prophet (Peace
Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) is a kind of discrimination and racial distinction

and this not compatible with the spirit of Islam and justice.
One should reply, first, the part that is related to Sādāt is given to the
needy persons amongst them for only one year, according their needs.

In fact, this deed is not only a distinction for Sādāt but keeping them far
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Therefore, those who are living hand to mouth like the poor, orphans and

from general property for the sake of a more important prudence.
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like them can benefit from this portion.
Second: the needy non-Sādāt can fulfill their expenditures of one year by
receiving zakāt but Sādāt are not allowed getting anything from zakāt.
Because zakāt belongs to tax and it is considered general property of
Islamic society. The reason of depriving Sādāt from this general and public
property is this so that the opponent may not make this excuse that the
Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) has made the domination of His
Progeny on the public and general property. In this case, it is obvious that
expenditures of Sādāt should be fulfilled through a proper way like the
other needy people. Islamic laws assure this need through means of khums.

Cases of Khums
It is obligatory to pay khums on the following seven things; it means that
one should give one-fifth part of them:

(i) Profit or gain from earning;
(ii) Minerals;
(iii) Treasure- trove;
(iv) Mingling of lawful property with unlawful property.
(v) Gems obtained from the sea: by diving.
(vi) War booty;
(vii) Land which a zimmi (an infidel living under the protection of
Islamic Government) purchases from a Muslim.

1. Profit from trade and business
If a person earns something by means of agriculture, trade, and industry or
any other profession related to economics and this earning exceeds his own
annual expenses as well those of his family, he should pay khums (i.e. 1/5)
of the property.
If a person comes across some property without having to work for it
(for example, if someone gives him something as a gift, and that property
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2. Minerals
Minerals are part of general property and on the basis of obligatory precaution,
for extracting them during the occultation of Imam of the Time (Peace Be Upon Him),
one should seek permission from a full qualified religious judge.
In this case, if a person extracts gold, silver, lead, copper, iron, oil and
any other mineral from a mine, in case, if the value of a thing which is
extracted from a mine reaches 15 mithqals of coined gold the person
concerned should pay khums on it.

A treasure-trove is the property which is hidden in earth or in a tree or
mountain or wall, and someone takes it out and his owner cannot be
indentify, in this case, if a person finds a treasure-trove in a land, and its
value is equal to that was mentioned in minerals, after deducting his profit

the expenditures which he has incurred in extracting and discovering the
mine, one should pay khums on that amount.

4. Gems obtained by sea diving
These things are also general property and on the basis of obligatory
precaution, for extracting them during the occultation of Imam of the Time
(Peace Be Upon Him), one should seek permission from a full qualified religious

judge. If pearls, corals or other gems are obtained from the seabed by
diving, if it reaches eighteen nukhud (3.457 gram) of gold in value, khums
should be paid on it.

5. When halāl (lawful) property gets mixed up with harām (unlawful) property
If lawful property gets mixed up in such a way that it is not possible to
identify each from the other, and the owner of unlawful property and its
quantity are not known, for turning this property in lawful, the person
concerned should pay khums.

If Muslims wage war against the infidels in compliance with the orders of
the Holy Imam (A.S.) and as a result of the war acquire some property
belonging to the enemy, that property is called ghanimat (war booty). And
it is obligatory to pay khums on what remains after deducting the expenses
of safe custody and transport etc. of that property and setting aside what
the Imam spends according to his discretion and what is his special right of
that booty and in this way, they would be owner of the remaining booty.

7. Land purchased by a non-believer Zimmi from a Muslim
If a non-believer comes under the protection and support of Islamic
government by paying taxes, he is called an infidel Zimmi. If he purchases
land from a Muslim, the former should pay khums on it from that land itself,
or from any other property belonging to him.

Zakāt
In the religion of Islam paying zakāt is a kind of tax on income and
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6. Spoils of war
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accumulated and stagnant wealth. It has been given special importance
even it has status equal to some important acts of worship, in the Holy
Qur’an it has been mentioned equal with prayer. On the other hand, those
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strictly.
Zakāt is one of the important factors of social justice and fight against
poverty and deprivation, fulfilling the gap between various classes of the
society and reinforcement of financial basis of the Muslims. Zakāt is
obligatory worship that is because it should be performed with the
intention of seeking nearness of Allah Almighty and it is factor for the
purification of soul and life from worldliness and Mammon and it is a
source for seeking the nearness for Allah Almighty.
At first level, paying zakāt is to the rich advantage before it would be
useful for the deprived people of the society because if zakāt is not paid, the
wealth will be accumulated on one point and at the side of it, a majority of
deprived and downtrodden persons come into existence. After the passage
of some time, a great expulsion comes into being that will burn the wealth
and life of the rich into ashes.
It is narrated from Imam Sadiq (Peace Be Upon Him): “Indeed no loss occurs on
dry land and at sea/river except for those who do not pay zakāt, therefore,
insure and guard your wealth by paying zakāt.1
It is obligatory to pay zakāt on the following things:
It is obligatory to pay zakāt on the following nine things: (i) Wheat (ii)
Barley (iii) Palm dates (iv) Raisins (v) Gold (Vi) silver (vii) Camel (viii) Cow
(ix) Sheep (including goat). And if a person is the owner of these nine things
he should, in accordance with the conditions which are mentioned in the
book Tawzih-ul-Masail (the Practical Islamic Laws).

Utilization of Zakāt
Zakāt can be spent for the following purposes:

(i) It may be given to a poor, or a destitute person, who does not possess
sufficient means to meet his own expenses as well as those of the members
of his family for a period of one year.
1. Wasa'il ash-Shi‘a. vol. 9, p. 28-29, Hadith 21.

(ii)It may be given to those non-Muslims who may be inclined to Islam,
or may assist the Muslims with the zakāt money in fighting against the
enemies.
(iii) It may be paid to a miskeen (a destitute person) who leads a harder
life than a faghir (a poor person).
(iv) It may be spent to purchase the slaves who may be faced with
difficulties and to set them free, however, at present era, such deed is out of
fashion.
(v) It may be given to an indebted person who cannot repay his debt but
it is conditional that their debt should not be used in disobedience (of Allah
Almighty) and sin.
(vi) It may be spent for the cause of public interests and for the
enforcement of Islam and the Muslims and such deed are called “Fi Sabil
Lillah” (in the cause of Allah i.e. for things which are done to seek Divine
pleasure); for example, to construct a mosque, a school, bathroom, library
or to widen and solidify the roads.

maintain its accounts and to deliver it to the Imam or representative His
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(vii) It may be given to a penniless traveler who has no means to reach

Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) or the indigent.
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his motherland and he is called “Ibne Sabil”. If the provisions for the journey
of a traveler are exhausted, or his animal of riding is disabled and his
journey is not a sinful one, and he cannot reach his destination by taking
loan or selling something, he can take zakāt even though he may not be a
poor person in his hometown. However, if he can procure the expenses of
his journey at some other place by borrowing money or selling something,
he can take only that quantity of zakāt, which may enable him to reach that
place.
(viii) It may be given to a person who has been appointed by the Holy
Imam or his representative to collect zakāt, to keep it in safe custody, to

Fitriyyah (Zakāt-ul-Fitr)
Zakāt-ul-Fitra is one of the obligatory poor taxes that become obligatory on

every qualified person every year. It should be paid with the intention of

seeking nearness of Allah Almighty to the poor and indigent person of the
society.
It is narrated from Imam Sadiq (Peace Be Upon Him): “Paying Fitriyya is
obligatory for the persons who complete the fasts of the Holy month of
Ramazān as Salawāt (sending peace and blessing) on the Holy Prophet (Peace
Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) makes the prayer perfect. The person who keeps

the fasts of Ramazān but does not pay Fitriyya, Allah Almighty will not
accept his fasts, as if a person does not send salutations on the Holy Prophet
(Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) after tashahhud in the prayer, his prayer would

not be accepted.”1 It is understood from some traditions that this kind of
zakāt protects the person from a sudden death.2

Anyway, If, at the time of sunset on Eidul fitr night (the night preceding
Eid day), a person is adult and sane and is neither unconscious, nor

indigent, nor the slave of another, it is obligatory for him that he should pay
to a deserving person, on his own behalf as well as on behalf of all those
who are his dependents, and those who take their meals at his house, either
The Spiritual Provision for the Teens

they are small or elder and Muslim or infidel.
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Quantity of Fitriyya (Zakat-ul-Fitr)
It is obligatory for a person that he should pay it on his own behalf as well
as on behalf of all those who are his dependents, about three kilos per head
of wheat or barley or dates or raisins or rice or millet etc. It is also sufficient
if he pays the price of one of these foodstuffs in cash.

Utilization of Fitriyya
Zakāt al-Fitra can be utilized for any of eight purposes which have been

mentioned about zakāt of property. However, the recommended
precaution is that Zakāt-ul-Fitr should be paid to an indigent Twelver Shi‘a
Ithna Ashari who does not utilizes it for sin and disobedience. The
obligatory precaution is that it should not be given to a person who drinks
wine and who commits sins openly. However, it is recommended that
1. Wasa'il ash-Shi‘a, vol.9, p. 318, Hadith 5.
2. Ibid, p. 328, Hadith 5.

while giving zakāt of fitr one should prefer one's indigent relatives, and
then one's indigent neighbors, and then the learned persons who are
indigent. However, if others enjoy superiority for some reason, it is
recommended that preference be given to them.

Time of paying Fitriyya
The person who cannot offer prayer of Eidul Fitr, he may pay Fitriyya before
zuhr on Eid, but if a person who can offer his prayer of Eidul Fitr on the
basis of obligatory precaution, he should pay his Fitriyyah before offering
Eid prayer and if he could not be able to find any deserving person up to
this time, he should separate this wealth and should pay latter.

Recommended alms and giving it in the way of Allah Almighty
One of the great social troubles that always conflicted with man, and at
present, man is conflicting with it in spite of all industrial and material
development, is the problem of the gap between various classes of the

wealth to such extent that they are unable to account it, while some other
persons suffer from the poverty and hunger. It is impossible for them to
provide the necessary requirements of their life like, residence, simple
dress and food. It is obvious that such society would be a very unstable
society and it will not get real happiness and deliverance.
One of the ways to combat against this great trouble is helping the poor
and helpless persons and doing benevolence in their favors, and Islam has
stressed much on this issue. It is narrated from some traditions that alms
reaches the hand of Allah Almighty before it reaches the hand of a poor
person.1 That is because Imam Sajjad (Peace Be Upon Him) used to kiss his hand
whiling gave alms.2 When Imam Baqir (Peace Be Upon Him) used to give alms, he
used to get it back and smelt and kissed and gave it back to the poor.3
1. Wasa'il ash-Shi‘a, vol. 9, p. 409, Hadith 1.
2. Ibid, p. 433-434, Hadith 2.
3. Ibid, p. 406-407, Hadith 2.
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society and the centralization and accumulation of wealth. It means that
poverty, helpless and deprivation stand on a side while on the other side,
the accumulation of wealth stands. Some persons have accumulated the
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It is concluded from some traditions, when a person intends to give
alms, seventy devils mislead and tempt him not to do this good deed. By
giving alms, that person pulls it out from the mouths of these Satans and
places it on the hand of Allah Almighty.1
Giving alms has many social effects as well as many blessings and
benefits for the person who gives it. Here, we would like to mention, some
of them:
1. Increasing of wealth and bringing blessing; Imam Sadiq (Peace Be Upon Him)
says: “Seek livelihood by giving alms.”2
2. To remove sudden calamities and tragic deaths from man; the Holy
Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) says: “Alms shuts seventy doors of
evil.”3
It is narrated that once upon a time, the prophet Jesus (Peace Be Upon Him) was
sitting with his companions while a person passed near them. His Highness
(Peace Be Upon Him) said to companions, “Very soon, this person will die, if God

will” but after a while the person returned while bearing bundles of
The Spiritual Provision for the Teens

firewood on his shoulder. The companions of His Highness said to him, “Oh,
son of Marry! You said that he would die but he is alive!” His Highness (Peace
Be Upon Him) replied to the man, “Loosen your firewood”, the man obeyed and

untied the bundle of firewood, and Lo! Suddenly a black snake that
swallowed a stone was seen. The Prophet Jesus (Peace Be Upon Him) said, “What
have you done today?” He replied, “I have done nothing, except I had two
breads in my hand, a poor passed me and begged from me and I gave him
one of them.”4
3. Rooting out of poverty and destitution, it is narrated from Imam Ali
(Peace Be Upon Him): “Whenever poverty strikes, you must trade with Allah by

giving Sadaqah (alms).”5
4. Alms shields you against the fire of the Hell.6
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1. Ibid, p. 370, Hadith 12.
2. Ibid, Hadith 10.
3. Bihar al-Anwar, vol. 93, p. 132, Hadith 64.
4. Wasa'il Shi‘a, vol.9, p. 389, Hadith 8.
5. Ibid, p. 372, Hadith 20.
6. Ibid, P. 369, Hadith 7.

5. Alms causes recovery and cure of diseases; the Holy Prophet (Peace Be
Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) says: “Cure and treat your diseased by giving alms.1

It is worth mentioning that one should gives alms by the intention of
seeking nearness of Allah Almighty and he should not demand anything in
place of alms.

Radde Mazālim
If one caused damage to the property of another person intentionally or
unintentionally, or has used the wealth of him without taking permission
and now one is unable to identify the owner and does not recognize them at
present and is unable to access them, for the compensation of that damage
to their wealth, with the permission of a full qualified mujtahid (jurist)
either he should give this property if it is existed or quantity of that
damaged property and likewise, equal to the damage of that property, he
should give alms in behalf of his owner, this act is called “Radde Mazālim”.

The root word of kaffāra is ‘Kufr’ that means hiding. That is because the
person who does not believe in Allah Almighty is called Kāfir who hides the
reality. Kaffārah hides the sins of a person who has committed the
undesirable deeds intentionally as well as it recovers the damage that has
taken place due to ignorance that is because it is called kaffārah.
In fact, kaffārat prevent one from disobedience and because of
compensation of sins and mistakes, it has also instructive aspect. It makes
strong the basis of faith and makes the man observant of the decrees of
Allah Almighty.
Paying kaffārat in form of giving food to the poor and dressing them clothes,
slaughtering cow, goat and camel and distributing their meat amongst them
because of committing some deeds in state of fasting or in state of Ihrām2 of
Hajj or ‘Umrah and like them, all these things are more effective than physical
punishment and also it’s effective regarding poverty alleviation.
1. Ibid, p. 372, Hadith 18.
2. Ihrām in hajj or ‘umrah is a state wherein certain actions that are usually halāl become harām.
Ihrām also refers to two unsown pieces of clothing a person dons while in hajj or ‘umrah.
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Kaffarāt (Compensations)
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Chapter Nineteen

Hajj; a Great Islamic Conference
Hajj (pilgrimage) means visiting the House of Allah Almighty (Ka‘aba) in the

Holy city of Mecca and also performing all those ceremonies which have
been ordered to be performed according to the Islamic laws. Performing
this glorious worship like other acts of worship possesses many blessing
and bounties for an individual and the society. If the Muslims perform it
according to accurate and valid schedule and if they do not consider it as
recreation and journey or showiness and ostentation, this great divine
worship will bring a fresh change in the Islamic world every year.

Effects and various aspects of Hajj
These are some aspects and effect of this valuable rite:

1. Spiritual revolution and self construction
The most important aspect of Hajj is its ethical aspect; the person who is
going to perform Hajj, by wearing the simple dress of Ihrām, distances from
superficial distinctions and the glitzy and colorful dresses, and
beautification and with sanctions of a few delights, he concentrate on selfconstruction and gets distance from material world and he keeps himself
busy in the world of light and purification. By performing every rite of Hajj,
the spiritual cord of man becomes stronger with Allah Almighty. One gets

separation from his dark and sinful past and he creates strong connection
with bright and pure future. He gets back his undisruptive page of his and
he turns a new leaf of his life and his new life gets start. That is because it is
mention in some traditions: “Hajj and ‘Umrah root out the sin and poverty

The Spiritual Provision for the Teens
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It is also mentioned: “One who intends to perform Hajj or ‘Umrah and
moves towards Ka‘aba, without a supercilious behavior, he would be
separated from sins as he had not sins by birth.2
Surely, Hajj is the rebirth of the Muslims and this birth is a new
beginning for a perfect life and the life that is full of human characteristics.
During the course of performing this divine worship, at every step, man
visualize the stories, endeavors and self-sacrifice of the Prophet Abraham
and Ismail and his mother “Hajar”, and likewise he imagines memorabilia of
the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) and great pioneers of Islam
and the efforts of the Prophet's companions and endeavors of the Muslims
in the beginning of Islam on that land.
What a beautiful act is that if you dear teens, during the time of seclusion
with Allah Almighty, you should beg to Him for power of performing this
attractive and enjoyable worship that may Allah Almighty confer upon you
this opportunity during your youth so that you may get the benefits of
Divine Grace with more mirth and healthiness.

2. Solidarity and unity of Muslim nation
One of the important effects and benefits of Hajj is its political aspect. Hajj
rites are the purest deeds of worship and are effective source for the
development of political purposes of Islam. These majestic and glorious rites
are effective factors for the unity amongst the Muslims and it is source of
transmission of accurate political news of Islamic countries and it is also
effective to cut the chains of slavery and colonialism and making free the
Muslims from their paws of transgressor and arrogant. In fact, rites are mixed
with the essence of worship and attention towards Allah Almighty with the
essence of politics and attention toward the slaves of Allah Almighty.
1. Furu‘-e-Kafi, vol. 4, p. 255, Hadith 12.
2. Ibid, p. 252, Hadith 2.

In some traditions, Hajj has been considered as Jihad of weak people.1 In
this kind of Jihad, even old men and women can present and can reflect the
majesty and glory of Islamic Nation and they can frighten their enemies by
standing in the queues of prayer around the House of Allah Almighty and by
raising slogans of unity. Therefore, it is compulsory that during the season
of Hajj, all the Muslims should avoid from sectarian conflict, separation and
difference. They should develop understanding and should analyze the
ways of reinforcement of religion and triumph over the enemy.

3. Preaching and spreading out Islamic teachings
Another benefit of Hajj is its cultural and scientific aspect. The coordination
and relation amongst the various groups of Muslims society, during the
days of Hajj can be the most effective factor for cultural exchange and
transmission of thoughts. That is because the period of strangulation during
the dynasties of “Abbasid” and “Omayyad” were existed in order to stop
preaching and spreading out of the Islamic teachings and sciences, the

considered as one of the philosophy of these rites. Imam Sadiq (Peace Be Upon
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people get the golden opportunity during the days of Hajj and they used to

Him) replied to the question of one His companions; Hisham when asked
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solve their problems by connecting with Infallible Imams (Peace Be Upon Them) and
other ‘Ulamā ( religious learned men).
Hajj, as a great cultural conference of thinkers of Islamic world, during

the days of Hajj, it can bring them together and can spread and transmit the
news and Islamic works and works of leaders of Islam.

4. Reinforcement of economic foundations of Islam
Another aspect of Hajj is its economical aspect; getting benefit from the
great rites of Hajj for the reinforcement of economic foundations of Islamic
countries is not only contradicted with the essence of Hajj but also it is

about the philosophy of performing Hajj. His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) said
that, “one of the benefits of this divine responsibility is movement of trade
capital and wealth from one city to another city. What a beautiful idea is
1. Wasa'il ash-Shi‘a, vol. 11, p. 12, Hadith 14.

that all the Muslims should establish a common Islamic bazaar and they
should provide the ground for trade and exchanges amongst themselves so
that their profit would not be transferred to the enemies of Islam and their
economics should be depended upon them.
Keeping in consideration whatever was said that the Muslims can get the
benefit of this excellent opportunity and they should hold political, cultural
and economic summits and get benefits from this especial worship. May be
on the basis of this argument, Imam Sadiq (Peace Be Upon Him) says: “As long as
the Holy Ka‘aba is erected, Islam will be established and secured.”1
But alas and regret that we pass near this benefit and effect simply and
some person declared this journey source of picnic and recreation and
some others get the benefit of this journey for showing off and ostentation.
The Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) says: “Sometime will
come, when the kings and rulers will travel for Hajj for the recreational and
fun purposes and the rich will travel for profits, and the poor will travel for
begging.”2
The Spiritual Provision for the Teens
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perform Hajj?”
Answer: It is obligatory on a person once in his lifetime, provided that he
fulfills the following conditions:
(i) He should be adult and sane.
(ii) He should possess provisions for the journey He should possess
means to perform Hajj.
(iii) On account of proceeding for Hajj, he should not be obliged to do an
act which it is better to avoid than to perform Hajj or may not forsake an
obligatory task which may be more important than Hajj.
Question: How provision and power for Hajj is materialized and what
are its conditions:
1. He should be healthy and should have power to perform rites of Hajj.
2. He should possess sufficient means for travelling.
3. He should have the expenses of those whose maintenance is
1. Wasa'il ash-Shi‘a, vol. 21, p. 14, Hadith 5.
2. Ibid, p. 60, Hadith 9.

obligatory on him as well as the expenses of those whom people consider it
necessary for him to meet until the time of returning from Hajj.
4. There should be no obstacle on the way to Mecca. If the road is closed,
or if a person fears that he will lose his life or honor while on his way to
Mecca, or he will be deprived of his property, it is not obligatory on him to
perform Hajj.
5. He should have enough time to reach Mecca and to perform all the
ceremonies in connection with Hajj.
6. On return from Hajj, he should possess some means of livelihood (e.g.
farming, business, service etc.) so that he may not be constrained to lead a
hard life.
Question: “If a person can afford to perform Hajj but does not perform it,
and then he becomes poor, whether Hajj is obligatory for him or not?”
Answer: He should perform Hajj afterwards even though it may be hard
for him.
Part Three: Religious Rulings and Duties
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Chapter Twenty

Jihad, a Door amongst the Doors of the Paradise
Jihad is one of the obligatory divine commandments. Jihad means fighting
and combating against the enemies of Allah Almighty. The various verses of
the Holy Qur’an are about Jihad and the dignity of warriors in the way of
Allah. In many verses of the Holy Qur’an, as Allah Almighty has sworn on
the breathing of the horses of warrior, sparking of their hoofs and dust that
raises because of their rapid movement in the very first verse of Surah al‘Adiyat. The nations those stand fast and show resistance against
oppressive persons and transgressors of their rights and respect and they
scarify their dearest ones in this way, they were always alive and stable and
they will be praised by the coming generation but those who have turned
their face from Jihad for the sake of fun and getting benefits from delights of
transient life of this world, they wear the dress of humiliation and
demission and slavery, they suffer from gradual death and they face the
reprimand and reproaches of the next generations.
The following precious and wise sayings express the importance of Jihad
in the way of Allah Almighty and the dignity of the warriors who stand and
show resistance at the cost of their life against the enemies of Islam and
humanity:
1. The Holy Qur’an says: Lo! Allah Almighty loveth them who battle for His
cause in ranks, as if they were a solid structure.1
1. Surah Saff (61), verse 4.

2. The Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) says: “Do Jihad so that
you may leave dignity and glory as a heritance for your children.”1
The Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) also says: “He who leaves
Jihad, Allah will put on them dress of humiliation and will make their life
suffer from poverty and need and will spread the shadow of darkness on his
religion. Allah Almighty confers upon me glory by sources of hoofs of the
horses who marched in the battlefield and arrows of spears.”2
3. Imam Ali (Peace Be Upon Him) says: “Surely jihad is one of the doors of
Paradise, which Allah has opened for His chief friends. It is the dress of
piety and the protective armour of Allah and His trustworthy shield.
Whoever abandons it Allah covers him with the dress of disgrace and the
clothes of distress. He is kicked with contempt and scorn, and his heart is
veiled with screens (of neglect). Truth is taken away from him because of
missing jihad. He has to suffer ignominy and justice is denied to him.”3
However, it should be remembered that today, fight against the enemies
of Islam and the Muslims cannot be summarized in form of fighting with
The Spiritual Provision for the Teens

weapon but every kind of attempts and efforts in various fields like;
economics, cultural, educational and political and progress of the sacred
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divine purposes are included to Jihad. Therefore, it is important for the
Muslims that they should devastate the evil designs of the enemies for
domination on the Islamic counties and the evil designs related to
mentioned fields with unity and solidarity.

Kinds of Jihad
1. Primary Jihad
It means that the Muslims appoint their troops for the suppression of
equipped rebels against the Imam of the Muslims, and for inviting the
infidels and non-believers to the Islam and justice or for preventing infidels
want to violate this treaty.
1. Wasa'il ash-Shi‘a, vol. 15, p. 15, Hadith 16.
2. Ibid, p. 14, Hadith 2.
3 Ibid,p.14, Hadith 13.

In fact, the aim of this kind of Jihad is not spreading the boundaries of
Islamic state but the purpose of this kind of Jihad is defense of the natural
rights of nations that have been deprived by the infidel and transgressor
forces from worshiping of monotheism and Oneness, justice,
awareness from lofty thoughts of Islam and accepting it freely.

and

2. Defensive Jihad
This kind of Jihad is a war against enemy who attack on the boundaries of
the Muslim countries and they want military, political, cultural or economic
domination on them. It is possible that Jihad against the equipped rebels,
who are fighting against the Muslims, is also considered as defensive Jihad.
Question: “Who is qualified for obligatory Jihad?”
Answer: Those who are adult, sane, man and healthy. Therefore, the
person who is blind, cripple and the person who cannot perform his duty in
this ground, Jihad is not obligatory on him. However, if there would be

it is obligatory for all the rich that they should contribute according to their
capacity.
Question: “If parents prevent their son from participating in Jihad or
defence, is his duty will be voided?”
Answer: In case, if his presence on the battlefield is obligatory and Jihad
is imperative duty for him, their prevention is not effective and he must
participate in Jihad but if his presence is not necessary and Jihad is a
collective duty on him, and there are sufficient armed force on the front,
and his participation causes discomfort and worriment of the parent, it is
not lawful to oppose them.
Question: “If an invader assault with intention to murder a person or do
every kind of aggression towards him, or his honor and reputation, and his
relatives, what is the duty of the attacked person?”
Answer: It is obligatory that he should defend his relatives and himself
by every possible way, he can, though it is resulted in killing of invader but
he should try to use lighter ways for his defence and should avoid from
harsh and hard deeds.
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sufficient armed force to participate in Jihad, this duty will be void for
others. It is evident that if there is need of wealth for the continuity of Jihad,
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Question: “If a thief attacks one's property or attacks his relatives, what
is his duty?”
Answer: The man has right to defense of his wealth, life and relatives
while abiding by the laws, he should try to use lighter ways for his defence
and should avoid from harsh and hard deeds.
Question: “If a person, with this thought that a person wants to invade
on his wealth, or reputation or his family, at defensive position, he harms
that person but later, he came to know that his thought was wrong, what is
his duty?”
Answer: “He must compensate the damages but he is not guilty.”
Question: “In case, if an animal which belongs to another person invades
on another person, at defensive position, can he harm this animal?”
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Answer: In case, if there is no other way for keeping safe from his
invasion, there is no harm in harming the animal.
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Chapter Twenty One

Amr bil Ma‘roof (to enjoin good deeds) and Nahyi
‘anil Munkar (to forbid others from bad acts);
General Supervision
The “Ma‘roof” means recognized and “Munkar” means anonymous. In this
way, the deeds that are considered good by judgment of intellect and the
deeds that have been ordered to be done by Islamic Laws (Shari‘ah),
whether they are obligatory or recommended, are considered Ma‘roof. On
the other hand, the deeds that are bad and undesirable, in view of intellect
and pure nature of man, and Islamic Law has prevented to do these deeds
whether they are prohibited or abominable, they are called Munkar.
One of the most important duties of every Muslims is that he should
encourage others for good deeds and discourage them not to do bad deeds.
It means that all the people should feel their responsibility regarding to
each other. They should consider themselves responsible for the deeds that
people or government officials do in the society, and they should supervise
generally on that deeds and in this way, they should perform the duty of
enjoin good deeds and forbid them from bad acts.
In the view of Islam, supervision of people on acts and deeds of others in the
society is considered as a natural right that is connected with the destiny of all
other people who live in the society because the bad impact of an undesirable
act is not limited to a certain point but it is penetrated in all the points and
every sin and individual anomalies can be resulted in form of a social disaster.

In fact, as the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him) has said: “The example of a
sinner in the society is like the person who embarks in a boat and when
the boat reaches in the middle of sea, he starts making hole with an axe, in
that boat on the very place he is sitting. When he is objected, he says: ‘I am
owner of my area and making a hole in the very place where I am sitting.’
At this very place, if others do not prevent him from this dangerous deed,
very soon, the water will be entered in the boat and all will be drowned
into the sea.”1
The Holy Qur’an says about this topic:
The believing men and believing women are allies of one another. They
enjoin what is right and forbid what is wrong and establish prayer and give
zakāt and obey Allah and His Messenger. Those - Allah will have mercy upon
them. Indeed, Allah is Exalted in Might and Wise.2
According to the Holy Qur’an, all the faithful people are responsible in
front of each other by means of guardianship that they have on each other
and they should invite each other for good acts and forbid from bad acts.
The Spiritual Provision for the Teens
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invite the people towards good deed and forbid them from bad deeds and in
this way, they serve the human society and due to this distinction, Allah
Almighty has declared them the best amongst the nations:
Ye are the best community that hath been raised up for mankind. Ye enjoin
right conduct and forbid indecency; and ye believe in Allah Almighty.3
Performing this divine obligatory ensures the spread of faith in Allah
Almighty and implementation of all individual and social laws. Negligence
about performing this duty causes the weakness of the essence of faith in
the hearts, collapses the foundations of faith, and brings out the control of
the society from the hands of good people and hands over it to the bad and
evil people and it brings humiliation for the Muslims.
For awareness about the importance of this divine commandment and
getting information regarding its role in the safety of individuals and
1. Kanz al-Ommal, vol.3, p. 69-70, No. 5533.
2. Surah Touba (9), verse 71.
3. Surah Al-e ‘Imran (3), verse 110.

society, it is important to mention some related sayings of Infallible Imams
(Peace Be Upon Them) in the following:

1. Wasa'il ash-Shi‘a, vol. 16, p. 123, Hadith 18.
2. Ma‘alim al-Qurba Fi Ahkām al-Hasba, p. 67-68.
3. Wasa'il ash-Shi‘a, vol. 16, p. 134, Hadith 9.
4. Ibid, p. 119, Hadith 6.
5. Ibid, p. 118, Hadith 118.
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1. The Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) says: “Enjoin what is
right and forbid what is wrong. For as long as you do so, your society will be
strong and happy; but when the Muslims would fail in this, their society
will be dominated by oppressors and no matter how much they pray to
Allah for deliverance from the oppressors, Allah Almity will not answer
their prayers and they will find no justice anywhere, neither in the skies nor
in the earth.”1
2. The Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) has said: “The highest
martyrs of my nation are those who stand fast against the cruel ruler and
invite him towards good act and forbid him from bad acts and due to this
deed he is killed. Such kind of martyrs had status in the paradise between
Hamza and Ja‘far.2
3. Imam Ali (Peace Be Upon Him) says: “In comparison to Amr bil Ma‘roof (to
enjoin good deeds) and Nahyi ‘anil Munkar (to forbid others from bad acts),
other good deeds and Jihad in the way of Allah is like a drop of water in
comparison to the sea.”3
4. Imam Baqir (Peace Be Upon Him) say: “Amr bil Ma‘roof (to enjoin good
deeds) and Nahyi ‘anil Munkar (to forbid others from bad acts) are two
great divine obligatory deeds which due to this great divine obligatory deed
other obligatory deeds are performed, the roads become safe, the earnings
become halāl and lawful, the rights of the people are observed, the earth
advances towards progress, the enemies of Allah Almighty are taken
revenge and in the light of these two deeds, all the deeds progress on their
ways.”4
5. Imam Reza (Peace Be Upon Him) says: “You must practice Amr bil Ma‘roof
and Nahy ‘anil Munkar because if you do not, you will be ruled upon by evil
people and after that if the righteous ones among you will supplicate, their
supplications shall not be granted.”5
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A response to an objection:
Sometimes, it is presented an objection that practicing this religious duty
causes waywardness of the people and implementation of personal methods.
As a result of this, turmoil and chaos will take place in the Islamic society.
In response, it should be said: “Amr bil Ma‘roof (to enjoin good deeds)
and Nahyi ‘anil Munkar (to forbid others from bad acts) has various
conditions, grades and levels. By practicing on this divine commandment, in
some cases the sinner must be killed or flogged or slapped, without the
permission of a qualified Islamic ruler or judge, no one can do such kind of
deeds. In this way, it comes clear that by practicing this divine
commandment, the society will not only suffer from chaos and turmoil but a
dead and motionless society will turn into alive and active society in which
all the people supervise the deeds of each others.
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Conditions of Amr Bil Ma‘roof (To enjoin good deeds)
And Nahyi ‘Anil Munkar (To forbid others from bad acts)
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The issue of Amr bil Ma‘roof (to enjoin good deeds) and Nahyi ‘anil Munkar
(to forbid others from bad acts), depending on the circumstance, can take
different forms: it can become wājib (obligatory). Even the means of Amr bil
Ma‘roof and Nahyi ‘anil Munkar depends on the circumstances of the issue
and the person involved.
The person who wants to do Amr bil Ma‘roof and Nahyi ‘anil Munkar
should observe the following conditions: In case of presence of conditions
of to, is obligatory and shunning it is a sin.
1. One must be familiar with the Islamic view on that issue in order to
define properly "good" and "evil" before encouraging others to do good or
forbid them from evil.
2. In each given case, one must weigh the possibility of the influence of
his/her advice. If one is sure or there seems to be a great probability that
his/her words will have no effect on the other person, then it is not
necessary to do Amr bil Ma‘roof or Nahyi ‘anil Munkar.
Saline earth will not produce hyacinths;
Throw not away thy seeds or work thereon.1
1. Gulistan, chapter 1, 54, Story 4.

3. One must also evaluate the state of the person whom he/she want to
advise. Is he insisting or repeating the evil deeds or was it just one time slip
on his part? If one discern or come to know that he is not going to repeat
the sin, then one does not has to do Amr bil Ma‘roof (to enjoin good deeds)
and Nahyi ‘anil Munkar (to forbid others from bad acts) and it is not
obligatory on him/her.
4. One must also evaluate the overall situation to make sure that his
action of Amr bil Ma‘roof (to enjoin good deeds) and Nahyi ‘anil Munkar (to
forbid others from bad acts) would not lead to a worse situation than what
exists at present. Therefore, if he knows or thinks or there is a sensible
probability that if the life, property and honor up to a noteworthy
magnitude of the person doing Amr bil Ma‘roof and Nahyi ‘anil Munkar is
endangered or if the performance of Amr Ma‘roof and Nahyi ‘anil Munkar
causes unbearable distress to him then Amr Ma‘roof and Nahyi ‘anil Munkar
is not obligatory but in many cases it is unlawful. The same is the case if

5. Prior to him, some other persons would not do this duty. Therefore, if
some other persons have taken step for this deed and they got their
purpose, Amr bil Ma‘roof (to enjoin good deeds) and Nahyi ‘anil Munkar (to
forbid others from bad acts) is not obligatory for him because this duty is
Wājib-e-Kifa’ei1, in such case if one person does it then others are absolved
from it but if no one does it then everyone turns out to be sinners and all
are deserving of punishment.
When an affair succeeds without my idle talk;
It is not meet for me to speak thereon;
But if I see a blind man near a well;
It is a crime for me to remain silent. 2
Question: “What is the ruling related to enjoining the good regarding
recommended deed and forbidding evil regarding the abominable thing?”
Answer: Related to such cases enjoining the good and forbidding evil is a
recommended deed.
1. An obligatory act which if performed by one ceases to be obligatory on the others.
2. Gulistan, p. 94, Story 38.
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there is a danger of causing harm to any of the Muslims life, property and
honor up to a noteworthy magnitude.
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Question: “Are all cases of enjoining the good and forbidding evil which
resulte the life or property of the person doing Abm/Nam up to a
noteworthy magnitude becomes endangered, make the duty of man void?”
Answer: No, but in the cases of enjoining the good and forbidding evil that
have been given importance by religion like; protection of the Holy Qur’an
and belief of the Muslims and their freedom. In such cases, the responsibility
of man will not be absolved and if the protection of such cases depends upon
scarification of life and property, one should not avoid from it. However,
identification of such matters is not job of every person, and in such cases,
permission of a full-qualified Islamic ruler or judge is required.

Levels of enjoining the good and forbidding evil
There are grades and levels in order to perform this important duty. In case,
if the target is achieved by implementation of lower grade, nobody is
allowed to take step for a higher level. These are the levels of enjoining the
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good and forbidding evil in the following:
1. By Indirect action: By indirectly expressing your dislike of the other
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person's wrongful behavior. For example, by not greeting him or greeting
him without the previous warmth, or by ignoring him with the hope that
this might lead the person to think about change in your attitude towards
him, and hopefully guide him to the right direction.
2. Verbally: If the first method does not work, then talk to the person.
Whether you should talk politely and friendly, or harshly depends on the
situation.
3. By Direct Action: It means if the sinner is not ready to avoid form
sin without implementation of force or he does not perform enjoining the
good, it is obligatory that one should utilize force against him but if this
task is depended upon killing or injuring the sinner, nobody is allowed to
take step for such deed, but after the existing of all above mentioned
conditions, at this stage, before any action, one should seek permission of
a full qualified mujtahid.

Some advices and recommendations
1. Enjoining the good and forbidding evil should be for the reformation of

the individual and society and it should be performed with goodwill and
sympathy and one should be far from revenge and personal enmity.
2. One should demonstrate his love, affection and tolerance while
performing this duty and he should utilize the best and the most productive
method and way, while performing this duty. He should avoid from using force,
undesirable behavior, and the deeds that resulted in undesirable and negative
effectives. The method of the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) and
Infallible Imams (Peace Be Upon Them) indicate that they used to demonstrate their
utmost love and kind while performing this duty. That is the reason, their worst
enemies used to surrender themselves very soon to them.
3. In case, enjoining the good and forbidding evil would not be useful for
some persons but some other persons are of the view that probably they
would be succeed in this task and their enjoining the good and forbidding
evil, is effective, they should take step regarding this ground.
4. In some cases, if performing this divine obligatory alone is not
possible, it requires a group of well-wishers and their efforts for this task.

6. In contemporary era, establishment of cultural societies or publication
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5. Practicing this deed is full of hardship and difficulties because some

of books and generals or production of programs of television and radio
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profit seekers and hegemonic persons are not ready to accept the right
easily, and on many cases, they want to harass and cause mischief for the
persons who are performing the duty of enjoining the good and
forbidding evil. Therefore, one must have patience and resistance while
performing this deed and he should not take his heels when he faces
troubles and difficulties. In the Holy Qur’an, Luqman (Peace Be Upon Him)
advises his son and says:
O my dear son! Establish worship and enjoin kindness and forbid iniquity,
and persevere whatever may befall thee. Lo! that is of the steadfast heart of
things.1

and things related to that cause the enforcement of pillars of faith, ethics,
practical or they become the reason of progress of thoughts and rising the
level of social and religious information of the people, surely these are the
1. Wasa'il ash-Shi‘a, vol. 17, p. 57-58.

important duties and it is praiseworthy that everyone should perform this
duty as much as possible and it is not lawful to avoid from these deeds.
Likewise, all the existing means and sources of communications should be
utilized for propagandizing and spreading out noble ethics and desirable
characteristics and for spreading Islamic culture. They should get the
benefits of various thoughts and they should strictly avoid from spreading
anti-Islamic culture and immorality.
Question: “In case, preventing a sinner is depended upon taking the
control of tools of sin from him or is depended upon the elimination of that
tools, can one take the control of that tools or can these be destroyed?”
Answer: If there is no alternative this deed is lawful, rather it is
obligatory. Likewise, if stopping a sinner depends upon his banishment
from the place of sin, one can do such deed.
Question: “Can one commit a sin while stopping a person from
committing sins?
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Answer: No, it is not lawful unless the sin which a person wants to
commit is a great sin which Allah Almighty does not tolerate it at any rate.
For example, a person want to murder another person unjustly, in such
case, keeping view all the levels of enjoining the good and forbidding evil,
one must be prevented from committing such sin, though a man would be
compelled to commit a sin lower than that sin.
Question: “If a person attacks an innocent person to murder him, while
defending it is probable that invader become injured or killed, is it obligatory
to get permission from a full qualified mujtahid before defending?”
Answer: No, in such cases, one should stop killing through every possible
ways, though this deed is culminated in murder of the invader.
In time of need, when flight is no more possible,
The hand grasps the point of the sharp sword.1
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1. Gulistan, chapter 1, p. 45, story 1.

Chapter Twenty Two

Lawful and Unlawful Earnings
Importance of working and struggling
In the thoughts and teachings of religion of Islam working, strive and
struggling for halāl (lawful) earnings for the fulfillment of requirements of
the life have been give special importance. Work, strive and struggle repels
sluggishness, laziness and dejection from man and creates exhilaration in
him is the best way of positive physical and intellectual activity. The nations
that suffer from poverty and hungriness and they depend upon others for
the fulfillment of their requirements, they will never experience the taste of
independence, glory and pride.
It has been emphasized in many traditions that Allah Almighty considers
an unemployed and a sleepy person enemy.1 The Divine Prophets, including
the Holy Prophet of Islam (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) Infallible Imams (Peace Be
Upon Them) were busy in agriculture, animal husbandry and sheepherding,
tailoring, making armor and forging. They used to meet their requirements of
life by strive and struggle. It is narrated in a tradition; Allah Almighty sent
revelation on the Prophet David:
Oh David! You are very good slave but you have only one drawback which
is that you meet your needs of life by wealth of Bait al-Māl (public treasury)
and you do not utilize your skill.
1. Wasa'il ash-Shi‘a, vol. 17, p. 57-58.

After this incident, the Prophet David (Peace Be Upon Him) had been
weeping for forty days in the court of Allah Almighty. Therefore, Allah
Almighty ordered the iron that it should be softened for David. After
softening the iron with the commandment of Allah Almighty, Prophet
David (Peace Be Upon Him) used to make an armour daily and by selling it, he
used to meet his requirement of his life.1
Similarly, we read in the biography of Imam Ali (Peace Be Upon Him) that His
Highness used to spade the field and groves and farmed for a living and in
this way, His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) bought one thousand slaves and freed
them in the way of Allah Almighty.2

Attachment to riches is an undesirable deed
In view of Islam, wealth and halāl earnings are effective and productive
tools for reaching the perfection. Imam Baqir (Peace Be Upon Him) says:
“What a best helper is this world for he who seeks the Hereafter.”3
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Likewise, Imam Sadiq (Peace Be Upon Him) says:
“The wealth and satiety that prevent you from aggression towards the
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rights of others, is better than poverty that compels you to commit sin.”4
Earning the wealth that does not cause corruption on the earth and it is
not resulted in forgetting the glorious human values and if it is not cause of
competition of obsession of collecting wealth, and if it does not derive the
man towards self-conceit and humiliation of others, and if would be a
source of treatment of overwhelming injuries of the deprived, it is not
blameworthy but it is a desirable deed.
In the long run of the history, mostly the root of social corruptions have
been the rich, who were unaware of Allah Almighty, and they were enjoying
opulence and they were committing every anti-human cruelty to increase
their wealth. It is narrated in a meaningful tradition by Ibne Abbas: “When
the very first coin of Dirham or Dinar (unit of currency) was minted, Iblis
(Satan) looked at it, then he stared at it, picked it up and placed it on his
1. Ibid, p. 37-38, Hadith 3.
2. Ibid, Hadith 1-2.
3. Ibid, p. 30, Hadith 5.
4. Ibid, p. 31, Hadith 7.

eyes and then place it on his chest and then, he shouted with pleasure. Once
again, he placed it on his chest and said:
“You are apple of my eyes; you are delight of my heart. When human
beings love you, it is not important that they worship the idols or not, that is
sufficient for me that they would love you.”1
Keeping in consideration, what was mentioned above, it becomes clear
that piety has not any contradiction with halāl earnings and incoming and it
would be no contradicted with earning wealth for the fulfillment of needs
and requirements of others and self. The thing that is undesirable and
blameworthy is attachment to wealth and riches of the world, as one is
ready to get it by committing any bad and unethical deed and violate the
rights of others.
Anyway, in view of Islam, sluggishness, laziness and idleness are
considered as undesirable and despised deeds; on the contrary, working,
striving and struggle are of desirable and recommended deeds. In this
regard, even it has been said: “He who tolerates pain and trouble in order to

existing and this is natural that every person cannot fulfill the all
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provide the needs of his subordinates, he will be accounted as a warrior in

requirements and needs of his life individually because he needs interaction
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the way of Allah Almighty.”2
It should be considered that bearing the brunt of pain and trouble does
not means working only in manual works like; agriculture, stockbreeding,
industrial works and etc. but every kind of strive and struggle in various
fields like; providing services, literary, educational and cultural activities
and like this will be considered related to this field.

Trade and business
Trade and business is one of the ways of halāl (lawful) earnings that plays
vital role in providing the needs of human beings because man is a social

and cooperation of others so that he may meet drawback and physical and
spiritual needs of life. Trade and business is one of the glaring examples of
1. Bihar al-Anwar, vol. 70, p. 137, Hadith 3.
2. Wasa'il ash-Shi‘a, vol. 17, p. 66-67, Hadith 1.

interaction of human being with each other, by this source he get money in
exchange of thing that are not necessary for him and provide the things that
are required by the other persons. Not only Islam is not opposed to buying,
selling and trading but also it has recommend about it to such extent that
even it has been emphasized and preferred on other ways of earnings, as it
is narrated in a tradition, nine-tenths of sustenance comes through trading
and one-tenth comes by other means of earnings.1
It is evident that Islam encourages the trading that fulfills the needs of
the society but if the goods of trading are harmful and dangerous to the
society or during the deal, the criteria of right and justice are not observed
and cruelty or extortion occurs, such kind of trading will not be
recommended and verified by the Islam. Therefore, those who have
adopted the occupation of selling, buying and trading or they have
inclination towards it, they should be familiar with issues and rulings of
trading sufficiently.
Asbagh son of Nabāta has said: “I heard many times from Imam Ali (Peace Be
The Spiritual Provision for the Teens

Upon Him) that His Highness repeated this sentence while sitting on the pulpit, O

people of business, trade and commerce! First law and then trade.”2
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In another tradition, it has been narrated from Imam Baqir (Peace Be Upon
Him), when the Commander of Faithfuls were in the city of Kufa, His Highness
(Peace Be Upon Him) used to patrol in the bazaar of Kufa daily, and used to

announce in the middle of bazaar: “Oh group of traders! Fear from Allah
Almighty.” At that very moment, everyone placed the things on the ground
whatever they had in their hands and they used to hear his speech
attentively. After that, His Highness used to say, “Seek well from Allah
Almighty and beg bliss by taking easy on the people. Be close to the buyers
and beautify your deed with meekness and tolerance. Avoid from swearing
and telling lie. Stay away from cruelty and take back the right of oppressed.
less from the things of people and spread corruption on the face of earth. By
this sequence, His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) used to patrol in the bazaars of
1. Ibid, p. 10-13.
2. Ibid, p. 381, Hadith 1.

city of Kufa and then His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) used to return to place of
His duty for hearing the complaints of the people.”1

Conditions of a seller and a buyer
They should be bāligh (adult) and sane, they have not been forced to sell
and buy, they should not be Safih (prodigal) i.e. the person who spend
their property on absurd things and his deed are not sensible in the view
of the people. They should have an intention to sell and purchase a
commodity. Hence, if a person says in jest that he has sold his property,
the transaction is void.

The invalid trading
Trading is invalid in many cases; some of them are mentioned in following:
1. To sale and purchase of thing that are basically impure things
(Najisul ‘Ayn), according to Islam laws and they want to utilize them for
unlawful purpose; e.g. intoxicating beverages for drinking but in case, if an
injection blood to the diseased person or producing fertilizers from the
dead body or using the hunting dogs for hunting, selling and buying of
these things is out of objection.
2. Selling and buying edibles and drinkable things which have become
impure by means of an impure thing and in case, they want to eat them and
there is no way of purifying them.
3. Sale and purchase of usurped property;
4. Sale and purchase of things that have not rational value like; fly,
mosquito and etc.
5. Sale and purchase of those things that are utilized in unlawful way,
like, gambling tools.
6. Sale and purchase of those things that are considered danger for the
society and that endanger the physical and spiritual security of the people,
like, various materials of narcotics and psychotropic, fake medicine and
polluted and unhygienic drinking and eating stuff.
1. Ibid, p.382-383, Hadith 1.
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impure thing is utilized for rational and sensible deeds for example;
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7. Any transaction which involves interest; for example, trading a thing
with the same thing but with extra quantity, though one of them is of high
grade; for example, exchanging five Kilos rice with six Kilos rice.
8. Transaction a thing that is mixed with something else, it means a lowquality thing is mixed with a highly quality thing, in such a way that it is
neither possible to detect the adulteration, for example, to mix vegetable oil
with high-quality ghee and selling it as high quality ghee.
Question: “What is the ruling related to swearing while trading?”
Answer: If swearing were valid and true, it would be abominable and if
swearing were false, it would be harām (unlawful).
Question: “What is the order related to sale and purchase of members of
body like; a kidney transplant of one person to another person?”
Answer: In case, if there is no remarkable harm for seller, there is no
hurdle to do this.
Question: “What is the rule pertaining sale and purchase of things like,
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video and satellite dish and receiver which these kinds of devices pay the
way for unlawful and sinful deeds?”
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Answer: Rules regarding sale and purchase of such things are similar to
the rules of audiovisual goods that mean if the transaction is with the
intention of unlawful utilization, is not allowed, but if utilization is lawful,
there is no harm to do this.
Question: “They have not been forced to sell and buy, if some person
compels the buyer or the seller to conclude a transaction, what is the ruling
of such kind of transaction?”
Answer: If they become agreed after the transition has been done, such
deal is valid, otherwise it would be invalid.
Question: “If a person sells the property of another person without his
permission, and the owner of the property is not agreeable to its sale and
does not accord permission, what is the ruling related to this deal?”
Answer: If the owner of the property permits the transaction after the
deal, the transition will be valid; otherwise, it is invalid.

Some unlawful earnings
In the religion of Islam, the reformation of economic structure of the society

stands near the encouragement of the Muslims to take active part in safe
economic activities like; trading, animal husbandry, industry and agriculture,
and Islam warns them strictly to getting near the unlawful earnings and inform

1. Theft and stealing

The Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) says: “When the following
four deeds enter in a house, they devastate it and root out the blessing:
dishonesty and betrayal, theft, wine drinking and adultery.”5
If a person who is adult and sane steals 5/4 grains of coined gold or
anything of equivalent value, and he satisfies the conditions prescribed for
it in law, four fingers of his right hand should be cut from their root on his
first offence, and the palm of his hand and the thumb should be allowed to
remain intact. If he repeats the offence his left foot should be cut off from
the middle and if he steals for the third time, he should be imprisoned for
life and his expenses should be paid from Bait al-Māl 6 (public treasury) and
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them about the dangerous results. The following wise sayings reflect this fact:
1. Imam Sadiq (Peace Be Upon Him) says: “The effects of unlawful earnings
appear in the offspring of man1.” and “He who usurps the wealth of a
believer through unlawful means, he will not be our truelove.”2
2. Imam Hadi (Peace Be Upon Him) says: “The unlawful wealth does not make
progress and growth and if it progresses, there will be no blessing in it and
if he consumes this wealth in the way of Allah Almighty, there will be no
reward for it and whatever, he saves from this wealth, it will be used as fuel
for the fire of the Hell.”3
3. Imam Hasan Askari (Peace Be Upon Him) says: “A property that its principal
has earned through an unlawful way, there will be no blessing in it and
using this property will not be lawful.”4
Islam has put sanctions on some others ways of earnings besides the
above-mentioned ways, some of the unlawful means of earnings have been
mentioned in the following:
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1. Wasa'il ash-Shi‘a, vol. 17, p. 81-82, Hadith 3.
2. Ibid, p. 81, Hadith 2.
3. Ibid, P. 82, Hadith 5.
4. Ibid, p. 86-87, Hadith 1.
5. Ibid, vol.28, p. 242, Hadith 3.
6. It was a financial institution responsible for the administration of taxes in Islamic states, particularly
in the early IslamicCaliphate.

in case he commits theft for the fourth time, whether in the prison or
outside it, he should be killed.

2. Robbery
He, who loots the wealth and property of the people openly, will be
considered as a fighter against Allah Almighty and His Prophet and his
punishment is one of the following four things: 1. Killing, 2. Hanging, 3.
Cutting right hand and left foot and 4. Exile.1

3. Hoarding
Hoarding Means to stop goods and to store them which are a basic
necessity of common people with the intention of selling it at high price
later, as a result, it is causing harm to the people. This practice is
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reprimanded strictly, in the talks of Infallibles (Peace Be Upon Them) and he who
commits this action, he will be considered a damned, sinner, dishonest and
at the level of a killer.2
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4. Wrong measuring & weighting
Allah Almighty says in the Holy Qur’an:
Woe unto the defrauders: Those who when they take the measure from
mankind demand it full, But if they measure unto them or weigh for them, they
cause them loss. Do such (men) not consider that they will be raised again. Unto
an awful Day: The day when (all) mankind stand before the Lord of the Worlds?3

5. Gambling
In the view of Holy Qur’an, gambling is vice and satanic and the Satan wants
to create animosity amongst the people via gambling.4

6. Bribery
It means a person accepts some money from someone, so that he may do a
deed in his favour and may do it against another person's interest and
1. Surah Ma’ida, verse 33.
2. Wasa'il ash-Shi‘a, vol. 17, p. 423-427.
3. Surah Mutafiffin (83), verses 1-6.
4. Surah Ma’ida (5), verses 90-91.

profit or he may do this deed against the laws that ensure the rights of
others. In some traditions, this deed is considered as infidelity to Allah
Almighty and that money have been considered impure.1
It is worth mentioning point that the person who gives bribery, he has
committed unlawful action, deserving for punishment but in case, he has
not any way than giving bribery to get his right.

7. Usury or interest
It means the usurer gives some money as a debt to a person and after passage
of some time, he demands more than given amount from that person or a
person sells a stuff which is sold by weight or measurement, at a higher rate
against the same commodity; for example, if he sells 3 kilos of wheat for 5
kilos of wheat, it is usury and is unlawful. In view of Islam, this deed and
practice has been considered as one of the most impure ways of earnings
because this practice prevents the people from production and trading, and
all halāl (lawful) means of earnings.2 However, in interest like in bribery, the

of invalid and fake material and calumny, or in which the sacred things of
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person who gives bribery commits a harām (unlawful) deed too.

religion and faithful person are humiliated is not lawful and allowed but if
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I hope you, the respected youths, will get the benefits of pure earnings in
your future, under the kindness of Allah Almighty and minute schedule and
I hope you will strictly avoid from ways of unlawful earnings.
Question: “What is the ruling related to cheating in the examination and
at the time of employment in the institutions?”
Answer: It is not lawful.
Question: “Is the sale and purchase, or publication of misleading books
and journals which pervert those who read them from moral principles and
faith, lawful and allowed?”
Answer: No, such kind of sale and purchase of books that are consisting

the learned and righteous persons are going to reply these deviated
thought, there is no harm provided that they should be satisfied they will
1. Wasa'il ash-Shi‘a, vol. 27, p. 221-224.
2. Ibid, vol.18, p. 117-124.

not be deviated by reading these books.
Question: “Those who take the responsibility of legitimate duties in an
organization or institution, if they show negligence in performing their
duties, are they in organization's debt about their rights and earnings that
they receive?”
Answer: Yes, they have committed sin, as well as they are debtor for their
incomes because this person accepted the responsibility and it is obligatory
that he should perform his responsibilities perfectly and correctly.
Question: “Getting money or any other thing by the official of institutions or
organization from the clientele, though they are responsible to do their duties
without getting money from them, what is the ruling related to this matter?”
Answer: Receiving money is unlawful, particularly, if they commit an
action against Shari‘ah (Islamic law) or against the law of state, or they
violate the rights of others by means of bribery.
Question: “Is it lawful receiving prizes of banks that are related to
encouragement of investors and depositors, or receiving the prizes of all
The Spiritual Provision for the Teens

other institutions that they present to their buyers by means of lottery?
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Answer: Receiving such prizes is out of objection.
Question: “What is the ruling related working in an institution or
organization which is managed by a cruel and oppressive person?”
Answer: If one's working there supports the cruel person's action, it is not
lawful but if the working there is for the support of Islam and the rights of the
Muslims provided that a full-qualified Islamic ruler or judge has permitted
then there is no objection. Likewise, every kind of the consultation of thought
with corrupt and cruel persons and supporting them for committing sins and
transgression on the rights of others is unlawful.
Question: “What is the rule regarding manufacturing and sale of the
things which personal benefit or their general profit is?”
Answer: It is not permissible.
Question: “Is it lawful making a human or animal statue or selling it?”
Answer: In case, that statue has the state of idol and has been made for
worshipping or subject to be worshiped, it is not lawful.

Chapter Twenty Three

Recreation and Entertainment,
the Need of Body and Soul
The times and days of the life of man is passing rapidly and his physical and
thinking power is decreased and his material and spiritual faculties advance
towards breakdown, the members of his body have a limit capacity and
power to serve him unto a specific time, and after the end of that period,
they stop working and they are not able to present more service.
Man possesses a great capital, and some quality of that capital melts like
ice without his permission daily, with the passage of time, and he confronts
with predestination loss and damage and every beat of heart and breath
make him close to his end of life. Imam Ali (Peace Be Upon Him) says: “Man takes
step toward his death by taking every breath.”1
Therefore, we should get utmost benefit from the moments of our life
and we should utilize the opportunities of our life in the best possible form.
It is mentioned in one of pieces of advice of Luqman to his son: “Oh my son!
When you will be in Allah Almighty’s court, you will be inquired about four
things: How did you spend your youth? How did you spend your life? How
did you get your wealth? In which way, did you spend it? Therefore, you
should prepare yourself for that day and should prepare the answers of
these questions.”2
1. Nahjul Balagha, Hikmat No. 74, p. 371.
2. Bihar al-Anwar, vol. 13, p. 425, Hadith 19.

That is because every person should divide his time of day and night
according to his needs and he should specify every part of his daily time for
a specific need. For example, he should specify a part of his time for sleep,
food and worship and in case of studying and working, he should specify a
part of his time for study or for work, and he should determine some time
as leisure for rest because body and soul require useful recreation and
entertainment that repel tiredness and laziness from him and bring new
emotion and exhilaration as gift for him.
Imam Ali (Peace Be Upon Him) gave certain pieces of advice to his son Imam
Hassan (Peace Be Upon Him): “Oh my son! Time of a believer is consisting of three
parts, some part for praying to Allah, some part for his accountability and
reviewing his daily deeds and the third part of his time for getting benefits
from valid and lawful delights and pleasure without doing the forbidden. A
believer should work hard to divide his day into three parts, a. Management
of his sustenance and breadwinning, b. Taking step for the Day of Judgment,
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c. Lawful recreation and pleasures without doing the forbidden.”1
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A few entertainment and activities
One can spent his leisure and spare time - besides visiting close relatives
and friends, talking with close friends, helping family in the household
tasks, presenting in the some social activities, participation in literary and
religious meeting and reading books of useful story and books of history
particularly related to history of Islam, poetry and literature, general
knowledge, and religious knowledge and like that- from one of the
following options:
1. Participating in different competitions like, swimming, running,
wrestling, football, cycling, mountain climbing and like that; in the view of
Islam, performing these tournament are allowed and lawful but these
competitions are important for the health of body and soul and creating
individual and social exhilaration up to a normal and sensible extent.
However, such activities are provided that during competition there
should not be happened any unlawful deed and they should not bring any
1. Ibid, vol. 67, p. 65, Hadith 6.

unlawful deed into existence. However, in some competitions and
tournament, betting is allowed in some sports like horseracing and
shooting and winners may be conferred with prizes whether these prizes
are from a loser, or an institution or the government which has held the
competitions.
2. Various kind of games: in view of Islam, in case if games and sports
are not used for gambling and do not bring any considerable physical or
spiritual harm for body and there would not be squandering and
devastation of wealth in the win and defeat of these competition.
Recreation and jokes should not be resulted in the obscenity of behavior,
teasing and trouble others, humiliation and mockery of other people, in
this case, these competition are without any objection, particularly, in
case if the game has effective impact for the safety and physical and
spiritual health of man or it reinforces the people or prepare him for
fighting against the enemy.
Once upon a time, somebody asked from Imam Javad (Peace Be Upon Him) about
this practice as sport for health and safety. His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him)
replied: “There is no objection in this practice unless it would be just for fun
and amusement.”1
It is concluded from some traditions that the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and
His Holy Progeny) used to held competition between horse riders and conferred upon
them prizes,2 and on some occasions, His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny)
used to take part in the competition of horse riding and camel race and
sometimes, His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) became winner or sometime His
Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) was loser. Imam Sadiq (Peace Be Upon Him) says: “Once a
Bedouin came to the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) and requested
for camel race competition and the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny)
competed with him and that Bedouin became winner. At this occasion, the Holy
Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) said to His companions: “You spoke in
praise of my camel a lot and Allah Almighty willed to bring it down.”3
1. Wasa'il ash-Shi‘a, vol. 19, p. 254, Hadith 6.
2. Ibid, p. 254-256.
3. Ibid, p. 253-254, Hadith 5.
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the man who runs after the prey but his target is not hunting it, but he does
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3. Using tools and means of audiovisual, watching and listening useful
programs through satellite, internet, cinema, television, radio, theater and
like such broadcast, watching and listening them is without objection but
it is conditional that the program should not be consisting of items that
cause corruption of thought and ethics of individual and society and it
should not be source of preaching futile and invalid thoughts and it should
not be insulting religious sanctities. However, one should be attentive that
such kind of things should not take the all time of the man and they should
not be hurdle for important and obligatory deeds of man. It is compulsory
for elders that they should supervise vigilantly their children regarding
this ground.
4. Visiting natural scenes and national monument, going to desert,
mountain, field and looking the beautiful falls and lash green forests and
flowing rivers and endless seas, and gushing fountains and like this.
Listening to the song of the beautiful birds sitting on the branches of trees
near the bank of flowing river, and listing to water turbulence, peering at
The Spiritual Provision for the Teens

the sky and staring at the stars and planets who are winking in the dark, all
these scenes polish the soul and draw the attention of man toward the
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power and glory of the creator of the universe. Allah Almighty says:
Say (O Muhammad): Travel in the land and see how He originated creation,
then Allah Almighty bringeth forth the later growth. Lo! Allah Almighty is Able
to do all things.1
In the same way, visiting historical places and national monument that
are remains of ancient periods and there are many such historical places in
every country and city like; ruins of palaces of kings, minister, masters and
the people like them, such things awake the man from dream of negligence
and make them aware about the glory of Allah Almighty. Sometimes the
fruit of pondering in archeological ruins and visiting these places is equal to
Say (unto them, O Muhammad): Travel in the land and see the nature of
the sequel for the guilty!2
1. Sura ‘Ankabut (29), verse 20.
2. Surah Naml (27), verse 69.

Music and singing song
Singing and listening to music, learning and teaching music, in case, all
these things do not possess one of the following issues, there is no
objection:
A. Consisting of invalid and unethical issues like; description of wine,
sexual promiscuity and erotic poetry about women or men and description
of parts of body and their beautification.
B. Instigating and motivating the lust of man and devastating of his
intellect and dignity in such a way that as in the state of listening and
singing, he feels that if there were wine, narcotics or perversion, it would
have more appropriated and demanded.
C. Performing song in a specific method that in the view of the people
such singing song is analogous to the meetings of sinner people.
Therefore, if singing song is consisting of one of the following three
things, listening, singing, learning and teaching it will not be lawful and
allowed. It is mentioned in a tradition of the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and
narrated from Imam Sadiq (Peace Be Upon Him): “The house where music is
played is not safe from sudden disasters. Supplications at such a place are
not answered. Angels do not enter this place.”2

Harmful effects of unlawful song and music
There are some dangerous effects and results of song or unlawful music, we
would like to mention in the following:
A. One would separate from the state of piety and righteousness and
would turn his face to symbols of lust and corruption. It is narrated in some
traditions: “And music and songs give rise to hypocrisy, and is one of the
ways leading towards poverty and hunger.”3, because hypocrisy is the
original of impurity and corruption, and getting separated from piety and
righteousness.
1. Wasa'il ash-Shi‘a, vol. 17, P. 310, Hadith 28.
2. Ibid, P. 303, Hadith 1.
3. Ibid, p. 309, Hadith 23.
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His Holy Progeny): “The very first person, who sang a song was Iblis.”1 It is
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Sometime, it is heard that in co-meetings of girls and boys, a specific
kind of song or music is performed, and emotions and lusts of the
participants instigated and they rush on each other and it brings calamity
for them. That is because it was narrated in a tradition that, “By music the
modesty and honor of man are disappeared gradually then shame would
depart from him and he would not care what he is saying, nor what is being
said about him.”1
B. Futility and negligence in remembering Allah Almighty; that is
because in some traditions it is narrated from Allah Almighty:
And of the people there is he who buys a ‘vain talk’ so that he may lead
others astray from the path of Allah without (real) knowledge and takes it
(the revelation of Allah) for a mockery; for these shall be a disgracing
chastisement (punishment).2
In this tradition the meaning of ‘pointless and futile talks’ is interpreted
and accorded with singing song.3
C. Harmful spiritual effects and nervous breakdown; it was said that
The Spiritual Provision for the Teens

some who have become addicted to song and music would suffer from
psychosocial disorders and some other would lose their intellect and some
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would suffer high blood pressure and even they would be led to a sudden
heart attack.
D. Stupefaction of thoughts and negligence from whatever is happening in
the surrounding of a person; tyrants and exploiters are always feel fear of
awakening of the people particularly from the awakening of young
generation that is because they launch schedule to make the teens
indifference from political, social, cultural, military and economic affairs in
the society, and also from the issues related to the religion and belief so that
they may easily plunder resources and reserves of the countries. Today,
preparation and distribution of narcotics, obscene films, fast music, instigated
an economic place in Islamic countries but these are important political tools
1. Ibid, p. 312-313, Hadith 1-2.
2. Surah Luqman(31), verse 6.
3. Wasa'il ash-Shi‘a, vol. 17, P. 306, Hadith 11; and p. 307, Hadith 16.

for stupefaction of thoughts of the people for the purpose of exploitation of
Islamic countries.
Question: “Is betting lawful and allowed in the competition and
tournaments with various rifles and other weapons like, gun, tank and
aircraft?”
Answer: Yes, betting is allowed in such cases.
Question: “What is the ruling related to betting on various kind of sport
competitions, like swimming, race, wrestling, football and the competitions
in order to raise the level of religious, literary knowledge, or artistic and
technical skills which are effective on a society like; competitions for the
Holy Qur’an memorization, Islamic Laws, mathematics and article writing?”
Answer: Betting is not allowed, but if a non-participant or some institutes
and foundations who hold the competitions confer prizes on the participant
as gift, there is no objection and the winner will be the owner of that prize.
Question: “Game and competition with the instruments which have been

would be the ruling?”
Answer: On the basis of obligatory precaution, the game with these tools
without betting is also not allowed but game with the tools that were
related to gambling and now as whole these tools have not been considered
instruments of gambling, there is no objection.
Question: “What is the ruling related to learning magic and witchcraft
and practicing it?”
Answer: It is unlawful but if competent persons learn witchcraft in order
to make magic null and void and use it only with this aim.
Question: “Is act of sleight and jugglery allowed?”
Answer: In case, if it would be for the sake of entertainment, there is no
objection but if it is used for representing the right in form of the wrong or
the wrong in the form of the right or if it is misused, then it is not allowed.
Question: “What is the ruling regarding Hypnotism?”
Answer: If it is not harmful for life, or it does not have undesirable effect
and the treatment of some diseases is depended upon that, there is no proof
for its prohibition.
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made for gambling; for example, chess, cards and like that, in case, if these
games are played with the intention of entertainment without betting, what
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Question: “What is the ruling regarding a singer woman sings Ghina
song (if someone recites anything with prolongation of sound and variation
of pitch so much so that a common man thinks that he/she is singing) in the
wedding ceremony?”
Answer: In case, it is not consisting of void deed or a non-Mahram man is
not listening her song, there is no objection, but on the basis of obligatory
precaution, this ruling is related to marriage ceremonies and ceremonies
other than wedding will not be included in this ruling.
Question: “What is the rule related to meetings that are held for the
unlawful actions like, using narcotic and psychotropic, watching obscene
and unethical films, dance, plotting against innocent persons?”
Answer: Participation in the meeting and gathering of sins of every kind
and every form is unlawful and prohibited but if one can prevent the
participants from sin or he performs an obligatory deed there prior to all
other religious duties, or he can prevent the participants from a greater sin.
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And if one was not informed that it would be a meeting of sin but after his
participation came to know that it was a gathering of sin, if he cannot
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prevent the people from sin, he should leave this gathering.
Question: “Is travelling to non-Muslim countries and staying there lawful
and allowed?”
Answer: In case, he is sure that his faith and practice would not change,
there is no objection. Those who chosen the non-Islamic countries for their
residence, if they have fear of his deviation or his wife and children, he
should migrate to the land where he is protected from deviation.

Chapter Twenty Four

Social Relations and Rules of Conduct
Man is a social being and relations with others construct a great part of his
life. In his social relations, he benefits from the knowledge and experience
of others and transfers his knowledge and experience to others. He learns
manners from them and teaches manners to others. In comprehensive
term, he profits from them and others profit from him. Thus, the religion of
Islam prefers sociality of the man to seclusion and living in isolation. Islam
has organized and designed its religious rules in such way that a believer
would perpetually be in contact with the others and he would be aware of
their conditions like, congregational and Friday prayer, Hajj, obligatory
payments to the needy and the poor, visiting and helping one's relatives,
visiting a sick person, accompanying a believer's funeral, visiting friends
and the like. On the other hand, a society is analogous an ocean that consists
of bounties and beauties as well as it is consists of many dangers and
threats. So in the society, a man confronts with many calamities that he
should keep his distance from them by sagacity and wisdom and he should
try to obviate them. Here, we would like to concentrate on two important
points that play a vital role in improving the society.

Observing and respecting the people's rights
Some people try to brag and flaunt a lot about their works with ostentation
in their social interactions. These people try their best to behave with other

proudly and arrogantly and they want to denigrate the status of others with
ridicule, humiliation, insulting, backbiting, and allegation. Some other
people try to violate the rights of others, trying to benefit from the earnings
of other illegally by cruelty and atrocity. It is evident that such kind of
behaviors are against morality and rise out satanic wills and desires and
one should protect himself against the temptations of the Devil by striving
against his Nafs (superego) so that he may not commit such kind of deeds
and behaviors and he should consider the rights of other valuable and
respect them and should be a typical specimen of this wise saying,
“Whatever you like for yourself, like for others, and whatever you dislike to
happen to you, spare others from such happenings.”
Some Islamic social manners like; salutation and greetings, shaking
hands with others while visiting them and a fair treatment of people,
all these manners are for the establishment of close relation and
abstinence from every kind of cruelty and humiliation and disgracing
the others.
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established on the basis of brotherhood, protection of rights and respect for
character of the people. Some moral characteristics like; justice, benevolence,
truth, mutual respect, sacrificing, protection of peace, privacy and association
should have been considered as the most important criteria in relation with
others, and the deeds like; backbiting, allegation, jealousy, arrogance, spying,
lie, flattering, deception, violating the rights of others, ridiculing others and
dishonesty, should be strictly avoided.
It is obligatory for all the Muslims that they should observe Islamic
manners and humanity while interacting and behaving with others,
particularly with parents, educators, teachers, neighbor, relatives, religious
and learned personalities and all those who have rights on them and they
should take step in order to solve the problems and difficulties of other
Muslims, particularly the problems of those who are deprived,
downtrodden, aged and aggrieved, according to their capacity and power. It
is mentioned in the talks of Imam Sadiq (Peace Be Upon Him): “Believers are like a
single body in loving and showing mercy to one another; (just as the whole

body suffers from any suffering in any part of the body,) so too, will all

Salutations, a way to make emotional connection with the others
Here, it is appropriate to mention some points about the ‘Salutations’ and its
1. Bihar al-Anwar, vol. 58, p. 148, Hadith 25.
2. Gulistan, chapter 1, p. 61, Story 10.
3. Wasa'il ash-Shi‘a, vol. 16, P. 336, Hadith 2.
4. Nahjul Balagha, Letter 53, P. 326.
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believers suffer because of the suffering of a believer.”1
What a beautiful piece of poetry of Sa‘di Shirazi is this:
The sons of Adam are limbs of each other;
Having been created of one essence;
When the calamity of time afflicts one limb;
The other limbs cannot remain at rest;
If thou hast no sympathy for the troubles of others;
Thou art unworthy to be called by the name of a man.2
A believer should strive and struggle for solving the problems of the
believers and he should not ignore them simply, the Holy Prophet (Peace Be
Upon Him and His Progeny) says: “He who enters in a new day and has not made his
effort to solve the problems of the Muslims, he will not be amongst the
Muslims anymore.”3
Here the important point is that association of the Muslims with nonMuslims should be established according to the rules of Islam and the
protection of their rights. It is also obligatory that Muslims should avoid from
the following deeds while interacting with them, like; breaking promise and
treaty, deception, short measuring in trading, dishonesty and atrocity
because in view of Islam, man is respectable though he is non-Muslim and he
is deserving for human rights, ipso facto, Imam Ali (Peace Be Upon Him) wrote in his
letter to Malik Ashtar:
“Develop in your heart the feeling of love for your people and let it be
the source of kindliness and blessing to them. Do not behave with them like
a barbarian, and do not appropriate to yourself that which belongs to them.
Remember that the citizens of the state are of two categories. They are
either your brethren in religion or your brethren in kind. They are subject
4
to infirmities and liable to commit mistakes.”
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importance in the religion of Islam. Undoubtedly, the most people on the time
of meeting each other, they, for expression of their affection, they pray for the
safety of each other's life. Sometimes, this deed is expressed in the form of
word and sometimes in the form of action and certain movements of hand or
other parts of body. One of the clearest methods of expression of love among
the Muslims that plays a vital role for the establishment of the emotions is
Salām1 (salute). In fact, ‘Salāmun ‘Alaikum’ is a Divine salute that is pure and
blessed that means that may Allah Almighty keep you safe and sound.
As it is concluded from some verses of the Holy Qur’an, one of the ways
to express their love and affection by the righteous people of the Paradise is
salute (say salām) each other.2 This kind of salutation and express of love
and affection is not specific to Islam and it was a popular manner in the
ancient nations before the dawn of Islam. That is because when the angels
came to the Prophet Abraham (Peace Be Upon Him) in human shape of three
strangers, they saluted His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) and His Highness (Peace Be
Upon Him) also replied their salutations.3
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I would like to draw your attention towards some wise sayings in the
following:
The Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) says: “Commence your
talking with salām. Therefore, he who starts his talk without salām, do not
reply him.”4
Imam Sadiq (Peace Be Upon Him) says: “Close-fisted is the person who avoids
from saying salām.”5
It has been mentioned in some traditions of Infallible Personalities (Peace Be
Upon Them), “A rider should give salām to a walking person, a passer-by should
give salām to a standing person and a person who is standing should give
salām to a seated person, a person who is riding on a mule should salute to
the person who is riding on the back of donkey and a person who is riding on
a horse should give salām to a person who is riding on a mule.”6
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1. Islamic greeting.
2. Surah Ibrahim (14), verse 23.
3. Surah Adh-Dhāriyāt (51), verse 25.
4. Wasa'il ash-Shi‘a, vol. 12, p. 56, Hadith 4.
5. Ibid, p. 59-60, Hadith 6.
6. Ibid, P. 73-74, Hadith 1-5.

We conclude from this tradition that those who have precious
conveyances should commence salām to those who have cheap conveyance.
This rule is a kind of fighting against pride and self-conceit risen out of
wealth, status and like this, but unfortunately today, instead of practicing this
valuable ruling and recommendation, it is observed that saluting (saying
salām) is used as means of submission of the poor to the rich and officialdom
and it has been become a form of exploitation and slavery to the others.
The Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) used to say salām to the
children and this was one of the five deeds that His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him)
did not leave until his death so that it might become a tradition after him.1
It should be mentioned that it is narrated from the Holy Prophet (Peace Be
Upon Him and His Holy Progeny): “It is mustahab (recommended) to initiate Salām. But

it is wājib (obligatory) to respond.”2

Observing general chastity
By making individual and social laws, Islam is striving to further the purpose

In the social life, the behavior of an individual has a lot of influence on
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of perfection of man and moving him to the happiness in this world and

the behavior of the people and in other words, somehow it is epidemic.
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blessing in the Hereafter. In view of Islam, a man should be neat and clean
apparently in the same way, he should possess pure inner and he should
protect it from impurities. Similarly, he should move towards the purification
and beatification of human society. At the end, he will make a society far from
impurity, sin, dishonesty, corruption, atrocity, discrimination, cruelty. In the
view of Islamic laws, nobody has right to violate general chastity and peace
with the excuse of individual freedom. That is because those who violate
incorporeal and economic rights of others, they would be treated strictly by
the law. Besides warning and premonition of otherworldly punishment, in
many cases, severe punishments have been anticipated for them.

Wine drinking, gambling, open immorality and deeds like this devastate the
ethical pillars of a society and will lead the human life towards the animal.
1. Ibid, p. 62, Hadith 1.
2. Ibid, p. 58, Hadith 3.

In view of Islam, the person who commits sins in his privacy is absolutely
different from the person who commits sins in the public view, because the
first person pollutes himself while the other person injects his impurity by
committing the sin to the whole society. The following instructions are only
a small part of Islamic laws for the spiritual purification of the Muslim social
environment:
A. Prohibition of the presence of a girl and a boy or a man and a woman
(non-Mahram) in the same place alone where the people cannot see them, it
means that the other people are not allowed to enter in it and they cannot
enter in this place. Imam Ali (Peace Be Upon Him) says: “Whenever a non-Mahram
man and woman meet in seclusion, Satan definitely is the third one joining
them.”1
B. Prohibition of leering and staring at the girls or boys, or a woman and
man to each other lecherously; Imam Sadiq (Peace Be Upon Him) says: “A lustful
look is like a poisoned arrow of Satan. Long looks create lustfulness, which
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leads the man to regret and contrition.”2 His Highness (Peace Be Upon Him) says:
“Continuous look (at a non-Mahram) will sow the seed of lust in the heart
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and it will be sufficient for the destruction of the looker.”3
C. Compulsion to wear a veil and to cover the body and the beauty of a
woman from a non-Mahram; Imam Ali (Peace Be Upon Him) says:“ Near the end of
time when we are approaching the Hereafter that will be the worst era of
times, there will be women with such characteristics: Lacking any modest
covering and nearly naked; showing off their private beauties outside the
house in the streets and the markets; irreligious; malicious; inclined to lust;
accelerating towards pleasures; considering divinely forbidden acts as
legitimate, such women with these characteristics will abide in Hell
forever.”4
D. Avoidance from tempting words; talking of a woman with others
should be occurred normally and naturally. She should avoid from talking
gorgeously, using sinful words with particular posture and modes and
1. Mustadrak Al Wasae’l, vol. 14, p. 265, Hadith 2.
2. Wasa'il ash-Shi‘a, vol. 20, p. 190-191, Hadith 1.
3. Ibid, p. 192, Hadith 6.
4. Ibid, p. 35, Hadith 5.

lustful jokes that mislead strangers and those who have diseased heart and

1. Bihar al-Anwar, vol. 73, p. 340, Hadith 8.
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their thoughts are diseased, and lustful people.
We can conclude from these instructions and guidelines that the religion
of Islam wants to prevent the factors of enkindling the fire of lust of women
and men in their association and it wants to provide a life that is purified
from every kind of sin and impurity.
There is hope that by getting awareness from these rulings and
practicing them, we should encourage the other people so that they may
observe these ngs and we should try to provide the basis of a safe society
and “Utopia” that is far from every kind of corruption.
Question: “If a Muslim's reputation has been stained by a person, for
example; he backbit or alleged him, what is his duty?”
Answer: He should seek forgiveness from him, as long as possible for
him. However, if the person will be angrier and would distance himself
further. For example, when he is ignorant of what has been said about him
and by hearing about the backbiting, he would be infuriated. The aim of
seeking his forgiveness would not be achieved. In such cases, we should ask
Allah’s forgiveness for him and beseech Allah to make this person happy. If
slander and backbiting has caused he fall into disrepute or has besmirched
his reputation and it has caused the spiritual or material loss to him, he
should try to compensate it.
Question: “If a believer is committed backbiting, what is the
responsibility of a person who is hearing backbiting?”
Answer: In case, if he has courage and power, he should defend that
believer and if he does not have courage or power, he should leave the
meeting.
Question: “Is spying into other people's private and family affairs
allowed?”
Answer: No, spying into another person's life is not allowed by every
means- whether listening their telephonic talks or reading their letters and
like this- all such deeds are unlawful. The Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His
Holy Progeny) said: “He who listens to the talk of others without their consent,
on the Day of Resurrection molten lead will be poured into his ears.”1
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Question: “What is the ruling of disclosing the secrets of others in the
community?”
Answer: Spying on the secrets of others’ private lives is unlawful and he
who commits such sin or he become aware of private secrets of anybody’s
life, he should not disclose it and if he discloses it and it brings harm for the
wealth and respect to that person, he has committed a sin, furthermore, he
should compensate damage and harm.
Question: “What is the ruling of looking at the body, hairs of the head
and face of others?”
Answer: This question has the following various forms:
1. Looking of a man to another man and of a woman to another woman
with the intention of lust and delight is prohibited and unlawful and
without this condition, there is no objection. However, looking at the
private parts of each other is also unlawful and prohibited.
2. Looking of a woman to body of a non-Mahram man is unlawful and
prohibited but looking without lust and delight to head, face and hands that
The Spiritual Provision for the Teens

are not covered usually, there is no objection.
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3. Looking of a man to head, body and hairs of the head of a non-Mahram
woman is unlawful though it would be without the intention of lust.
4. The men and women who are Mahram – like brother, sister, father,
daughter, or mother and son- can look at each other without the intention
of delight and lust but on the basis of obligatory precaution, the parts of the
body that are covered usually, they should not look these parts.
Question: “What is the ruling about looking and touching of a doctor to a
patient who is a non-Mahram?”
Answer: If there would be trouble to consulting the same gender doctor
and If a doctor is compelled to look at a part of the body of a non-Mahram
woman, they he must suffice to look at only that part of the body (that is for
treatment), and it is not permitted to look at more than that. In addition, if it
is possible, then the examination or testing must be performed over the
clothing.
Question: “To what extend a woman should cover her body from a nonMahram?”

Answer: A woman should cover her body, head and hairs of her head but
covering his face and hands up to the wrist is not obligatory if she has not
the intention to show them to a non-Mahram. Though covering those parts
is very good, but she should cover her feet and on the basis of obligatory
precaution, she should cover her body as ups of her body should not be
observed.
Question: “Can a non-Mahram man and woman hear the voice of each
other?”
Answer: In case, if it would be without the intention of lust, there is no
objection- whether direct or indirect- but if the sound of a woman is
instigating and stimiulate a man's interest, on the basis of precaution, one
should avoid from hearing it.
Question: “Is the presence of a woman in various social activities
allowed?”
Answer: In case, first, if she observes general chastity and does not

is concluded from the Holy Qur’an and the traditions of The Fourtee
Infallibles (Peace Be Upon Them) that the woman should not come out their
houses and appear in public where there is non-Mahram but in case of
necessity.
Question: “Can a woman adopt a profession where observing veil is not
possible for her?”
Answer: Whereas observing covering and veil is from the fundamental
necessities of Islam, a woman should adopt a profession where she can
have her veil.
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commit an unlawful deed. Second, if her presence does not violate the
rights of her husband and children, there is no objection. Nevertheless, it
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Chapter Twenty Five

Rulings and Etiquettes of Eating and
Drinking in Islam
The Holy Qur’an says:
O ye who believe! Eat of the good things wherewith We have provided you,
and render thanks to Allah Almighty if it is (indeed) He Whom ye worship.1
Although nourishment, eating and drinking is important for continuity of
life but one should consider the quantity and quality of his food and drinks;
Allah Almighty says:
Let man consider his food. 2
Appetite and desire for food should not be hurdle against the
consideration and attention about whatever he eats; otherwise, the food that
he eats will not be only useful for him but it will also be harmful for him.
The Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) says: “The very first
reasons of disobedience of Allah Almighty are the following six things:
worldliness, seeking status, eating much, lust, excessive desire for sleep and
laziness;”3 likewise, it has been mentioned in a tradition that the Holy
Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) was asked: “Which thing leads the
man towards the Hell? The Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny)
replied: “Two hollow things, tummy and below the tummy.”4
1. Surah Baqara (2), verse 172.
2. Surah ‘Abas (80), verse 24.
3. Bihar al-Anwar, vol 63, p. 313-314, Hadith 1.
4. Ibid, p. 314, Hadith 5.

Eating is for the purpose of living, and the speaking in praise of God;
But thou believest that we live only to eat.1

The prohibited deeds while eating and drinking
Considering that kind and quality of food have a lot effects on the soul of
man and various kind of foods have various ethical and physical affects that
is because the religion of Islam has given special attention to this deed. By
mentioning some instructions, the importance of nourishment has been
mentioned in Islam. It reminds us the matters of food and it has prohibited
us from some deeds related eating and drinking. Some matters related to
this topic are mentioned in the following:

1. Gluttony
The roots of many diseases are eating stuff that remains in the body of
human in the form of accumulated fat. This extra stuff in the body is
considered heavy weight for heart and for all machines of the body and it
The Spiritual Provision for the Teens

will be a source of various infection and diseases. The major factor of such
noisome stuffs is gluttony and there is no any other way to prevent it but by
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eating food with moderation. Allah Almighty says in the Holy Qur’an:
And eat and drink, but be not prodigal. Lo! He loveth not the prodigals.2
Eat not so much that it comes up to thy mouth;
Nor so little that from weakness thy soul comes up.3
Kindly draw your kind attention towards the following wise sayings:
A. The Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny) says: “A believer eats
filling up one gut, but a hypocrite eats filling up seven gut's.”4
B. Imam Ali (Peace Be Upon Him) says: “Do not eat food unless you are hungry,
and leave the table before you are fully satisfied, chew well; use lavatory
before going to your bed; if you observe these affairs, you will be no need to

1. Gulistan, chapter 3, p. 148, story 5.
2. Surah A‘rāf (7), verse 31.
2. Gulistan, chapter 3, p. 149, story 7.
4. Wasa'il ash-Shi‘a, vol. 24, p. 241, Hadith 6.
5. Ibid, p. 245, Hadith 8.

C. Imam Baqir (Peace Be Upon Him) say: “No one is more hated by Allah
Almighty than a glutton.”1
D. Imam Sadiq (Peace Be Upon Him) says: “Man requires food for the continuity
of his life but when he eats food he should fill one third of his stomach with
food, one third is left for water and the remaining one third for air, he
should not make himself fat like pigs which are fatten for slaughtering.”2
It is narrated that Harun al-Rashid (the fifth caliph of the Abbasid
dynasty in 786) had a Christian physician whose proficiency was famous.
One day, this physician said to one of the Islamic thinkers: “I haven't found
anything related to medicine in your heavenly book, despite the fact that
useful knowledge is of two kinds: science of religions and science of bodies.”
The learned person replied him: “Allah Almighty has mentioned all the
instructions of medical science only in half verse of His Book: And eat and
drink, but be not prodigal.”3 Likewise, our Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His
Progeny) has summerized all the medical science in this guideline: “The

stomach is the house of every ailment, and diet is the best cure....” When the

thing is not available for eating or drinking, he can eat from a harām and
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Christian physician heard these words, he said: “Your Qur’an and Prophet

prohibited thing but he should give its substitute to its owner.
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have not left anything from medicine for Jalinus.”4
Sa‘di has narrated: “It is related that a hermit consumed during one
night ten mann (approximately 30 kilos) of food and perused the whole
Qur’an till morning. A pious fellow who had heard of this said: It would have
been more excellent if he had eaten half a loaf and slept till the morning.”5

2. Eating unlawful things
Food should be permissible and halāl to eat and one should avoid from food
that is got from unlawful way. In case, if a man is suffered from thirst and
hunger and reaches to a state of emergence and compulsion, and a halāl

1. Ibid, p. 248, Hadith 2.
2. Ibid, p. 240, Hadith 5.
3. Surah A‘raf (7), verse 31.
4. Majma‘ al- Bayān, vol.2, p. 413.
5. Guslistan, chapter 2, p. 118, story 21.

Kindly, draw your kind attention towards some wise sayings of the
noble Messenger of Allah (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy Progeny):
A. “Prayers of the one who eats a single morsel of harām are not
accepted for forty nights nor are his invocations accepted for forty days.
Every piece of flesh that grows by consuming harām is most deserving of
being burnt in hell-fire …”1
B. “If a food is consisting of four characteristics, this food is perfect and
complete: it should be got by halāl way, other people would also get benefit
from it, in the beginning of eating it, one should mention the name of Allah
Almighty and at the end, one should praise to Him.”2
C. “When a man eats halāl food, an angel stands over his head and prays
for his forgiveness until he finishes eating and when a person eats
prohibited morsel, all the angels of the earth and heaven send their curse
upon him until the morsel is in his mouth, and Allah Almighty does not look
at him with mercy…”3
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Man should avoid from eating and drinking the things which have been
declared prohibited in the Islamic Laws (Shari‘ah) but if the life of man is in
danger and there is nothing for eating and drinking to rescue his life, he can
eat enough prohibited and unlawful food to save his life.
In fact, prohibition of above-mentioned three topics in Islamic Laws has
its particular philosophy; it has been organized keeping in view perfect
consideration and state of body and soul of man and with all characteristics.
For example, it has been narrated in some traditions that eating the dead
body weakens the body, creates trouble in it, decreases its power, and
disconnects the offspring of man. He who eats it, he will pass away from the
world by heart attack and sudden death.4
Some of the following foods have been declared prohibited and unlawful
in the religion of Islam:
1. Bihar al-Anwār, vol. 63, p. 314-315, Hadith 7.
2. Ibid, p. 314, Hadith 2.
3. Ibid, Hadith 6.
4 Wasa'il ash-Shi‘a, vol. 24, p. 100, Hadith 1.

A. Drinking alcoholic beverage and intoxicated things are harām
(prohibited), it is narrated from the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and His Holy
Progeny) in a tradition: “Wine is the root of every sin.”1

In many traditions, sitting has been made prohibited in a place where
wine is being served. It is narrated from the Holy Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him and
His Holy Progeny) about this: “Accursed, accursed is the one who sits at a table

where wine is being served.”2
If a Muslim who is sane and adult drinks every kind of alcoholic
beverage that is intoxicated- though its quantity is small and does not make
him intoxicated- and if this act is proved near a full qualified Islamic ruler,
he should receive eight flogs as his punishment.
B. Meat and milk of a najis al-„ayn animal (like dog and pig) and brutal
animals that have claw and talon usually like; lion, tiger, panther, wolf,
hyena, fox, jackal and cat and the following animals like elephant, bear,
monkey, rabbit and also eating the meat of small animals and reptiles and
various kind of insect like; mouse, snake, beetle scorpion, honey bee, fly,
C. Eating najis (unclean) things and on the basis of obligatory precaution,
eating of everything which is impure and man's nature is despised it.
D. Eating and drinking, injecting or usage of a thing that brings
considerable harms for the body or soul of the man but if a specialist
physician suggests and the treatment of disease is depended upon it, but it
should be used according to necessity.

Mustahabāt (Recommended) rules while eating food
(i) Washing both the hands before taking a meal. After taking a meal, one
should wash one's hands,
(ii) One should recite

“Bismillāh”,

before starting to eat and should

praise and thank Allah Almighty after eating food,
(iii) One should eat with one's right hand and he should prolong the
duration of taking a meal,
1 Ibid, vol. 25, p. 315, Hadith 4.
2 Ibid, vol. 24, p. 232, Hadith 1.
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aunt, mosquito, bat and all kinds of insects.
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(iv) One should take small bits of food and he should chew the food
thoroughly,
(v) One should brush his teeth after taking meal,
(vi) After taking one's meal one should lay on one's back, and should
place one's right foot on one's left foot,
(viii) One should take one's meal in the earlier part of the day and in the
earlier part of the night and should not eat during the day or during the night.

Acts which are unworthy to do while taking a meal
(i) To eat without being hungry,
(ii) To eat to one's fill,
(iii) To eat food while it is still hot,
(iv) To blow on food or drink which one is eating or drinking.

Mustahabāt (Recommended acts) while drinking water
(i) During daytime, one should drink water while standing;
The Spiritual Provision for the Teens

(ii) Water should be drunk slowly as if it was sucked and one should
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drink it with three breaths;
(iii) One should say

“Bismillah”,

before drinking water and should

praise and thank Allah Almighty saying "Alhamdu lillāh", »ل
ُ ّ  «الحوهدُ لafter
drinking. After drinking water, one should remember Imam Hussein (Peace

Be Upon Him) and his Ahlul Bayt (Peace Be Upon Them), and curse the enemies who

slew him.

Acts which are unworthy to do while drinking water
It is unworthy to drink too much water;
1. To drink water after eating fatty food;
2. To drink water while standing during the night;
3. To drink water with one's left hand;
4. To drink water from the side of a container or glass which is cracked
or chipped off, or from the side of its handle.
Question: “Which kind of sea-animals have halāl (lawful) meat and
which sea-animals have harām (unlawful) meat?”

Answer: Amongst the animals of the sea, the shrimp and the scaled fish
are halāl though their scales would be dropped while hunting and the fish
without scales and all other animal of the sea like dolphin, crab, and frog
have unlawful meat.
Question: “Which birds have harām (unlawful) meat and which birds
have halāl meat?”
Answer: The bird those have claw and would be brutal like; eagle, falcon,
vulture, hawk have unlawful meat. On the basis of obligatory precaution,
the meat of swallow and hoopoe should be avoided and eating them is
Makruh (abominable) but the meat of the birds like various kinds of pigeon,
partridge, hen, duck, turkey and various kinds of sparrow.
Question: “Is it allowed to feed the children by an impure meal?”
Answer: No, in case, if these things bring considerable harm for them,
giving these things to children is prohibited. Even if it has not any harm, on
the basis of obligatory precaution, feeding them by these things should be

obligatory to inform him?”
Answer: No, but if one does not know that eating this thing is prohibited
according to Shari‘ah, in this case it is obligatory that he should be informed
about the religious ruling.
Question: “If a guest comes to know during the meals that the food is
najis (unclean), is it important to inform others?”
Answer: No, However, if his dealings with the other guests are such, that
he himself may become najis, or be involved in najāsat if they became najis,
he should inform them.
Question: “If an animal eats the half food of a man and leaves the other
half, what is the rule regarding the remained half?”
Answer: Half-remained food of a dog, pig, infidel (who is not amongst
the people of the Book), eating of this food is unlawful and half-remained
food of an animal whose meat is unlawful to eat is clean but eating this food
is abominable.
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avoided.
Question: “If a man observes that someone is eating a najis thing, is it
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